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T'S NEARLY SHOW TIME
O
Steve Harris
Editor
The Hi Fi Show
is the Ilk's
major hi-fi
and home
entertainment
international
exhibition

Till? WINNERS
of i'm pcctacular
TLC; loudspeakers
competition in June
can now be
announced. First
prize, apair of TLC
Maestro 130S
spaekers plus apair of
Maestro 705 for rearchannel use as well as
a holiday for two in
Poland; the four
second prize winners,
Jon Hancock of Essex,
Dr B McAdam and
Derek Nudd both of
Hampshire, and Steve
Fetch of Tyneside,
each received apair of
Maestro 130S
speakers; the two
Third Prize winners,
Mr P R Reid of
Devon and Mr .7M
Cameron of Rossshire,
each received apair of
TLC Maestro 70S
loudspeakers

KK clearly wishes they were all
Italian), but it's worth noting that there
was a strong British presence. For
many UK brands, Germany is an
important export market.
Meridian was there with the new
DSP33 digital speaker, a compact
active digital monitor which is the
same size as the established M33
passive speaker. Naim showed its new
'5' series, Mike Creek, demonstrating
the new Creek CD player and new
Epos
speakers,
and
Aongus
O'hEeocha, whose outlandish polished
metal speakers seemed quite at home
in aland where chrome and stainless
steel are standard finishes for hi-fi.
Apart from all this, I should
mention one other significant exhibit
which came neither from aGerman
high-end brand nor from the British
invaders.
JVC
was
there
to
demonstrate its DVD-Audio player,
through its own system, set up with
five main channels. When Iwalked in,
the music was an old Neil Young

track, apparently remixed with alot
more bass and a huge amount of
'width' from the left and right front
channels, but nothing in the middle.
Instead of fronting the band, Young's
muffled voice seemed to be trying to
get out from underneath the
thunderous bass and drums: the centre
channel wasn't working at all. I'm sure
they got it going eventually...
Anyway, you'll be sure to hear
DVD-Audio in all its multi-channel
glory, as well as Super Audio CD, at
The HiFi Show. You'll also find all
the hi-fi exotica you could wish for.
Also in London, the same weekend,

and actually conveniently close to the
Novotel, will be the broad-based Live
exhibition at Earls Court, ashow for
the general consumer rather than the
hi-fi enthusiast.
It's too early to list all the brands
and products that will be exhibiting at
the Novotel. But turn to page 20 for
our Show Preview, which might give
you some idea of what to look out for.
Finally, as you'll see from pages 94
and 95 in this issue, we at HiFi News
will have something to shout about at
this year's Show too. Make it adate:
we'll see you at the Novotel London
West, 23-24 September.

WATERMARK LISTENING TESTS
Regular readers of this column (Itrust
there are some) will get asense of déjà
au as yet again Ibroach the ever more
wearisome subject of the Veranee
watermark. But this is such an
important issue that we have devoted
the first to pages of 'News' to aspecial
report on Veranee and its London
listening sessions. Anyone who cares
about the future of high quality sound,
or indeed its continued existence,
should turn to page 10 right now. +

DOUBLE- DENSITY RECORDABLE CD

THE HI-FI SHOW
will be

open

to the

public at the Novtel
London West,
Shortlands, London
W6 (close to
Hammersmith tube
stations) on 23-24
September, 10am6pm: admission
£7.00 or free with
the coupon on this
magazine. The show

is open to trade and
press visitors ortly
(there is NO public
admission) on 21
and 22 September.
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ne of the key dates in every hifi manufacturer's diary comes
in early January, with the
Winter Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas. Another comes in
September with the HiFi Show in
London — to which your ownership
of this magazine entitles you to enter
free — the UK's major international
hi-fi and home cinema exhibition.
Between these two, in May or (this
year) the start of June, falls the HighEnd Show in Frankfurt. This
long-running show lives up to its
name, and is very much a `pure-audio'
show: this time, there actually seemed
to be fewer home cinema exhibits this
year than previously. Ken Kessler's
report [page 66] justifiably concentrates
on the home-grown products (although

For several months the industry has
known that Philips and Sony were
planning adouble density CD, but
lips were sealed by Non- Disclosure
Agreements. Now computer company
Cirrus Logic has blown the gaffe by
announcing ( 12 July) that it has
developed a servo and
encoder/decoder chip set which w ill
meet the new Double Density CDROM/-R/-RW, or DDCD,
specification from Sony when it is
finalised'.
The new chipsets, costing only a
few dollars more than existing
components, work with astandard
infra red laser to track atighter spiral
of shorter pits. Disc capacity doubles
from 650 MBytes to 1.3 GBytes.
Consumers can use a home recorder
or PC to store 2.5 hours of CD- quality
music, hundreds of Internet MP3

recordings, or afeature length movie
in VHS quality, on a blank costing
less than $ 1. Double density recorders
are due within six months. DD
recordings will not play back on
existing CD players, but DDCD
hardware will play old CD
recordings.
Quite why Philips and Sony should
want to tinker with the Recordable CD
standard, just as DVD Recorders are
readying for launch, is unclear. Sony
issued no press statement but Cirrus
quotes Hiroshi Yamanouchi, Senior
General Manager of Sony's Optical
Storage Division, as saying it is a
'very strategic program for Sony'.
Philips also issued no press release,
but thought there was a statement on
the company's Web Site. There was
no sign of one, however.
Barry Fox
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smooth detailed sound, clean
focus and plenty of bass impact. It
has the flexibility to integrate with
high quality audio and video components.REAL PERFORMANCE — the
LS16 preamplifier is for those
looking to make atransition into
reai high- end yet wish to retain
the convenience of full remote
control of all front panel functions. It offers both singled
ended and balanced inputs with
microprocessor controlled relays
for gain control and switching.
Enthusiasts looking for the traditional qualities of an allvalve line
preamplifier will find them
carried over into the LS8 which
replaces the popular LS7 and LS9.
REAL POWER — The 100 watt per
channel VT100 power amplifier is ahard driving amplifier
with true bass slam
matched by aliquid mid
and top. Its speed and
control have to be heard.
Robert1 Reina
(Stereophile March 1999)
concluded his VT100
review: "This extraordinary amplifier is
beginning to make me
wonder if current tube
technology may once
again be edging ahead of
solid-state in the race for
ultimate sonic realism".
The VT100 Midi build
features doubled power
supply energy storage,
cooling fan and valve
damping rings. Mk11
enhancements are available as afactory upgrade
for existing owners.
The mid- power vr100
comes between the classic
VT50, at around £3300,
and the mighty VT200.
Jonathan Valin writing in
Fi magazine ( October
1998) went so far as to
rate the VT200 as: "The
best he powered stereo
amplifier I've heard — a
genuine hi-fi masterwork".
REAL PARTNERSHIP— The
LS16/VT200 pre/power
partnership puts excitement back into your music with its detail resolution and dynamic slam.
REAL INTEGRATION— enthusiasts waited along time for the CA50 all valve, remote control integrated amplifier. Conservatively rated at 50
watt per channel the CA50 is designed to be stunningly musical,
handsome in appearance — its sryling cues coming from the awesome
Reference series — and completely convenient. Audition this important
Audio Research first and find out why Ken Kessler ( Hi Fi News
February 1997) said, "So much for the superiority of separates...".
REAL QUALITY — An entirely new full 20- bit CD player, the CD2, is
styled to match the CASO. As acomplete player Audio Research is convinced the CD2 can compete with any single or two- box player in the
niamet with its astounding resolution of detail and dynamics.
Don't lose out in the race for sonic realism?—contact
Absolute Sounds for full information and alist of dealers where
you can experience Audio Research.

Research
delivered true reference sound
quality with its Reference 1
preamp and Reference 600
monoblocs. A number of customers looking for Reference 600
sound quality have asked for
slightly lower output power and
asmaller chassis. The new
Reference 300 is the smaller,
quieter and cooler answer to
these customer's needs.
Good news too for existing
Reference 600 customers who
can opt for the MkII factory
update while new- build
Reference 600MkIls are now
available. The all- valve
Reference 2stereo line preamp
offers the same full microprocessor remote control of volume,
balance, record and input selection with both balance
and single ended inputs
Reference 2 all-valve line stage preamplifier
(eight plus full tape loop)
A NEW REALISM--AUdi0

Winning the race

R
EAL I
SM

Reference Phono all-valve phono stage
and outputs ( two main,
-- this is as real as it gets
one tape) as its illustrious
predecessor. But all new
audio and power supply
circuits have advanced the
state-of-the-art yet again.
REAL VINYL — LP record
lovers will be delighted at
the arrival of the
Reference Phono all valve phono stage.
The Reference Phono
features two sets of inputs
one for low- output mc
pickups and one for high output mc and mm
designs. Used with the
Reference 2or similar
preamp there is enough
gain for any cartridge.
Flexible loading is offered.
REAL PARTNERS— Audio
Research introduced the
LS8 in 1997 as an affordable reference-calibre valve
preamp. The new Mk11
version is apure Class A
design with improved
component quality,
improved isolation feet and
chassis damping. The
LS8/1I is asingleended
design. Perfect partner for
the LS8 is the 100.2 solidstate power amp which we believe sets anew standdrd. Liquid and
grain- free, it possesses afine midrange transparency.
REAL PRIORITY — Audio Research has also announced the 125.5
Audiophile Standard Multichannel solid-state power amplifier for home
theatre installations. Though coming late to the home theatre market,
Audio Research believes priority had to be given to audiophile quality
sound and delayed introducing ahome theatre product until fully happy
with the sound quality.
REAL TRADITION — the PH3 phono preamplifier is eagerly sought out by
those enjoying the renaissance of interest in vinyl. A total of 109 part
changes now see the PH3 in Special Edition guise as the PH3SE. An
upgrade will be available for existing owners.
REALITY CHECK — the all-valve LS25 brings down the cost of true Audio
Research high-end performance. This line stage preamplifier can be perceived as aslightly small Reference 1. It is apure Class A design with

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road London SW20 ODE
Tel 020 8971 3909 or 0700 ABSOLUTE
Fax 020 8879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com
Web www.absolutesounds.com

r_Ara

audio research
HIGH
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'A more
constructive
approach
might have
3een: "For
you, MP3 is
fine for now
but when
you get a
Saturday
job, don't
rush te
spend your
money on
your PC."

MP3: LET'S BE CONSTRUCTIVE
Dear Sir, With reference to the
letter from David Murray in the
August issue (`MP3:Let's Have
More Of It'), and the editor's reply,
'if you don't mind listening to
complete crud, you're reading the
wrong magazine'. Iagree with the
editor's opinions, because Ihave
been able to compare MP3 against
CD, but feel that he could have
taken more account of David's lack
of funds. Ican recall how hard it
was to afford asystem of my own
when Iwas 16.
Perhaps amore constructive
approach might have been: ` For
you, MP3 is fine for now but when
you get aSaturday job, don't rush
to spend your money on your PC.
We are planning an article on a
Beginner's Guide to Buying Second
Hand CD players, Amplifiers and
Speakers, and you will be amazed
at what you can buy for £ 150. We
will show you how to connect your
MP3 and PC sound output player
to the amplifier. You could then
find out if your local library lends
CDs (the hire of CDs might cost
less than the telephone bill for MP3
downloads).'
You could also explain that,
whilst MP3 is adequate for the
sound output from aPC speaker,
David should try to find afriend or
relative who would let him compare
the sound of his MP3 player when
its output is fed though abetter
sound system. And then compare it
with aCD of the same music
played though the same system.
Learning to compare and judge
music reproduction is the
important first step to alifetime's
enjoyment of good music and the
equrpment that enables us to
appreciate it. It is also the first step
in understanding what your
magazine is really about.
Chester Willey, e-mail
FRUSTRATED AND DISSATISFIED
Dear Sir, Every month Ilook
forward to the arrival of HFNIRR
yet, after reading it, Ialways find
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myself frustrated and dissatisfied.
It's the reviews — they're so often
incomplete in one way or another.
Examples — integrated amplifiers
with phono sections, the
performance of which often go
unreported; loudspeaker reviews
which make no mention of the
provenance of the drive units or
crossover components, and, most
commonly, reviews of heavy ticket
items which draw no comparison
with the best of their competitors in
lower price sectors. Is the
component in question anything
like worth its asking price? And just
how close to its performance can
you get without paying afortune?
Are the differences really worth
paying those extra bucks?
Audiophiles are notorious for
their neurotic obsessions with
minutiae and what they're prepared
to shell out to get them. However,
for all but those of us with the
deepest of pockets, value is afactor
of paramount importance in audio
buying decisions — you do, Itrust,
appreciate this? A classic example
that prompts me to put fingers to
keyboard is Andrew Harrison's
review of the Wadia 860x and the
dCS Delius DAC and Purcell
upsampler in your August issue
(though why you always run a
month ahead Idon't know — the
August issue came out almost
before the end of June).
From what Ican gather, having
read the review twice, the Wadia
860x has 24/192 decoding
capability but doesn't itself actually
upsample to these specifications
from standard 16/44.1 — acurious
shortcoming in acomponent at this
decidedly hairy price level. Yet, if
you want to hear what it can do
with an upsampled signal you can
outfeed its own standard 16/44.1
signal, upsample it outboard, then
feed back in the 24/96 result for
onboard decoding. Correct? So
why, then, wasn't the unit
examined and reported in this
mode using just the Purcell
upsampler? Who on earth would
pay seven and ahalf grand for an
integrated CD player, only then to
use it not just with an outboard
sampler but with five grand 24/96
DAC built by acompletely different
manufacturer? It doesn't make
sense. Could you explain please
and perhaps try to make your
reviews abit more thorough?
Julian Stevens, Bristol
Andrew Harrison responds:
The Wadia 860x's DIA converter is only
capable of accepting and decoding
signals up to 24196, not 241192. At
present there are very few converters that
can work with 241192. Even assuming

the silicon is capable of processing high
speed data, there remains the issue of no
standardised connection between source
and converter; single SIPDIF and
AESIEBU connections have only (just)
the bandwidth for 24196 signals. Pro
users and audiophiles must use `Dual' or
`Quad' AES mode (where two or four
AESIEBU-spec cables take either one or
half astereo channel each).
There was no intention to suggest that
one should buy a,C7.5k CD player only
to bypass its onboard DAC! Ifelt a
useful comparison of conversion
technologies would be to use the Wadia 's
transport with its own and dCS's
converters, to create aleveller playing
field for hearing differences in just the
converters. If anything this should have
given the Wadia ahead start as its
digital signal path would be shorter, with
no interface jitter to worry about. As for
putting aPurcell upsampler in the
Wadia 'stransport/converter loop — this
was tried and found to offer little
improvement, but was not explored
further as it would have again muddied
the waters of up and over-sampling, so
instead Ikept solely to the respective
companies proprietary conversion
techniques.
PMC AND THE CAMBRIDGE R50
Dear Sir, Iwas interested to read in
your July issue the review of the
PMC FBI loudspeakers, but was
rather dismayed that in the 'Long
Legacy' there was no mention of
the Cambridge Audio R50 monitor
loudspeaker which was
acknowledged as being
one of the first
transmissionline speakers,
and received
highly
applauditory
reviews when
it was released
in 1971.
(See your own
piece from
September of
that year and
in
Gramaphone,
June 1972.)
Colin
Watson, Kent
LESTER YOUNG
AND MOZART
Dear Sir, In
one of my rambles
to HFNIRR afew
months ago (mainly about the
Alpine Symphony, Ithink) Iagreed
with areader who had had aletter
published criticising Ben Watson.
Iquote from the August Finale;
'Lester Young, on the other hand,
was aMozart, conceiving music as
apretty holiday from the
7

8>

views
earnestness of life, azone of charm
and relaxation.' Should someone
who believes this to be adescription
of Mozart's music be writing about
the subject for your magazine?
Paul Graber, e-mail
Ben Watson responds:
Idon't write about classical music, but
think Iam in good company because this is
pretty much what Pierre Boulez thinks.
ON THE NEW QUADS...
Dear Sir, It's along time since I
have read HFNIRR, but with a
new Quad speaker, Ibought it
with anticipation. Iagree with Ken
Kessler's view about the moulded
plastic top — what ashame the
new Quad owners don't see the
aesthetic value in anice piece of
teak or rosewood. Iam alittle
concerned, however, about David
Berriman's measurements of the
new speakers, which would
appear, if they were correct, to be
worse than the old ESL-63. I
remember the measurements in
HFNIRR (
which Ithink were
made by James Moir?) of the old
ESL-63 taken at 7m height using
V,-octave pink noise. The response
was very smooth (within 71 dB),
with agradual roll-off below 50Hz.
Berriman's measurements (like
all others in this edition) seem to
have afair number of bumps
(probably associated with the
measurement technique?). Is this
an accurate description of the new
ESL? It would be nice to compare
like with like. Also, Iremember that
the impedance response (although
mostly resistive) does depend on
signal level at below 100Hz, since
there is acertain amount of flux
saturation within the step-up
transformers — Berriman makes no
note of this.
Moving on to Alvin Gold's
review of the VK-60 and his
description of balance amplifiers,
he writes... ' although the amplifier
is not single ended overall, each
output valve is configured as a
single-end driver responsible for
half of the waveform on one
channel, the composite balanced
output summing the signals'.
Hnunm. Not very accurate — most
amplifiers are single-ended, except
the output which is normally pushpull, when it is designed to drive a
load. One would hope that, except
for the output stage, the amplifier
would be class-A, so that the entire
signal is handled by each
valve/transistor. (The devices
might handle the signal out of
phase to each other and sum that
the final stage to improve linearity,
which is the balanced technique.)
Again, the reviewer further
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expounds that the noise is largely
cancelled in this design of
amplifier. Well, induced hum and
noise is, but thermal and Johnson
noise, by definition, is white and
therefore will not cancel in any
balanced amplifier design, no
matter how good the designer.
Iam also somewhat concerned
with the written English in the
copy; for example, in the same
review, the paragraph beginning:
'The main reason is the real-time
continuous automatic biasing which
irons over valve ageing and
warming-up traumas, variations
-between individual valves, even
variations in mains voltage.' The
main reason for what ?
Ido hope that HFNIRR can
provide amore accurate copy to its
readers in future.
Alex Churchill, Worcester
Responses on this next month Ed.
INMAN ON THE CASPIAN DSP
Dear Sir, Iwould like to thank
HFNIRR for this opportunity to
respond to the review of our
Roksan Caspian DSP last month.
Every product should be looked
at in the context of its design brief.
In the case of our Caspian DSP, we
set out to design and produce an
audiophile processor for use with
both pure audio and audio/visual
sources.
One look inside this unit reveals
the complexity of the internal
circuits; alisten to
ahigh-end audio
source through
the by-passed
analogue
inputs will
verify its
pedigree.
So what
could
possibly
be
compromised to enable our valued
customers get the best sound from
their music and films at an
affordable price?
Gizmos left out were: Karaoke,
Various Music Hall and Concert
Sound Effects, unnecessary inputs
and outputs and the all-important
Video Switching Unit.
The Caspian DSP ended up with
four analogue and four digital
inputs, atape and adigital output
with avideo switching port. Market
research shows that 90% of homes
with audio-visual products have a
maximum of three AV source
inputs. The Caspian DSP can
accommodate up to six AV sources
as well as afurther two audio
sources. We believe that our
customers are best served if they are

not required to pay for facilities that
they are unlikely to use.
Two analogue inputs are
bypassed for pure audio, one
having 5.1-channel audio input!
[The Caspian DSP includes] two
further analogue inputs for use with
VCR or Satellite, to allow stereo or
Pro-Logic decoding; an AC3-RF
input for Laser Disc (can be
converted to coaxial); two further
coaxial digital inputs for DVD or
CD transports; one optical input
for MiniDisc or similar; and avideo
switching port for connection to the
Caspian VSU for automatic video
switching on two analogue and four
digital inputs, in effect switching
between six AV sources.
The Video Switching Unit was
not incorporated into the DSP for
the following reasons: 1) A video
switching unit power supply would
interfere with the DSP unit. 2)
Sound quality would be
compromised. 3) To maintain a
lower cost for those who do not
require the VS unit. 4) To allow a
the positioning of aseparate switch
box for optimal cable length
(especially S-Video cables).
We believe bridging audio and
Audio/Visual without
compromising pure audio
qualities are of paramount
importance to our customers
who wish to own aquality
system with excellent AV
capabilities.

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

In fact we
have not had one customer who
has mentioned anything about
lack of inputs and aseparate
video switching unit has given a
valuable option to many of our
customers. We do appreciate that
our DSP unit will not satisfy
everyone's requirements in terms
of facilities, but then again, the
reference Roksan TMS record
player does not come with
automatic tonearm cueing.
Touraj Moghaddam, Roksan
A HAPPY PRIZE WINNER
Dear Su., Many thanks for the TLC
Maestro 70S speakers. Like me
(I'm 70) my system is getting on a
bit. It was adelight to receive apair
of such beautiful speakers. Thanks
also for agreat magazine.
JM Cameron, Rossshire
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VERANCE AUDIO WATERMARK
VISITS LONDON
The SDMI, 4C and Verance gave the first
demonstration of their analogue

'golden ears' who had been
chosen by the five major record

watermarking system outside the USA in

labels. They listened in US
studios to an A track with no
watermark, aB track with the
same piece of music with a

early July. A cross-section of recording
engineers and a few journalists were
offered the chance to do comparative
listening tests on four pieces of music,
with and without watermarking.

watermark, and an X track either

However, the point of the tests remains
unclear because Verance assures that the

Each listener then had to try and
identify whether the X track was

decision to build watermark detection into

watermarked or not.

DVD-Audio players has
already been taken.
Paul Jessop, (left)
Technical Director of the
International Federation
of the Phonographic
Industry (IFPI) was on
hand to represent the
Secure Digital Music
Initiative; David Liebowitz, Chairman of
Verance Corporation, represented the
company formed last year when Ans
Technologies and Solana Technology

disclosure
agreements; these
tests are to open
awareness, create
greater
appreciation, and
let recording
engineers judge for

with or without watermarking.

The SDMI, 4C and Verance
claimed that these tests proved

themselves' says
Leibowitz.

A SPECIAL REPORT
by BARRY FOX

the watermarking system to be transparent,
that is, inaudible, but the golden ears had
been guaranteed anonymity and so far only
Denny Purcell of GeorgeTown Mastering,
Dave Smith (Sony Music) and Mark Wilder
(Sony Music) have been prepared to identify
themselves. Although DVD-A provides a
sampling frequency of 192kHz, 4C's test
material was coded only at 96kHz/24-bit
standard. Only Anis and Solana, now merged

Development merged after finding that they
were both developing, and patenting, similar

as Verance, passed the robustness and
audibility tests.
`4C are merely SDMI members, like other

technology. Leibowitz stressed that he had no

members', explains Paul Jessop. 'They

say in the event other than to provide the

performed the Phase 1tests under contract to
SDMI'.

hardware. There was no-one present from 4C
Entity, the consortium of IBM, Intel,
Matsushita/Panasonic and Toshiba which ran
the US tests in the summer of 1999 on behalf
of the SDMI, and on whose say-so DVDAudio and probably also SACD will be
watermarked.
'They send their apologies and have left me
to carry the flag,' says Liebowitz.
There was no technical White Paper
available on the technology. David Liebowitz
says this is because `We don't want another
DeCSS situation; we don't want to make it

Proposals for Phase 2SDMI testing were
due in by 3July. Paul Jessop will co-ordinate
tests in the USA, Japan and Europe, using

There was no technical White Paper
available on the technology. David
Liebowitz says this is because ' We
don't want another DeCSS situation;
we don't want to make it easy for
people to build the tools to
circumvent the system. The details
are highly confidential.'

easy for people to build the tools to
methodology based on the European Muse
tests previously run by the IFPI. Tests should

description, and we don't use everything that

start 'within acouple of months'.

is in every patent... release of information is
the details'.
Stated simply, the Verance system analyses
the audio waveform and makes slight
alterations which then decode as digital bits to
convey acopyright message, and trigger
circuitry in anew generation recorder so that
it cannot copy protected material.
The Verance system is already used in
applications where quality is not an issue, for
example, to tag music for NBC TV sports
broadcasts, and in Memory Stick solid-state
recorders. The coniention is all about its use
with DVD-Audio and SACD. From October,

manufacturers
must put detectors in, content owners are not
compelled to use the system'.
After 4C chose Verance as the winning
system, 4C created alicensing corporation
called LMI which will now administer the
licences and collect royalties on behalf of
Verance. Says Liebowitz, `It's acollaborative
relationship'.
There is aconsiderable amount of money
riding on watermarking. The 200 company
members of the SDMI now pay $20,000 a
year, double the previous annual fee, to
participate. The manufacturers of hardware
pay aflat fee of $25,000 ayear for the source
code of the algorithms used to detect the
Verance watermark, and to change the mark
depending on the number of copies made.
Those who are happy to take Verance's
obiect code (which does not allow 'optimizing'
the system to personal needs) pay $ 10,000 a
year. If the company makes two types of
hardware, there is an additional fee of $ 10,000
ayear and $ 5,000 on asliding scale
downwards. The manufacturers of mastering
equipment pay 25% of the revenue on any
part of the product which is used to embed a
watermark and the mastering houses which
embed the watermark pay $50 per track, with
aspecial 'garage band' rate of $250 for the

circumvent the system. The details are highly
confidential. Patents give only ageneral

very tightly controlled, only afew people know

'Although the
hardware

Says Jessop: 'The SDMI will now carry out
Phase 2tests at 176.4 and 192kHz. The
SDMI will not recommend anything without

first 50 tracks.
Mid-size record companies or independents
pay aflat rate of $ 50,000 ayear which lets
them embed watermarks in up to 1500 tracks,
with the rate rising to $ 50 atrack above that
number. The five major record companies pay

testing. Nothing will be passed for use at a

$40,000 ayear or $ 50 per track capped at

data rate until tested at that rate. We are
starting all over again, but will incorporate the

$60,000. This rate is based on the current
situation where there are five majors and will

UK data in the published results.'
According to David Liebowitz, the Phase 2
SDMI tests will be on more complicated

increase if there are mergers or take-overt
which reduce their number.

systems, for instance to detect unauthorised
recording. 'The testing for DVD-A is done
and complete' he insisted. Panasonic has
already launched DVD-A players in the USA,
over the 4July weekend.
So what was the point of the London tests,

Malcolm Davidson of Sony Music NYC
conducted the tests at the Sony/CBS Studios
in Whitfield Street. The full results will be
published within afew weeks. However, only
those participants who agree to be named will
be named. The Association of Professional
Recording Studios (APRS) alerted mastering

all DVD-A players must have Verance*

which were only arranged after the worldwide

and sound recording engineers to.the London

circuitry built-in.

campaign spearheaded by UK Grammywinning recording engineer Tony Faulkner?

tests and over 30 agreed to turn up for ABX
sessions, listening to four pieces of music,

The 4C tests which led to this decision
were done last year in US studios, on 50

10

'The previous tests were covered by non-

Debussy piano, Stravinsky's Petrushka, new
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news
age rock and pop music. The music trade
Fi News, but
press were invited and also Hino other hi-fi magazines. HFN/RR Editor
Steve Harris was invited only on the day,
without any prior warning, and could not
attend. Technical Editor Andrew Harrison
dropped everything to go in his place. The
most surprising discovery was that the testing
process depended on aCompaq laptop PC in
the listening room: its hard drive that whirred
louder than quiet passages of the music and
any subtle ambience. The drive could not be
switched off during the tests.
Tony Faulkner flew back from Malaysia so

sound Ihave ever heard; analogue hiss and
you could hear the azimuth flexing, as you do
from old tapes.
`It was quite impossible to judge asystem
wie that kind of material and DVD-Audio
and DSD are all about high quality.
'Then they played some New World music
which was appallingly badly recorded, with no
low-end, no high-end above around 10kHz,
and heavily compressed. It was of
magnificently low quality. Then they played
some dreadfully recorded pop. It was ajoke, a
complete joke. Iwas really quite cross because

nature of the recordings used for the tests'.
Martin Colloms was not invited so he
phoned, asked to be invited and was slotted
in. Says Colloms: ' Iwithdrew from the tests.
The quality of the material was appalling. It
was sub-Walkman standard. They were using
very old analogue material; the Petrushka
dates back to 1962. The piano had adynamic
range of only around 40dB. It was awful
music, lifeless and anaemic. There was amess
of hiss. The material had been copied from
CD-R on to computer hard-disk, and then
processed through a96/24 converter, so it
didn't start as 96/24. The room acoustic was

as to be in London in time for the tests. ' I'm

bad, with metalwork ringing. The PC hard-

forty-nine years old, I've got acold and Ihad
jet lag, he said after participating the day after

drive was whirring in my ear and a
transformer was mechanically humming. Itold

flying in. ` Iscored 75%, correctly identifying

Sony it was an embarassment to their

the watermarking in six out of eight cases. It
was analogue source material, too, not of good
quality. They haven't tested women, and they

whether they had chosen material that was
bad to conceal what the system was doing.'

haven't tested members of the public. It's not
as bad as Copycode, which anyone could hear
even after anight on the beer, but this system

company and Icouldn't avoid wondering

Tony Faulkner

Martin Collona

In an open letter to the profession Faulkner
says: ' Ibelieve that the strategy of
watermarking high-quality material on highquality carriers is fundamentally flawed if the

is not transparent, and anyone who says so
just isn't telling the truth.'
James Mallinson is aGrammy-winning
producer for all the major record labels and
independents. ' Please understand Iam all in
favour of effective copyright control' he says,

Ithought they had wasted my time. These
tests were totally invalid'.
The two directors of Sadie, the Ely-based
British company which has cornered the
market in hard-disk editing systems,
participated. If the record companies want a

audible now with a2-bit copy management

`but if you do anything in the analogue
domain it should be inaudible and these tests

watermarking system, Sadie will have to

payload, how will it sound with a72-bit full-

provide the hardware. Both Geoff Carver and
Joe Bull are ex-recording engineers.

identifier payload?
'The myth about the watermarking being
optional is becoming very tiresome. How will

were so badly handled that they are totally
invalid. Idon't know whether it's because they
don't know about sound quality or were trying
to pull the wool over our eyes.
'The first musical piece, Debussy piano was
an old analogue tape with buckets of hiss and
very constrained frequency range. Halfway
through Irefused to continue because Isaid
there was no point in the test. The Petrushka
recording was some of the worst recorded

Says Geoff Carver, obvioulsy choosing his
words very carefully: `It goes without saying
that Iam all in favour of effective copyright
control. Icould detect achange consistently.
My score was around the same as Tony
Faulknees.
`If Ihad heard the music in isolation 1don't
think Iwould have said there was atechnical
problem — other than to comment on the

watermarking is audible on high-quality
systems. The testing so far has been
inadequate in terms of sample size and quality
of test material and methods. If the system is

it be optional for listeners to major label
output? How is it optional for performers?
How will it be optional for producers and
engineers generating regular releases for major
international participating labels? How will it
be optional for DVD-A player and recorder
manufacturers to choose not to build in, and
to pay for the technology?'

WATERMARK WASH- OUT
these or others' results could demonstrate the

It would be nice to report that the analogue

could not be said for the whirring hard-drive of a

watermark that is liable to appear in almost all

PC laptop, used to log and collate the ABX

inaudibilty of Verance analogue watermarking in

future music releases is entirely inaudible, and

the London listening sessions. If the US tests of

that music lovers with an ear for quality have
nothing to worry about. Unfortunately Icannot

decisions; loud enough even to mask tape hiss in
the older recordings. This disturbance was
compounded by the sound of loud classical

confidently say this.
Iattended the first of two one-day listening

monitoring in an adjacent room, the sound
leakage being high enough to break concentration.

tests held in July. After an hour of small-talk with
Sony, Verance and SDMI representatives
Malcolm Davidson, David Leibowitz and Paul
Jessop, Iwas told that there would be no time

the bright future of high-resolution music that is
promised to us. Furthermore, Ihope I'm not
alone in doubting the conceptual validity of

presumably by Verance or Verance-licensee Sony
to illustrate diverse styles, was not felt to be of
particularly high-fidelity quality considering the

available to actually listen to watermarked
material. At a second visit Iwas disappointed to
discover that the choice of listening environment
and music material was not conducive to
showing subtle differences pre and post

The music selection, four pieces chosen

allowing acompany that stands to make its
fortunes from selling this system to the world to

stakes. Iwas expecting at least native 24-

be allowed such control of these listening tests
which strive to prove the company's own claims

bit./96kHz recordings, in lieu of DVD-Audio
24/192 recordings. Despite this, and the poor
ambient conditions, Iwas determined to see the

of inaudibility.
As afinal thought, for listeners and engineers
that feel that digital audio cannot match agood

test througli and resisted the idea of walking out.

analogue recording, despite digital's near
ubiquity in this wired world: Verance
watermarking can only be applied in the digital
domain. In other words, a recording that strives

watermarking.
Playback of material was from computer hard

Iwas told Ihad spent too long listening to the
first extract, and Ibegan to appreciate why

disk controlled by aSonic Solutions workstation.

previous sessions had over- run pre-alotted time.
Interestingly, my score from the first piece of

Quality of playback was deemed at best average,
but well short of the quality expected for critical

last year that allowed the system to be
sanctioned were anything like these, IFear for

to be deliberately digital-Free from microphone to

62.5% correct identifications was virtually
inverted on the three remaining extracts, whe-e I

mastertape must now pass through A/D and
DIA converters if it is to carry aVerance

found the listening position too close to the ATC

scored 25%, 37.5% and 25%. A score of 50%

watermark. Without digitizing the music, all the

SCM70 active speakers, these placed too close to
the rear wall of the small monitoring room.
Ambient noise level in the room was not low. A
ticking clock was easily removed, but the same

would suggest statistically that watermarked and

supposed benefits of radio air- play accountancy,
duplication prohibition and copyright

listening for watermark distortion. For example, I
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raw music were indistinguishable. But at the risk
of accusations of crying sour grapes given these
inconclusive ratings, Iremain unconvinced that

management will be unavailable.
Andrew Harrison
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Mark Levinson No 383
Mark Levinson — the Madrigal-

II 1

owned brand that bears his name,
not the individual — has brought its
rigorous audio engineering within
closer reach by introducing the
No 383 Integrated Amplifier. This
100W/8 ohm stereo amplifier uses
the same 12 devices per channel as
the 300-Series amplifiers, and is
aimed at either the quality-conscious
rich who want to add sound to
another room using the unit's
databus, or to performance-seeking
audiophiles. It has balanced circuitry
throughout, and two of its five
inputs are XLR-equipped. This
37kg amp uses a software-controlled
operating system upgradable by
computer via an RS- 232 port. UK
retail price is £ 5495. UK distributor
is Path Premier, 01844 21900.

PIONEER OFFERS DVD-A AND CD- R
With DVD-Audio firmly on the agenda for this
season, Pioneer has also added an advanced
CD-Rdubbing machine and, looking further
ahead, is already planning for the launch of its
DVD-RW DVD recorders. Following the company's
Japanese DVD-A launch at the end of last year,
there will be two Pioneer DVD-Audio players here
this autumn — but, unlike those early players sold
in Japan, which will need a (free) factory
upgrade, the UK products will be fully DVD-A
compatible, with MLP (Meridian Lossless Packing)
and all current copy protection built-in. At around
£3500, the DV-AX10 flagship is atrue universal
player as it will play two-channel Super Audio
Compact Discs (SACD) as well as multi-channel
DVD-A and DVD-V discs. It features over-the-top
engineering to maximise audio quality, including
the use of eight Burr Brown PCM1704
192kHz/24-bit DACs and afive-chamber shielded
construction to isolate each circuit block, founded

on a6mm-thick copper-plated iron bottom plate
with a2mm iron top plate. Picture quality features
include aspecial type of progressive scan and
Pioneer's mosquito noise and block noise reduction
schemes. These are also found on more affordable
DV 939A player, which is again DVD-A
compatible and using special construction
techniques, but won't play SACD. However, the
DV-939A is the first model to be DVD-RW
compatible. Pioneer now says it will launch
DVD-RW recorders next year: when asked about
arecordable DVD 'standards battle' points out that
its machines will be compatible with the rival
DVD+RW format. On the CD-R/CD-RW front,
Pioneer's PDR-W839 dual-tray is acombined
three-disc changer and CD recorder, offering easy
compilation from three CDs plus 'easy copy' onetouch auto-copy and double speed dubbing. It can
also be controlled by aPC keyboard if desired.
Contact Pioneer GB Ltd, 01753 789789.

JBL'S NEW XTI SERIES
A new range of speakers has been

announced by JBL distributor
Gamepath. Four models span aprice
range from £399.99 for the two-way
standmount JBL XTi 20, to £699.99 for
the three-way floorstanding XTi 80. All
models feature an hexagonal cabinet
construction to minimize colorationinducing internal standing waves. All
models use the same 25mm titanim
dome drive unit, with anewlydeveloped 5in JBL midrange driver
used in the three-way models, and a
6.5in bass driver in the two-way
models. The largest XTi 100 uses the
same midrange driver plus two 8n
drivers. All models are finished in a
real wood veneer of black, cherry or
beech. Gamepath, 01908 317707.
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EBONY AND
IVORY IN
HORNY
HARMONY
In line with the current trend
for paler-finish furniture,
British horn speaker specialist
Beauhom now offers its
Virtuoso speakers in an ' ivory
and ebony' livery. For a limited
period the finish will be
available at the same price as
the cherry version, from
£4112.50 to £4993.75,
depending on choice of
Lowther driver. Call Thomas
Transducers, 01424 813888.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
ARCAM has reduced the price of its
bestselling Alpha 7SE CD player,
from £349.90 to £299.90, while
upgrading performance with some
minor circuit changes. Other price
cuts are: Alpha 7R amp. down by
£20 to £279.90; Alpha 8R by £30
to £349.90; and Alpha 8 tuner by
£30 to £249.90. The Alpha AV50
has been reduced by £200 to
£499.90. Arcam, 01223 203203
PHILIPS has announced plans to
double production capacity of CD-RW
drives, to reach 20 million units
annually by the end of next year.
www.philips.com
DIGITAL ONE, the commercial digital
broadcast company, with partner the
Radio Advertising Bureau is spending
£2 million on its summer marketing
campaign. Radio promotion slots will

highlight ' the many benefits of digital
radio', including ' fantastic sound
quality', ' wide listening choice' and
'ability to stayed tuned wherever you
are'. www.ukdigitalradio.com
AUDIO T has a new shop, formerly
Home Media in Tunbridge Wells.
Stocked brands include Chord
Electronics, Dynaudio, Linn and
Rega. Audio T, 6 High St, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. 01892 525666
KEVIN GALLOWAY AUDIO has been
appointed Audio Note UK's new
dealer in Scotland. Kevin Galloway
Audio, 01563 574185
HANGO's Personal Jukebox, now with
6GB hard disk, stores up to 100
hours of MP3 music, equivalent to
over 120 CDs at the popular datarate of 128kb/s. UAS Enterprises,
01425 481222
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London W1

allaerts
amazon
argento
ars acoustica
art
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
decca london
dnm
ear yoshino
ergo
final
graham
helios
living voice
morch
musical fidelity
mv1
Audio Physic Virgo 2, from £2999

Avantgarde Uno, from £ 5300 (white)

When you buy a Walrus System ...

EAR Yoshino V20 £2699

... strange things start to happen in your life.
You may lose interest in going beyond your front door.
The art of conversation in your household will almost
certainly suffer. The television will sit neglected in the
corner, and the computer will remain unused (you'll
save a packet off-line). The dog will develop neuroses
through lack of attention. Your appetite will probably
suffer ( might be a benefit, depending on your waistline)
and your partner will be cursing us ( unless they share
your interest in music, of course).
But we don't consider ourselves responsible for all this.
We're only trying to make a living, and anyway, you're
a responsible adult and quite capable of making your
own choices in life. Someone, somewhere, though, is
bound to blame us, and you can be sure our solicitor is
ready waiting ...

Transfiguration Spirit £950

lanne
um ¡wee.

Amazon Audio Model 1 £2500

noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
phy cables
plinius
pro-ject
rega turntables
strumenti acustici-di precisione
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tci cables
tom evans
totem
townshend audio
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier
vienna acoustics
yamamura-churchill

Morch DP6 Gold £800

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items, subject to status *

web: www.wa I
rus.co.0 k

news

B8LIN CM NT SERIES
Another new range of loudspeakers from B&W featuring the
company's Nautilus technology will be available from August.
The CDM NT Series comprises the standmounted CDM1 NT
at £750; the £ 1250 floorstanding CDM7 NT; and a £395
CDMC NT centre-channel speaker. Industrial designer Dr
Kenneth Grange has adapted his original slope-fronted CDM
model to incorporate the Nautilus tube-loaded tweeter housing
— asystem for absorbing unwanted acoustic radiation from the
rear of the tweeter. The range is finished in distinctive `Alpi'
real-wood veneers, with precision matching of grain and colour.
Finishes are black ash, and either natural or red-stained
cherrywood. B&W Loudspeakers, 01903 750750.

THIRD NEUTRON
AVI has revised its popular
NuNeutron small two-way speaker,
calling the new model Neutron III.
Crossover frequency has been
moved down from 3.61cHz to
2.8kHz, and criticisms levelled by
another magazine of large amplifier
requirements have been answered.
The new version is also billed as
more ' open'. Price is £499, and
owners of previous versions can get
upgraded for £ 135.13. Contact
AV International, 01453 765682

EVENTS

EVENTS

EVENTS

EVENTS

4-7 SEPTEMBER ECEP 2000, the Philippines ( Institute
of Electronics and Communications Engineers of the
Philippines Inc). Contact 020 7862 2090
14-18 SEPTEMBER TOP Audio, Quark Hotel. Milan, Italy,
organised by APAF. Contact 00 ( 39) 02 48C 14111
21-24 SEPTEMBER (
trade only 21-22) The HiFi Show,
Novotel Loncon West, Hammersmith, sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact Janet Belton, 020 8774 0847
21-24 SEPTEMBER, Live 2000, Earls Court, London.
Admission £12 adutts/£7 under 16. Contact 0870 736 2000
1-3 NOVEMBER, Top Audio Praha, Panorama Hotel,
Prague. Contact + 420 602 374222
10-12 NOVEMBER Audio Show 2000, Sobieskie,
Sheraton and Bristol Hotels, Warsaw, Poland. Contact
Adam Mokrzycki, e-mail info@audioshow.com.pl
18-19 NOVEMBER Hi Fi 2000, The Dublin Hi Fi Show,
Burlington Hotel, Dublin. Contact Cloney Audio 00:qa3 12888477
6-9 JANUARY 2001 International CES, Las Vegas,
Nevada, USA. Contact CES on + 1 703 907 7600
21-24 FEBRUARY 2001 Communications Technology
Indonesia 2001. Contact 020 7862 2093
23-25 FEBRUARY 2001 Sound & Vision Bristol, Marriott
Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Audio Excellence/Audio T.
Contact 01865 760844
25 AUGUST-2 SEPTEMBER 2001 IFA 2001
(Internationale Funkausstellung) Berlin, Germany

MISSION FS2
SPEAKERS
Mission has announced the second
phase of its NXT flat panel
speaker programme. The FS2 is
an NXT speaker available in pairs
with subwoofer ( FS2-Al; in a five channel package ( FS2-AV); or as
an upgrade pack to turn the
former into the latter. The active
subwoofer uses a 170mm treated
paper cone driver powered by
55W amplifier. Cabling between
units is supplied: a flat, thin wire
that can be concealed beneath
carpets or wallpaper. Suggested
price is £449.90 for FS2-A and
£799.90 for FS2-AV. Mission,
01480 451777.

NAIT UPDATE
In keeping with the other new
models in the Nairn Audio product
range, the company's long-standing
integrated amplifier has been
revisited. Now known as the
NAIT5, the amplifier is available
at £799. More details from Naim
Audio, 01722 332266.

MERIDIAN MLP
PROFESSIONAL ENCODER

AVANTGARDE GREEK GODDESS

Meridian is now selling a
Professional MLP Encoder.
The encoder can create
content 100% compliant
with the DVD-Audio
specification and can
additionally be used for
archive applications. The
encoder runs only on
computers using Microsoft
Windows. Under the
graphical user interface
(GUI) the user can organize
workflow for encoding, downmixing, checking and
decoding MLP streams. Up to six channels (including
mixed-rate and scalable content) can be combined. Sample
frequencies between 44.1kHz and 192kHz, with word
sizes up to 24-bit, are accommodated. Each encoder is
individually serial numbered and provides full content
tracking through the use of MLP's meta-data capacity.
Price is £5875 to UK pro customers. Pictured is Meridian
co-founder Bob Stuart. Meridian Audio, 01480 52144.

Aphrodite Avantgarde is the name
given to TAG McLaren Audio's new
'designer' system, an all-in-one CD
player, radio tuner and
amplifier costing £2995.
Its aim is to challenge the
view that good-sounding
hi-fi cannot look as good
as the attractively-styled
music systems that
outsell real hi-fi. Its
amplifier delivers
50W into 8ohm and
90W into 4ohm. The
CD player uses a 128times oversampling filter
with latest generation servo and
control circuits; the FM/MW/LW
tuner has full RDS text and two FM
inputs for selection of optimum
antennae or cable feed. Designed to
match Aphrodite, but now also
available separately, Calliope is the

HI-FI NEWS P. RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 2000

first representative of the company's
Aluminium Technology
Loudspeakers. The cabimet is
formed from aribbed
extrusion, with die-cast
alurninnium top and
bottom sections. This
two-way design features
a 150mm mid/bass
driver and 19mm
textile dome tweeter,
reflex-ported at 55Hz.
A simple crossover
includes polypropylene
capacitors and an autotransformer for HF level
matching. An optional
dedicated stand is available, with its
own cable management. Calliope is
finished in high-quality metallic paint
with achoice of nine different paints,
for £ 1499. Contact TAG McLaren
Audio on 0800 783 8007.
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WIP1Parrio!

...that's the first sound you'll hear at any branch of KJ West One

LONDON W1

NORTHAMPTON

PETERBOROUGH

There are some fabulous sounds
waiting for you at KJ West One, yet
none more important than the
welcome you'll receive.

Our demonstration facilities are
comfortably impressive in which, just
as importantly, you'll be more than
welcome to take all the time you need.

equipment choices like this, you can
confidently expect to find your
ultimate system at KJ West One.

Call into any one of our stores and
you'll discover an outstanding range
of superior hi-fi and AV equipment.

So, whether you're still enthusiastic
about vinyl, tuned into digital
technology, or a home cinema fan,
simply bring along some of your
favourite discs and experience them
like never before.

You'll also note that we share your
love of music (all types between us)
and as a result we can offer expert
system configuration to enhance any
musical preference.

rite,1 in

Just take a look at some of the
examples we've shown here. With

interconnects, and is shown to full advantage
with this incredibly stimulating CD player.
Full Krell supporting CAST on demonstration.
NAGRA PLP + VPA
Switzerland's exquisite
statement of high-end
music reproduction.
Rare and deserving of
very serious consideration
this amplifier combination
demonstrates aseductively
emotive, and supremely
convincing soundstage.

MARTIN LOGAN
PRODIGY
This phenomenal new
real-life-scale hybrid
electrostatic creates a
huge soundstage with
breathtaking power,
startling realism and
unconstrained passion.

WILSON
SYSTEM 6
Probably the most
'room friendly' high-end
speaker. A legendary
performer further refined
and now afirm favourite
for recording studios
and the most demanding
of domestic installations

McINTOSH
MC 2000
Acelebration of
valve technology,
this amplifier will
more than impress;
it's apowerful
device capable of tremendous emotional
reach which connects you right to the spirit of
the music. The new MC2000 is one of those
rare devices that you hear with your heart!

KRELL KPS28sc
Krell's CAST system
minimises the effects
and variability of
AUDIO ANALOGUE
NAIM

NORDOST

AUDIO RESEARCH
OPERA

BOSE

ORTOFON

BO
PMC

CASTLE
PINK TRIANGLE

CYRUS

DG

PIONEER

dCS ELGAR DAC
We've not heard a
hi-fi system that
hasn't 'opened-up'
when the Elgar has
been installed. This a
DAC par-excellence and its influence on
recordings seems to virtually eliminate them,
with music coming alive as if being enjoyed
in its recorded environment! A must hear!
UNISON SRI Hybrid Integrated
captivating
blend of the
strengths of both
valve and solid
state technologies
and achieved at a
remarkably tempting price. Power is on ascale
which works perfectly in typical British living
rooms while sexy looks and seductive sounds
make this the high-end without the big ticket.
A truly

SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
One of the world's most
beautiful loudspeakers with
cabinetwork that puts to
shame much contemporary
furniture, and amusical
presence that really lives.
The Amati Homage could
be alifetime investment,
it's amodern classic of
impeccable pedigree.

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref 2
An unimaginable
achievement - audibly
superior to both the
LS25 and Ref 1, and
now, inarguably, the
new definition for pre-amplifier performance

NAGRA

If you're a keen music lover and
hi-fi enthusiast you know that sooner
or later, you'll want to visit us at
KJ West One. So why not make it
soon; you'll be very welcome!

THE WEST END?

New Cavendish Street is our flagship
store, it's where you'll discover more
state-of-the-art hi-fi equipment than
anywhere else! We believe the sounds
you'll hear are simply incomparable!

ARCAM

And, we do our best to make it
easy - part- exchange is particularly
welcome and, of course, finance terms
can be adoddle!

DENON
PROAC

DUAL
QED

EPOS
QUAD

THETA DREADNAUGHT
Atruly remarkable
power amplifier,
available in two
through to five
channel
configurations.
Choose the massive 200 watts per channel
stereo model, or add further channels - even
at alater date. In this way the
Dreadnaught's modular construction
promises 'future-proof' adaptability for all
multi-channel home cinema systems as well
as true 'audiophile' sound quality .
FUJITSU
GOLDING
REGA
ROTEL
REL

GRAAF
GRADO
SENNHEISER
SME

HARBETH
Kif
K
SONUS FABER
SONY

ntv.1 in

NORTHAMPTON?

For many years this branch (known to
local music lovers as Listen Inn) has
specialised in the leading British hi-fi
marques where our enthusiast staff place
special emphasis on the evolutionary
enhancements and incremental up-grade
potential offered by such equipment.

Realistic music reproduction can be
achieved on abudget without having to
resort to ' brandfi' - that's a specialism
you'll appreciate at our Peterborough
store. If you want high-end sounds but
don't have aplatinum card, turn off the
Al or leave the train at Peterborough!

Now, with ahuge choice of high-end
and AV equipment; more than ever we're
the region's '
must visit' specialist store!

We also specialise in multi-channel
Home Cinema systems, including Plasma
Screen and large scale Projectors.

REGA NAOS
Rich, dynamic and fast!
This is asophisticated
Transmission Line which
combines many desirable
traditional qualities with
contemporary technology.

BOSE
LIFESTYLE 50
This sophisticated
five channel Bose
system can be
installed so discreetly it could be the answer
for anyone wanting abig soundstage without
large speakers dominating their listening rooms!

NAIM CDS2
Naim's legendary rhythm
and pace is afeature of
this new CD player.
Even if you're not a
Naim owner, the
CDS2 brings that
famed musicality to
amuch wider range of hi-fi systems. Hear it!
MARTIN LOGAN Aerius i
Transparency in sound
as well as physically!
Apotent performer that
polarises the differences
between traditional and
electrostatic speakers.
If you have doubts about
the speakers you've
chosen for your own
system - come and listen!
LINN GENKI CD PLAYER
Preceded by
Linn's reputation
for realistic music
reproduction,
this new player
enhances the
marque's status and boasts variable output
level. Hear the Genko at Ki Northampton,
then install it with or without apre-amp as the
heart of aquality CD based hi-fi system.
ARCAM FMJ SERIES
Arcam has shown the world how to produce
serious hi-fi equipment at modest prices. Now
with this new range they're sure to win favour
with legions of loyal Arcam enthusiasts ready
to graduate towards the high-end - but still at
sensible cost! The full range is in stock now.
TAK
STAX

PETERBOROUGH?

M1

KRELL

LEXICON

STANDS UNIQUE

LINN
SUMIKO

LOEWE
TEAC

MAGNAPIANAR
THETA

QUAD 988 and 989
The new electrostatics from
Quad are finally here for your
assessment. Truly phenomenal
performance proves the wait
has been worthwhile, but
you'll need to call in soon to
be sure of early delivery!
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE
Apreferred choice
with our customers,
this remarkable
integrated amplifier
now has remote
control and some sensitive 'tuning' has also
elevated it far above its former competition.
MERIDIAN 568 PROCESSOR
The masters of
digital technology
demonstrate their
ability to combine
multi-channel
surround sound
facilities with state-of-the-art music reproduction
quality - an audiophile's dream. Call into our
Peterborough store for ademonstration.
DE NON AVC-AlOSE

The world's first
A/V amplifier
•
co

with Dolby
Digital, DIS,

e—

Lucasfilm's THX
Ultra 5.1 post
processing as well as the very latest THX
Surround EX decoding. Massively powerful
into all channels, the new AVC-Al OSE also
recreates music with the finesse of 2channel
hi-fi amplifiers - there's even aphono input!

UNISON

MERIDIAN
VIDICRON

MICHELL
WILSON

MISSION

MOTFI

WILSON BENESCH

Ex-Dem & Display Stock - Fully Guaranteed
Audio Alchemy ACD2 ( CD Player)
Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)
Audio Analogue Donizetti ( Power)
Audio Research CD2 ( CD Player)
Audio Research 155 Mid ( Pre)
Audio Research 1.58 ( Pre)
Audio Research VT50 ( Power)
B&W 180 Speaker System
Castle Avon Speakers ( Cherry)
Castle Severn Mk 2Speakers ( Block)
Denon DCD-S10/2 ( CD Player)
Epos ES22 Speakers ( Cherry)
KEF Model 3Speakers ( Black)
Krell KAV 300CD
Krell KRC-3 ( Pre)
Krell 250a ( Power)
Krell KAY 300i ( Integrated)
Meridian 501/2 ( Pre)
Meridian 518 ( Digital Processor)
Meridian 561 ( Digital Controller)
Meridian 562V ( Digital Controller)
Meridian 563 ( D-AConverter)
Meridian 566 ( 24 bit DA()
Meridian M33 (Active Speakers)
Meridian DSP5000 (Speakers)
MicroMega Stage 5 ( CD Player)
Michell Gyrodeck Bronze/R8300 arm
Michell ISO HR ( Phono Stage)
Musical Fidelity X-AlOOR ( Integrated)
Musical Fidelity X-ACT
Musical Fidelity X-DAC
Note Perfect Virtuoso (Speakers)
Pink Triangle Tarantella/R8300 (T/table)
Quad ESL63 (Speakers)
Theta Miles SE ( CD Player)
Thorens TTA2000 Power
Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)
Wilson MAXX ( Spkrs)
Wilson 5.1 Speakers ( Grey)
Wilson Witt 1Speakers
Wilson Benesch Orators ( Speakers)
Wilson Benesch Actor (Speakers)

£490
£495
£595
£3449
£5995
£1550
£3499
£4975
f729
£599
£1299
£1350
£2250
£4290
£3250
£3498
£7589
£740
£985
£2850
£995
£705
£1380
£1495
£3885
£750
£1200
£895
£1000
£129
£299
£1995
£899
£3500
£2390
£599
£1595
£34,995
£17,990
£10,995
£2900
£3999

350
£395
£475
£2750
£2495
£1195
£2799
£2995
£499
£449
£999
£999
£1599
£3390
£2695
£2895
£2199
£595
£785
£1850
£695
£595
£995
£995
£3295
£495
£900
£695
£749
£79
£179
£1295
£699
£1795
£1999
£399
£1295
£P0A
EPOA
£6495
£1900
£2499

FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE CLEARANCE ITEMS:

Call 0870 608 8211 Now
PART- EXCHANGE
Best Trade- In or Re-Sale Prices arranged
for all carefully used equipment
EASY FINANCE TERMS
Interest Free Credit and Low-Cost Terms.
Subject to status. Written details on request.

kj WestOne
THE

WORLD'S

FINEST

NAD
YAMAHA

HI-FI

LONDON W1 M 7LH
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
TEL: 020 7486 8262/3
NORTHAMPTON

îUng.fr.',i;", 9 6)

MARTIN LOGAN

THORENS

(
AV/Audio Amp)

ONE-OFF SPECIAL OFFERS

32 GOLD STREET
TEL: 01604 637871
PETERBOROUGH

NT TO KNOW
TE 3L:15VCA:0:12;o:7:EWE :3;4u7RrEeE5:
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111164
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SUPER AUDIO CD IS HERE!
Representing arevolution in the way digital data is
mastered and played back, Super Audio CD is
destined to become the new source media for the
21st Century. Play your old CDs and they'll sound
better than ever before. At Musical Images we have
the entire Super Audio CD
range from Sony on
permanent display at all
four branches in and
around the M25.
Musical Images is one
of the UK's finest Home

SUPER AUDIO CD

Entertainment retailers and installers. We believe being the
best isn't just about offering ahuge choice and top names,
it's about expertise, experience and providing long-term
customer satisfaction. From starter systems to state-of-theart Multi- Room environments and audiophile separates, our
award- winning team offers atruly five star service.

Experience the difference

SCD-X13940

at Musical Images.

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX

Tel: 0208 952 5535
Edgware Branch
Musical Images
45 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH

Tel: 0208 569 5802
Hounslow Branch

Musical Image
18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9H
CEDIA

Founder Member

SCD-1

Tel: 0207 497 1346
Covent Garden Branch

Musical Images
126 High Street,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 lED

Tel: 0208 663 3777
Beckenham Branch

Intelligent Homes
in the Making

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

Sony and Super Audio CD are trademarks of Sony Corporation, Japan
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technol

cause any noticeable difference
between the original and the copied
sound.
The ASA suggested that hi-fi buffs
might notice the difference if they
used a high-quality sound system.
Sony came back with the argument
that sound quality was asubjective
judgement
and
the
ASA
acknowledged that ' Sony had

The pr ce of
CD blanks is
plurnmetting:
what will
Brussels
direct on
taxing them?
And digital
tran smission
of the Proms

T

he capacity of magnetic and
optical discs is exploding, and
the price plummetting. But

solid-state memory is still expensive
and capacity limited, so some sectors
of the audio industry are moving
deeper into compression with
computer chips deciding what
information can be ' safely' thrown

away.
Digital Radio/DAB relies on heavy
compression, which made Capital
Radio's claim that their new services
(run jointly with Emap) give ' CD
quality' stand out like asore thumb.
Capital's Head of Publicity Elly
Smith ducked my queries on her
CD Quality press release so Ilodged
a complaint with the Advertising
Standards Authority. So Capital
should now have to explain to the
ASA how the data rates used
(160kb/s for Capital FM, Kiss, XFM
and Magic; 128 khis for Capital
Gold and Sunrise; and 64 kb/s for
LBC's two speech stations) merit Ms
Smith's tag of CD quality.
Last year Sony had to defend an
objection lodged with the Advertising
Standards Authority on advertisements for MiniDisc which claimed
'a perfect copy every time'. Not so,
said someone from Cambridgeshire,
arguing that the compression system
(ATRAC) throws away 80% of the

The Proms continue
until 9September,
and may be heard
'live' on Radio 3

information.
Sony's response was that the
compression coder selects only
pertinent audio data; so throwing the
rest away does not
necessarily

demonstrated that consumers could
not discern a difference between
music from a MiniDisc and the
same music from aCD'. So Sony is
now free to claim ' a perfect copy
every time' from MiniDisc.
But copy of what? Sony has never
come out and said what MiniDisc is
really for. It's not for baby's first
words or birdsong, it's for copying
music. Philips pussy-foots about
CD-R, too.
When Philips modified the Orange
Book standard for CD-R to allow 80
minute blanks it was Memorex/
Memtek which was first to actively
promote their value for copying
music from pressed discs. Iwas even
phoned to draw attention to what
was in the press release.
The street price for an 80 minute
blank started at £ 2 but has been
falling fast. There is now no point
in trying to use PC blanks with a
ROM recorder to store audio.
This is doubtless one reason why
Memorex predicts that sales of CD
Audio blanks in Europe will rise
from 1.4m in 1998 to 9.1m in 2001.
Says
Memorex's
Product
Manager, Michaels Blank: ' Fhe
product has been designed for hi-fi
enthusiasts and users who want to
save their old LPs by creating CDs
from their vinyl collections'.
In Brussels our new government,
the European Commission, has been
drafting an EU Directive that could
outlaw home recording, or put atax
on blank tapes or discs to provide
`fair compensation for all right
holders'.
The language is well nigh
incomprehensible legal jargon, eg,
'Whereas it is desirable that Member
States should arrive at a coherent
application at these exceptions,
which will be assessed when
reviewing implementing legislation
in the future... to allow for certain
acts of temporary reproduction, such
as
transient
and
incidental
reproductions, forming an integral
part of and
essential
to
a
technological process... whereas
technological development will
allow right holders to make use of
technological measures designed
to prevent and inhibit the
infringement of any copyright,.
rights related to copyright or sui
generis rights provided by
law...', etc.

Once the Directive is issued by
Brussels, all national governments in
Europe will be obliged to enshrine
it in law. Only then, Ifear, will we
really understand what it all means.
A tax on blank tapes and discs?
Compulsory copy control circuitry?
No thought seems to have been
given to the distribution of any tax
collected, so that it goes to the artists
whose work has been copied.
Why, you may well ask, has this
not been widely recognised and
debated by the manufacturers of
recorders and blank media? EACEM
(the European Association of
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers) has been talking to the
Brussels eurocrats and proposing
amendments which are every bit as
obscure as the original. I've seen
nothing from EACANI to publicise
or explain the the significance of the
Directive which Brussels is planning.
I've not seen anything from any
other trade bodies either.
The music industry has been
quiet, too, because it suits the record
companies to beaver quietly behind
the scenes, with no-one realising
what is happening, until it is too late.

PROMS DIGffAL BROADCASTS
On a happier note, the BBC has
now come up with useful hard facts
on how the Proms were set up as
the first live event the BBC has
broadcast digitally from venue to
receiver.
For six years there has been a
10Mb/s microwave radio link for TV
pictures and sound using the 48kHz
20-bit linear AES/EBU audio
standard. The link runs line of sight
from the roof of the Albert Hall to
the roof of Broadcasting House. The
arriving feed goes into an Audio &
Design DMMI digital mixer in
Radio 3's Continuity Suite and from
there is sent as digits to Radio 3's
Orban FM processor. The digital
output from the Orban (AES/EBU
48kHz 16-bit) is distributed digitally
to the transmitter sites using the
Energis fibre-optical network. At the
FM transmitters it is converted from
digital to analogue.
The new system uses the same
chain, but the Digital Radio feed is
digitally delayed to synchronise it
with the television broadcasts. It is
then fed to the DAB encoder which
converts
the
48kHz,
16-bit,
AES/EBU signal to DAB MPEG-1
Layer 2at 192kb/s for transmission.
The 192kb/s signal also goes to Sky
for digital satellite transmission.
Only the music comes from the
Albert Hall, with announcements
from Broadcasting House. The tricky
part is matching levels
and
synchronising through the delays.
.darry Fox
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HI0FI

SHOW
2000
This brief round- up covers just afew of the
new launches to look out for at the Novotel

T

o complement
your free Hi Fi
Show
ticket,
provided with this
month's issue, here's
a sneak preview at
what you can see and
hear at this year's
event. We've tried to
include as much
information
as
possible, although
due to this month's
tight copy deadline,
we can't cover
everything.
But
don't worry, there'll be a ' late news'
update in next month's issue and a
full listing of exhibitors in the Show
Guide issued at the event itself. For
now, here's just some of what you
can look forward to...

appearance. Martin Logan will
launch the Prodigy speaker ( and
maybe spring another surprise too);
there'll be a full line-up of Krell's
CAST range; Sonus Faber will have
its new home theatre speaker range,
while the Wilson Audio WATCH
centre and rear speakers complete the
Wilson Audio home theatre speaker
range. For analogue enthusiasts,
there's anew Koetsu cartridge, the
Itoigawa. Also represented will be
products from Theta, Transparent
and other leading brands.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

Tube stations).
Open to the
public from
10am to 6pm
on Saturday
and Sunday,
23 and 24
September

This year sees the world launch for
Acoustic Energy's ` Aesprit' series, a
range of mid- priced Hi-Fi/AV
loudspeakers featuring brand new
high and low frequency drive units,

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

and wood veneer cabinets. Also on
show will be the Aegis series and
Reference AEI.

Once again, the leading high- end
importer Absolute Sounds will have a

ALCHEMIST

massive presence, and you'll be able
to hear many exciting new products
making their first UK show

The Hi Fi Show
takes place at
the Novotel
London West,
Shortlands,
London W6
(close to
Hammersmith

API ( UK) LTD
Mirage's two new Omnipolar
loudspeakers — the 0M5 and 0M7
— receive their world premier at the
Landon show. The new models are
Mirage's finest achievement to date.
Both designs share matching new
cabinet and unique tweeter/midrange
designs; the 0M-5 has an inclusive
250W Mosfet amplifier to power the
dual bass drivers, while the 0M-7
[reviewed in August] is a passive
version with asingle bass unit. Jason
Zidle, Mirage's world product
manager, will be demonstrating both
stereo and home cinema applications.

AUDIOFREAKS
Audiofreaks is planning to compose a
more affordable system which will, for
the first
time,
present
new
achievements from Conrad-Johnson,
Avalon Acoustics, Muse Electronics
and a number of other closely
associated manufacturers. As always, a
selection of software on LP and CD
will be available for show visitors.

Alchemist is demonstrating the new AA
budget models, and improved Forseti
range this year, with aesthetic
improvements on all products.

AUDIO SYNTHESIS
Two new products from Audio
Synthesis are the Passion Ultimate —
the new remote controlled reference
Vishay passive pre-amplifier — and the
Passion Phono, ahigh gain, discrete, mcphono stage which preserves both
accuracy and emotion. Existing
products include DAX Decade (DAC),
Transcend Decade (CD transport) and
Desire Decade power amplifier.

BBC NAKAMICHVPOLK
Nakamichi Soundspace & Polk Audio
will be demonstrating their products
left: Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17
above and top left:
Castle loudspeakers
and Classic Sub
21)

throughout the show, including their
current range.

BEAUHORN
A new finish for Beauhorn's Virtuoso
horn speakers reflects the strong
SEPTEIRBER 2000
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trend in modern homes towards
lighter furniture. The cabinets on
show this year will be finished in
beautiful real wood maple veuteis and
are as appealing to the eye as they are
to the ear. Existing products include
the Virtuoso Refernsuco loudspeakers
and Obligato SET power amplifier.

CASASSE
The Io System is the first 5.1
loudspeaker System featuring
Cabasse SCS technology.

CABLE TALK
This
year sees
long-awaited
replacements
for
the
entire
Interconnect range, from £ 25/1m
pair to £ 300/1m pair, including the
multi-award winning speaker cables
from £ 1.75/m to £ 16.00/m

CADENCE
This highly acclaimed manufacturer
of hybrid ( electrostatic/dynamic)
loudspeakers from India will present
their latest creations - Canasya valve
mono (200W) power amplifiers and
the latest edition of the Anina.
Selected analogue and digital source
components will round off this highly
revealing and musical system.

CASTLE ACOUSTICS
Castle's highly successful Howard
floorstanding speaker was withdrawn
just over 12 months ago, after alife of
more than 5years. Now it's back, in
changed form, and renamed the
Howard S3. Not so much a redevelopment of the Howard S2 as a
complete re-think and redesign of a
trusted favourite, it has atwin pipe
quarter-wave internal design similar to
that used in Harlech. Price is
£1349.90. Other uprated models for
the audio visual market include a
replacement for the well-established
Keep centre channel speaker, known
as the Keep 2 (£ 299.90) and an
entirely new subwoofer system, The
Classic Sub (£949.90).

THE CHORD CO LTD
The Chord Company has relaunched its popular cable, the Siren
Silver Plus, with a new design and
improved specifications, and added
the Calypso, a new entry level
interconnect. Chord will also exhibit
the full range of interconnects and
speaker cables, plus the popular
Clearway mains enhancer.

CHORD ELECTRONICS
Chord Electronics' latest range makes
its appearance this year, revealing new
metal work, thicker front plates, new
style top plates with adomed central
section fitted with internal illumination.
Chord's new 12000 flagship power
amplifier is the company's largest,
most powerful and advanced
NEWS 2. RECORD REVIEW
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amplifier, and will sell in the UK at
no less than £30,898! In the 12000,
six of the latest Chord 4kW power
supplies are used to deliver 800W
RMS per channel into 8ohms, 1600W
RMS into 4 ohms and 3.5kW into 2
ohms. The new SPM1400E mono
power amplifier, replacing the older
'IV amplifiers delivers 500W RMS
into 8 ohms, 950W into 4 ohms and
1000W into 2 ohms and retails at
£5650 each. The SPM1200E Stereo
power amp delivers 350W into 8
ohms, and contains 20 extra capacitors
giving it three times the energy storage
of a 1200C. Improved with more
accurate precision resistors, the
CPA4000E pre- amplifier now has
new metal work, matching its
partnering amplifiers and is supplied
with the new system remote control,
which operates all Chord pre-amps.
Finally, Chord's advanced DAC
technology is available in the
DSC1100E and DSC1600E: 24-bit,
384 kHz Pulse Array DAC
technology which processes all twochannel DVD audio standards.

EXPOSURE
New products from Exposure
include the 2010
CD player, 2010
integrated remote
amplifier, and 2010
Stereo Power Amp
and tuner with
titanium finish. Also
on show is the
classic range of
products including
the 21 Remote Pre
and 16 mono power
amplifier.

CT AUDIO
Importer GT Audio
has affordable valve
electronics from JC
Verdier of France,
more famous until
now for turntables.
The Control ' Er
pre-amplifier will be
coupled to aModel
220 power amp
(KT88 Version),
together with the
new 845 triode SET
mono amps, with the
legendary Nouvelle
Platine and Platine
Verdier turntables
to complete the
analogue chain.
Also seen for the first
time is an exciting new
loudspeaker range from French
company Acoustique & Lutherie
— which creates its Ocellia
speakers around Bernard
Salabert's
unrivalled
PHY-HP drive units.

There'll be a
'late news'
update in next
month's issue
and afull
listing of
exhibitors in
the Show Guide
issued at the
event itself. For
now, here's
just some of
what you can
look forward to

The Ocellia Tilia, the baby of the
range, uses the wide range 21cm
PHY drive unit together with the
TW27 piezo-electric tweeter. The top
model is the Kedros, featuring the top
PHY driver, namely the KM30 which
is a 12in dual concentric design.
Salabert has also developed some
special kits to enable enthusiasts to
build their own cabinets around the
PHY-HP drivers. PHY mains,
interconnect and speaker cables will
be
used
throughout
the
demonstration system.
GT
Audio,
together
with
Avantgarde Acoustic, also plans to
launch the new Avantgarde Zero
loudspeaker system. The Zero system
is fully active and compatible with
any AV system as well as two-channel
audio. In response to public demand,
aTrio system may also be on hand!
Air Tight, the Japanese valve
amplifier specialist, is back in the UK
at long last: this year's new model is
called the ATM 300.
Lastly, two new Tron amplifiers
will be launched; a dual mono preamplifier (inc mc phono stage) called
the Meteor and a new stereo 211 power amplifier based on the widely
acclaimed Type PX25/300B chassis.

KEF
New from KEF Audio are the Q
Series Point Two models and
Reference Series Two range.

LINN PRODUCTS
The Pekin Tuner is anew launch for
Linn: others will be announced closer
to the Show. Existing products to be
demonstrated include the Linn Aktiu
Klimax System W/C DIZ, Keltik
Loudspeakers and Classik Display
Genki and Ikemi CD Players.

MARANTZ/TANNOY
Watch out for Maranrz's latest SACD
Player plus new models in their
Premium Series. Tammy, meanwhile,
will
be
demonstrating
The
Dimension, anew wide, bandwidth
Series. The Marantz CD-7 and SM17, plus the Tannoy Super Tweeter
will also be on show.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
New products from Musical Fidelity
this year include the home theatre
pre-Amp, HT600 5-channel power
amp, X-A2 integrated amp, A3CR
pre-amp and power amp and the M3
Nu- Vista integrated amplifier.
Existing products on show include
A3, A3CD, A300, A3 tuner, XA5100, X-P100, X-Ray, X-Plora.

NAIM AUDIO
Naim's exceptional Series 5 range
includes the most functional Naim
integrated amplifier ever built. The
Nait 5 is housed in the superb now21

5000 - a classic

Meridian Audio loudspeakers combine
digital signal processing with powerful
built-in amplifiers. This provides the
greatest performance from the neatest
cabinets with perfect control.
Our brilliant Windows® based setup
software makes installation easy.
Connect adigital source direct or any
other source via our surround controllers
for the finest stereo and up to seven
channels of surround sound.
Meridian, the classic solution.
Meridian Audio Limited
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon, England PX29 6EX
Tel 44 (
0)1480 434334
Fax 44 (
0)1480 459934
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 122
Atlanta GA 30331
Tel (404) 344 7111
Fax ( 404) 346 7111

http://www.meridian-audio.com

BOOTHROYED STUART

/VIERIDIAN

vibration cast aluminium chassis
shared by all the Series 5 range,
combining cunning engineering
solutions with style and flexibility.
The six-input pre-amplifier section
features sophisticated discrete resistor
ladders for volume, and balance
control to improve sound quality and
accuracy. All pre-amplifier facilities
are controlled by amicroproccessor
which 'sleeps' until afunction is used
to avoid adding digital interference to
the music signal. The power amplifier
is aversion of the design used in the
mighty NAP 500, Naim's flagship
amplifier [reviewed in August]. This
endows the Nait 5 with very fast
signal transition times and superb
supply noise rejection. All power
supplies are double regulated
throughout. Circuit boards are
mounted on Naim's unique antiresonance decoupling pillars and
supporting the whole amplifier on
low-energy-transfer feet.

NORDOST
Cinemaflex Bassline A/V interconnect
and line level subleads, Optix S-video
to start cables 14/2 and 14/4
Cinemaflex loudspeaker cables are all
new products to be seen at the
Nordost stand. Also present will be a
full range of Flatline interconnects
and speaker cables, Moonglo digital
cables, Opitx visual.cables, and
Resonance control and system
maintenance products.

PMC

RI SERVICES

RUSS ANDREWS

High- end distributor Path Premier
will use the HiFi Show for the World
launch of two new Mark Levison
products;
a range
of Bow
Technologies complements and new
products from Revel. Other products
to be demonstrated at the show are
supplied by Mark Levinson, Proceed,
Revel,
Stax,
Faroudja, Bow
Technologies, Lyra, Sumiko, Iriq,
DaLite, Madrigal and Kontak.
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TARGET
Target's
latest
extended TM 2000
Modular furniture
series will feature this
year, along with ASS
hi-fi equipment racks
and speaker stands.

VERITAS

QED

The full range of speaker cables and
interconnects, plus the QED SCART
complete this range of premium a/v
cables with true hi-end performance.
There's also the launch of new QED
Bronze special edition speaker cables.

New products include the Siltech
Signature Series cables and singleended monoblock amplifier. RT
Services will also be demonstrating
dCS ( Data Conversion Systems),
Accuphase, Nagra Spectral, Gamut
and Verity Audio.

PATH PREMIER

products include
Sonic's Gold mains
cable, Aerospace
Technology speaker
cables and the Silver
Screen S-VRS cable

After a long tradition in passive
loudspeakers and large active
monitors, PMC has acompact active
speaker, the AML1. Boasting sub35Hz performance from a cabinet
only 8 x 12 x 16in, the new design
uses acustom built 6.5in flat piston
woofer constructed from a carbon
fibre/Nomex honeycomb which
allows large, controlled linear
excursions. A very high powerhandling 1.25in silk dome unit is used
for the high frequencies; the two
drivers are integrated by discrete, low
noise active crossovers with dual
120W amplifiers. User controls
provide for input level adjustment,
with LF Roll off, LF tilt and HF tilt
which can be defeated with asingle
pushbutton.
The AML1 was launched at the
recent 107th Audio Engineering
Society convention in New York, the
Professional Audio community's
premier international trade show,
where it was named best new product
at the show by Pro Audio Review
magazine.

After two years of intensive research
and development Russ Andrews have
launched three new mains products;
The Power Block, The Purifier, and
The Silencer. Also appearing is
Kimber Kable's new improved
PowerKord. Kimber Kables has afull
range of cables including Monode,
BiFocal and TriFocal, and the
superlative Kirnber Select range. The
full range of Russ Andrews'
products including Rorlyte
furniture and ReveeL and
ReleeS CD enhancers will also
be on sale.

SONIC LJNK
Making their first appearance
are the new ' Rebel' and
'Deliverance'
loudspeaker cables,
Second Generation
audio interconnects and
`Light' and ` Vision'
video cables. Existing

above: Castle
Inversion speaker
left: Naim NAP 500
below: The Silencer
from Russ Andrew,

A groundbreaking
bass unit design is at
the heart of Energy's
new range, under its
trademarked Ventas
name. Energy has
produced anew bass
driver which features a
twin voice-coil wound
in opposing directions,
coupled to a multifaceted cone which is
co-injection moulded
to its surround in order
to eliminate distortion.
The resultant level '
of performance
is said to be aquantum
leap over traditional designs.
The complete range will be
displayed and both home cinema and
stereo-timed demonstrations will be
made throughout the day. Also
demonstrated will be the Encore, the
award-winning miniature home
cinema system.

VER1TAS HORN SYSTEMS
New products from Ventas Horn
Systems include the big high- end
open baffle loudspeaker, along with
an all-new 400W per channel power
amp, plus the full Ventas range of
loudspeakers from £ 1000 to £6000.

VIVANTE MUSIC LTD
Audiophile record and CD specialist
Vivante presents new products in all
formats plus the usual vinyl LPs,
audiophile CDs, DAD 24/96, SACD,
DTS 5.1, along with hi-fi accessories.

WILSON BENESCH
Wilson Benesch continues to receive
global critical acclaim for its
loudspeakers. Integrated, in phase,
wideband sound, is combined with
isobaric Tactic driver technology,
Advanced Composite Technology
enclosures, carbon fibre composite
structures and astyle that describes a
unique and distinctive visual
agenda.
• Look out for last-minute show
news in next month's issue
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FBI Loudspeaker

Dealers
Ashtord ( Kent)
Birmingham

Soundcraft HWi
Griffin Audio

01233 624441
0121 622 2230

Bournemouth

Suttons HiFi

Brighton

The Powerplant

Bristol

Radfords

Cheltenham
Chelmsford

Audio T
Rayleigh HiFi

01242 583960
01245 265245

Chester
Dunstable
East Grinstead

Audio Excellence
Technosound
Audio Designs

01244 345576
01582 663297
01342 314569

Glasgow
Enfield

Stereo Stereo
Audio T

0141 248 4079
020 8367 3132

Epsom
Guildford

Audio T
PJ HiFi

01372 748888
01483 504801

Hitchin
Hurl

David Orton
The Audio Room

01462 452248
01482 891375

High Wycombe

Audio T

01494 558585

Ipswich
Kingston

Signals
Infidelity

01473 622866
020 8943 3530

Lakeside

Rayleigh HiFi

Leeds
Leicester

Image Audio
Leicester HiFi

01202 555512

London ( W1;
London ( NW)
London ( SE)

The Cornfkike Shop
Audio T
Billy Vee

020 7631 0472
0207794 7848
020 8318 5755

01273 775978

London ( SW)

Auditorium

020 7384 3030

0117 944 1010

London ( SW)
London ( SW)
London ( W)

Oranges & Lemons
SMC
Thomas Heinitz

020 7924 2040
020 7819 1700
020 7229 2077

Margate
Milton Keynes
Nottingham
Norwich

LMD Audio
Technosound
Nottingham FIFI
Basically Sound

01843 220092
01908 604949
0115 924 8320
01508 570829

Oxford
Rayleigh

Audio T
Rayleigh HiFi

01865 765961
01268 779762

Sheffield

Moorgate Acoustics

0114 275 6048

Southampton
Southend

Audio T
Rayleigh HiFi

023 8025 2827
01702 435255

St Albans

Radlett Audio

01727 855577

Swansea

Audio Excellence

01792 474608

01708 680551

Taunton
Worthing

Mike Manning
Phase 3

01823 326688
01903 245577

0113 278 9374
0116 253 9753

Worcester
Yeovil

Seven Oaks HiFi
Mike Manning

01905 612929
01935 479361

eee
I + 44 (0) 1707 393002

F + 44 (0) 1707 393536

email sales@promonitorco.uk web www.bryston.ca/pmc
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The ultimate in stereo
and multi-channel amplification
20 year warranty
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capacitors for better stability. Better
still, Octave maintains control over
as much of the design as possible by
manufacturing
the
output
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sounds, well, German: confident,
Mal 1.1111111
11181111 11.1111111
solid, a tad brash. This is no
11,11111 ,;/ 1111111 .I
..... et. 11.11111.,t,
shrinking violet of apre-amp, and it
... 101111111.
•
71 11 111: !
•;
' :'controls deal with on/off (there's a mated better with big amps like the
1.1.
: .
r1 1
11\j
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111l111 .°
Nu-Vista 300 and the Krell FPB
primary mains switch on the
' ' ''." 14111r:
300 than those of a more vintage
Ilit
liffitininn
outboard power supply), mute
.i111111111WIL:
persuasion. Best of all, it sounds
on/off, source select for three line
huge, due in no small part to a
inputs and phono, and source/tape.
seamlessness that makes the speakers
Above them all is amassive volume
disappear. Normally, Iattribute this
control, and each of the rotaries has
agging does work, especially
characteristic to speaker dispersion,
agreen LED to indicate status.
if the ` naggee' is aweakened
but — for whatever reasons — it
In-between those chrome handles
father
who's
been
made the Wilson WATT Puppy 6
is a substantial black cage, which
conditioned by his offspring to say
seem even larger than it usually does.
continues around the back so that
'Yes', just to end the kvetching as
As you'd expect, it appreciates
the sockets only occupy astrip along
swiftly as possible. Taking atip from
lebensraum, creating a soundstage
the lower part of the rear panel.
toddlers, there are manufacturers
the size of Prussia.
Again, from left-to-right, the array
who are legendary in their ability to
Aware as Iam of the passion for
consists of two tiny toggle switches
grind down the resolve of editors and
to choose between m- m and m-c vinyl in Octave's home market, Iwas
reviewers, knowing that if they can
equally unsurprised by the superb
cartridges, a switch to activate or
keep at it long enough, the editor or
clarity and authority of the phono
deactivate a subsonic filter, the mreviewer will relent and cover the
section, the HP500 m-c stage
product in question. In this case, a m sockets, an earthing terminal, the
working beautifully with the Lyra
m-csockets, the line inputs, tape in
colleague from Germany, who
Lydian. As Itried the phono section
and out, two sets of phono outputs
doesn't even work for the company
first, Ithought that maybe the gain
and proper XLR-balanced outputs.
in question, just wouldn't let up, so
was abit too much as there was a
Lastly, there's amulti-pin socket for
Ieventually caved in and agreed to
fair amount of low-level residual
connecting the power supply's
look at apre-amp which has no UK
umbilical cord.
distributor. Not only is it unavailable
Octave
actually
here, but the unit has been in
describes the HP500
production since 1987. Heh, heh; if
as ' ahybrid tube pretheir football team had the same
amp similar to Audio
tenacity, maybe we wouldn't have
Research, but in the
kicked their tushies at Euro 2000.
HP500 transistors are
Inevitably, the clincher is the same
not in the signal path.'
that those masters of the double
Snide, eh? Although
standard — Europhiles — always use
the m-c pre-preamp
to accomplish this fear, ' Of course,
stage is an IC circuit,
your readers can easily order it direct
and the XLR-output
from the manufacturer, as we are all
transformers
are
one big, happy, no-importation-feesbuffered
by
no-duty-no-boundaries family.' Yeah,
semiconductors, this
just tell that to the employees of HM
noise coming through. Moving to
is atube pre-amp of the old school,
Customs & Excise at Dover when
the line section, the slight whoosh
you try to come through with a with a separate PCB for the line
remained, its intensity unchanged,
boot-load of Danish porn, or a section with atube complement of
an ECC81 and two EF184s, and a so Ifigured that it was good, ol'
couple of kilos of ganga from
valve noise. No problem; you have
separate phono PCB containing one
Amsterdam.
to put your ear next to the speaker
each of ECC83, ECC81 and
Anyway, I'm now playing host to
to hear it.
6BQ7A.
an Octave HP500 pre-amp with
Ican understand why my friend
Not taking any chances, Octave
almost all the bells and whistles.
was so hot on this. He used to work
keeps the HP500 mute for a full
This dual-mono tube pre-amp lacks
for amagazine with apenchant for
three minutes, the output connected
nothing; its spec in fully-loaded
grand-sounding,
almost
cocky
to ground by muting relays — the
mode includes amagnificent phono
hardware, and the Octave is as
XLR output is always active and has
stage with m-m and m-c phono
Teutonic as Grosser Mercedes.
no relays in its output. The HP500
capability, an outboard power
Mind you, at DM7500 in line form
is also ' equipped with lavish
supply, remote volume control (not
and DM9400 with phono, it
electronic regulating and filtering
supplied), and the sort of finish you
certainly wasn't priced with the same
switches that supply the pre-amplifier
expect from abrand beloved in the
plutocratic arrogance. Looking at
technology with adirect-current in
Fatherland — it even has chrome
what else is out there for the money
'accumulator quality' with practically
handles, which automatically put me
— those prices translate to £2500
no hum and magnetic field
in a good mood. I'd recently been
and £3100 — this is one of the few
disturbances.' The external power
preparing my old Radfords for an
occasions when something German
supply is shielded against mains
upcoming speaker shoot-out, and the
qualifies as abargain.
interference, and Octave fits highOctave's handles look just like shortKen Kessler
capacitance storage electrolytic
arse versions of the ones which flank
e
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the classic Radford power amplifiers.
Measuring 438 x 143 x 400mm
(whd), the HP500 has that nononsense look which appeals to a
certain breed of audiophile —
usually English — who finds
anything purely decorative to be the
Devil's work. In this case, the frills
are limited to aluscious gloss black
front panel, offset by five chrome
knobs. From left to right, the
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German
engineering
from Octave
produces a
hybrid
valve/
transistor
pre- amp
'similar to
Audio
Research,
but in the
HP500
transistors
are not in
the signal
path'

SUPPLIER
Octave,
Grabenikker 10, ,
76307 Karlsbad,
Germany.
Tel 0049-72483278;
Fax 0049-72483279
email: hofmannocravegt
-online.de
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Too good to be true?
This pre- amp offers
the sound of the
C-J ART at about a
quarter of the price
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

S

ince
launching
the
internationally- acclaimed
ART zero- feedback alltriode pre-amplifier back in 1996
— alimited edition that celebrated
the company's 20th anniversary —
CJ's intention has been to extend
the technology down the range.
The first example was the
Premier 16LS [
HFNIRR Nov ' 98],
at half the ART's price and more
or less replacing the long-lived
Premier 7. Now Conrad-Johnson
has succeeded in halving the price
again and has delivered the

Premier
17LS
at £ 4495,
essentially a replacement for the
fine Premier 14 [
HFNIRR Nov
'96]. This fine pre-amp is a hard
act to follow, so this review will be
something of a test for the new
zero-feedback concept operating in
this lower price sector. Will it be
strong enough to shine through
the
necessary
engineering
compromises when the original
build cost is slashed by 75%?
Looking for all the world like
half an ART [which Ireviewed in
June ' 97], but with one chassis

Conrad-Johnson

Pronier
e

conrad-john.son
Premier 171.8
00~
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AMPLIFIERS
instead of two, the 17LS uses the
same remote handset, hewn
from solid alloy, including
channel balance and volume
control, giving a fine 0.7dB
resolution.
There are no knobs on
the fascia. All control is
via push buttons, the
operating condition
signed by LEDs plus
an
easy- to- read
amber
numeric
display for volume,
over a range of
100 steps. Mains
power input
is
via
a
detachable
IEC cord,
while all
audio
signals
enter
and

leave in
single- ended
mode via heavy-duty
gold-plated phono sockets.
Seven inputs are possible,
including two of the External
Processor Loop/tape monitor type
for through- processing when
required. Two sets of audio
outputs are present, but no
headphone outlet.
With
a
gold- anodised
aluminium fascia, the remainder of
the casework is also non-magnetic,
constructed of light alloy panels
and extrusions, in satin-textured
black enamel. Installed in a ` V'
shaped section are the tubes, four
Sovtek 6992 double-triodes set in
a neat row. They are protected
under a cage, yet easily exchanged
without opening up the whole
unit.

TECHNOLOGY
Aside from the auxiliary microprocessor supply, the unit operates
on a single E-Imains transformer.
There is a main regulator for the
high-voltage supply, which is all
polystyrene capacitors save the
initial
reservoir,
which
is
polypropylene. In fact, there are
20 of CJ's finest custom tin-foil
ii
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polystyrene capacitors, eight for
signal coupling and 12
for the double-

A compatible, matching lowfeedback triode type phono
equaliser is available, the Premier
15 [
HFNIRR Feb ' 97].

SOUND QUALITY

regulated nofeedback
power
supplies. For volume, the
established relay- switched L-pad
above: inside Me
network is used with gas- sealed,
Conrad-Johnson
gold-flashed silver contacts and a
I7LS, showing use of
Vishay metal- foil resistor array.
four 6992 triodes,
Larger, more costly Vishay foils
plastic capacitors and
are used in the rest of the
resistor-switching
circuitry, including the power
relays
supplies, so there's no sign of
economy yet! The active part
consists of four paralleled triodes
per channel, run at zero feedback
with fixed bias, anode-coupled at
the output, and relay-muted. The
input is direct- coupled to this
single stage line pre- amplifier.
Output impedance is under 850
ohms while the gain is a sensible
SUPPLER
25dB. It phase- inverts, so the
speaker cable + and - should be
15 Link Way,
exchanged for each channel, either
Ham,
at the speaker end or at the power
Richmond,
amplifier. The nominal frequency
Surver
response is 2Hz to 100kHz, while
TU7.10 7QT
Tel: 020 894S
unweighted noise is -96dB relative
11.53
to a2.5V output.

Any doubts Imay have harboured
concerning the translation of
the
ART
philosophy to
this
more
realistic price
level — just one
quarter that of
the
original
flagship design —
were erased by the
sound I heard. At
times it was hard to
distinguish
the
Premier 17 from the
ART itself, and the
strong
sense
of
coherence —
the
performance all of a
piece, beautifully balanced
and integrated — was
particularly appealing in the
case of the 17LS.
It wasn't flashy, had no
dazzling edges or facets to its
achievement. Nothing stuck
out and unfairly grabbed your
attention. Instead, you had a
sound
of
exceptional
refinement, with a very neutral,
liquid midrange, highly natural
on telling vocals and live acoustic
instruments. It may not quite live
up to the best solid-state slam in
the bass, that ability to define
physical displacement at low
frequencies, but the bass was
nonetheless very, very good —
extended, agile, well resolved,
informative and lively.
If anything, Ifelt that this preamp has the best treble yet of the
series. The near-perfection of the
ART requires careful system
matching, especially on the cable
front. In contrast Ifelt that the
Premier 17LS didn't need such
balancing; it actually seemed
more natural and better integrated
than the ART.
In absolute terms, however, the
ART still holds the aces for scale
and weight, for image width,
absolute transparency, and finely
resolved detail on very complex
programme. However, the margin
isn't great and the 17LS fought
back with a tad sharper central
image focus, a ' tidier' if ` smaller'
image combining both excellent
transparency and rewarding depth.
Dynamic expression was very
good, even slightly better with the
ART. High performance here is
characteristic of this zero-feedback
topology. However, the 17LS was
just ahead in terms of rhythm and
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AMPLIFIERS
Conrad- Johnson Premier 17LS

timing, and sounded a tad more
upbeat,

and

was

thus

more

satisfying in conveying the dancelike quality of great music. If well
executed a good stereo chassis
design can show this quality to
advantage compared with a
double- mono case, such as the
ART.
Ireally liked the 17LS and while
I'm not going to rush to replace
my ART, judging by the balance
of qualities we hear, it's a close
run thing. Overall, and using my
usual listening- test scaling, the
sound quality score was a topflight 47 points in the set-ups I
tried. It might be a little more
system- dependent with its higher
than average (for the class) output
impedance; though I saw little
evidence of this.
While the volume-control relays
clatter audibly, the control range
and resolution were both fine, as
was the reach of the infrared
handset.

CONCLUSION
Conrad- Johnson

has

clearly

mastered this technology to apoint
where excellent line pre- amps may
be built with the finest quality
components at more affordable
prices. Thus, the ART technology
can now find awider audience.
The essential magic first heard
with the ART, a neutral, pure and
expressive sound, is also present in
this new 17LS. Ireckon it is easily
the finest-sounding unit of its type
at anywhere near the price, and
could find no drawbacks in the lab
testing, where it showed a wide,
flat frequency response, good
matching, low noise and negligible
distortion.
A very simple, short signal path
is heard in atransparent, lively and
unfatiguing performance, and this
newcomer
is
warmly

LAB REPORT
The only
significant
technical
concession the
17LS makes
compared with
the ART and
16LS, is alift in
output impedance
with the reduced

harmonic
distortion. The
input impedance
varies with
volume setting
but averages 28k
ohm over most of
the range,
showing a
minimum of

count of parallel
triodes.
Measuring 717
ohms at ¡ kHz,

25.8kHz for
settings below

essentially
independent of
frequency from

130k ohm at
'99'. Average
input capacitance

30Hz upwards,
this is still a
satisfactorily low
value for driving
a wide variety of

is alow 50pF,
with aharmless
maximum of
250pF at '99'
full-gain, zero

loads, 25k ohms
or above. Long
cable runs of
higher than

attenuation.
Volume setting

average
capacitance, say

'50' and reaching
a maximum of

'67' gives OdB or
unity gain, X 1.
While there are
100 numbered

could provide still
tighter matching.
There are no DC
offsets from any
output. Channel
balance was held
to tight limits
over the entire
volume range.
Channel
separation was
very good overall,

Distortion at
0.5V output was
moderate,

130dB, there are

With its full
complement of

fewer actual level

100mV output

Fig 3. Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS: 500mV high-

settings at very
high levels, with
the numbers then

the distortion is

frequency intermodulation distortion (19+20kHz)

paralleled output
capacitors on
board, the low
frequency
response is
uncompromised,
extending to
0.95Hz -3dB for
a 20k ohm load.

allocated in
pairs. Thus the
range 99 to 88dB
encompasses six
levels of a total of
11dB, approx

in fig 1shows
that at acruising

pure second
harmonic at
around —80dB,
0.001% and goes
on getting better
at lower levels.
For 500mV
output there is a
little third added

At high

2dB steps.
A 1dB

frequencies it's
just 0.5dB down

resolution
continues down to

at — 110dB it

Fig 1. Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS: 100mV high-

may be ignored.

frequency intennodulation distortion (19+20kHz)

Similarly good

to the second but

Power amps: Krell FPB 650m,

least!

Audio Note Kegon, Naim NAP 250

Via the
standardised
phono inputs, an

is, the main
operating range is

tone high
frequency
intermodulation

within a useful
50dB span and

results are also
very good with no

IHF 500mV
output requires a

with around
0.65dB

modest input of
26m V, asensible

resolution. The

gain of 25.8dB.

Analogue disc replay: Linn

An IHF
500mV input
gives 9.6V while

LPI 2/Lingo/Armageddon/ARO/

the maximum

van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA,

level is more than

Audio Research Reference Phono
Equipment platforms: Pagode

sufficient at
12.5V for a
tolerable level of
I% second

VEWSEPIEMI1121 2000

IkHz distortion spectrum

spectrum shown

steady down to
low levels, that

MIR NLIVS & IIECOMD

Fig 2. Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS: 500mV

suitable for it.

of at least

SACD
compatible at

Finite Elemente

1111111. 1111111L, 11011.111
, IIILLVI11114ffillIVI I1.11.,!11111111. 11_11,
1)

better than
0.05% while the

results are seen in

by

.

volume levels, '0'
being afull mute

Fig 3and 4
where the two-

Wilson System 6,
Cables: Transparent XL, vdH, Siltech

IkHz distortion spectrum

100pFlm and
beyond 5metres,
are probably less

holds desirably

Nairn CDS II
Speakers: Quad ESL- 63,

input

typically —68dB
and was
independent of
frequency. This is

'85', below which

Johnson ART, XTC Pre, Audio
Research Reference 2, Audio
Synthesis Passion
Compact Disc: Marantz CD7,

Fig 1. Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS: 100mV

mid-band and
perfectly fine at
59.7dB for the
20kHz extreme.

the resolution

Pre-amps: Krell KPS25s, Conrad-

,

frequencies,
85.5dB in the

at 58.2kHz, and

THE LISTENING SYSTEM

••••

better than
125dB at low

for —3dB it
reaches 156kHz,

recommended.

41,

Test results

Conrad-Johnson Premier 17

Distortion (
dB)

20Hz

1kliz 20kHz

Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input -67.7 -68.7 -68.3

spurious tones to
muddy the

intermodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
Noise (
dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Residual ( unwtd, vol at min)
DC offset, left/right

OmV/OmV

waters.
For IHF level

Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input

infinite

Stereo separation (dB)

the signal-tonoise ratio was

Aux input
>125 -85.5
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20d8

satisfactory,
—81.3dB CCIR

Aux input (dB)

was fine at
0.22dB,
established by
minor differences

['kHz] and

Input data ( aux)
Socket type
Sensitivity
Loading

in tube gain.

was fine at

Tube matching

—82.4dB.

last few numbers
down to zero
have about
1.4dB resolution.
Channel balance

nearly 90dB Aweighted. Hum
at this reference

Output
Max level
Impedance
Typical price (
inc VAT)

0.22

-66.8
-81.3
-99.1

0.21

-59.7
-60dB
0.23

phono
26mV
see text/250pF
12.5V
717 ohms
£4495
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LOUDSPEAKERS

JMLab

Mezzo

Utopia

H

ere are some facts. FocalJMlab was founded in 1980,
and has more than 10,000
square metres of production capacity
and 150 employees (as of 1997) with
the main focus at Saint-Etienne, in
south east France, part time Arsenal
practice town and prime Camembert
country. The company is entirely
self-contained in a way that is
practically unknown in the UK, for
example, with virtually everything
produced within the company,
including drive units ( under the
Focal name), CNC-milled handfinished enclosures, and crossover
networks. The company has become
the leading specialist loudspeaker
brand in France, pulling ahead of
Cabasse, and is also amajor player
in car loudspeakers, as well as
undertaking a certain amount of
OEM work for others, Wilson Audio
among them.
In the last few years, the brand has
attracted considerable interest
outside France, not least because of
the Utopia range. JMlab was
strongly represented at this year's
CES in Las Vegas, and in the UK,
where the Utopias have attracted
high praise at recent Hi -Fi News
shows — and elsewhere.
Utopia is JMIab's high end speaker
range, whose first product and
flagship, the Grande Utopia, was
introduced in 1996. A simplified and
less costly model called the Utopia
followed in 1997, and the Mezzo
Utopia, which is ' much smaller and
financially accommodating', was
introduced in 1998. ' Smaller' and
'financially accommodating' are
purely relative terms, of course, so
here are some more facts that you
can stuff up your pipe and smoke, to
whit: Mezzo Utopia is a three way,
front vented system that tips the
scales at 631% apiece, measures 1150
x 250x 465mm ( hwd) and costs
£7300 apair.
Still more facts: in the Mezzo
Utopia, each drive unit is built into
its own entirely separate enclosure,
with gaps between them, to minimise
mechanical interactions. The three
enclosures are held together with
wood veneered sidecheeks, and from
a normal listening position it is
possible to see right through the gaps
above and below the narrow tweeter
enclosure, which is also home to the
crossover, well protected from the
acoustic pressure changes they would
be subject to in the other enclosures.
The three drive units are a
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France's biggest speaker manufacturer also makes
some of France's biggest speakers...
by ALVIN GOLD
280mm bass, which crosses at
350Hz to a 150mm midrange cone
with a fixed pole piece/phase plug
extension and, at 2.8kHz, a 25mm
tweeter. JMIab takes a conservative
approach to certain fads or
philosophies (your choice), one of
which is biwiring, so although the
Mezzo Utopia boasts very swish
WET 4mm binding posts, there are
only two of them. Ẁe don't like
encouraging our customers to
reinvent our loudspeakers,' Iwas
told.
Each of the drive units themselves
are unique. The tweeter has an
inverted titanium alloy dome, to
which athin layer of titanium dioxide
is deposited for improved damping
and enhanced frequency extension.

The pole piece of this unit is also
made from a costly material called
Telar 57, said to be uniquely capable
of handling the extremely high flux (2
Teslar) from the Neodymium magnet
without saturation, enhancing power
handling and linearity.
It is the two cone drivers that are
most
remarkable,
however,
especially for their extraordinarily
stiff, light W Series cones, made in a
time and labour intensive process
involving stretching and heat
bonding two layers of finely woven
fibreglass cloth around a core of
`hyper rigid' syntactic plastic foam.
A spray surface finish is applied at
the end of the process. The results
are incredibly light and stiff, and
handing them gives little clue to the

Standard finish is
Anigre red cherry
and black cherry are
available to special
order at a6% price
premium
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LOUDSPEAKERS
cone resonance, which appears to be
well suppressed.
The final loudspeaker produces
some interesting figures. Impedance
is 4 ohms, but with a minimum
specified 3.8 ohms this should cause
no problems to partnering amplifiers.
Similarly, the claimed sensitivity is
unusually high at 92.5dB ( 2.8V/1
meter), and with apower handling of
250 watts, finding a suitable
amplifier should be quite easy on
purely electrical grounds — and
indeed it is. The choice of amplifier
will have little to do with power
output in practice. Iused integrated
amplifiers on anumber of occasions
during this test, with no apparent illeffects to either party, though in
matters of sound quality, the Mezzo
Utopia's extraordinary transparency
makes it very fussy indeed.
The
enclosure
is
just
as
painstaking as other elements of the
design. As well as being extremely
heavy, the individual enclosures are
very well damped, and are finished
in amixture of black piano gloss (not
the best I have seen, but still
impressive) and wood veneers from a
slightly orange, fine grain wood
called Anigre, with solid Tauari for
the tweeter baffles. Ihope these
names mean more to you than they
did to the author. The bass
enclosure is fitted with a large
diameter port with asmoothed exit,
and the speaker is equipped with
high grade adjustable spikes with
cups for polished surfaces. One
curious detail is that the Mezzo
Utopia is supplied with solid wood
covers ( Icame to think of them as
analogous to lens caps) to protect
the drive units in transit.
With ultra light, yet extremely stiff
and well damped bass and midrange
cones, the Mezzo Utopia should be
extremely quick acting in response to
input, and equally quick to stop
moving once the input has passed.
Of course, inferring how a
loudspeaker will sound from facts
like these is difficult because there
are so many other factors involved,
but on the face of it this is a
loudspeaker that should attack
transients with a vengeance and be
largely free of overhang. Combined
with a good tweeter, properly
integrated, it should excel at
reproducing detail and conveying
presence and structure in a musical
performance. Whether it will have
the deepest or most muscular bass is
amoot point.
Perhaps it has something to do
with the application of 20-20
hindsight, but the Mezzo Utopia
does excel in just the areas outlined.
It really does have tremendous
transient response, which gives it the
ability to respond quickly to the
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As well as
being
extremely
heavy, the
individual
enclosures
are very well
damped, and
are finished bi
amixture of
black piano
gloss (not the
best Ihave
seen, but still
impressive)
and wood
veneers from
a slightly
orange, fine
grain wood
called Migre,
with solid
Tauari for the
hveeter
baffles. Ihope
these names
mean mote to
you than they
did to the
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smallest detail in asea of music, and
present the whole picture in a
properly separated way. The
corollary of this good transient
ability is, of course, that it is equally
free of overhang, giving the Mezzo
Utopia an electrostatic like clarity
through the midband.
And so it continues. Low
frequency material also has an
unrivalled deftness and a very
transparent quality. In my listening
room, where the speakers straddle a
deep bay, deep bass tends to be light
in balance anyway (though curiously
this doesn't prevent overall tonality
being on the warm side), and the
Mezzo Utopia bass goes deep too,
but there is not the devastating
sonority and subterranean extension
of the similarly sized B&W Nautilus
802, which surely acts as a
benchmark in this area, as in many
others.
Bass
via
the
B&W
(admittedly in very different
surroundings, namely two of
London
dealer
Grahams'
demonstration rooms, where Ispent
several hours listening to the
Nautilus 802 before completing this
review) is atruly physical experience,
and with recordings like ' Ball of
Fire' from Ernest Ranglin's Below the
Baseline, which Iam assured goes
down unchecked practically to DC,
it can pin you to awall. The Mezzo
Utopia can't do this.
The treble also made an
interesting comparison to the B&W,
though the balance of virtues was
less clear cut. Both are impressively
detailed and refined, exceeding the
standards set by ordinary speakers at
normal volume levels, and far
exceeding them at higher ones. The
JMlab treble is easily the more
detailed of the two, lending the
music an uncommonly pliable
tonality, with very tiny changes in
expression and tonality rendered
absolutely crystal clear. But the
B&W top end is not much less
detailed, and its output is even more
imperceptibly and finely integrated
into the fabric of the music as a
whole. The Mezzo Utopia top end
has aslight — avery slight — sting
in the tail. There is probably a
resonance not far beyond the audio
band which lends a characteristic
'fried eggs' signature at a low, but
not completely inaudible, level. The
B&W will have asimilar resonance,
but it is well enough controlled to
be, in effect, completely inaudible.
In the case of the Nautilus 802, the
treble cannot be distinguished from
the rest of the audio band.
The big differences between these
two giants of the high end, however,
are in the midband, and here the
advantage lies with the French
speaker whose basic voicing — and

this must be the result of adeliberate
decision — is forward and explicit.
The Mezzo Utopia has more front
than Billy Connolly, and more
presence than apoke in the ribs. The
802 by contrast is smooth, natural
and expressive. In many ways it is
the nicer sounding speaker, but it
lacks the hard edge of realism that
ultimately allows the French speaker
to dig deeper.
The Mezzo Utopia also has some
other tricks up its sleeve, apparent,
for example, when listening to a
recording of the ` Ravel Piano
Concerto in G' ( Krystian
Zimerman/Pierre Boulez, Cleveland
Orchestra). Where the piano in the
Presto movement sounded clacky
through the B&W ( as though
listening to tuned wooden sticks),
the characteristic piano sound was
completely restored by the Mezzo
Utopia. This was an extreme
example, but in general the French
speaker is remarkably adept at
handling very complex passages
without smothering detail or tonality
or the quality that could be
described as micro- dynamics, the
ability to reproduce every fine
gradation of expression and
dynamics as the music progresses. It
simply tells you more about what the
music is doing.
Ihave tried to be brutally fair
about the Mezzo Utopia's vices as
well as its virtues. It costs a lot of
money after all, and at these price
levels, potential owners are entitled to
expect something rather special,
especially as any sensible system that
it belongs in will at least double the
cost of the speakers on their own. It is
rather special. Having tested a
number of high end designs of
comparable size and cost in the last
few years, Ican name some that are
smoother, more refined or which, in
one way or another, sound nicer, but
none that surpasses, and hardly any
that equal, the musical capabilities of
the JMlab Mezzo Utopia.
It seems to me JMlab's priorities
have been to strip bare the music
rather than to glamorise it. It is a
brutally honest loudspeaker; if the
source material is not up to it, the
Mezzo Utopia will tell you why. It is
an unrivalled analytical tool. Iwould
go further and suggest that this is a
classical and acoustic music speaker
more than a rock one; it may not
have the steamroller like ability that
helps such music come alive in club
or live concert surroundings. But
with quality acoustic recordings of
virtually any type, the JMlab Mezzo
Utopia reveals the core of the music,
and brings it to life with avitality,
subtlety and analysis like no other.
Make no mistake. This is one of the
great speakers of the day.
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or those disinclined to peruse
the advertisements and who
missed both February's news
item or the review pages in April, I
should explain briefly that Samuel
Johnson Audio is anew British hi-fi
company based in Prestwick,
Scotland. Seemingly from a cold
start it has produced asmall range of
well conceived and superbly
manufactured electronics products
which have struck an impressive
balance between technical excellence
and distinctive yet practical styling.
The truth of the matter is that

the power amp, though limited by its
50 watts per channel rating (ahigher
power alternative is in the wings),
extremely capable in practice. Ihad
no reservations in terms of the
performance, few as regards control
functions and practicality. What
initially seemed like a case of wilful
over-engineering in the pre-amp's
use of no fewer than six mains
transformers was soon accepted
when experiencing the absolutely
silent, ' black' background from
which the wanted signal emerged.
Ihave also been using the pdc100

Converting with

Samuel Johnson
Outstandingly transparent, the Samuel Johnson
DAC whets the appetite for a matching transport
from this Scottish based company
by

IVOR

HUMPHREYS

behind this fresh façade is a small
group of enthusiasts who have long
worked together in the design and
manufacture of control systems for
industrial applications — they have
an established track record. The
designer, Norman Johnson, has been
ahi-fi hobbyist all along, and these
circuits shine now through years of
burning the midnight oil.
Reviewing the SJ pcal00/ppa100
pre-/power combination [
HFNIRR
April, page 22], I found them
extremely persuasive in almost every
respect: the pre- amp as near
'transparent' as makes no difference;
34

D/A converter (£ 1292.50) for agood
while, aunit built into essentially the
same elegant midi- sized ( 360mm
wide) cabinet as the pre-amplifier,
and sporting SJ's unmistakable
fascia: aclever marriage of anodised
aluminium and real wood. Apart
from an on/off switch, no user
interface is required here, so the
fascia has just one control, an
elliptical profile standby button set
into a matching shallow recess. A
small adjacent LED is the only
indicator, which glows orange when
the unit is in standby and green
when in use. Like its peers, the

The designer,
Norman
Johnson, has
been a hi-fi
hobbyist all
along, and
these circuits
shine now
through years
of burning the
midnight oil

pcd100 is normally left powered and
brought out of standby when
required.
The rear panel has a fused IEC
three-pin socket with integral rocker
switch and just four very high quality
gold-plated phono sockets. Two of
these are the left and right channel
line-level outputs. The third is the
digital input — just the one, note,
there's no optical alternative. The
fourth socket is a Synch Output
which carries aphase-lock loop
signal intended to match the
forthcoming SJ transport (but
compatible with one or two
third-party units including, I
gather, [inn's). This harmonises
the otherwise independent clock
circuits of transport and converter,
and can result in reduced overall
jitter.
Removing the cover reveals two
circuit boards, the larger of which is
entirely devoted to the essentials of a
power supply which is as complex as
that in the pre-amplifier. Incoming
mains is subjected to an EMC filter
to reduce mains-borne interference
before
reaching
six
mains
transformers ( again). These feed
individually regulated power supplies
for the digital input circuitry, the left
and right channel D/A converters,
the UR analogue output stages and
the standby control circuit. Thirteen
large electrolytic reservoir capacitors
dominate the view but there are
many more smaller ones for
additional smoothing and local
decoupling, and Icounted eleven
bridge rectifiers and nine integrated
circuit voltage regulators.
The D/A board is atwo-layer type
with an integral ground plane to help
minimise noise and interference.
Incoming data is taken first to a
Yamaha YM3623B digital interface
receiver and thence to aBurr-Brown
DF1700P interpolation filter which
produces eight-times oversampled,
20- bit data. Two Burr- Brown
PCM1702 BiCMOS 20-bit D/A
converters are then employed, one
per channel for optimum channel
separation.
Johnson had done much of the
development work using the older
PCM63 device, greatly impressed by
its smooth, detailed midrange; but
eventually he selected this new
alternative for its marginally more
coherent bass. The analogue filters
are based on a linear phase Bessel
configuration, again reflecting his
concern with stability and signal
integrity — he feels that phase
SEPTEMBED 2000
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linearity is crucial, and that the ear is
far more sensitive to it than many
have assumed.
The transistor-buffered op-amp
output circuit was originally
developed as aheadphone amplifier
but Johnson discovered that it acted
so well as a line driver, dominating
the load and making the choice of
interconnects far less of an issue,
that he incorporated it into the
pca 100 and this pcd100. The opamp in question is the very high
quality Linear Technology LT1028,
operating in Class A. The pdc100
accepts data conforming to any of
the three standard sampling rates —
32, 44.1 or 48kHz — locking
automatically. There is no special
provision for HDCD discs though
they will, of course, play in the
normal way.

transport's ability to recover the data
reliably. Pill discs contain errors, yet
the system's correction-provisions
give error- free results at the first
level (perhaps as many as 200 errors
per second completely corrected),
close to error-free results for the
second and concealment or
interpolation ( educated guesses
based on the data surrounding an
unreadable block) for the third. In
the worst case, where reconstruction
is impossible, the circuit mutes
momentarily, although even then, by
attenuating the signal on either side
of the silence, the glitch is rendered
virtually undetectable to most
listeners.
The success of the correction
depends on the nature of the errors:
random errors due to small
imperfections are easily dealt with
but so-called burst errors, where a
CONFLICTING PHILOSOPHIES
whole swathe of data is obliterated
The increasingly successful invasion
by a scratch on the surface or a
of audio's formerly analogue world
pinhole in the reflective layer,
by digital technology has brought
require more elaborate processing.
with it some unsettling conflicts.
The point here, though, is that
Many people of ascientific bent find
transports recover data with varying
it difficult to accept that digitallydegrees of success and so make
based audio devices can sound
greater or lesser demands on the
different from one another. Indeed I subsequent processing. The harder
have read snide comments in, for
the steering servos work, the greater
example, computer magazines,
the demands on the power supply.
about the tendency for hi-fi types to
Fluctuations in demand there can
`imagine' qualitative differences in
affect the performance of other parts
the output of competing music
of the circuit — the D/A converters
software applications or indeed
for example, or indeed the output
hardware — soundcards being a stages.
good example.
D/A converters also retrieve the
Some of our most respected audio
audio signal in different ways. We
sages naturally side with this
are offered single- or multi- bit
straightforward thinking, latching on
processing (the sonic merits of the
to the notion that here, at last, is a one versus the other being adebate
technology to put an end to all that
in itself), 16-, 18-, 20- or 24-bit
subjective nonsense. They've been
resolution, differential operation and
telling us for years that all good
so on — many approaches have been
amplifiers sound the same; here,
tried and tested, only to be enhanced
finally are systems which must
or superseded when yet another
produce unequivocal results. A one
bright spark views the numbers
is aone and anought anought.
game from a different perspective.
CD players ought to sound alike,
Perfection has moved house a few
then, but most of us accept that they
times since Philips declared it settled
don't. One possible reason is the
back in the early 1980s.
RI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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But I digress. SJ has certainly
produced an exceptional performer
in the pdc100. I've been trying it as
an alternative to the DAC in the
Meridian 508.24, using the 508's
transport as a common source
(taking the digital output from the
508 to the pdc100). The analogue
outputs from the 508 and the SJ
were taken to Meridian's 502 preamplifier. The 502 offers preset
sensitivity adjustment on individual
inputs so Iwas able to match levels
closely ( crucial this, since the ear
almost always prefers the louder of
two otherwise identical sounds).
The differences are both obvious
and subtle, curiously, and have
surprised anumber of visitors. The
Meridian, widely accepted as one of
the best-sounding players available,
presents awonderfully coherent, full
soundstage with impressive bass
weight — it is acomplete, `musical'
performer which is beautifully
balanced throughout the spectrum.
It's a sound Ihave chosen to live
with, suiting as it does the rest of my
system so well, especially the superanalytical Quad ESL-63s.
The SJ provides what Ithink I
would describe as a slightly more
delicate sound, afraction lighter in
tonal balance (analogous in away to
a half-step on Quad's famous Tilt
control, if such a thing were
possible) but quite superbly
delineated and with outstanding
transparency, revealing the subtlest
harmonic and ambient details.
The
differences
manifest
themselves most markedly on
natural, simply-miked recordings
and are perhaps best described in
terms of illumination: the scene is a
little ` better lit' with the SJ.

Johnson had
done much
of the
development
work using the
older PCM63
device, greatly
impressed by
its smooth,
detailed
midrange;
but eventually
he selected
this new
alternative for
its marginally
more coherent
bass

CONCLUSION
To be truthful, Ifind it impossible to
side with one or other of these
sounds; each is outstanding. Iwill
say, though, that had Ilived with the
SJ in the first place Iwould have felt
no urge to look further. The pdc100
is one of the best-sounding, most
coherent DACs available and as
such demands consideration.
It's apity that SJ's transport is as
yet unavailable (I'm writing in mid
June) for I'd have liked to experience
the two in tandem. But when it does
appear we will surely be presented
with a very potent combination
indeed. If you're in the market for a
top notch stand-alone DAC, though,
you need wait no longer.
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A lot of changes and
still rather alot of money.
Speakers as universally revered as our Reference Series
are a tough act to follow. After all, what can you do to
improve on excellence?
Rather alot, as it happens. Take the high order crossovers,
for example. They've been completely redesigned, using
advanced polypropylene capacitors for even greater lucidity.
And every crossover is further fine-tuned to match the
parameters

of

each

individual

drive

unit.

We

even

found ways of making the drivers themselves
with greater precision to iron out the slightest

.91bina Burr

sonic imbalance.
Having perfected the acoustics, we turned
to

aesthetics.

Hence

the

choice

of

five

stunning contemporary finishes - exquisitely
book-matched veneers, now including Cherry
and the highly figured pale Albina Burr, with
corners carefully radiused to eliminate residual
edge diffractions. In all, literally hundreds of
painstaking improvements were made.
So many small improvements can make a
big difference to sound quality - and these do. You'll find
the Reference Series— Two vastly more accomplished than
its illustrious predecessors. Sweeter. Purer. Even more
lavishly detailed.
Like all the best things in life, they still don't come cheap
-but to anyone who really appreciates sound, they're better
value than ever.
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CD RECORDERS

At the double
A

sahome recording format,
the CD-R recorder has come
along in leaps and bounds
since its introduction in the 1990s.

Where the first machines were very
costly and limited in their scope, the
latest generation, exemplified by the
Philips CDR775 here, are relatively
cheap, easy to use, and very
versatile. For around £350 you get a
machine that will record from other
CD players by digital or analogue
connection; record from its own
internal CD player by digital
or analogue means; or record
from any analogue source
such as vinyl record, tape or
radio. And when recording
discs internally, from righthand deck to left, there is a
choice of recording at normal speed
— allowing you to listen as it records
— or at ' High Speed' (actually twice
normal speed). But Philips hasn't
left it at that, for recognizing the
utility of having effectively two CD
players in one box, you are also
given the opportunity to use the
CDR775 as a two- disc jukebox,
playing through one disc tray before
automatically moving on to the next.
Or, by using both sets of analogue
outputs included on the rear panel,
it can be used in ' DJ Mode', where
both players can be allowed to play
simultaneously, allowing the user to
switch an amplifier between the two.
While few DJs will be tempted to
mix between CD decks here, given
the limited cueing and reviewing
available — unless you can master
12- inch- on- a- slip-mat scratching
with two buttons — a resourceful
user might be tempted to turn the
CDR775 into an elementary tworoom music centre, with different
music playing in each room.
As a recorder, the Philips
CDR775 sports some of the new
CD- R features that has made the
CD recording experience a little
closer to MiniDisc. In spite of its
inferior sound quality MD has
proved popular, in part due to its
ability to edit tracks once recorded,
and add track names to recorded
discs to identify individual pieces of
music. CD Text facility, until now
seen predominantly on Sony CD
players but not necessarily printed
onto every new disc anyway, is now
available for CD-R machines. The
CDR775 can display text embedded
in regular glass-mastered discs, as
well as add text to the recordings as
111-F1 NE WS & RECORD REVIEW
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Compact Disc recordings are now
easier than ever with one- box doubledeck dubbing machines like the
Philips CDR775
by ANDREW HARRISON

it makes them. For each track, the
artist or composer's name plus the
track name can be inputted through
a combination of the multi-purpose
dial and two buttons, situated above
the playback deck.
Another new feature is added for
CD-RW discs, where tracks can be
erased incrementally back from the
last on the disc. For example, if the
discs holds eight songs, the last three
may be erased and recorded over
while preserving the first five. Since
CD- R tracks are burnt to disc
serially from the inside out, it is still
not possible to erase earlier tracks
and renumber selections, as can be
done on MiniDisc. Digital inputs
and outputs, by the way, are
provided in both co- axial and
TosLink optical form.
To use this CDR775 is to
behold a technical marvel. I
found the large central
display to be clear
and legible with
excellent contrast,
and, moreover, it
showed all the data I
needed to navigate either
disc, prepare a blank for

At its
simplest,
and yet most
powerful, one
needs only put
a blaik in the
left drawer, a
disc to be
copied in the
right, push ` Rec
Type' three
times so the
display reads
'Make CD',
then 3ress
'Record'

avoid clipping — then ` Rec' is
pressed to start recording to CD.
The nature of this input's calibration
is not mentioned, but when turned
to maximum OdB it can be lowered
in dB steps, as indicated on the
display. An omission here which
escaped my searching through the
312- page
multilingual
instruction manual was
automatic
track
numbering from an
analogue source. If
you are recording an
LP side to CD- R,
you'll need to stand
by and be prepared to
press ' Track Incr' as
each song changes, in
order to access separate
tracks on the finished CD. Anyone
who has had to find apoint halfway
through an LP side that hasn't been
sectioned into individual tracks will
recognize the problem here.
Recorded sound quality from the
CDR775 was excellent. Digital CDto-CD-R clones, even the high-speed
ones, Ihad trouble telling from the
original. Analogue recordings were
very good, showing little degradation
after the A/D process and
subsequent burning
to
disc.
Recorded LP
material was
obviously not
as good as the
original in that
the result was, to
a small extent,
suffering from the
weaknesses of both
formats. There was the
random groove noises from

recording and get on with
making anew compact disc. At its
simplest, and yet most powerful, one
needs only put a blank in the left
drawer, a disc to be copied in the
right, push ` Rec Type' three times so
the display reads ' Make CD', then
press ' Record'. This instructs the
machine to set the right deck playing
while the left starts recording, with
both drives whizzing at double
speed. The result: afinalized CD-R
copy of any album, all done in
double quick time.

Itried recording from some LP
records to check on analogue- todigital conversion quality and
general ease of use. This was also
straightforward. It's done by
connecting 'tape out' from any preamp or integrated amplifier to the
analogue inputs on the CDR775.
`Rec type' is pressed five times, at
which point it reads ` Rec Ext Man'.
The dial is adjusted for optimum
record level — keeping the peak level
meters below continuous red to

SUPPLIER
Philip Consume ,
Electronics Ltd,
420-430 London
Road, Croydon
CR9 3QR.
Tel: 020
8665 6350

LP plus the insidious glassiness
of CD but, with intrinsic
shortcomings excused, the result
was quite superb. Given this unit's
capable abilities at recording from
analogue, Ilook forward to trying its
`high-end' counterpart, the singledeck CDR915, which promises even
higher quality. A single deck does
lose one other handy feature of the
CDR775, though — the chance to
compose CDs by dubbing rough mix CD-RW discs over to the finaltake CD-R, since both drawers are
happy playing rewritable discs.
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BIG- NAME DAB TUNERS
Sony enters Digital Radio (DAB) with its STD-777ES DAB/FM
tuner: how does it compare with the Technics ST-GT1000?

by ALVIN GOLD

D

AB has now been available to
the buying public for about
two years. Arcam and
Cymbol were the first to launch
domestic DAB tuners, followed by
Technics and TAG McLaren. Now
another major name in consumer
electronics, Sony, has pitched into
the DAB arena to compete head-on
with Technics.
Given that relatively few of their
markets worldwide are up and
running with DAB transmissions,
this must be seen as a gesture of
confidence in the medium, and their
selling prices — £ 500 for the
Technics, and £600 for the Sony —
imply that even if they are not being
subsidised by their respective
manufacturers, you're certainly
being handed abargain on aplate.

SONY STD-777 ES
The two last letters indicate that this
model belongs to Sony's upper
middle class ES range, which
generally involves a smattering of
upper middle
class
passive
components, including in this case
what are euphemistically described
as audio-grade electrolytics. The
classy power supply is based on an
R-Core transformer, with separate
supplies for the digital and analogue
circuits. The icing on the cake is a
champagne-gold aluminium fascia
finish which easily justifies the upper
middle class epithet.
In fact the whole presentation of
the Sony is excellent. It is neater and
simpler looking than the Technics,
though not necessarily easier to
drive. The price for simplicity is that
38

quite alot of everyday tasks can only
be performed indirectly, and require
several operations, usually pressing
the menu key, then using the
tuning/select rotary to find required
operation, followed by enter to
confirm the selection. The fully
addressable dot-matrix display is
similar to the Technics, and can be
set to standard or verbose outputs,
and two levels of brightness.
The Sony includes one exclusive
trick in the form of a24-bit variable
coefficient digital filter, with four
settings — aconventional brickwall,
and three ' slow' settings, broadly
comparable to Pioneer's Legato
Link, coupled to an S- TACT
(Synchronous Time Accuracy
Controller) Pulse D/A in a discrete
configuration designed to minimise
jitter. The standard filter setting was
used for most of these tests, as it
delivered the most consistent results
for most of the time.
Both tuners offer FM and MW as
well as DAB, but the Sony extends
AM coverage into LW territory, and
can store 99 presets at random on
the four bands. One of its setup
options includes aroutine which will
programme from all bands in one
operation. DAB and RDS services
are preset without redundancy, the
Sony choosing the stronger station
in each case. This doesn't apply to
non-RDS and AM stations, as the
tuner can't identify them, but at
least they can be programmed with
alphanumeric labels so that they
don't feel left out. Presets can be
sorted alphabetically, or arbitrarily
using the ' move' function.

Optical and
electrical
digital outputs
are also fitted
for audio, but
note that the
sampling
frequency for
DAB is 48kHz,
which will
need a
standards
converter. This
VI* of
converter is a
standard
fitting with
most CD- Rand
MD recorders,
but will
inevitably take
atoll on sound
quality
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The analogue tuner section
features RDS ( radio text and
programme type selection); and the
FM station presets can be
programmed with the user's choice
of aerial attenuation, IF bandwidth
and mono/stereo status. The DAB
section retains the RDS party trick
of optionally switching to traffic (or
other) reports, and then handing
back to the original programme. A
signal- strength meter is also
available for DAB; but in common
with the Technics, if there is aDAB
data- rate readout, Sony doesn't
advertise the fact.
The tuner includes a dedicated
optical output to deliver DAB data
broadcasts to external hardware: a
DAB facility which is not fully
operational yet. Optical and
electrical digital outputs are also
fitted for audio, but note that the
sampling frequency for DAB is
48k1-1z, which will need astandards
converter before recording. This
type of converter is astandard fitting
with most CD-R and MD recorders,
but will inevitably take a toll on
sound quality.

TECHNICS STGT 1000
The Technics has a full- width
darkened Perspex flap that covers
most of the secondary controls. The
plasticky finish is not in the same
class as the Sony, though fit and
finish are fine, and everything works
well, and with no suggestion that
anything will break. The remote
control is flexible, but less
ergonomic than the Sony's, and the
scrolling data display is intrusive
under subdued lighting, and cannot
be dimmed, though an alternative
display mode can be selected. But I
am nitpicking here; on the whole,
this is avery palatable design, which
is powerfully endowed — and
comparatively cheap, lest we forget.
The main bullet points are that
the ST-GT1000 is a DAB tuner
SEPTEMBER 2000
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with FM and MW coverage, but not
LW. The FM section includes an
RDS decoder with capabilities
similar to the Sony's, and which
mirrors the text features that are a
standard element of the DAB
system. The Technics has no direct
equivalent of the Sony's switchable
IF bandwidth or aerial attenuation,
nor does it offer a one-pass preset
arrangement for all wavebands; but
is very easy to programme one band
at atime, automatically or manually,
and will store 97 presets: 49 on
DAB, 29 FM and 19 AM.
The tuning system of the
Technics is, er, different. There are
two concentric rotary controls, one
for selecting the primary service
within an ensemble (for those not
familiar with the jargon, an
ensemble is a collection of services
broadcast on the same frequency),
the other selecting individual
services within an ensemble.
A smaller indented rotary changes
presets, and a press button selects
the primary or secondary service for
those services that are split into two.
This type of split may seem
arbitrary, but roughly corresponds
to the demarcation often found
between FM and AM versions of a
single channel on analogue radio
(eg, the sports outputs on Radio 4).
The Sony digital tuner handles split
services as completely separate
stations. All this may seem arcane at
first sight, and in practice it still
seemed arcane at the end of the test,
but users will certainly adapt.
Probably.
In any case, the Technics
arrangement is clearly superior to
the Arcam's rotary selector which
must be used to locate the required
service, followed by a button press
to activate it, unless one of the seven
hard-coded presets is used.
Both tuners use screw-on F-type
aerial inputs, which make a more
positive connection in the long term
than the familiar Belling-Lee coaxial
plug. Ilocated an F to BNC adaptor
at Maplin, which enabled a Bosch
indoor aerial to be used, and Maplin
lists various alternative adaptors and
plugs.

Sony locked up when programming
presets off air, which meant
switching off to reset. The Sony has
another worrying failing too, though
it was only noticed on a couple of
occasions: a very low level nonrhythmic sound as though a
cardboard box was being tapped in
the distance. At first Ithought this
was part of the programme — Radio
3broadcasts in both cases — but the
Technics was completely clear.
Much has been said about the
MPEG coding, which should mean
sound quality comparable to
MiniDisc or DCC [actually closer,
technically and sonically, to MP3 —
Tech Ed], but different services
operate with different bandwidth
allocations so sound quality covers a
spread. But the coding may not be
the dominant factor. The last time I
listened to Talk Radio on DAB
(using an Arcam tuner) sound
quality was execrable, but now,
some months later, it sounds much
better; and in general Inoticed that
sound quality seemed more
consistent between services than
before — thanks perhaps to the
realisation that the kind of heavyhanded level compression used on
steam-driven radio is inappropriate
with DAB. But many of the popular
music stations will squash musical
dynamics at source. Similarly,
Classic FM and News Direct ( a
London station) continue to apply
level compression.
One particular joy was being able
to access BBC World Service in
good quality sound, 24 hours aday,
albeit in mono. I'm currently
listening to Radio 5, which is split
into two services, one sports, the
other the normal Live programming,
both of which are in mono.
Compared to their normal form on
AM, even mono DAB is a
revelation, and for many the real
benefit of DAB will be that services
that were previously almost
unlistenable are now available in
respectable mono.
The good guys, as always, are the
prestige BBC networks, and in
particular Radio 3. On a good day,
Radio 3 DAB- style really is
something special, comparable in
SOUND QUALITY
balance to FM, but more open and
alive, and with aclearly lower noise
As just noted, the DAB signal to the
floor, even when FM noise can't be
two tuners was supplied by a short
indoor whip, which was capable of identified directly.
Of the two tuners here, the Sony
excellent signal recovery at the test
has the edge. It has arather different
site, where a two-element array in
way of packaging the sound: it's a
the roof cavity was really clawing at
little more upfront, atad airier, and
the aether to provide auseful signal
on FM. If this is typical, driving a at times also alittle more solid and
architectural. The Technics can
DAB tuner is going to be a cinch;
sound rather lightweight by
but inevitably there will be hot and
comparison, though not in isolation.
cold spots, though no multipath
The most important difference,
distortion.
however, was that the Sony sounded
On a couple of occasions, the
HIFI NEWS 8‘ RECORD REVIEW
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One particular
joy was being
able to access
BBC World
Service in
good quality
sound, 24
hours a day,
albeit in mono.
I'm currently
listening to
Radio 5, which
is split into
two services,
one sports, the
other the
normal Live
programming,
both of which
are in mono.
Compared to
their normal
form on AM,
even mono
DAB is a
revelation

dynamically more convincing. The
noise floor, again essentially
inaudible in isolation, seemed to
recede that bit further from the
music, and the music opened out as
a result. The differences were
consistent with the kind of measures
that Sony has adopted with its
power supply and analogue circuit
design. Adding some circumstantial
backing for this, the differences in
sound quality between their
respective FM bands (both very
good in isolation) were of the same
type and order.
Of coursé, there is a £ 100 price
gap involved, and Sony seems to
have done just what was required to
differentiate its model musically
from Technics', so in the end you
pay your money and take your
choice. It's as simple as that.
The question remains whether
DAB is worth the candle; whether a
low data-rate digital sound carrier
like DAB can outperform analogue
FM in a fixed installation with a
good aerial. It's not easy to answer
this. FM sound quality is clearly not
worse than DAB, and in terms of
subtlety,
imagery,
musical
expression and in most of the
features that distinguish great sound
from the merely adequate, FM is
palpably not inferior.
But the arguments in favour of
DAB are also persuasive. The ranges
of services available is already very
good, and DAB's RDS-type data is
an improvement, albeit asmall one,
over FM RDS. The availability of
BBC World Service (which at one
time the BBC was threatening to
withdraw from DAB) is almost good
enough reason to buy on its own.
What impressed most however was
that DAB is more dynamic than
FM. There is clearly less level
compression, less manipulation of
the source material, and the sound
is the better for this fact alone. It
may be that the reason is that DAB
bypasses the permanently fitted
limiters that are used (or abused) on
the FM band, rather than being an
advantage intrinsic to DAB as a
technology, but the result is the
same: music making with a carrier
that is more natural and transparent.
Sony and Technics cannot be
applauded too highly for making
these benefits available at more
attractive prices. 1
-
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Double helpings of the Michell Delphini phono stage, as we take a
closer look at the stereo and mono incarnations
BY ANDREW HARRISON

Ill

twas in April that Ifirst looked
at the Michell Delphini phono
stage [
Head Cases, p42], within
the context of agroup of five other
units. Since then I've spent more
time trying the Delphini in all its
guises, as there are in fact three
distinct versions available to suit
budgets from £ 1850 down to £ 534
(£499 plus £35 for basic PSU). The
version seen in April was the
`standard' £895 unit (if there can be
such a thing), using two polished
steel- wrap boxes; one for stereo
amplification/equalisation, the other
power supply/regulation. The
cheaper configuration uses a more
humble 40VA AC plug-in power
supply, while the top-spec Delphini
Mono uses atotal of four polished
steel boxes — two amps, two PSUs
— combined together as a truly
dual-mono solution.
As a refresher of this phono stage's
vital statistics: the Michell Delphini
is a user- configurable solid-state
cartridge pre-amplifier, designed to
get the best out of high-performance
moving-coil cartridges. Since its first

Effect Transistor) op- amps using
current feedback. A servo circuit is
used around this stage to reduce any
small DC offset which may trouble
following amplifiers and speakers,
without resorting to series capacitors
which may influence sound quality.
In the Mono version, the servo
capacitors are sourced from MCap
Matching
the
input
stage
characteristics of the phono stage to
the cartridge and arm-leads is crucial
to get the best sound, and here the
Delphini is well equipped with a
choice of four different input
impedances, and four gain settings.
Most modem m-ccartridges are suited
to a load of around loon, but to
accomodate a diverse range of
requirements there is achoice of 33,
100, 330, lk and 471d2 settings. This
can also be useful for subtly tweaking
response of the cartridge, where a
lower than suggested setting may
tame an overly bright sounding
response. Matching level is as
important, and here the Delphini
can be configured with an
amplification factor of 54, 62.5,

Matching the
input stage
characteristics
of the phono
stage to the
cartridge and
arm- leads is
crucial to get
the best sound,
and here the
Delphini is well
equipped with a
choice of four
different input
impedances,
and four gain
settings

68.5, or 70dB. As with impedance,
changes are made internally by first
removing the two hex screws on the
unit's front to slide forward the
stainless steel lid, and then by
moving jumpers between pins on
the actual circuit board.
When dealing with the nano-volt
level nuances from aphono pick-up,
particularly a low-output movingcoil design, the devil is
certainly in the detail. But
unlike signals in the digital
domain, music can survive
to some extent below a
nominal noise floor, albeit
masked and indistinct.
A glance at the noise spectra
in the plot of harmonic
distortion against frequency [Fig 1]
shows the noise level to rise at low
frequencies; this is usual for ahighgain unit with RIAA de-emphasis,
requiring almost 20dB of additional
gain by 20Hz, which makes mainsrelated 50Hz interference the
predominant spoiler in signal-tonoise ratio figures.
Starting with the simplest and

Double Delphini
release, though, it has been tacitly
given moving-magnet capability by
virtue of a lower gain setting plus a
high impedance 47k1.
1input.
Within the Michell electronics
line-up it is the spiritual successor
to the regarded Iso phono
amp, although the Delphini
has been designed from
the ground up by
Trichord Research,
and
its
added
benefits
include
user-adjustability
and more upgrade
options.
The phono amplifier
circuit is based around heatsinked IC chips running
in class- A, and uses passive
RIAA equalization implemented
between two gain stages, with
0.1% tolerance metal- film
resistors and 1% polystyrene and
polypropylene capacitors. Postequalisation gain is with PET (Field

cheapest version of the Delphini, the
stereo unit with basic power supply,
the virtues that had impressed me
with the two-box unit in April were
still present, but without quite the
same finesse or smoothness.
Instrument separation, stage depth
and revelation of subtle low-level
detail were still all excellent
within its category. Top- end
treble quality was the biggest
shift, with a grainier side to
the Delphini showing itself for
the first time. Putting ametalbox supply back in charge of
power brought back the sound
that had previously impressed, with
its silkier and more natural treble.
Soundstage widened marginally and
timbre was enrichened. But what of
the full-spec Delphini Mono?
Stereo image now was, perhaps
unsurprisingly given the dual-mono
configuration, further improved.
Playing Miles Davis' Kind of Blue
[Vinyl Demand re- issue], the
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Fig 1. Harmonic distortion. Distortion was very low,
essentially masked by the unit's overall noise floor.

Fig 2. Frequency

response. The Delphini is ruler flat between the

classical limits of 20Hz and 20kHz

already-wide stereo cut was turned
from widescreen to cinemascope.
The pervasive tape hiss that lies in
the recording was altered between
the two-box and four-box Delphini;
with even the shhhh noise sounding
cleaner, yet easier to mentally filter
out. The bass riff on ' So What?' had
a little more snap to it; but most
interesting was the way the semitone
key change seemed a little better
played, with trumpet and sax taking
the chromatic changes in their stride
even more convincingly.
The differences noted were
broadly true with two different
turntable systems, a Michell Orbe
with Incognito'd RB300 and
Ortofon MC Jubilee; and an 1212
Lingo with Ittok LVII and Audio
Technica AT33PTG.
The LP12 combination was more
effusive and engaging generally, and
the differences between Delphini
upgrades here were less striking. My
guess is that the Linn turntable's
strengths were more timing and
rhythm based where the Michell
centres on timbre and imaging
nuances. But that's not to say that a
potential Linn-owning buyer would
be wasting their money. The
benefits of increased revelation and
smoother details were there to be
heard, but as ever it is the law of
diminishing returns that rears up.
With this LP12 and its AT
HUI NEWS &RECORD REVIEW
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cartridge, some of the bright
pyrotechnics were tamed, the
soundstage snapped back into a
tighter — and wider, naturally —
focus, and the whole was certainly
less ' rock ' n' roll' and more relaxing
to listen to music through in the
long term. Turning to the Michell
Orbe, the Delphini Mono's
performance lift could be better
appreciated with respect to the extra
dash of smooth refinement. Bass
had a little more weight and
extension — not a night- and- day
change, but enough to suggest that
the electronics were working more
transparently to replicate the
cartridge signal authentically.
As aphono stage for the modern
record listener, the Michell
Delphini can hold its head up with
the best. It's intrinisic sound, if such
athing can be described for such an
ostensibly neutral sounding and
measuring device, is clean and
analytical. That's ` analytical' in the
best sense of the word, of being able
to resolve the many elements of a
given complex waveform — music!
— rather than in the maligned sense
that suggests over- analytical and
soulless. The Delphini Mono
version especially will get the best
from low- output moving- coil
cartridges without resorting to stepup transformers. Itried it effectively
with the Clearaudio Victory L, a

far left: stereo
Delphini unit with
full power supply.
above left: inside the
stereo Michell

Delphini

cartridge that demands plenty of
clean gain for its miniscule output.
The full-blown Delphini Mono
will suit the user wanting to expand
on even the two-box's performance,
but at almost twice the price it needs
a very good system to justify the
luxury. Best value Ifelt was to be had
with the two-box Delphini stereo.
The improvement shown by the
regulated outboard supply easily
justified its recommended use over
the basic supply. But Michell
Engineering/Trichord Research will
part- exchange a stereo for two
monoblock units, so investing in the
stereo phono stage will not preclude
later upgrading.

Test results

Michell Dolphin' Mono
20Hz

Stereo separation (
dB)
Frequency response (dB)

0.09

Signal-tonoise

SUPPLIER
Michell JA
Engifieering
2Theobakl Sm .<
Borehamwood,
Hens
WD6 4SE
Tel: G20 8953
0771

lkHz 20kHz

0.
0.0

-0.07

(A-wtd, 1/3 oct. dB)

-56.4dB

Residual Noise

-53.8dB

Distortion ( THD, ref lkHz. OdBV)

0.0112%.

Gain achieved

68.5946

Output impedance
(maker's figure)

33 ohms

Input Impedances (
maker's figures)
2nF / 33, 100, 330, 1k, 47kOhm
Selectable gains ( dB)
54. 62.5. 68.5, 70

Typical price(inc

VAT)

£ 1850
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AGODE EQUIPMENT STANDS
EQUIPMENT RACKS are often seen
as merely aconvenient way of stacking
the electronics; they generally lack
glamour and can often look dreadful.
Nevertheless racks deserve to be taken
seriously - even for basic hi-fi, asimple
audio stand will ' outperform' acoffee
table or sideboard.
It's legitimate to ask how arack can have
a `sound'. Well, technically it may, even
before any equipment is placed on it. In any
room the reproduced sound impinges on
everything. Vibration induced in the floor
finds its way up into the rack structure,
setting up resonances which selectively reradiate sound energy, adding afalse
reverberance to what we hear. Just as the
cabinet strongly determines speaker sound
quality, the structural design and materials
used for arack or platform will strongly
influence the quality of the entire system
founded on it.
Much thought has been devoted to this
subject and some amazing implementations
have surfaced. The German manufacturer
Finite Elemente has enjoyed conspicuous
success in this specialised field, and many
design objectives have been addressed in its
Pagode series: A, E and HD.
Tensioning is akey factor with all these
designs and the alloy framing of the A
stands gives way to solid maple in the E and
HD. Platforms are glass or MDF (A);
veneered MDF or high absorption
Canadian maple (E); solid maple (
HD).
Load capacity increases from 15kg (A) to
25kg (E), whilst the HD series (typically
£1499 for athree-tier stand) with its double
vertical side pillars, has still higher tension
settings and accepts 60kg per stage.
These racks rise from abase stage which
is also designed to be used as an individual
power amplifier platform and here the load
values are: A, 30kg; E 50kg; HD 120kg. In
addition to awide range of fixed and
adjustable rack heights (up to 1400inm, or
850mm for the HD) and stages, the more
costly frames come with footprints capable
of taking the largest audio items made.
I've relied on Mana stands for some years
both for reviewing at all price levels and in
my own system. These comprise both the
base frame designs and the advanced multitier combinations and these formed the
basis of comparison with the more costly —
and undeniably more elegant — Pagode
constructions.
Finishes on the review modelswere pale
maple for the wood and silver alloy pillars.
Delivered direct from Germany the stands
arrived on asealed pallet, ready assembled
save for the shelf panels and spiked
interfaces. All were tight, solid, and showed
on inspection alowresonance signature. As
they were bedded down there was a
confidence-inspiring sense of rigidity, of
innate mechanical integrity.
In use, subtle changes in performance
may be obtained via selected small polymer
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supports for the shelves, or adjustable
hardened steel spikes. The location of the
support points is clearly determined for the
optimal distributed vibration signature for
the assemblies.
In the tests Iused apair of Krell
FPB650, asnug fit on the Pagode E55
series 21 power amplifier platforms. The
audio units, Linn LP12/Naim ARO/Koetsu
turntable, CJ ART controller and Krell
KPS25s CDP, were disposed on supports
capable of taking up to three fully
decoupled levels. During the listening
sessions several A/13/A comparisons were
made both with the above and aNairnbased system.
Rhythm and timing are important to me,
areas where the Mana stands excel, whereas
other supports — often heavy and visually
elegant — have failed miserably.
The UK importer claimed that when
fully set up my chosen system would play
both louder and softer with the Pagodes. In
other words, it could run at lower volumes
without loss of detail or resolution yet it
would also play louder before either room
or aural overload set in.
And he was right: this arrangement of
platforms and racks did deliver a
significantly greater working dynamic range.
In my view this has to be due to superior
control of vibration and resonance, since a
greater microphonic effect is well known to
add false loudness to lower level sounds yet
mask detail, while peaks then show added
'shout' and congestion.
For many listeners this quality alone
would win immediate approval for the
Pagode. My attention was also drawn to the
fine sense of rhythm and the natural
dynamics. While the Mana system
compared well on rhythm, and in some
instances achieved still more dynamic
power, the Pagode set, in the longer term,
proved to be more evenly balanced.
There's no doubt that Ihad become
habituated to the Mana designs, to the
point where Iwas no longer directly aware
of the specific sound signatures which they
must inevitably have. Two recent product
reviews independently showed up that
possibility, the ARC Reference Two and the
Wilson 6, which did not seem to suit the
Mana racking in the way that aLinn LP12
or Naim CDS II so obviously did. The
Pagode alternative proved to be most
rewarding in helping me better appreciate
the ultimate performance levels of both
these products.
With the Linn LP12 on the Pagodes, I
compared four-point to three-point support
for the panel/platform insert and found four
to be superior. Likewise Ipreferred the
hardened micro spikes to the polymer
'dampers': the former providing greater
transparency and more neutral, even, bassplaying. While the polymer alternative gave
aslightly sweeter treble, there was also a
mild loss of ` air' and of dynamic range.

Finite Elemente Pagode Hi) stand

The Pagode designs pinpointed what has
been until now been perceived as amild
side effect of the Manas: namely amidband
emphasis which brings that frequency
region forward in the soundstage.
For the CD player tests, Pagode had the
subjective effect of significantly reduced
jitter; high frequencies were purer, showing
more delicacy and subtlety, greater air and
transparency. The mid sounded very
neutral, highly resolved and with superior
focus and vocal separation. Stage width and
depth were increased, while the bass lines
went deeper and were better resolved.
Until now I'd been using the Krell 650s
on the floor (short pile carpet on concrete
loaded composite panels) with Michell
Tiptoe alloy cones from amplifier chassis to
floor. My Naim 250 usually sits on :the
lower tier of aspare Mana table. Checking
out the Pagode power amplifier platforms
(£299), Iconfess to being surprised just
how much the quality of ahugely heavy and
comparatively inert lump such as the Krell
monoblock could be enhanced by adoublespiked solid maple plate and frame of Finite
Elemente design.
Bass is the Krell 650's strength, and it
was great to hear even more slam, coupled
to asense of greater speed and of better
differentiation of the beat in fast pattern
drumming. Though not quite as highly
revealing as the top shelf of the full stand,
the floor base offered valuable gains in
depth, focus, detail, treble precision and
stage width.
In ahigh-end context it was abundantly
clear that these German support stands
performed well, allowing much of the
inherent potential of topgrade audio
components to be properly voiced. That
quality fortunately manages to encompass
the musically-involving aspects of rhythm,
good timing, dynamic expression and beat,
together with strong audiophile qualities —
generous, deep soundstages, anatural wide
frequency range, unfatiguing sound, plus
high resolution at all volume levels, and a
wide dynamic range.
Martin Colon's
• Audiofreaks, 020 8948 4153
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BC Acoustique NIL
The reference speaker
with Parisian style
if
NIL speakers

"Vocals and instruments are solidly focused and terrifically expressive, with
pinpoint imaging. And even more amazing they disappear into the vast
soundstage they create. " —

BC
Acoustique

What HiFt?

is distributed in the UK by

The Audiophile Club

Tel: 020 8882 2822 Fax: 020 8372 3772
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OPERA MINI
THE PROBLEM with many speakers
is that they are either too big or too
ugly to enjoy pride of place in the
house. So that's one good reason to
investigate small ' bookshelf boxes —
especially when they are as wellcrafted as these Opera Minis. And,
unlike some examples of Italian
speakers sold in this country, they
won't cost you an arm and aleg.
At £ 325/pair, the Opera Mini is placed
into what I'd term the luxurious-but- notextortionate bracket. On the one hand the
price of this baby monitor may seem
ambitious given its petite dimensions — a
cuddly 160 x 260 x 190mm (whd) — but
for quality of finish and the beauty of the
materials used, it must justify its tag. And
that's before sound quality is factored in.
Most loudspeakers of the conventional
'wooden' cabinet type have precious little
actual wood in them. They might either be
Medium Density Fibreboard with a thin
veneer of the real stuff to keep them pretty,
or worse, sporting ironed-on plastic with
faux wood grain. All Opera loudspeakers,
including these Minis, are constructed of
solid hardwood throughout, in this case
mahogany 18mm thick. To pick them up is
to love them for their tough integrity. A rap
with the knuckles on this one is answered
with ahigh ' clock' and bruised fingers.
Internal volume is small, so bass response
would be severely limited if it wasn't helped
out with a tuned reflex port that sits
between the drivers. These are a 19mm
soft- dome tweeter and 110mm mid/bass
driver, the latter using aplastic cone. These
units are shielded to allow use near a
television. Sensitivity is quoted at
86dB/W/m and the nominal impedance is 8
ohms. On the back of each Mini is asingle
pair of big, heavy-duty terminal posts,
which take 4mm plugs, bare wires or
spades.
Suffice to say, bass is limited but not
absent. It's all too

tempting for a speaker designer to trade
bass extension for bass impact, by
engineering a little (or not so little) lift in
the bass response above the point where it
drops off naturally. This gives some weight
to drums and bass, enough to convince
that they ' do' bass. But the trade-off can be
a plodding one- note character, where all
notes below, say, bottom D on bass guitar
(around 80Hz) merge into one semi-tuned
thud. The Opera Mini is that rarer animal
which, in my opinion, gets the balance
right. Played from good amplification, lowfrequency response was not just
convincing, it was enjoyable too! And as
with many mini- monitors, stereo image
placement was first class. Balancing these
chaps on three down- turned brass cones
was the trump that fine-adjusted the focus
closer to pin-head precision. Removing the
grilles, while not sonically critical, also
improved clarity.
Ifound myself working through adiverse
mix in one initially critical listening session.
French avant-gardist Pierre Henry
provided light-hearted aural relief with his
Messe Pour Le Temps Present album, full of
wonderful sampled noises that let the
Minis sparkle and rumble, and led to a
rummage through the Air collection. Here
the melodies tripped out of the Minis, the
euphony
of
their
low
response
complementing the wandering bass guitar
in tracks like ' Casanova 70' [
Premier
Symptones Source].
On more serious material the Opera
Mini held the same level of enjoyability,
but you may be disappointed if you expect
LS3/5A-style accuracy. If you need to hear
accurate portrayals of instrument timbre in
a performance like Mahler's Resurrection,
for example, you may feel cheated by their
wonderful engaging presence in the room
that brings music alive — at the expense of
revelation and the last micro- details.
Tonally, compared to the venerable
Grade 2 monitor, they showed a
softer treble, rather warmer
bass
and
more
rounded character
that was altogether
more forgiving of
recording quality.
They could also
play louder before
straining the endstops, yet still retain
a
smooth
unflustered
character.
The Opera Mini
can take a bow with
its swinging sixties
motor- car namesake
— agile, economical
and bags of fun.
Andrew Harrison
•UKD, 01753 652669
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There

are well-known
amplifiers. There are
highly- regarded amplifiers.
Then there is Spectral —
recognised throughout the
world as simply " the best".

SpecÉ_ro,1 whotE else?
The keys to the Spectral sound are
ULTRA-FAST RESPONSE and
MEGAHERTZ BANDWIDTH. The result?
— the clearest, cleanest and most

NATURAL

music you have ever heard.

Spectral research has shown that the

TIMING

human ear is very sensitive to
and

PHASE ACCURACY.

Music signals

normally leave a heat "trail" in a circuit
which then smears following signals.
Their answer is

ULTRA-FAST CIRCUITS

which draw on expertise in the fields
of instrumentation and microwave
Spectral's levels of perfection mean that
products typically remain in production
for 8-10 years — a sound investment.
Visit www.spectralaudio.com for more.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, DELIUS AND PURCELL

VINYL: BASIS,
DNM, (THE) GROOVE,

MERACUS, PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA.
CLEARAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL,

GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE
POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.

AMPLIFIERS:

ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY,

CAT, DNM, GAMUT, LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SONNETEER,
SPECTRAL, SUDDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC,
BKS,ETHOS, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT, TOTEM, VERITY
AUDIO. TUNERS: AcCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM, NORDOST.
SILTECH, SPECTRAL, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

The
Right
Note
„ op_

V.

NI"'emmoome`e

13 A

U FI

01225 874728
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Opal des igns ltd
high- end audio

home theatre
multi- room audio
consultants

laftli>r
Evinson
MADRIGAL

AUDIO

LABORATORIES

DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor £ 4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor £ 3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £ 6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier £ 14,495.00
No.334
dual mono 125w power amplifier £ 5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £ 7,495.00
No.336
dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00
No.383
integrated amplifier
Arriving...

aPRO

C E E DTM

Proceed AVP audio video processor
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed PMDT DVD Transport
Proceed AMPS five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

£4,700.00
£5,495.00
£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockvvare Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 020 8930 7972
wvvvv.opalco.ur

fax 020 8930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
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AUDIOCOM SUPERCLOCK
IT'S A few years now since the original
re-clock circuit — the Trichord Clock
1— was introduced, and made me
realise the importance of clean jitterfree clock pulses for extracting the best
sound quality from digital data

+10V and used that instead, after which it
worked perfectly — and how it worked!
Ihad listened to afew CDs immediately
before dismantling the player and
considering it was some time before it was

streams. Superclock, available through
Audiocom, has more than a little in
common with it in that its designer is
John Cheadle — co-designer of Clock 1.

all up and working, I was somewhat
surprised to hear very noticeable
improvements. One could argue these were

partly due to other equipment ' warming up'
and coming ' on song', but Idon't think this
could have accounted for all the differences.
John has designed a circuit which, he
The sound with Superclock was much
claims, generates clock pulses with very fast
cleaner, smoother, more open and
rise times from avery pure sine wave at the
transparent. Music after Superclocking had
appropriate clock frequency for the player.
The initial sine signal is generated by a an altogether greater sense of solidity and
series-mode circuit, placing the crystal at a I'd swear the bass delivery was firmer too.
Indeed, there was not one area of music
low-impedance, said to reduce distortion.
reproduction which didn't improve.
This is taken to aMOSFET buffer which,
Dynamic range and resolution also moved
due to its low capacitance, has little loading
up a few points. The differences were
effect on the oscillator. The buffer feeds a
marked with Sony's Super- Bit Mapped
sine/square convertor IC, claimed to create
Miles Davis Kind Of Blue CD. Tape hiss
an ultra- clean square wave output. The
from the original analogue master
oscillator, buffer and sine/square converter
tape is always noticeable in the
each have their own separate low- noise
-• first track. After the new clock
regulators, using ultra- lowwas fitted, the noise was even
noise,
high-speed
crisper and clearer, as though
Black Gate BG-NX
each grain of noise was more
Hi- Q capacitors,
clearly reproduced. It was
plus Sanyo OsCon
the opposite of what I
and
high- stability
expected from the
surface- mount
smoother,
cleaner
capacitors, to provide
sound, but of course
Superclock with lowsmooth
doesn't
noise power supply rails
necessarily mean dull.
and high digital noise
On amore musical note, Miles Davis's
suppression.
trumpet sang out better than before and the
Installation
involves
double bass was an even more telling
taking out a few screws,
indicator of improved performance, as the
loosening the servo control board,
inner sounds of vibrating strings and body
unplugging all or most of the leads from the
resonances in the instrument were audibly
board, lifting it out, and removing specific
more ' alive' and real than before. This may
components ( including the standard
sound cliche'd, but it was musically more
crystal) and a wire link. The Superclock
board is then connected via Tefloninsulated wires to specified points on the
servo board and affixed by four doublesided sticky pads.
Anyone who is adept at using a
screwdriver and miniature electronic
soldering iron ( and owns a multimeter)
would be capable of making the changes,
but those lacking these skills would be
better off leaving it to the experts.
Fortunately, Audiocom can do the mod for
you for an extra £ 30 including return
carriage. [
The usual word of caution here.
Remember that aftermarket mods like this will
invalidate any guarantee; don't expect the
original manufacturer to service your player after
you or athird party have modified it! — Ed.]
Having scrupulously followed the
instructions, the moment arrived to turn on
and insert aCD — only to find the motor
revving up to a great speed. Turning the
player off and checking every connection
revealed nothing obviously wrong.
Eventually, Irealised that the wire link
given for tapping off the + 12V positive
power supply in fact carried zilch! Ifound

communicative.
However, don't expect Superclock to
make silk purse systems out of sows' ears.

Rough-sounding CDs were still rough, and
brittle amplifiers still brittle. Superclock
seems to throw up dynamic and musical
contrasts and make everything clearer,
while minimising confusion caused within
the digital part of the replay process.
So, was it worth it? In my case, the
answer must be yes. Superclock won't
necessarily re-vitalise your system, but it
might. Results may vary depending on the
quality of the original internal clock but if
something as good as my TEAC VRDS-7
can be improved. For an outlay of £ 195 allin to improve a transport or CD player
rather than buying a whole new unit
(there's also an additional power supply
available from Audiocom) this is an
expenditure which is potentially well
worthwhile — and in some cases may turn
out to be an outright bargain.
Dave Berriman

LA T

INTERNATIONAL

elVetletuaedia. ettàbaqi
AC-2Power cable - Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC-2
eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
For the money.
dud'e no mean leaf
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
HI-FI World June 99
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 211 £53, 3ft
£65, 411 £77, 6ft £99. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
Fi World • August 1999
of cable & MK Tough plug
'gamed weed. control and Involvement better coneeee and naesealny
£161, £ 194, £226.
Analogue Interconnects, IC- 50, IC-80, IC- 100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BI WIRE.
.

HiFi World Sep 99 "
IC-50 - this months bargain"

CD/DVD MAT
from Ohio, USA.
A polymeric mat with an
uniform multilayer of a
specially formulated
mixture of organic
compounds. Clarity and depth in music from
CD's, sharper pictures with brilliant colours
from DVD's. £25.00 + £ 1.50 p&p - 14 day
trial period.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION

Ot. mml and so•ol of Bah ' en.,

2700 watt True Subwoofer Mk11
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
2700 watt True Subwoofer
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz 360
cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP
optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIM equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA
GRAND five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x
5 - HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP

MM.

with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DTS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

TIPERWIRE- flat speaker cable
418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi

also

420, 212, 215, 218, 222

OEM

op

Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 020 8241 9826
Mobile: 07967 652629
Fax: 44 020 8241 0999
E-Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com

111Audiocom, 01646 685601
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Heatherdale Audio Ltd.
202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN14 OEJ, UK
Tel: 01903 872288

Fax: 01903 872234

Web Page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com

After hours: 07860 660001

E-mail: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Mark Levinson / Revel

The Perfect Combination
"SEE NO EVIL"
"SPEAK NO EVIL"
and above aft
"HEAR NO EVIL

Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp

£ 5,495
£3.995

Mark Levinson 380 pre- amp

Mark Levinson Reference series
No.30.6 DAC 24/96 khz with power supply . £ 16.495

Mark Levinson 380S pre- amp

£ 6,495

No.31.5 CD transport

£ 9,295

Mark Levinson 334 power amp

£ 5,495

No.32 pre- amp and Controller

£ 14.495

Mark Levinson 335 power amp

£ 7,495

No.32 phono modules for above

Mark Levinson 336 power amp

£8,995

No.33 mono amplifiers

Mark Levinson 33H mono amps
Mark Levinson 360 DAC
Mark Levinson 360S DAC

£ 19,395
£ 4,395

£2,495
£ 29.995

The full Mark Levinson Reference system is
only on permanent demonstration at

£ 6,895

Mark Levinson 37 CD transport
Mark Levinson 39 CD player

£ 3,995

HEATHERDALE AUDIO LTD.

£ 4.995

The main U.K. Dealer of Mark Levinson Reference Products
Thiel - Orchid speakers - Absolute sounds - SME - Copland - Audionote - Toft and much more
See our pre- owned listing in the classified section
0% Finance available* (* subject to status)

Surround for heads
A new headphone system from Sony
allows home cinema-style surround
sound from aspecial pair of cordless
phones. The Sony MDR-DS5100
includes alightweight open-back
headphone, linked by infrared to a

'INKY° 'FIRST WITH 7.1'

transmitter/processor. Rechargeable
batteries are supplied for the
headphones. This unit is compatible
with Dolby Pro-Logic, Double Digital
and DTS surround formats. Contact
Sony UK Ltd, 01932 816417

This autumn will see the arrival of practical 7.1
surround systems, and Onkyo claims leadership in
developing this new market. For those that feel
that their rooms need more speakers, Onkyo has
brought to the UK what's described as the world's
first 7.1 channel receiver, the Onkyo TX- D5989. It
utilises THX Surround EX, with 24-bit/192kHz
DACs on all channels. The intention is to make the
ultimate home cinema product. It use Onkyo's
Wide Range Amplifier Technology (WRAT) which
promises 100kHz bandwidth. Price is £ 2499.95.
More modest budgets can snap up the R805X
receiver. It boasts 20W/ch into 4ohm and RDS
FM/AM tuner, and is priced at £ 249.95. For
further information contact UK distributor, Jamo
UK Ltd, 01788 556777

IONEER ENHANCES MID, AMPS AND RECEIVERS
Added features and keen pricing should

£400), which basically offers an enhanced

component video in/out. Receivers include

make Pioneer's new AV range even more

replacement for the existing ' 626 model.

the 110Wx5 VSX-908RDS (at just under

competitive. Apart from the DVD-Audio-

The DV-636D has ` 90%' of the dearer

£1000), which similarly updates the old

compatible DV-AX10 and DVD-939A

'907, plus the all-new VSX-859RDS

DVD players (see main ' News', page 13),

machines' trick play features; it won't play
backwards at normal speed but it does have

Pioneer has added the DV-737 (around
,C700), which shares the special

astep reverse function.
Pioneer's AV amplifier/receiver line-up

,C500), both with 100W x5 and boasting

construction and many of the sound- and

integrated amplifier will cater for the extra

picture-quality and trick-play features of

for the new season is headed by the VSAE08 amplifier (around £ 1300), effectively a

the ' 939A, including reverse play, and the

VSA-E07 with the addition of THX Ultra

DV-636D (expected to sell for around

EX, 7.1ch inputs and outputs and

VSX-709RDS, ' 609RDS and '409RDS.
Contact Pioneer GB, 01753 789789.

(around £700) and VSX-839RDS (around
THX Select EX. Adding the A509R
channels. Lower-cost receivers are the

Parasound adds to
all
line-up

American electronics manufacturer
Parasound is expanding its audio-visual
range with two new affordable products
— an AV processor/tuner, and fivechannel power amplifier. The AVC-1800
offers Dolby Digital, Pro-Logic and DTS
processing, plus an FM/AM tuner.
Processing is at 24-bit resolution, with
conversion handled by Bur-Brown
PCM1716 converters. A backlit learning
remote control is also included. The
matching HCA-855A amplifier provides
five 85W channels of class-A/AB power.
The unit is DC coupled with no
capacitors or inductors in the signal path,
and uses aDC servo and relays for
protection. UK retail price is £ 1200 for
the AVC-1800 and £ 1000 for the HCA855A. Contact Parasound's UK
distributor CSE Ltd, 01423 35905
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Even the name tells you this brand is about 'pure audio': so MF's entry into home cinema
with the Home Theatre Processor and five-channel amplifier has to be something special
by KEN KESSLER

D

epending on whether your
world view is half-full or halfempty, you could argue that
most British manufacturers have
been pretty slow in jumping on the
AV bandwagon. Electronics, that is,
not speakers. Speakers, after all,
require only multiplying to reach the
requisite five channels, with some
shielding thrown in for (convincing)
good measure.
If you're positive by nature, you
could argue that they're simply being
cautious. If not, then you could
argue that they're cowards or they're
merely wallowing in the denial
afforded by citizenship in cloudcuckooland. Indeed, I'm sure there
are people lurking in the bowels of
various R&D departments, feverishly
convincing themselves that Dolby
Digital and DTS are never gonna
happen. These, of course, are the
anticipated, anti-film Luddites who
will do to their credibility what they
did 17 years ago when refusing to
accept that CD was 'gonna happen'.
Musical Fidelity categorically
doesn't fall in that camp, so Ibelieve
Antony Michaelson when he states
that Musical Fidelity wanted to do it
right, no matter how long it took. To
compound matters even further,
Musical
Fidelity —
unlike
isolationists who always think they
know better — chose as its yardstick
the estimable TAG McLaren Audio
AV32P AV processor. As this isn't a
shoot-out against the TAG, which I
don't have to hand anyway, Iwill
leave it to you to do side-by- side
comparisons; and you should, in the
way that anyone spending £20-£30k
on a sports saloon has to try a 3Series BMW.
Now Icould have borrowed an
50

AV32P, but instead, I'm calling
MF's bluff and comparing it to my
(and others') reference: some
£6000's worth of Lexicon MC1.
Unfair? Perhaps. But references are
there to allow us to gauge the
performance of products both better
and worse; that's why it's called a
reference. If the Musical Fidelity
HTP can even hold its own, then it
will be an achievement of which the
company can be proud.
Despite selling for areasonable (in
context, that is) £ 1999, the HTP
boasts the sort of niceties you would
demand of acutting-edge processor.
It features separate double-sided,
silver-plated PCBs for the audio,
video and digital inputs, each with a
separate power supply, grounding
system and screening system for
total isolation. The company insists
that this segregation of conflicting
stages is what differentiates aso-so,
compromised processor from .one
good enough to satisfy the fussiest
videophiles. It costs more, requires
more
care
in
design
and
construction, and generally makes
life difficult for the manufacturer,
but if that's what it takes, so be it.
Thus the company chose to put all
the video inputs — each one
bandpass-filtered — on a dedicated
PCB, along with the accompanying
switching, logic functions and
controls to ensure that the video
signal will not be ' trekking through
the whole amplifier', wreaking havoc
with the audio signals. The company
boasts that — because of the extra
attention spent to the PCB layout —
the longest video PCB track in the
HTP is a mere 2in. To ensure
universality, the HTP accepts PAL
and NTSC signals and provides four

The company
insists that
this
segregation of
conflicting
stages is what
differentiates
aso-so,
compromised
processor from
one good
enough to
satisfy the
fussiest
videophiles. It
costs more,
requires more
care in design
and
construction,
and generally
makes life
difficult for the
manufactwer,
but if that's
what it takes,
so be it

S
.11usical
15-17 Olympic
Trading Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley,
Middlesex
HA9 OTF
Tel: 020 8900
2866

video inputs, for either Composite or
S-Video, with auto-detection between
the two.
MF applies the same fanaticism to
the audio inputs, which are also
buffered; so, too, the audio outputs,
again each separately buffered. Even
the front panel PCB has been laid
out so that it is isolated from the
video, audio or digital circuitry.
Naturally, the ' fifth generation' DSP
is equally isolated.
This baby is loaded, and Iwas
hard-pressed to find any connections
lacking for my preferred set-up; I'm
no SCART fanatic. Specifically, the
socket-filled rear panel contains eight
analog inputs, the first four matched
by video inputs (both S-Video and
RCA Composite), along with eight
coaxial digital audio inputs, and five
doubled up with TosLink optical.
Also fitted are coaxial and optical
digital outputs, two analogue tape
outputs and one input, six outputs
for
5.1
surround
including
subwoofer, plus two separate pairs of
trigger circuits for video screens,
projectors and the like, with achoice
of 5V or 12V. Along with the
aforementioned video outputs, with
and without OSD, the HTP has
space allocated for future options,
which may include side channels,
other processing options, or whatever
else is in store for home theatre users.
If you warm pick nits, well, there's
no AT&T, XLR, BNC or SCART,
but Isuspect that most people are
happy with S-Video and coaxial —
I've yet to find a video without the
latter at the very least, and the shops
are full of SCART adapters. Those
who aren't happy with the S-Video
or coaxial video inputs will simply
shop elsewhere. At least, unlike
SEPTEMBER 2000
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Suffixed
you consider that it contains five
channels' worth of near- to- A3
performance — that amp being one
of the most fondly-received power
plants in the company's history. As
an A3 sells for £. 000 for a stereo
amp, the HT600 from the outset
represents a savings of ,C500!
Configured as five true monoblock
amplifiers, the HT600 is not
available in 2-through- 5 channel
modular form. The company
decided to avoid that confusion,
pointing out that the A3 already
exists
for
two- channel- only
and the status (analogue or digital,
purchasers. And, what the hell, if
number of channels, level in dB);
and a multi-function rotary with a someone is acquiring surround
status gradually, the extra channel
press-button in the middle. This
(should one buy three A3s) will
allows you to access the menu
come in useful ayear or two down
without the remote control, the
the road when 6.1 Dolby and 6.1
latter containing all of the necessary
functions bar overall balance for L-R DTS are the norm.
Inside the HT600 are five separate,
and F-R. Also available is 'late night'
vertical PCBs, each with its own heat
mode, which reduces dynamic range
sink and toroidal power supply, close
but allows you to listen while
to the A3 but 'not quite' in that they
everyone else in the house is asleep.
don't have the A3's choke regulation.
Alas, the HTP requires lots of
But even better, Antony says that
menu delving to perform even the
the amp circuits are similar to the
simplest functions, and it's here that
Nu-Vista, minus the Nu-Vista
it loses out to the Lexicon — amodel
drives. Ithought it sounded
of sensible ergonomics. Antony
familiar...
Michaelson will swear blind that you
Its front panel contains
can get used to anything, but that's
the on/off button and arow
just not good enough; you can get
of five LEDs which glow
used to arthritis, but that doesn't
blue when the unit is on. At
make it any better. I've lost count of
the back are stout gold-plated
the processors and DVD players I've
phono sockets and five pairs of
handled, and Iknow `intuitive' from
multi-way binding posts. My
`sadistic'. This one falls closer to the
only complaint about the practicality
latter, and you will mutter under your
of this device is the failure of MF
breath when you move from, say,
to fit remote power-on switching
DVD to DVD and you want to check
and astand-by mode. Idon't mind
each speaker's level. A form of
leaving electronics on at all times if
consolation appears in the temporary
there's a stand-by position; this
level adjust buttons on the remote,

listening to the sort of system which
seemed to have been designed with
one goal in mind: to rid home
theatre of the sound of processing
and its nastier artefacts.
Let's back up a mo'. One
complaint I've heard again and again
from friends unimpressed with AV is
its predilection for inducing listener

others Icould name, it provides
comprehensive video switching...
In direct contrast to the jampacked back panel, the front is
minimalist, with a standby on/off
button (primary AC switching is at
the back); two buttons to scroll up
and down the sources; one to scroll
through the music modes (analogue
stereo, DTS and Dolby Digital
surround and their lesser-channeled
variants, PCM, party/natural/
concert/club modes and the like); a
display which identifies the input

which allow you to increase or
reduce the levels of the subwoofer
and surround speakers on asession
to session basis, without affecting the
system set-up committed to memory.
What the HTP offers over the
Lexicon — which is notorious for its
horrid looks, feel and build quality
— is perceived value of atruly highend calibre. The 17% x 3%x 15%in
(whd) enclosure is fitted with afront
panel ' hewn from high- quality
HE6063/T6 mil- spec aluminium
billet'. The inserts are ' all machined
from high-quality brass, then nickelplated, then silver-plated and finally,
24K gold-plated.' It simply looks
expensive. The same enclosure
houses the matching power amp, the
HT600 — also £ 1999.
Pumping out a substantial
5x120W,
hence
the
600
nomenclature, it's a bargain when
MI- F1 NEWS I& RECORD REVIEW
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lacks anything like that, and it takes
agood 20 minutes to warm up to its
optimal
sonic
performance.
Moreover, I've grown lazy (as have
all of you if you dare admit it) with
DVD players, processors and the like
which come alive when you touch
just about any button on the remote.
How much simpler it would be if the
HT600 awoke from its slumber
when the HTP was switched on.
Iused the MF combination with
the Theta Carmen and Pioneer DV414 front ends, with the HT600
connected Martin-Logan Scenario,
Script
and
Cinema
hybrid
electrostatics, plus the REL Strata
III subwoofer. All the settings were
flat throughout the sessions, the
REL matched with its own level
controls. And within seconds of
switching on, with the Saving Private
Ryan DVD, I knew that I was

below, middle and
bottom: the Musical
Fidelity HTP; inside
the HT600 fivechannel power
amplifier; and front
view of the HT600

fatigue. It's a phenomenon which
proliferated at least twice in the poststereo era, the first being the dawn of
solid-state, and the second being the
first two or three years of CD. In the
case of transistors, it took a while
before the implementation did away
with the nasties — God bless Class A
operation — while CD was made
palatable when the audiophile brands
came up with better DACs, the
hobbyists uncovered tweaks and the
record labels learned how to mix and
master for CD. Home theatre

Oxford Audio
Consultants Ltd.
OUR SUPERB SERVICE IS THE SAME REGARDLESS OF PRICE

laginfe

Now Demonstrating
Alphason, AMX,
Atacama, Audio
Analogue, Audio
Research,
Cable Talk,
Castle, Chord,
Copland, Davis,
Denon,
Diapason, Dwin
Electronics,
Einstein
GM Audio,
Goldring, Graaf,
IXOS, Jadis,
Jamo, Koetsu,
Krell, Lexicon
Loewe TV/Video,
Lyra, Marantz,
Martin Logan,
Michell, Musical
Fidelity
NAD, Naim, NEC
Gas Plasma
Screens

Nakamichi,
Nordost, Onkyo,
Opera, Ortofon,
Parasound,
Pioneer, ProAc,
Project
Turntables, QED
Multiroom, Quad,
Quadraspire, REL
Subwoofers,
Ratel
Sennheiser, SME,
Sonus Faber,
SoundStyle,
Stands Unique,
Stax, Stewart
Screens, Tannoy,
Target, Teac,
Theta,
Transparent,
Unison Research,
Van den Hul,
Vidikron, Vienna
Acoustics,
Wilson, Yamaha.

Ex Demonstration & Previously Owned Equipment
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 LOUDSPEAKERS LIGHT OAK - £ 2395 SH
SPENDOR SP7 LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY - £ 495 SH
AUDIO PHYSICS CALDERA SPEAKERS BIRDS EYE MAPLE - £ 4495 SH
WILSON AUDIO MAXX - £ 24995 SH
NAIM 72/140 LATEST SPEC - £ 995 SH
NAIM NAT 03 TUNER - £ 450 XD
QUAD 66/606 CD/TUNER/PRE/POWER AMP - £ 995 SH
QUAD 77 CD/TUNER/PRE POWER AMP - £ 14095 SH
MISSION 752 SPEAKERS - £ 395 SH
KEF Q30 LOUDSPEAKERS - £ 195 SH
P. & W NAUTILUS 805 EX DEM CHERRY INCL STANDS - £ 1295 ( 1800)
KRELL KSP7B PREAMPLIFIER - £ 795 SH
WILSON CUBS EX DEM - £ 3995 XD
JADIS ORCHESTRA CD - £895 XD
JADIS ORCHESTRA AMPLIFIER - £ 895 XL)
KRELL KAV300 CD PLAYER EX DEM - £ 3250 XD
KRELL KAV300 CD - AS NEW - £ 3650
KRELL FPB200 POWER AMPLIFIER - £ 4295 SH
CASTLE ISIS SPEAKERS EX DEM - £ 150 SH
NAIM CD3.5 EX DEM - £ 895 XD
NAIM NAIT 3AMPLIFIER EX DEM - £ 550 XD
SONUS FABER CONCERTO EX DEM WALNUT - £ 750 XD
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAND PIANO EX DEM - £ 1395 XD
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.
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RUARK TALISMAN - £ 350 SH
ARCAM ALPHA 5PLUS CD PLAYER - £ 275 SH
B & W 802 BLACK EX DEM - £ 3950 (6000)
CASTLE HARLECH MAHOGANY EX DEM - £ 595 XD
MARANTZ DR700 CD RECORDER EX DEM - £ 350 XD
PIONEER PDR 555W CD RECORDER EX DEM - £ 249 SH
MARANTZ DVD590 DVD PLAYER EX DEM - £ 350 XD
TEAC P30 CD TRANSPORT EX DEM - £ 1750 XD
DENON AVR900 A/V AMPLIFIER - £ 295 XD
ONKYO TX DS838 A/V AMPLIFIER AC3 EX DEM - £ 750 XD
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN BOX PHONO STAGE - £ 100 SH
TEAC VRDS25 CD PLAYER EX DEM - £ 895 XD
ORELLE XTC CDT TRANSPORT/DAC - £ 795 SH
VIDIKRON HELIUS PROJECTOR - OUR DEMONSTRATOR - £ 7995 XD
NAIM CD3 - £ 595 SH
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK 1 - £ 2995 SH
THETA JADE CD TRANSPORT OUR DEMONSTRATOR - £ 1950 XD
RE VOX 877 - £ 395 SH
DAVIS LITEBEAM PROJECTOR - £ 2295 XD
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60 - £ 1295 XD
B & W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD - £ 2395 SH
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM - £ 8995 XD
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - OUR DEMONSTRATORS - £ 1995 XD

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JD
Telephone: Oxford ( 01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665
E mail: Oxford.audio@btinternet.com
Web: www.oxford-audio.co.uk

aficionados seemed content to let
nature take its course because twothirds of the system — the amplifiers
and the speakers — were ' mature'
technologies. With players like the
Theta Carmen, the source was dealt
with in a fitting manner. But the
control units? If you had less than the
cost of admission to Lexicon's or
Theta's or Krell's or Proceed's movie
houses, you were plumb out of luck.
Because the Musical Fidelity
alternative comes from a musicloving background and the company
approached AV with caution —
Antony does not consider himself a
film buff at all — the designers were
not distracted by the artifice
demanded of home theatre buffs
whose idea of a good time is two
hours' worth of helicopters, titties
and torn T-shirts. ( I suffer
laddishness, too, but Itry to temper
it with 1950s film noir, golden-era
musicals, classics featuring Edward
G Robinson, Bogart or Orson
Welles, and anything to do with
Italy. In Italian.) Thus, the sonic
performance was treated to the same
regime as pure music, and it shows.
What's so deliciously ironic is that
the MF system is unfazed by the
purely cinematic excess of whatever
Bruce Willis is blowing up at the
moment. (And, yes, even The Story
Of Us is abomb of sorts.)
Because there are no sonic
sacrifices, this is an ideal system to
assuage people who feel like they're

being coerced into home theatre
because of the way it's decimating
pure music of the stereo variety. The
sound is smooth in the MF manner,
only now it's all-enveloping. Dialogue
benefits from the neutral, open midband clarity, while the wide dynamic
range pitches for the other team: I
couldn't believe the sound of the
boulder monster's footfalls in Galaxy
Quest. (
Yup, they're even heavier than
the Jurassic Park T Rex's flamenco.)
Maybe the Martin-Logans are an easy
ride — whatever, the system delivered
all the requisite force, regardless of
blockbuster extravagance and its
demands.
But things were more interesting
with the smaller works. Big Night,
Stanley Tucci's masterpiece homage
to Italians in America in the 1950s,
is more of a play than a movie, so
the dialogue — much of it sotto voce
— is of paramount importance. With
an Arnie or Sly flick, you could
switch off the centre channel and it
wouldn't make much difference. The
MF package allowed the dialogue to
cut through the party sequences,
while the detail allowed the listener

With an Ande
or Sly flick,
you could
switch off the
centre channel
and it wouldn't
make much
difference. The
MF package
allowed the
dialogue to cut
through the
party
sequences,
while the
detail allowed
the listener to
detect
changes in the
Louis Prima
music from
record player
to soundtrack

to detect changes in the Louis Prima
music from record player to
soundtrack.
Although the HTP lacks the
absolute authority of the Lexicon,
the gains are only relevant in systems
where the speakers have been
optimised to the inch. The Lexicon
sounds slightly ` bigger' with DTS

FANATICAL ABOUT DETAILS
To satisfy the most fastidious viewers even
further, the HTP is fitted with two S-Video and
two Composite outputs; one of each with onscreen display ( OSD), the others without it.
Why? Iquote Antony:
'We are so fanatical that we even have two
video outputs: one with on- screen display and
the other without. Crazy? Maybe you
won't think so when you hear the
reasoning. The on- screen
display is provided by
some fancy
programming
circuits, which
inevitably affect
the video quality.
When no display is
required, 99 percent of
all other processors simply
switch off the display, leaving
the video signal still going
through the on- screen display
electronics.
'At Musical Fidelity, we are more
fanatical about details. So in our processor,
when the video output without on- screen
display is used the on- screen display
electronics are bypassed entirely. The very few
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of our competitors who really bypass the
circuitry, do it with two switches on either side
of the on- screen display electronics. Cheap,
and not particularly good. Not so with us: our
video output without on- screen display
bypasses all that circuitry entirely, and has no
need of extra switches in circuit. Less
switches, less circuitry, less PCB track,
and less complexity means high
quality. Of course, the way to
achieve less complexity is
by more sophisticated
design, but then that
is our job.'
So now you know.
And — Ican't believe
I'm saying this — yes, you
will notice adifference if you
can do without the OSD. Alas, the
HTP is lacking such things as an
easily-accessed left- right- front- rear
balance control on the remote, so you have
to go into the menus more frequently that you
do with the Lexicon. And that means
dependency on the OSD... unless you wanna
read the messages on the front- panel display
from your listening position, the letters half the
size of those on the MCI.

and Dolby Digital in 5.1 mode, the
sound spreading outside of the ring
formed by he speakers, with slightly
more impressive image height. But
the HTP matches the Lexicon in
creating a seamless 360 degree
sweep around the listener. In tonal
areas, its DTS implementation is
slightly richer than that of the
Lexicon, especially on DTS audio
CDs, its Dolby Digital processing a
shade sweeter and less irritating. On
the video front, the HTP matches
the Lexicon for clarity and contrast,
but the Lexicon was slightly more
detailed and sharper. Will you notice
it if you're not looking for flaws?
Probably not — unless you watch
with aloupe.
In usage, though, the Lexicon is
fundamentally easier to control, with
greater flexibility afforded to the user
in the set-up stages, especially in
setting up the system to the tenth of
adecibel; clearly, it was designed for
people who worship at the altar of
Joe Kane. But it is three times the
cost, and I suspect that its
performance gains are only fully
realised if used with cost-no-object
systems, eg, using projectors in
dedicated rooms. Or if you happen
to be anally-retentive or of the
reviewing persuasion. I've just
realised something: I've lived in the
UK so damned long that now I'm
rationalising the purchase of less
costly items over dearer ones. Good
God, what is happening?
Is the HTP, then, a poor man's
Lexicon? No, it is not. It is adevice
which concentrates more on the
basic sonic and video quality than on
user-adjustable parameters, and it is
altogether more forgiving of lower
cost ancillaries. And Ican't wait to
see how it performs with adedicated
DVD player. Icould easily live with
the HTP, assuming that Antony is
right and that Icould come to terms
with the clumsy menus and odd
remote control. And while it may be
a compromise in ergonomic terms,
its performance is so good that I
wouldn't feel deprived for a
moment. And the amplifier? Well,
what do you expect me to say when I
use aNu-Vista on adaily basis? The
HT600 is — lack of stand-by aside
— a magnificent multi- channel
amplifier.
Then Irealised, after the units had
been collected, that I'd spent more
time watching movies in the month
which Ihad the HTP/HT600 than I
do in a ' normal' month. And maybe
that's the true test of an AV system:
does it make you want to watch
more movies? In my case, Ihave to
say yes. And that included the first
three instalments of Lethal Weapon
in one sitting...
53

Another musically- appropriate name graces Theta's latest,
sonically- delightful DVD player
by KEN KESSLER

Theta Car e
B

less Theta's sense of humour.
By naming one player 'Miles'
and another ` Pearl', the
company showed how to appeal to a
wide cross-section of customers and
music tastes. The former could have
been named for, say, Miles Davis or
Buddy Miles or the Who, while the
latter could be in honour of Pearl
Bailey, Pearl Jam, Minnie Pearl,
Janis Joplin or Tom Rapp. DaViD?
Try Hal David, D W Griffith, David
Lee Roth. Now we have Carmen, a
DVD transport-only, which could be
so-named for the opera, for Carmen
McRae, or — and I'd like to think
that this is the case given that it is a
device purchased for visual as well as
audible prowess — Carmen
Miranda. This flexible nomenclature
is no conceit: the Carmen is one of
the most adaptable DVD devices
I've ever encountered.
What's debatable is whether or
not it obviates the DaViD player.
Given that just about every worthy
AN processor on the market has an
array of on-board DIA converters,
transports seem amore sensible way
of distributing one's funds; the
savings in this case amount to over a
grand(£3299 versus the DaViD's
£4650). And, despite the DaViD's
superior power supplies and
chunkier case, Carmen boasts being
'the next evolution of DVD
transports by Theta. Using third
generation DVD technology and
new audio and video circuits
developed in the last few months...'
Hence, the video section could be
54

superior to the DaViD's, so a sideby-side demo is advised.
Carmen has allowed for every
implementation of the 5in disc bar
DVD-A and SACD, including
96kHz 24-bit compatibility, while
good old CD is not neglected as this
uses Pioneer's dual-laser transport as
its heart. It is therefore as careful of
CD playback as it is of DVD.
Moreover, it employs separate lowjitter
crystal
oscillators
for
independently processed video and
audio. Taking this further, the audio
and video circuits are completely
separated to keep video noise away
from the audio circuits and audio
noise away from the video circuits.
Carmen uses 14 highly filtered
and regulated power supplies,
comprised of multiple transformers
for absolute isolation between
circuits, and each supply and circuit
features integral RF suppression for
greater reduction of interference.
The drive mechanism's twin laser
diodes are specified as 650nm for
DVD and 780nm for CD, CD-R,
CD-RW and VCD. The player had
no problems with any of the CD-Rs
or CD-RWs Itried, but — as we are
continually advised by Barry Fox —
don't be too complacent, as writable
discs are hardly consistent. Special
low- jitter digital servo circuits
control the motor speed, laser
tracking and focus, while other
dedicated circuits use ` sophisticated
parametric statistical analysis' to
correct errors on less than pristine
discs bearing the ravages of

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road, London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181 971
3909

fingerprints, dust and other illhandling.
There's much to remind you that
this is based on aPioneer transport;
Idiscovered it when Iused the
Carmen's nasty, crowded, nonilluminated, re-badged Pioneer
remote and my DV-414 sprang to
life. Another ill-advised economy is
that Theta, while adding a lavish
metal front piece to the tray, stopped
short of replacing the utterly crappy
plastic tray with a metal one, and
failed to improve its operation. The
tray action is, without question, the
noisiest, roughest- sounding I've
come across, worse even than the
£179 Wharfedale machine and my
two- year- old Pioneer DV- 414
(under 8200 Stateside). For £3299,
this thing should operate like a
Leica. It's enough to detract from
the joys of ownership, like having a
Ferrari with an incurable gearshift
glitch. Shame on you, Theta.
As one who's not too fussed about
the graphic user displays — I
remember MS-DOS, so anything
else is high art — Iwon't carp about
the Carmen's. Basically, it's your
standard fare with nested menus. In
conjunction with the remote, you
can deal with every single standard
command known to DVD bar zoom
facility. The minimalist front panel
includes Stand-by, Display Dimmer,
Stop, Play, Pause, Forward/Reverse
Track, Low/High Speed Scan and
Tray Open/Close. It's clean and very
Theta-ish, with alucid display and a
misleading air of opulence — the
SEPTEMBER 2000
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Surrouilded
tornado, to show what seamless
Persuasions, Carmen excelled at
latter dispelled as soon as that tray
surround with only five speakers can
providing each voice with a clearlyopens. You sit there wondering how
be. Given that Iwas auditioning the
defined space; better still, it juggled
much they pay the guy who has the
Carmen in late June, when the
the deepest vocals with the high
job of pouring sand onto the tray's
weather was thunderous, Ihad to
harmonies to blended perfection.
runners.
keep checking to see if it was the disc
Another aspect which impressed
Carmen was slotted into two
or the real world making the
me (because it's apet passion) was
systems, both auditioned through
rumblings. Moreover, this film in
the stage depth, categorically as good
five small Martin-Logans and aREL
conjunction with Carmen, changed
as any I've heard from a nonStrata III and viewed through a 29my attitude about subwoofers: Inow
analogue source. I'd wired up some
in Panasonic 4:3 monitor. The first
realise that, even in small rooms with
LS3/5As for an upcoming project,
was the Lexicon MC- 1 through
good-sized primary speakers, that
and the Carmen exploited their
Acurus and Marantz amplifiers; the
0.1 channel has its uses.
quasi- point source behaviour by
second the Musical Fidelity HTP
But vague thunder isn't cohesive
making the sound appear to emanate
processor and HT600 5- channel
enough to impress you, eh? Then try
amplifier. Software ranged from a from way behind. This could be just
the bit when they're driving through
the ticket if you want dipole sound
slew of new DTS-plus-Dolbythe cornfields and the plants are
but don't have the space for panels.
Digital-5.1-on-the-same-disc titles
whipping against the sides of the
But it was as aDVD provider that
including Twister and the first three
truck. Sit centrally and you'll get it
allowed Carmen to come into her
Lethal Weapon movies, separate DTS
precisely where you'd expect it to be;
own. On the video side, it produced,
and Dolby Digital versions of Saving
travelling alongside you. And both
beyond any doubt, the best images
Private Ryan, and Dolby-only titles
versions of Saving Private Ryan,
I've seen in my home, and that was
including Galaxy Quest, assorted
particularly
the
underwater
via S-video. Ican't imagine what this
Bond movies, and some remastered
sequences at the film's beginning, let
must be like with the 4:2:2 option.
Elvis movies. Music-only material, in
you hear why the Carmen is a
addition to straight CDs, included a Colours had a delicious vibrancy,
challenger for the world's best, and
especially free from blurring even
handful of Classic 96/24 discs.
hear conclusively why DTS betters
during the Omega 13 sequences in
However tempting it was to
Dolby. The feeling of total
Galaxy Quest, while the reproduction
concentrate on the DVDs, Iwas
immersion will elicit frissons of
of flames was utterly convincing and
continually drawn back to the
claustrophobia — just as it should.
devoid of any of the blocky effects
sublime CD performance. And to
Evil tray aside, Theta's Carmen is
which make you think you're
call the Carmen's playback ' sublime'
the most enjoyable DVD front-end
watching apre-Open GI.J3Dx game
when, in my other room, Iwas
I've used to date. The visuals are
on aPC. But the pictures aren't all...
playing host to a Krell KPS25cs is
impossible to fault on a normal
Where Carmen really wees on the
high praise indeed; the latter costs
CRT, while the sound is so good
tree is with its resolution of surround
seven- and- a- half times as much
that it shows what processors can
sound — now even easier to A/B
(although it does also feature apreand cannot do. But Itell you this;
with both Dolby Digital 5.1 and
amp and DAC). Which is why Ifed
were Ito buy one, I'd be pestering a
DTS on the same discs. So Twister
the Carmen into the Krell for CDmetal-worker to replace the tray for
isn't exactly the film to knock Citizen
to-CD comparisons. If you accept
me. Thus, Ihope that 100 years
Kane out of the Top 10, but the
that the Krell is .
the — no, make that
from now, one of my successors puts
surround
sound
effects
are
one of the — indisputable kings of
Carmen's tray in the All- Time
something to behold, especially the
CD
playback,
then
it's
Golden Turkeys of Y2.1k.
sequences in the middle of the
understandable that it should
outperform the more modest
Carmen. Which it did in most
parameters. But the Carmen did not
act like 1/7th of a Krell. It didn't
Where the Carmen shines is in its connectivity. Now, before you get all xenophobic, ( 1) Theta is
quite match the Krell's bass
American, ( 2) only Europe gives atoss about SCART, and ( 3) it's not Theta's fault that the scum in
extension, nor was its top as sweet
Brussels are denying us HDTV. Conversely, there are plenty of videophiles here who own pro tectors
and smooth, but it sounded just as
which will benefit from the advanced outputs, and the unit's region- free behaviour suggests aglobal
big and open, and had almost as
approach rather than aspecifically American one. Moreover, Ihave used UK- made processors
much in the way of fine detail.
which lack SCART, so it seems like the industry overall has opted for individualism. Irecently played
Clearly, the Carmen can justify its
with aprocessor which only used BNC connectors and one RCA. Duh.
existence as aCD player alone, with
As shipped, Carmen boasts two S- video outputs, two composite outputs ( RCA and BNC) and
the DVD aspects a mere bonus. It
component video out (Y, Cr, Cb on BNC); the latter is selected on the back via atiny toggle. Next
deals beautifully with bombastic
to this array is aselection of audio outputs including PCM Only ( RCA) and PCM/DTS/Dolby 5.1
works, like the soundtracks to Glory
through RCA, BNC or AES/EBU XLR-balanced connecter. Optical output is an available option in
and Lawrence Of Arabia, but then
both AT&T and Theta's Laser Linque ( Single Mode), while the really serious video hobbyist will be
these have cinematic origins, so
pleased to know that Theta can fit 4:2:2 Digital Video Out and/or Progressive Scan ( 480p) in
maybe they loaded the dice in the
both RGB and Component Video with sync outputs for Sync on Green, Horizontal, Vertical and
Theta's favour? More interesting —
Composite. These outputs occupy arow above the standard outputs, blanked off on the standard
because it is the antithesis of cinema
model. Measuring 19x3x15in ( whd), the Carmen further impresses upon its owner the seriousness
sound —
was
the
finesse
of its purpose in through aweight of 23lbs. ( As an act of defiance and in support of the
demonstrated with a cappella
independent greengrocers, shopkeepers and others who make up the real England and who are
recordings and female vocals. For
being abused by EU bureaucrats, Irefuse to use Metric weights and measures.)
the latter, I played the Judds'
Note that the options are factory- fitted- only. With the 4:2:2 option, the video remains in the
marvellous take on ' Don't Be Cruel',
digital domain from the disc through to the line multiplier; Digital Video out is available as an
and Carmen preserved the liquid
option for Carmen, DaViD and Voyager. This option requires aprojector or line processor with
country warbling while conveying
digital video inputs, eg the Dwin Transcanner. With the Progressive Video Output option, Theta
the bassist's snap with cut- glass
adds adedicated transformer and 4additional power supplies.
precision. When it came to the
HI-F1 NEWS .4RECORD REVIEW
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A3 RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

TWENTY-FOUR CARAT GOLD
PLATED FITTINGS.

REMOTE CONTROLLED.

PHONO STAGE.

POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 RANGE: I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND HOME CINEMA DECODER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866.

CONIPETITIO_'\

WIN!

Monitor Audio Studio Series loudspeakers worth £3500
'As close as it gets!'

power handling of 120W RMS allows ahigh maximum
sound pressure level of 109dB. A low-distortion design, the
Studio 20SEC is claimed to give only 0.28% of 2nd
harmonic and only 0.1% of 3rd harmonic distortion at a
1W power level. Measuring 912x200x26Ormn (hwd), the
Studio 20SEC comes in achoice of Cherry, Natural Oak,
Rosewood, Black, Piano Black and Piano Rosewood
finishes. Normal retail price of the Studio 20SEC is
£1899.95/pair, or £2499.95/pair for the Piano lacquer
finishes.

FOUNDED in the early
1970s, Monitor Audio has won
a global reputation over the
years. It's a reputation that
rests on a tradition of
technical
innovation
combined with superlative
cabinet work. The company
was among the pioneer users
of metal dome and cone drive
units, and its Gold Dome
tweeter has became well
known throughout the world
— and at the same time,
Monitor Audio has been
famous for the quality and
variety of its real
wood
veneer finishes. For this
month's
free- entry
competition, we're delighted
to be able to offer some of
Monitor Audio's latest and
best loudspeakers.

SECOND PRIZE: STUDIO 6

FIRST PRIZE:
STUDIO 20SEC
Introduced to celebrate the first 25
years of Monitor Audio, the Studio 20SE Celebration is an extraspecial edition of one of the company's most successful models ever,
the award-winning Studio 20SE. As Monitor Audio proudly claims,
the Studio 20SEC is now the benchmark by which many others are
judged, voted best high-end speaker in several countries. The sound
is described as supremely effortless, yet naturally involving. Needless
to day, the Studio 20SEC employs Monitor Audio's 'Gold' metal
dome and cone drive unit technology, and has aquoted frequency
response of 30Hz-30kHz, with asensitivity of 88dB/1W1m. A rated

Small only in size, as the soundstage presented is ` as large
as any speaker on the market', according to Monitor
Audio, with deep layering effects placing instruments in
space, as if you where actually at the performance. Speed
and tonal balance are described as second to
none. Quoted frequency response of 40Hz-30kHz,
again with asensitivity of 88d13/1W/1m;
maximum
sound
pressure
level
is quoted as 108.9dB
and again the distortion
is extremely low at
only 0.29% of 2nd
harmonic,
0.1%
of 3rd harmonic, at a 1W
power level. The Studio 6
measures
350x216x252mm
(hwd) and again comes in
Cherry, Natural Oak, Rosewood,
Black, Piano Black or Piano
Rosewood finish. Normal retail price
of the Studio 6 is 099.95/pair, or £ 799.95/pair for the Piano
lacquer finishes.
Don't miss your chance to win these superb speakers!

THE QUESTIONS

Answer the three questions and send

1. Which company anniversary has been marked by the launch of the Studio 205E Celebration?
o) 10 years
b) 20 years
c) 25 years
d) 21 years

your completed entry form to
Lumley Competition, HiFi News &
Record Review Editorial, PO Box 531,

2. What is the stated sensitivity rating of the Monitor Audio Studio 20SEC?
a) 88dBilW/ 1m
b) 87dB/1W/lm
c) 8zIdB/1W/ Im

Croydon CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive
by first post on Friday, 15 September.

3. Which special and exclusive Monitor Audio technology visibly identifies the tweeters used in
both the Studio 20 SEC and Studio 6models?
a) carbon- fibre cone
b) profiled metal cone
c) Gold Dome
d) alloy dome

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers
only. Photocopies of the entry forms are acceptable, but
only one entry per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants
will be disqualified). No other correspondence should be
enclosed with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or
other alternatives to the prizes offered. The winner wil:

Address

Media, Monitor Audio and their agents, are not eligible.
4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday, 15

TN. ANSWERS

September, 2000. The Editor's decision will be final and
binding. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition. 5) The winner will be

2

notified by post; the results will be published in HiFi
become property of 1PC Media. 7) Entry is deemed to
indicate acceptance of the rules.
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Some claim you need supertweeters to exploit the extended frequency range of DVD-A and
Super Audio CD. But will this 'ultrasonic' response really make the music better?
And do we really need supertweeters to get the benefits?
by KEITH HOWARD

The why and how of
I

t's almost areflex for the cluedup audiophile to respond to the
question ` What's the audible
frequency range?' with ` 20Hz to
20kHz', although, if you're a
stickler, you will want to add the
word 'nominally' to the answer since
the upper limit in particular is
subject to individual variation and
gradual erosion by the ageing
process ( presbycusis). So well
established is the idea that few of us
can hear up to, let alone beyond,
20kHz that it formed the basis for
the CD specification, whose
sampling rate of 44.1kHz was
chosen to provide 20kHz bandwidth
plus a sufficiently wide transition
band to the Nyquist frequency of
22.05kHz to accommodate steep
anti-alias filtering on recording, and
similar reconstruction (interpolation)
filtering on replay.
Such is the enduring status of the
20kHz limit, indeed, that certain
audio industry observers have
questioned the whole thrust of
SACD and DVD-A and their
espousal of higher sampling rates.
Even more controversial in this
regard
is
the
development,
principally by the Japanese majors,
of anew breed of supertweeter with
outputs extending to perhaps
100kHz or more, intended to exploit
58

the new media's unprecedented
ultrasonic capability. If we cannot
hear above 20kHz — and nobody is
seriously suggesting that we can, at
least not in the conventional sense
— then what is the point? Only after
that question is answered is it
relevant to touch on the second
element of the story:
how
loudspeaker designers are contriving
to reproduce frequencies up to two
octaves higher than previously.

RINGING THE CHANGES
It's important to appreciate from the
outset that the justifications for
upping sampling rate and those for
increasing bandwidth into the
ultrasonic region are not necessarily
one and the same.
One of the more plausible,
although
still
controversial,
explanations for the desirability of
increased sampling rates has been
suggested by Mike Story of dCS'and
relates to the impulse response of
sharp anti-alias and reconstruction
filtering. Although oversampling has
allowed digital filtering to assume
this task in modern AID and D/A
converters, replacing the complex
analogue filters originally employed,
impulse response remains aconcern
because of the sharp roll- offs
required. Even with digital filters a

It's important
to appreciate
from the
outset that the
justifications
for upping
sampling rate
and those for
increasing
bandwidth into
the ultrasonic
region are not
necessarily
one and the
same

rapid transition from passband to
stopband causes pronounced ringing
(oscillation). The exact form of this
ringing depends on the precise filter
characteristics but Figure 1shows a
limiting example, this being the
sin(t)/t impulse response resulting
from a perfect ( and therefore
unattainable) realisation of the
brick-wall low-pass filter with an
infinitely steep roll-off at 22.051cliz.
Practical anti- alias filters are of
necessity less extreme and therefore
have somewhat curtailed ringing,
but this ' ideal' case serves to
illustrate the principle.
It is generally held that the ringing
shown in Figure 1 would be
inaudible because the frequency of
oscillation lies just above the
nominal audible range, as it would
also for a typical practical filter
realisation. What Mike Story has
suggested is a different way of
looking at this ringing, whereby its
energy versus time is plotted on a
logarithmic intensity scale. If you do
that with the impulse response of
Figure 1you obtain the result shown
in Figure 2. On the time scale used
in this second graph the fine detail
of the impulse response is lost but
the envelope of the power curve is
clear. As you can see, the energy
contained within the ringing falls off
SEPTEMBER 2000
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quite slowly, so that what was a
short input impulse becomes
smeared across quite a large time
range in the output. It is this
smearing, or rather its reduction,
which Mike Story suggests is
responsible for the improvements
heard when sampling rate is
increased.
Upping the sampling rate by a
factor of two or perhaps four (
eg,
DVD-A operating at 88.1/96kHz or
176.4/192kHz) improves matters in
two ways. First, the filter's comer
frequency can be raised, thereby
increasing the frequency of
oscillation and contracting the
associated time smear. Second, the
filter's transition band can be shaped
to provide a gentler initial roll-off,
which reduces the severity of
oscillation. A wide range of filter
alignments is possible, with different
trade-offs between frequency
domain and time domain behaviour,
all of which can substantially reduce
the extent of the time smear relative
to Figure 2. SACD, with its
2.8224MHz sampling rate, banishes
the problem entirely, of course.
If this contention is correct it
suggests that high sampling rate
sources should sound better than
44.1/48kHz equivalents even when
there is no provision for realising
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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their additional bandwidth, and
there is agrowing body of evidence
that this is the case. As many
reviewers, me included, discovered
with the 96kHz DAT machines
Pioneer introduced in the early
1990s, sound quality was clearly
superior at 96kHz sampling rate to
that of the same machine operating
at 44.1 or 48kHz, even though
resolution remained the same in
both cases at 16-bit. dCS has also
demonstrated this effect 2 and
favourable reactions to its Purcell
upsampler confirm it'.
An important ramification of this
is that SACD and DVD-A sources
can sound better than a CD
equivalent even when using
ancillaries incapable of exploiting
their extended bandwidth — a
message which is sometimes lost in
the advertising hype for DVD-A and
SACD-ready
amplifiers
and
loudspeakers. You don't have to
equip yourself with 100kHz-capable
electronics and loudspeakers to hear
the benefit of increased sampling
rate, not to mention the advantages
which accrue from higher resolutions
than 16-bit.
But this is not the same as saying
you will hear all the sound quality
improvement that the new media
have to offer. On the contrary, there

is both hard and anecdotal ev.dence
that you won't. Despite our general
inability to hear above 20kHz it
seems
that
capturing
and
reproducing ultrasonic frequencies
has a beneficial effect on sound
quality, over and above that
obtained by increasing sampling rate
while keeping system bandwidth
unchanged.

MUSIC FOR BATS?
Advocacy of bandwidth extension to
ultrasonic frequencies has frequently
been lampooned as satisfying only
cats, dogs and flying mammals but
that smug view is now the subject of
a concerted
challenge.
The
conventional view is that (a) musical
instruments produce insignificant
output above 20kHz, and (b), as
already outlined, we cannot perceive
such frequencies in any case. In the
last decade both contentions have
been shown to be wrong.
The idea that musical instruments
have spectra largely confined to the
accepted audio bandwidth of 20Hz
to 20kHz probably owes its origins
to the classic work of W B Snow of
Bell Telephone Laboratories. He
established that certain instruments
had their timbre altered by the
introduction of alow-pass filter with
acomer frequency as high as 13kHz,

Advocacy of
bandwidth
extension to
ultrascnic
frequencies
has frequently
been
lampooned as
satisfying only
cats, dogs and
flying
mammals but
that snug view
is now the
subject of a
concerted
challenge
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as a result of which he arbitrarily
showed their spectra extending to
15kHz — the upper limit of the
reproduction system used for the
tests.
The fact that Snow conducted this
research as long ago as the early
1930s suggests a re- investigation
using more modem equipment and
analysis techniques was overdue, and
this has now been undertaken by
James Boyk working at CalTech'.
What his measurements have shown
is that a notional 20kHz limit on
musical instrument spectra is
illusory. To quote the opening two
sentences of the abstract from his
paper, 'At least one member of each
instrument
family ( strings,
woodwinds, brass and percussion)
produces energy to 40kHz or above,
and the spectra of some instruments
reach this work's measurement limit
of 102.4kHz. Harmonics of muted
trumpet reach to 80kHz; violin and
oboe, to above 40kHz; and acymbal
crash was still strong at 100kHz.' In
the case of the cymbal Boyk has
shown that no less than 40 per cent
of the instrument's acoustic energy is
generated above 20kHz. Any notion
of musical instruments having been
designed or selected to conform to
an upper frequency limit of about
this
frequency
is
therefore
discredited.
Whethsr we can perceive these
over-20kHz frequencies is, of course,
an entirely separate issue. Testing
with sine waves suggests we cannot
but there is other evidence which
indicates that we are both aware of
and able to utilise frequencies above
those we can consciously perceive.
The two studies which support this"
are commonly mentioned only in
passing in articles about ultrasonic
bandwidth extension, but such is
their importance they deserve closer
attention.
The first paper, by Martin
Lenhardt and colleagues, reaches a
quite remarkable conclusion about
human ultrasonic perception: that
we can not only detect frequencies
substantially in excess of 20kHz but
also analyse them in much the same
way as we can signals within the
accepted audible spectrum. This was
demonstrated by modulating speech
signals into the ultrasonic range and
delivering them to test subjects via a
transducer in contact with the head.
Subjects not only perceived the
ultrasonic signals as sound rather
than vibration, they were able to
understand what was being said.
If you accept the widely held view
that development of all our sensory
capabilities
was
shaped
by
evolutionary need, this finding
strongly suggests that humans do
detect and utilise ultrasonic
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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frequencies in everyday life, and
process them via the same pathways
used to analyse speech. The only
obvious alternative is to suggest that
our ability to perceive ultrasonic
sound is an evolutionary relic, rather
like the human appendix — one
which
nevertheless
remains
functionally connected to our
highest levels of auditory processing.
It's a perverse line of reasoning to
say the least.
There is a significant difficulty
involved with extrapolating from the
Lenhardt experiments to everyday
listening experience, however.
Sensing ultrasonic signals applied
directly to the head, where they are
subject to bone conduction, is not at
all the same as perceiving them at a
distance via the air. The evolutionary
need argument suggests that such
perception must be possible.
otherwise why have the facility? But
is there any evidence of it?
The second paper, by Tsutomu
Oohashi and colleagues, provides it.
By monitoring the brain's electrical
activity in test subjects when
presented with sounds either
containing or lacking ultrasonic
components, they were able to show
a consistent difference in EEG
(electroencephalograph) response
when ultrasonic frequencies were
present. Moreover, they discovered
that the change in EEG response
caused by the presence of ultrasonic
frequencies can persist after the
ultrasonic components are removed
— a finding which has obvious
ramifications for A-B listening tests.
Subjective tests conducted in
parallel with the EEG studies
indicated that 'the music containing
high- frequency components was
perceived as more pleasant and rich
in nuance than music from which
high- frequency components were
eliminated.' This echoes a common
reaction to high sampling rate digital

The only
obvious
alternative is
to suggest that
our ability to
perceive
ultrasonic
sound is an
evolutionary
relic, rather
like the human
appendix —
one which
nevertheless
remains
functionally
connected to
our highest
levels of
auditory
processing.
It's a perverse
line of
reasoning to
say the least

below: Technics
SB-CAll, a DVDAudio ready'
loudspeaker that
claims an upper
response w 50kHz

sources reproduced using ultrasonic
supertweeters: that extension of the
HF response is perceived as
influencing the opposite extreme of
the (audible) frequency range, with
listeners often commenting on
improved bass performance and
greater warmth. Switched- on
loudspeaker designers have known
for many years that similar effects
occur if you adjust high-frequency
balance within the audible spectrum.
Iwell remember Max Townshend
tweaking the output level of a
prototype
loudspeaker's
supertweeter — which was rolled in
around 14kHz, as Irecall — in
response to complaints from me that
tenor voice sounded too thin.
Inexplicably, reining back on the
supertweeter indeed restored the
missing warmth.

TRANSIENTS AND PHASE
You might suppose that the scientific
evidence of human ability to
perceive frequencies substantially in
excess of the limit indicated by sine
wave testing would be sufficient to
justify ultrasonic loudspeaker
bandwidth in and of itself. But such
is the continuing influence of the
20kHz limit that engineers involved
in
developing
ultrasonic
supertweeters often can't resist
seeking justifications which lie firmly
within the established audio range. A
case in point is Tannoy, whose
recent white paper on the new
Prestige SuperTweetee suggests that
improved transient ability and
reduced high- frequency phase
distortion might be the basis of its
subjective benefits.
Idon't find either explanation
persuasive, although that's not to say
there isn't agrain of truth in them —
or that Imight not be plain wrong. It
is correct, of course, that an
extended high-frequency bandwidth
allows for faster signal risetime.
Bandwidth determines maximum
rate-of-change in the signal; increase
one and you necessarily increase the
other. But if the ear itself sets the
bandwidth limit, then it sets the
risetime limit also. This might be
compromised
somewhat
by
bandwidth restrictions in the signal
reaching the ear, but obtaining the
full benefit of the improvement in
transient performance that results
from increasing bandwidth to ee or
100kHz is simply not possible unless ( •
we are able to perceive ultrasonic
frequencies. In other words, ci
transient response as if it wer
separate issue from perceived
bandwidth is misleading.
Phase distortion is an obvious
target for speculation as to why
ultrasonic supertweeters bring
subjective improvements. If we
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ignore their crossovers, loudspeakers
usually
closely
approximate
minimum phase behaviour. In other
words, their phase response can be
calculated from their amplitude
response and vice-versa (using the
Hilbert Transform). So long as a
minimum phase device displays a
flat amplitude versus frequency
response, it introduces no phase
distortion. But any departure from a
flat amplitude response causes an
equivalent perturbation in phase
behaviour.
One
practical
consequence of this is that a
loudspeaker's inherent LF and HF
roll-offs introduce phase distortion.
In both cases moving the roll-off to a
lower
or
higher
frequency
respectively will have the effect of
widening the frequency range over
which phase distortion is negligible.
This suggests that adding a
supertweeter to force aloudspeaker's
HF roll-off to higher frequencies
should reduce phase distortion
within the audible range, but there
are two important caveats to that
argument. If the supertweeter
replaces the loudspeaker's main
tweeter, working from typically 3kt-1z
upwards, then fine: no additional
crossover network will be needed.
But supertweeters are often
supernumerary to the main tweeter,
taking over somewhere around
20kHz. Even if this crossover is
achieved by exploiting the inherent
roll-offs of tweeter and supertweeter
(which is rarely the case — usually
an electrical network is used, if only
for the high-pass element), this will
still introduce phase distortion due
to the all- pass nature of the
combined response. Far from
reducing HF phase distortion, then,
adding a supertweeter can actually
increase it (as must be the case with
the Tannoy device, which offers
third-order high-pass filtering at a
choice of 14, 16 or 18kHz).
This is avoided if the supertweeter
is able to replace a conventional
tweeter (few if any can, although
Sony is working on such a design)
but even then there remains good
reason to question whether any
audible benefit accrues. The
audibility of loudspeaker phase
distortion remains a contentious
issue, as it has been since
loudspeakers like the B&W DM6
kick-started the linear-phase debate
in the mid- 1970s'. It's a subject I
intend to return to soon in these
pages, albeit in a different context,
but what evidence is there that the
phase distortion associated with a
typical tweeter's HF roll- off has
audible effects?
The answer is: very little. To
assess the subjective significance of
HF phase distortion in loudspeakers
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it's instructive to look at early
generation (je, analogue) anti-alias
filters, whose phase distortion was
the subject of considerable concern
in the early 1980s concomitant with
the deployment of digital audio. In
1983 the late Peter Baxandall
provided me with copies of the
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LPF101 anti-alias filter used in the
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as the red trace in Figure 3.
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time delay of 43 microseconds. As a
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subtracted from the phase plot, to
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phase (blue trace) — in this context,
the phase error which does result in
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20kHz the LPF101 introduced an
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vertical scale here relative to Figure
3: within the audible range such a
tweeter would introduce amaximum
excess phase lag of only 13.4 degrees
at around 16kHz — atiny fraction of
that introduced by the concatenated
anti-alias and reconstruction filters
of the PCM-Fl. The conclusion has
to be that phase error of this order is
unlikely to be audible, so reduced
HF phase distortion looks to be a
weak justification for the ultrasonic
supertweeter — even assuming the
deployment of an additional
crossover network doesn't make a
nonsense of the entire claim.

ABOVE AND BEYOND
The output of conventional tweeters
typically begins to fall off soon after
(sometimes a little before) 20kHz.
Extending output to around
100kHz, to provide the 96kHz
bandwidth required to satisfy DVDA's highest supported sampling rate
of 192kHz, requires a substantial
increase in bandwidth of around two
octaves.
Tweeters which sustain output
well into the ultrasonic range are not
new, although they have been the
exceptions. The revered Kelly ribbon
and Fane Ionofane 601 ionic
tweeter, for example, both offered
strong output to over 30kHz in the
1960s. Further variants on the ionic
theme, the Magnat Plasma MP-02
and IML Electronics Digiplasma,
achieved 40kHz-plus in the early
1980s, and down the years there
have been various leaf tweeters,
mostly from Japanese companies,
offering extended HF bandwidth to
still higher frequencies. Technics
manufactured a range of standalone
units — less than succinctly
designated the EAS-10TH1000,
EAS-10TH400 and EAS-10TH200
— with responses to over 100kHz,
which found wide application in
acoustics modelling ( where the
wavelength of the test signals has to
be reduced concomitantly with the
contraction in building scale).
Versions were also fitted to some
mainstream Technics speakers of the
period — the SB-7, SB-7K and SB10K — although they are probably
better remembered for their flat,
honeycomb- reinforced bass and
midrange diaphragms. Quoted
frequency extension in these models
was 125kHz, - 10dB. Iknow that
Pioneer has had some wide
bandwidth leaf tweeters available for
some years too; doubtless there have
been others.
Leaf tweeters are an obvious
choice for extended bandwidth
applications because they combine
two essential characteristics: low
diaphragm mass and low voice-coil
inductance. Less desirable traits are
SEPTEMBER 2000
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apropensity to resonance in the flat,
low-stiffness diaphragm — which
usually has to be controlled using a
thin layer of damping material ( a
fine mat of glassfibre, for example)
— and relatively poor power
handling resulting from the inherent
fragility of the diaphragm and
difficulty in dissipating heat from its
etched 'voice coil'.
There is reason for supposing that
these particular disadvantages are of
no great significance in an ultrasonic
tweeter. It has yet to be
demonstrated, for instance, that the
quality criteria relevant to ultrasonic
reproduction are the same as apply
within the audible range. It may well
be that diaphragm resonance — as
well as response irregularities,
nonlinear distortion, etc — is of
much less significance at these
elevated frequencies, although the
fact that a number of sources,
including Tannoy°, have reported
subjects detecting the effect of
ultrasonic response peaks ( as
commonly displayed by metal dome
tweeters) suggests that familiar
'performance issues are still of
relevance.
Power handling requirements
certainly ought to be lessened at
ultrasonic frequencies to judge from
most of Boyk's musical instrument
spectra, but there are other factors at
work here. The old problem of
amplifier clipping is one: if the
system amplifier is overdriven it may
generate sufficient ultrasonic
distortion to fry the supertweeter.
More fundamentally, there is also a
power handling issue inherent in
wideband SACD reproduction
because of the high level of
ultrasonic noise generated by the
one-bit DSD recording process that
underpins it, which relies on noiseshaping to provide acceptable
dynamic range within the audible
spectrum.
This is one reason why Sony
chose adifferent design route for the
supertweeters used in its SS-M9ED
and
SS-X9ED
wideband
loudspeakers". A cutaway of the SSM9ED unit — also available in
stand-alone form as the SSTW11ED supertweeter — is shown
in Figure 5, p59. At first glance, an
apparently conventional 1- inch
dome tweeter actually incorporates
two novel features which permit
output to 100kHz: a light but stiff
carbon-fibre composite dome (the
variant in the SS-X9ED uses aglassfibre composite which reduces the
upper frequency limit to around
70kHz) and an inductive drive
system. Taruioy has also chosen the
dome tweeter option, albeit of more
conventional design (directly driven
titanium diaphragm) and less
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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impressive frequency extension
(specified as -6dB at 54kHz, - 18dB
at 100kHz, whereas Sony's response
plots for the M9ED unit show a
substantially flat response to 90kHz).
Note that neither design is able to
operate as a rigid piston to such
elevated frequencies. The Tannoy
dome has a first breakup resonance
at 30kHz while the Sony design
relies for its extended output on 'five
successive resonances between
20kHz and 100kHz'.
Something to bear in mind with
all ultrasonic tweeters, whatever
their design, is that their output is
subject to pronounced beaming
because of the short wavelengths
involved, and also to air absorption,
the extent of which varies
considerably
according
to
atmospheric conditions ( both
temperature and relative humidity).
Figure 6shows idealised responses
at 10, 20 and 30 degrees off-axis
assuming a flat, circular, perfectly
rigid diaphragm of 25rmn diameter,
mounted in an infinite baffle and
with ruler-flat output on-axis. Off the
forward axis output falls away quite
rapidly above 20IrHz, suggesting an
optimum listening area of even
narrower confines than normal.
Figure 7 shows air absorption per
metre for three relative humidities,
all at an ambient temperature of 20
deg C, calculated using the
relationships given in ISO 9613-1
('Calculation of the absorption of
sound by the atmosphere'). At a
typical listening distance of 2.5
metres the absorption is two and a
half times that shown in the graph, so
even at amodest relative humidity of
50 per cent sound pressure level at
the listening position will be about
10dB down by 100kHz. The degree
of difference between the low and
high humidity curves further suggests
that the subjective benefit of
extended bandwidth systems may
vary from day to day.

most studio microphones is already
in decline by 30kHz. Instrument
microphones with well-maintained
output to 100kHz and beyond are
available, but consistent response to
these high frequencies demands a
small capsule (usually quarter-inch)
and the smaller a condenser mic's
capsule is made the noisier it
becomes. Aware recording engineers
are going to have to decide the
relative importance of noise and
bandwidth, and trade them off
accordingly.

Sony LPP101 ( PCM-F1)
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ANCILLARIES
Throughout this discussion of
ultrasonic bandwidth extension it
has been assumed that the amplifier
used to drive the supertweeter has a
wide enough small-signal frequency
response and power bandwidth to do
it justice. This is by no means a
certainty.
To exploit the new breed of
supertweeters fully may therefore
require an amplifier upgrade —
although that's not to say no
improvement will be heard using an
amplifier
of
more
modest
bandwidth.
Nor should it be taken for granted
that DVD-A and SACD themselves
will always exploit their enhanced
bandwidth potential. The output of

Figure 6
Atmospheric attenuation ( ISO 9813-1)
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Audio Furniture
2000 Series equipment support

—Rigid construction
—Solid hardwood legs
—26mm real wood veneer shelves
~Supplied with 8mm spikes
—Easy self assembly

Available in ash. cherry, mahogany and oak
3shelf - £ 160.00
4shelf - £ 180.00
5shelf - £200.00
Prices include VAT & delivery

2000 Series CD storage
The Barnatt & Oswald
CD storage system is made
to order to accommodate any
required capacity. Available
in ash, cherry mahogany
and oak.
Prices start from £ 0.00 for the
storage unit shown on the picture
(capacity: 102 CDs).
Wallmount systems also available.
Available from:
Barnatt & Oswald Ltd
to place your order or for further information
call 020 8668 4881 or visit our website:
www.barnattandoswald.co.uk

black box

New audio
tests prove
cable
directionality,
how RF adds
masking
noise to
audio, the
subtleties of
contacts,
and the
measurable
weakness of
switch- based
listening
tests
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any readers will recall that
whenever the metal surfaces
' of (even slightly) dissimilar
connector or conductor metals are
mated, imperfections can cause
`rectificatory' or ' cliodie effects. This
effect is very real, not just as a
technical problem, or the distant basis
of today's semiconductor-dependent
world, but also harnessed as the basis
of (
cg) copper-oxide rectifiers (widely
used in huge electroplating plants
before 1970 1), and the crystal
detectors that were essential in the
early days of radio (ca 1905 to 1925),
and in their stable successor — point
contact diodes. The latter were first
made in 1940, in Britain, for
RADAR2.Several early 1960's AngloDutch designed successors — like
0A90 — are still used today.
In
previous
Blackboxes 3 we
examined electrical contacts and saw
how it's not feasible to make any part
of the total audio record-replay
electronics path without using different
metals, and, also, many individual
connections. Much of this complexity
is hidden inside parts. (In the
laboratories in the grounds of Toad
Hall, the entrails of many audio
devices — dissected by the Professor
— are displayed in illuminated
magnifying cabinets to busloads of
overseas
audiophile
visitors.)
Meanwhile, in even the simplest audio
systems, metal impurities (
cg, minute
`doping' with arsenic, boron, etc,
creating anarchic semiconductancel)
and structural imperfections (
cg, bad
anisotropy, or Frit) in the real-world
metals and alloys used, also abound.
The fact that quality audio is
required to competently handle a
wider range in most dimensions than
any other phase of electronics or
electrical engineering is also worth
remembering — potentially over
140dB ( 100 million to one) in voltage
and current amplitude, over ten
octaves in 'f, critical timing ranging
down to microseconds, high crest
factors of 20dB+, as well as essential
asymmetry c/w potentially massive
harmonic content. Certain RF and exelectrical engineers who ' have alittle
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knowledge' (see the pages of
Electronics World magazine over
recent years) would do well to mull
these facts before concluding that as
their rawer needs are met by rawer
equations and reality models, more
subtle realities must, therefore, be
non-existent. Like Sir Isaac, defending
Astrology ( a fact that hard line
objectivists who cite ' Newton's laws
of physics', keep very, very quiet
about), The Toad feels it is time to
say ' I, Sir, have studied the subject.
You, Sir, have not!'
Last in the equation is that we live
in aworld increasingly saturated in
radio frequency energy, of wide and
dense spectrum. Without specialist
equipment, it's nearly all invisible —
although some humans can sense high
levels of it. Most RF radiation follows
some form of the inverse ' square law',
meaning level (in volts-per- metre)
drops off rapidly with distance. The
flip-side of this law is that hi-fi systems
sited close to radiating sites receive
very much higher levels than the
`general' population. Typical 'normal,
afar' levels are in microvolts/m, ranging
up to volts/m with proximity. How
near is close — across the street or half
a mile — depends on power and
frequency, hence focusing, plus
reflectivity of the surrounds.

AUDIO CONTAMINATION
EXPOSED
To produce hard evidence of how RF
interacts with audio contacts, a
0-1GHz RF signal generator (aBritish
de facto world-reference model, from
GEC-Marconi) was connected to the
Audio Precision System One audio test
set. The latter was set to graph noise
around lkliz; the generator was set to
output a clean 100MHz at 1V,
moderately amplitude-modulated with
1kHz. The levels and frequencies
chosen were both arbitrary, yet
carefully set to be typical, reasonable
and useful. The AP is then set to plot
noise against frequency. The idea is
simple: if there's any rectificatory
effect, it will show as anoise peak at
1kHz, and possibly at the 2nd
harmonic frequency, 2kHz, etc.
The results in Fig 1show at the
bottom ( 1), the residual noise level
with the AP's input shorted. As soon
as the RF is applied (2), demodulation
occurs. This is quite largely in the
cables-cum-connectors, as the AP
analyser's input is protected with
outboard 30kHz filtering providing
high attenuation by 100MHz. At this
stage, the connections comprise N to
BNC adaptor to BNC to BNC cable,
to BNC to XLR adaptor, to XLR
cable. The connectors are notionally
beyond reproach in ordinary RF or
audio work, and with all silver-to-silver
faces, and all ` De-oxit'-treated. In (3),
agold-plated 'audiograde' phono plug-

4

2/

/
1
Fig I. RF detectzon: a 1001112

produces peaks in the noise floor (1). (2),
(3) and (4) show effects of connecter changes

Fig 2. Cable directionality: flipping' aBNCw-BNC cable gave repeatably different RF
,risceptibility in the two directions (I) and (2)
to socket connection is then added
into this sandwich. Now the noise
level is raised by about V2dB at 1kHz
yet 2dB at the 2nd harmonic (2kHz),
suggesting ' less linear' detection.
Finally, acooking-grade nickel-plated
phono-phono plug-socket linkage is
inserted (4). This adds only V2dB at
2kHz and VirlB at IkHz. All
connectors are soldered and leadless
adaptor pairs. The bottom line, so far,
is ademonstration of how audiophiles
can 'hear' each connection made, as
RF demodulation noise stacks-up.
Fig 2 shows one form of
directionality — see prior Black Boxes 4
— measured by flipping round the
wholly symmetrical BNC-to-BNC
cable used above, six times. The cable
should be above reproach, made by
Racal for MOD use, with crimped
connectors and ` Deoxie-cleaned
beforehand. The three tests in each
direction reinforce the distinct
difference ( 1, 2), of about 0.15dB. It
is worth recapping that this small
difference is tantamount to an error
signal, only afew tens of dB below
the main audio signal. So, when cables
are reversed, their diodicity alters. In
turn, the noise level that any RF
causes, varies. This could be to do
with contact quality instability, but
that is not the dominant effect here.
Given ambient RF, one would rather
expect keen-eared listeners to notice
slightly enhanced musical clarity (
etc)
with one direction. Irest my case.
Ben Duncan
• This is Ben Duncan's last
Black Box column: but he will
be taking up the theme in a
feature article soon
65
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High End
This year's Frankfurt
show proved a hardcore
audiophile's delight

by KEN KESSLER

W

ith the summer CES long
dead and Stereophile's
show ` MIA', Germany's
High End Society exhibition in
Frankfurt is now the de facto summer
event. Rising to the occasion, High
End 2000 proved to be ahardcore
audiophile's delight, with more tubes
and turntables than you'd dare
assume were still available, the kind
of organisation which belies BMW's
complete balls-up with Rover, an
atmosphere of optimism and a
second-string role for home theatre.
Hell: if Ididn't know better, I'd have
sworn it was 1992.
All the clichés were present: acres
of chrome, huge horns machined
from wood or painted in Lego
colours; so many rip-offs of
Clearaudio and Transrotor turntables that you'd be forgiven for
thinking that you were in Hong
Kong; amassive hall full of software
vendors; whacky accessories; not one
but two new record cleaning
machines; myriad cables; people
wearing strange, skinny glasses (what
Herr Klimo
(of Klima
Amplifiers)
demonstrating
aGerman
sense of
humour' He
bottled up the
water and
labelled it

is it with the Germans and oddball
eyewear?); leggy Valkyries, the
traditional Ferrari parked out front...
The High End Show lives up to its
name in that it is unapologetically a
tweaker's paradise. But, just as every
show has its own unique features,
German shows offer foreign visitors
aglimpse at wares which are rarely
seen outside of the Fatherland's
borders. So many makes, so little
concern for export: the mere fact
that many brochures were only
available in German shows the lack
of interest in foreign markets. Even
the smallest Italian makes offer
bilingual brochures! But that aside,
the show is also richer than others
for products boasting sheer
engineering excellence: hence the
proliferation of high-tech turntables.
Ironically, the most impressive
new item for me was not German
but Dutch: Siltech's new amplifier.
This, however, is hideously
expensive and therefore not ' real
world', so the next most impressive
launch was Clearaudio's A-Team
electronics: a remote control preamp with outboard power supply
and two Class-A 50W monoblocks,
with superb build quality, for asilly
sub-£2000 price all-in.
My mouth also watered for
Cadence's valve amp, and for Neuer
Haferkasten: one of the best Italianoutside-of-Italy restaurants I've ever
visited. Would you believe: three
nights in arow?

2000

First viewing of Clearaudio's incredible
A-Team components: apre-amp and apair of
Class-A50W monoblocks for under £2000!

Left: Siltech's forthcoming power amp using the glassless 'valve',
rated at 100W, the tube cathode-driven by adouble triode. Singleended transformer uses Siltech silver/gold wiring. Zero- Feedback.
And aprice of US $ 60,00 per pair. Below: the matching pre-amp

Siltech's new
glassless
'valve', a
proprietary
1000W triade
design made
in the USA

Aqua Vinyle
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And still the eggs
appear, this time
from Belgian maker
Koen Vaessen. The
Aquarius measures
115cm tall with a
footprint of
60x65cm, sports a
12in woofer, 2mn
titanium mid and
1in tweeter and will
be issued in an
edition of only 100
pairs worldwide.

Octave showed this
prototype valve
amplifier, with
onboard monitoring
cf the system status.
Huge, heavy,
powerful and
bursting with KT88s

ME Geithain's RL906
active mini- monitor
not shown: matching
Basis 1sub)

ASR Emitter IIF-ID integrated, the HD
standing for ' High Definition': 20 MOSFETs
for 280W/cf', LED display, six inputs,
two tape outputs and asticker price of
DM12,300

•
Accuphase's amazing modular DF 35 digital
crossover, up to 5- way systems and boasting
59 crossover frequencies!

Cadence showed up with these wild monoblocks dubbed
'Casanya (Sanskrir for 'delightful') - 200W into 6ohms
f-om aquartet of my fave tube: the 845. The unique meter
reveals power in watts, valve condition or valve life
Gorgeous!

Chord new flagship SPM12000 power
amp is amonster: 800W/ch into 8
ohms, 1600W/ch into 4ohms, arid
3200W/ch into 2ohms, four- stage
clipping indication, aweight of 100kg
and aprice tag of £ 30,000

LUA's 2x5OW Sonata valve amplifier,
indicative of the trend toward classy valve
protection which breaks away from horrible
mesh; cost is under £2700 in Germany

Prototype CD
player from
Audionet, called
the Run and
about the size of
acar tyre
Trilogy's VT1 50W all- tube, dual- mono
integrated amp with remote control

Audionet's SAM pre- amp and AMP III,
part of amassive range containing amps,
preamps, tuners, CD players, DACs and
more, many upgradeable. The former
features acool read-out with messages like
'Wake up'...
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Handsome Lowther- based Audiovector
Symphonic — 101dB sensitivity!
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processor

X-P100
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-
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•
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DrEam Vision
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Rooms

protector

3037 & 3038

A New Age...
Wilson Benesch Act I

For further information
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Bow Technologies
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integrated amplifier

please contact us:
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2 ANVIL COURT. 50 DENMARK STREET
WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE RG40 2BB
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e-mail:

(44) (0)118 974 2333
(44) ( 0)118 979 7105
www.Timbrestage.co.uk
infoeTimbrestage.co.uk

Export Orders Welcome

Multi-Room Design Er Installations
Ex .
D€
Part-Exchange Available
Equiprnrn°
se nt
HOME Demonstrations
_able

0% credit available Written quotations on request Subject to status

TEI Fax

1-44 0208 707 4849 Mobilc + 44 ( 0)973 471 426
email:info@audiovenu E. co.uk

Ranges available
Audio Analogue • Boston • Row TecsnologiEs • Charm • Diapason • Graaf
Michell • Monitor Audio • MRS • Nakamichi • Opera • Parasound • Proceed • Project • OED • RES.
Ravel • Straight Mire • Stax • Target • Unison Research 5 other leading components fr accessorlas.

Audio Physic three way Spark
with ring radiator tweeter and
Nomex-coned mid and bass
Middle model of the Music
Connection Dynavox GEM series,
the Saphir 3-way bass- reflex design
— also finished in woods

B&W launched the new Nautilusderived but affordable CDM
series with floor, stand and wall
mounts; seen here is the £750
CDM 1NT front-ported 2-way

Audiodata's Sculpture is the first
Dynaudio Evidence-like system
to appear, a3-way celive design
with onboard power of 900W
per side

Pluto's 12a Special Series 2
turntable, featuring carbon- fibre,
aluminium, ceramic compounds
and stainless steel
Acoustic

gnature's Analog 1Midi

Transcriptor's ddightfully-named Fat Bob all 55kg of him

Clearaudio's new fully upgradeable
turntable system, from around £800 up to
£5000+, Champion to Gladiator...
or is it the other way around?
Stereophile's Michael Fremer, fresh
off the plane and suitably jet- lagged

Clearaudio's record cleaner does both sides
at once...
HI-FI NEWS 2. RECORD REVIEW
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...while Blue Dane's DM1900 machine is
slightly more conventional

Walter Fuchs's SAC Girate Grand belt-drive turntable
provided welcomed relief from the Rood of Clearaudio
wannabees: Bugatti blue paint, an arm reminiscent of the old
Grace wooden job and aprice tag of DM17,000 - aperfect
match for that Italian Nimis amp...

Bow Technology had anew, affordable range on
the way, but all it had to show was this cool poster
to set the saliva flowing. It will create an entire
system including 5.1 processing and DVD. Ready
for the London Show, Bo?
59

SUMMER SALE LIST
SRP
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Audiostatic DCI 4full range electrostatic speakers,
silver

£3500 ... £2495

XD

Charlo Millennium ispeakers with stands walnut £165o ... £1195

XD

Charlo Millennium

XD

2 speakers

with stands walnut£21oo ... £1495

Musical Technology Falcon speakersrosewood vinyl

£680.... £ 495

XD

Extreme stability - polished granite and solid hardwood
modular racks, loudspeaker stands and plinths
tel/fax 01777 708673

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck and Space arm £899

XD

Barnatt and Oswald turntable, walnut/ash and Rega 300 arm £580

£400

XD

£ 75o

XD

£1850

XD

Golden Tube SE- 40 valve power amplifier
conrad johnson CAV-5o integrated valve amplifier £2500

...

Sonographe SC26 solid state preamplifier and
SA25o solid state poweramplifier

£2190

...

Viking valve line stage preamplifier

£1095

XD

£55 0 . • • •£ 395

XD

Sound Design valve preamplifier with valve phono stage £850

....

£400

XD

£1395

XD

E-mail: info@hne.co.uk

£1.150

SH

www.hne.co.uk

VTL MB- 225 mono block valve power amplifiers ... £? ... £1695

SH

conrad-johnson DF2CD player
£1700

...

Unison- Research Mystery One pre- amplifier

Melos 402 Gold Triode mono- block valve power amplifiers 400wpc

£9000 ... £3650

Linn Sara speakers with custom stands

£350

XD

Sound Design DC0-150 OTL mono block valve
power amplifiers

£4500

...

£1700

SH

£1200

SH

Leak TL- 12 Point One mono- blocks, BBC spec,
new inputs and speaker terminals
Golden Tube SEP1valve preamplifier with
valve phono stage

£ 75o

SH

£400

SH

£795 • • • • £35 0

SH

Garrard 401 in substantial plywood plinth with
transformer supply
Magnum-Dynalab FTioi FM tuner
conrad-johnson PVioAL - as new

him—. £850

£ 800

Golden Tube SE- 85 Class A push-pull amplifier new

£1795 ... £1295

Melos PS- 1MM/MC valve phono pre amplifier new

85o

Audiostatic DCI Plus full range electrostatics,
black- new

Y
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Marantz
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Monitor Audio
Musical- Fidelity
Pickering
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Pioneer
Pnmare

Golden Tube SI 5o integrated valve amplifiernew

Cyrus

SH

Project
Quad
REL
SME
Sonus-Faber
Spendor
Tannoy
Thorens
Yamaha
& lots more

a9r
e«t pia..
r
keel.or...
• Widest choice in the area
• Independent advice
• Qualified staff
• Comfortable dent rooms
Superb showrooms
• Main road location
Major car parks nearby
• Insurance estimates
• Over 30yrs experiame.
• Service Dept.
• Delivery it installation
• Part Exchange
• Open l0:30-5,30 6days

Meridian

The very best
in HtFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3yrs.
Interest Free
Credit
deposit oréy 20% al
r.500› for 12 months
£1500. for 24 months
MOOD* for 38 months
œbJed

teen

£3850 ... £2990

PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY BATTERY POWER SUPPLIES
Upgrade your existing mains supply to aDC power suppty, run from

Krell

arecharged Lead/Acid battery, by Pink Triangle approved engineer.
Realise the full potential of this turntable by going DC. £350.00.

020 7380

TEL:
FAX

o866

020 7383 5028

E MAIL

stephen@audiocireeserve.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

MartinLogan

MonftorAudio
24 Gillygate,
TI. 01904

629659

High Fidelity Specialists est. 1967
More info. + sale items at... www.vickers-HiFi.co.uk

sidelines
cone's
motion
heavily
while
tradition, where the drive unit is
providing
a high
conversion
situated at around one third of the
efficiency. It is represented by the
distance from the narrow end of an
band of frequencies occupying (and
enclosure whose far end emits the
lowness of the impedance reached
lower frequencies at floor level.
within) the valley situated between
Some years ago two magazine
the above peaks. Yet one finds
reviewers commissioned to produce
review reports which, while including
reports on such speakers were at a
an impedance plot, refer to the two
loss to grasp the acoustic principles
maxima as if one or the other of
involved, and sought enlightenment
these indicated the reflex resonance,
from the designer before proceeding,
Ilk.air .:••••••
aml•MM +us. do... •••
thus entirely missing the point.
while recently Isaw a report on a
dmImm «Pm. Inm ••••••••• M. • ••••11.10
•••• mow... • In Ir. •
•••••
•
a•
...in ••••••.... .•
Another aspect of reflex-loaded
similar model in which the
speakers which I've discovered has
construction was misunderstood and
an unfortunate if vicarious influence
the function misconstrued.
on attitude and understanding is the
So, for the record and despite
'phase inverter' function. This
numerous past descriptions in this
phrase, which at one time provided
magazine, here is a nutshell
very so often one comes across
Some
statements or assumptions in
the actual naine of the speaker type,
summary. An undamped pipe of
misleading
writings about loudspeakers
concerns the fact that at the anti- constant cross-section, closed and
loudspeaker which reveal misunderstandings of resonant frequency the driver cone's driven at one end but open at the
other, acts as a resonator at the
the underlying acoustics. I'm not
front
and the port outlet are
notions
exempt from this, as evidenced by
brought into phase coherence, a frequency where the air-column
probed and
my gaffe regarding the mechanism
process which according to some
equals aquarter wavelength, and also
queried ii a of virtual lengthening in the Aug analyses also obtains at the upper of at that frequency's odd multiples. At
1993
HFNIRR
article
on
the two flanking resonances. That
'spirit of
the same time, and at those same
transmission-line
speakers.
So
it's
in
seems
innocent
enough,
and
in
the
frequencies, it presents the driver
clarification'
a spirit of clarification, not pointcase of the reflex resonance is a with asubstantial acoustic load and
scoring, that I'd like to tackle
natural corollary of the system's
delivers ahigh output from its open
misleading notions conveyed by
loading/efficiency paradigm. But I've
end. However, this unpromisingly
some loudspeaker reports and picked
met people whose happy experiences
selective behaviour is tamed and
up in correspondence or converswith reflex speakers have become so
turned to advantage by: ( i)
ations with readers.
firmly linked in their minds with this
expanding the enclosure's crossTurning
first
to
speakers
once much vaunted characteristic
sectional area linearly from closed to
employing bass-reflex loading, there's
that
they
have
an
almost
open end, which lowers the ` Q' and
no denying the complexity of
superstitious conviction that things
broadens the loading; (ii) locating
behaviour here, which can rapidly
cannot be right if two sources
the driver at a position where it
confound anyone unfamiliar with AC
contributing to a speaker's output
cannot excite the harmonics; and (iii)
theory, equivalent-circuits, etc. I aren't fully in phase all the way!
using that same point to contrive a
thumbed through several books
Yet both phase and amplitude can
fold in the structure and introduce
covering the subject before putting
be traded between outlets. At the
some mid-frequency damping. The
pen to paper, and didn't find an
reflex frequency, for instance, the
rest, as they say ( courtesy Paul
exactly equivalent explanation of the
cone hardly moves and most of the
Voigt, Ralph West, Rex Baldock
reflex process in any. However,
sound comes from the port, while at
et al), is history.
although interpretations may vary —
the upper peak the port's quota is
Finally to the simplest enclosure:
particularly regarding the resonance
small and the cone does most of the
the
closed box or ' acoustic
represented by the uppermost of the
work. But the total remains steady
suspension'
type,
where
my
two LP electrical impedance peaks
across the frequency gap, and when
comments concern what amounts to
— there is general agreement that
phase enters the equation it simply
a sin of omission rather than
the system's starting point must be
becomes
interchangeable
with
misrepresentation. Commentators
the enclosure's Helmholtz resonance.
amplitude to give a vector sum
habitually refer to the wadding, foam
This arises from the compliance
analogous to a straight addition of
etc, inserted in these as a damping
of the internal air volume working
magnitudes. The upshot is that
artefact, used simply to lower the
with the mass of the air at or within
although identical waveforms of the
system's ' Q' and reduce standingthe vent/pore/tube, providing in effect
same amplitude could indeed suffer
waves. It certainly does that, but its
an anti-resonance which damps the
cancellation if totally out of phase,
parallel and arguably prime role —
typical
situations
are
much
especially when the whole space has
Typical effect of
70
less intimidating. Thus the
been carefully filled — is to act as
reflex loading on
level set by an in-phase
an acoustic enlarger by providing
ekettical impedance
60
I
plot of moving-coil
conjunction
would
be
intra-cyclic thermal stability, whereby
à
I
1
driver, where the dtp
lowered
by
a
mere
1
dB
at
the sonic environment is shifted from
50
I1
between spaced
It
55° phase difference, and
the adiabatic norm towards an
UNMOUNTED
Il
peaks represents
just 3dB at 90°, changes
isothermal regime. This reduces the
40
I
the system's
II
readily accommodated in the
air's elasticity and lowers the velocity
I
anti-resonance.
I I
1
course of design. So be wary
30
of soundwaves within it, thereby
1
IN REFLEX
i
of the assumption that
increasing the box's effective cubic
ENCLOSURE
20
differential LP phase has to
capacity. The theoretical limit of this
be an evil, as it could well
rise is 40%, of which about half can
/
10 mild... d
be quite harmless.
be achieved in practice; but the effect
Next, some misconcepseldom gets mentioned these days,
I
o
500
200
50
100
tions regarding speakers
20
which is apity as it's aparticularly
featuring
tapered
air- neat example of applied acoustics.
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ
columns
in
the Voigt
John Crabbe
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Maria Pires and colleagues
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89
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89

TAKE 6
Live

82

WESLEY
Symphonies 1, 3-6

91
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Soundtracks
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Audible Sigh

91

WILT
Bastinado
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FINALE
114

Everything Is Healing Nicely is essential Zappa,
says Ben Watson
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Record

SCHUMANN • RANC CONCERTO • PIANO QUIN fET
Maria Jojo Pires
Chamber Orebr.tra of Europe • Claudio Abbado

of the Month

010.11ry

UM/ Cry,on

Ger. C..'

lea. Won

SCHUMANN:
Piano Concerto II Piano Quintet
Maria Pires (pno)/COE/Abbado/
Augustin Dumay, Renaud Capuçon
(vIns)/Gérard Caussé (v1a)/Jian Wang
(sic)
DG 463 179-2

Fastball: 'The Harsh Light of Day'.
See ' Album in Focus', page 87

review ratings
Sound

quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each

62m

It has been easier to find satisfaction in historic performances of the Schumann

This time,

Concerto - Cor-tot/Ronald, Hess/Goehr, Gieseking/Karajan, Serkin/Ormandy ( 1956),

working

Kempff/Krips - than with modern stereo versions. Perhaps this is because those

with the

pianists were unselfconscious about the work's poetry.

COE, Abbado

Where, say, Brendel and Sanderling
An effective collaboration us the
(the last notable interpretation we
Concerto is complemented by alatehave had) took asterner view, Pires
1999 Snape Makings recording of the
and Abbado opt for the traditional
masterly Piano Quintet (awork Liszt
Romantic characterisation. This is
rudely dismissed as ` Leipzigerisch').
Abbado's fourth commercial
This is not consistently well balanced:
recording (LSO/Brendel; BPO/Pollini
the finale sounds closer-miked than,
then BPO/Perahia) and this time,
say, the opening, where the mellow
working with the COE, he achieves
ambience of the hall smooths what
the greatest freshness, lightness and
might have been athin and bright
elegance — this is a 1997 Berlin
string sound. In this work, Pires
Jesus-Christus Kirche production.
working with her regular trio
Because Pires's playing here is of
extended (Schumann has piano with
such technical excellence, her
string quartet, unlike, say, Schubert's
customary sophistication (arguably `Trout') achieves awholly natural
least tenable in her first-movt
expression: you feel these artists really
cadenza) doesn't get in the way. Ilike
enjoy the work, persuasively
the sense of authority she projects in
exploiting its contrasts, sensitive in
the Intermezzo; and the comparatvely
the marcia (
ii) and especially
relaxed tempi for which she and
exuberant in the second trio in (iii),
Abbado settle in the finale work well,
substituted at Mendelssohn's
There's one moment of special magic
prompting.
here, when the strings steal in once
An unusual coupling; out of the
more with the contrasting dotted
ordinary realisations.
theme [5m 54s].
Christopher Breunig
A(B):1*

achieves the
greatest
freshness,
lightness
and elegance

'Review

RECOMMENDATION
The (augmented)

Beaux Arts Trio
version of the
Piano Quintet is
pan of a Philips
Duo' set, with the
Schumann piano

tries and piano
quartet: 456 323-2

review. In rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional star'
denotes

outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; III mid
price; A budget price; V special price,
see Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown

e.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H: H Historical

Very Good

B:2 Good
C: 3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

ANTHEIL:
Symphonies 4 ' 1942' & 6 ' After
Delacroix'
Overture McKonkey's
Ferry ( Washington at Trenton)
National SO of Ukraine/Kuchar
Naxos 8.559033

67m 43s

For about aquarter-century, George
Antheil was represented in the UK
catalogues by the Everest LP of the
Fourth Symphony (LSO/Goossens), a
work which, as Ibegan to explore
American music as ateenager,
seemed to me an extraordinary
farrago of second-hand Prokofiev and
Shostakovich. As his more
'revolutionary' works of the 1920s
such as Ballet mécanique became
available, it was easy to agree with
the critical consensus that the later
111-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Antheil had declined into
disappointing conventionality; and to
be amused by reports of his claims
that Prokofiev and Shostakovich had
plagiarized him.
But the more Antheil one hears the
less dismissable he seems, and I
confess Ifelt aglow of unexpected
emotion listening to this new version
of Symphony 4, as memory greeted
tune after tune — and, Ihave to say
now, good tunes they are — that I
hadn't heard in 20 years or more.
With the passage of time, questions
of influence don't seem to matter so
much, and we now know that some
of Antheil's earliest scores already had
apronounced Eastern European
tinge. It seems more relevant to note
that this is a 'war symphony' exactly
73

'ideal' construction, albeit not one to
be performed at asingle sitting.
Philip Pickett feels the work was
originally designed for small forces,
and uses only adozen singers, of
whom seven also double as soloists.
This means that the ripieno
movements are rather different in
texture from other recorded versions,
which employ aseparate chorus,
whilst the chorales have amuch
greater sense of pace and direction
than is the case when they are
deployed so as to simulate audience
participation. The effect is to lend a
welcome chamber music clarity and
lightness to this interpretation, even if
on occasion the recording balance
favours the orchestra to the singers'
disadvantage.
This is an admirably clear-headed
and sensible reading, with tempi
generally tending towards moderation
(so far as period instrument versions
go), and numerous interpretative
details becoming more apparent here
than elsewhere. Pickett notes
particularly his reading of the dot as a
dynamic accent in `Nur emn Wink von
George Antfieil:
semen Handen' (apractice deriving
contemporary with Shostakovich's
high jinks in Paris from similar passages in the Suites
'Leningrad', and in not dissimilar
and Brandenburg Concertos), and
vein, inspired by the incoming news
throughout, his attention to detail in
of the war effort, which of course
matters of articulation gives the music
included the Russian front. It may
amost pleasing spring in its step.
not be great music, but it does its job
efficiently, it has plenty of life, and it
Catherine Bott is on fine form, and
her reading of `Flósst, mein Heiland'
comes back in this perfectly decent
is aparticular delight, with Julia
performance like an old friend.
Gooding providing abeautiful echo.
The Sixth ( 1948) was inspired by
Michael Chance is, as ever, most
Delacroix's painting of the French
Revolution, `Liberty Leading the
convincing in the complex melismata
People' and responds to this idea,
of the countertenor part, with his
high register clear and strong. The
Ives-like, with quotation from 'The
Bante-cry of Freedom'. Despite a
recording (Walthamstow Assembly
Hall) ensures that the voices are
Satiean waltz for slow movement and
placed at areasonable enough
jazz inflections in the finale, the
distance from the microphone to
predominant effect is strident and
allow details of phrasing to tell
brassy, though it's not abad piece.
The Concert Overture McKonkey's
without the soundscape becoming
Ferry (
also 1948) was likewise
cluttered. In addition, the
instrumental playing is of avery high
inspired by the famous painting of
Washington crossing the Delaware in
order (sample the introduction to the
the winter of 1776 during the
chorus 'Herr, wenn die stolzen
Revolutionary War, and sounds
Feinde schnauben' for some
almost like an alternate version of
particularly fine brass and woodwind
Symphony 6's first movt. Theodore
detail), giving an essentially civilised
and proportionate feeling to what can
Kuchar and his Ukrainian band are,
otherwise seem an unwieldy edifice.
in the circumstances, not an
Recommended.
inappropriate choice to present these
Wolfgang
works, which they play with
John Kersey
A(B):1(*)
something that sounds dangerously
Schneiderhan
JS BACH:
like affection; the recording, as
and ( below)
Cantatas BWV72, 73, 111 & 156
throughout the Naxos 'American
Wilhein Kempff
Lunn/Mingardo/Podger/Varcoe/
Classics' series is very good indeed.
Monteverdi Ch/EBS/Gardiner
Calum MacDonald
A:1-2 A
JS BACH:
Christmas Oratorio
Soloists/New London Consort/Pickett
Dacca 458 838-2

2CDs, 146m 42s

The Christmas Oratorio is awork of
seeming diffuseness; its six parts
traverse the entirety of the festival
from the first day of Christmas to the
Feast of the Epiphany. Yet recent
scholarship has suggested that the
work is in fact conceived as awhole
74

Archly 463 582-2

57m 18s

John Eliot Gardiner's pilgrimage
through the feasts of the church year
reaches the Third Sunday after
Epiphany, bringing four cantatas,
none of them among the best-known,
all richly rewarding in their different
ways; and they are introduced with a
helpful introductory note, and
accompanied as usual by full sung
texts in three languages.
The works were recorded in St

Mark's, Milan, in January 2000, and
they come across with apleasing
blend of clarity and resonance. Tempi
are sometimes abit on the fast side,
but the music usually has the space
to breathe, and the performances are
broadly conceived, with due attention
to detail (only oboes enrich the string
and continuo textures). All four
soloists sing finely; the poised,
rounded tones of Joanne Lunn and
Sara Mingardo (particularly the latter,
who has much to do), please me far
more than the rather awkward
teaming of boy soprano and male alto
in the complete Teldec set of the
cantatas. Bach himself might well
have wondered at the spirit, dynamic
range and precision of the
performances, in which the chorale
movements are particularly well
integrated.
Peter Branscombe
A:1 0
BEETHOVEN:
Complete Violin Sonatas
Wolfgang Schneiderhan (vIn)/Wilhelm
Kempff (pno)
DG 463 605-2
3CDs, 235m 30s mono rec.1952
These recordings, made in the Vienna
Mozartsaal, are reissued (Iknew only
the Heliodor transfers of the
`Kreutzer' and ' Spring' sonatas) to
mark the 85th birthday of the
Austrian violinist. He went on to rerecord the cycle in stereo with Carl
Seeman, just as Kempff later made a
DG set with Menuhin. But the
partnership here is synergetic, as
Tully Potter suggests in his valuable
booklet note. Kempff was at his most
magnetic at this period, and although
the piano is backwardly balanced,
especially in Sonatas 7-10, where a
different engineer was involved, I
sense that the inspiration stemmed
rather more from him than
Schneiderhan. There is some
stridency in the violin reproduction (a
pity, since lowering the volume serves
to push the keyboard still further
back), but these finely prepared
readings are wonderfully engaging: a
delightful discovery. The style reflects
amore relaxed era for music-making
than, say, DG's Kremer/Argerich set.
Theirs is the cycle to have if
modern sound quality is apriority,
however, rather than Mutter/Orkis or
Perlman/Ashkenazy on Decca at
midprice. Reissued last year on
Supraphon, the Suk/Panenka from
1966/67 Ithought disappointing.
Christopher Breunig

C(H):1

n

BEETHOVEN:
An die ferne Geliebte III Adelaide/
HAYDN: 12 canzonettas and lieder/
MOZART: 4 lieder mg Cantata K619
Wolfgang Holzmair (bar)/Imogen Cooper
(pno)
Philips 454 475-2

79m 30s

Here is adelightful and generously
rich recital of vocal music by the
`Great Three' of Viennese classicism:
SEPTEMBER 2000
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awell-chosen, representative
selection, finely sung to piano
realizations by an artist of equal
stature. The least-familiar item is
probably Mozart's Kleine deutsche
Kantate, K619, which is not quite
Masonic in intention and content; it
receives aperformance of ardent
commitment. A group of four Mozart
lieder includes atouching `Das
Veilchen' with just the right degree of
irony. Haydn is represented by four
lieder (including arather heavyhanded rendition of ` Lob der
Faulheit'), and eight of his English
canzonettas: put across with varying
success, in sometimes rather odd
English.
The recital opens and closes with
Beethoven: an open-hearted
`Adelaide', and an outstanding
performance of An die ferne Geliebte,
in which both artists are in glorious
form. The recording, made as long
ago as 1997 in the Haydn-Saal at
Eisenstadt, lacks something in
intimacy; it captures awide dynamic
range, at the occasional cost of purity
of line.
Peter Branscombe
A-8:1 112 0

interpretation of the Swedish Fantasy,
aheroism which leads to his tending
to dominate in the Duos. The
recording is natural and well-focused,
the imbalance, Isuspect, being down
to the artists rather than the
engineers.
Robert Dearling
A:2 A
DVORAK:
Symphonies 7 & 9
VPO/Kubelik
Decca 466 994-2
'The recital
closes with
an outstanding
performance
of An die
ferne
Geliebte, in
which both
artists are
in glorious
form'

BE RWALD:
Duo Concertant in a I Duo in d •
Duo in B-flat 111 Swedish Fantasy
for piano solo U Fragment in a
Tobias Ringborg, David Bergstrom
(vins)/Mat Rondin (vic)/Bengt-Ake
Lundin (pno)

photo: Decca Classics

Naxos 8.554286

70m 20s

Suspicion is often aroused when a
disc claims completeness. In this case,
however, Berwald's ' Complete Duos'
is ajustified description: one can
hardly blame Naxos for omitting the
early Violin Sonata, which is lost, but
must compliment the programmers
for including the surviving fragment
of an A-minor Concertino for violin
and piano of 1859. Its 2m 40s is
tantalizing, for awork of apparently
major importance was nipped in the
bud. Berwald's attractively odd
imagination is heard in the two-violin
Concertant of 1816. Its quarter-hourlong central variations may outbalance the outer movts but its
unpredictability is fascinating. The
only thing ' duo' about the Fantasy
for piano solo is that it is based on
two Swedish folk-melodies, the one
elegiac and Grieglike, the other a
joyful dance. Two Duos — for violin
and piano, and for cello and piano —
complete the programme.
Iregard Berwald as standing
somewhat apart from the Romantic
tide. Some of the string phrasing
seems rather sentimental in these
performances for so independent a
figure: it seems at odds with the
piano's more straightforward tonal
production. These Swedish artists are
obviously well-placed to interpret
their countryman's music
appropriately, yet the impression of
over-sentimentality endures. Pianist
Bengt-Ake Lundin gives aheroic
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Rafael Kubelik:
waving, not
drowning

77m rec.1956

Kubelik is one of those musicians
whose work has become more
positively evaluated after his death. In
the booklet essay here, Patrick
Lambert (former Radio 3Senior
Producer) harks back to the Culshaw
book Putting the Record Straight,
where he described a `swimmy' sound
in the Sofiensaal when recording with
Kubelik, and concluded that the
Czech conductor was unable to
control the orchestral ensemble.
(There's afurther negative paragraph
on Kubelik on page 162.) Lambert
suggests that, firstly, the players were
at that time unused to working in
that hall; secondly that Decca's early
stereo engineering may have been
partly to blame for the effect.
Culshaw and his engineers certainly
erred in the backward placing of the
cor anglais in the 'New World' Largo
— especially surprising, given the
intense spotlighting of timpani in
The Seventh Symphony is
altogether more musically balanced
(did this only appear as amono LP?),
but both recordings have a
constricted upper strings
discoloration.
Whatever the claims and
counterclaims, these strike me as
grippingly individual readings (far
more than those in his later BP0
cycle for DG), flexible, gloriously
lyrical at one moment, electrically
charged the next. Nothing could be
more contrasted than this Vienna
Ninth and Abbado's bland Berlin
concert performance reviewed below.
Christopher Breunig
C:1(*) D

DVORAK:
Symphony 9 ' From the New World'
UR Overture Othello
BPO/Abbado
DG 457-651-2

58m 16s rec. live

There is nothing special about this
1997 live performance of the `New
World', and the recording, though
spacious and impressively 'big', is
sadly short on detail. The
introduction to (i) is striking enough
but the strong horns and timpani at
the start recede later on. The
dramatic drum solos at the start of
(iii) seem to come from much further
back, and the horn countermelody
here is barely discernible. Feeble
triangle apart, the balance is
otherwise acceptable — woodwind
fare best of all. This is aconventional
performance, somewhat wayward in
tempo, which strikes me as being no
more interesting than many amidday
broadcast performance by far less
distinguished conductors. A particular
irritation is Abbado's continuation of
the worn-out convention in the
Allegro moho of (i) whereby the first
subject is fast, the second subject
slower and the third subject much
slower still...
Turning to a40-year-old recording
by Barbirolli, recently remastered
from Pye originals by Royal Classics,
none of the above problems applies.
The conductor is excitingly strict in
tempo in (i) and throughout there is
an urgent feeling of confident
impulse. No less importantly, the
balance is superb. The lower strings
are far more sharply in focus than
with the Berlin recording and
Dvorák's bold use of horns and
percussion is faithfully represented by
the engineers. Today's recordings
have silkier strings, wider frequency
and dynamic ranges, and no tape
hiss, but this is to no advantage if the
balancing is inferior. True, the Berlin
Philharmonic of 1997 is more
polished than the Hallé Orchestra of
1958 — as the testing brass chording
in (
ii) will indicate — but Barbirolli
has, to my mind, never been
surpassed (although RCA has
performances by Fiedler, Horenstein
and Toscanini which are in the same
league).
Abbado's Othello Overture is
surprisingly good, and although
recorded at the same time as the
symphony the detail seems far better;
nevertheless this run-of-the-mill disc
fuels scepticism about the value of
issuing live recordings.
Antony Hodgson

8-C:2-3 0

DVORAK:
Symphony 9 ' From the New World'
American Suite Op.98b/
SMETANA: Má Vlast - Vltava
Prague SO/Pesek
Classic FM 75605 57043 2

70m 43s

This is the first Classic FM disc to
come my way, and it is gratifying that
atop orchestra and conductor has
75

HAYDN:
Symphonies 95 in c U 103 in Eflat
'Drum Roll'
104 in D ' London'
Collegsum Musicum 90/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 0655

78m 14s

These period instruments present a
polished sound not too different from
that achieved by modern orchestras.
The warmth of the Blackheath Hall is
appealing, and balancing is mostly
convincing with the exception of the
flutes which, though ideally delicate
in solos, fail to display their timbre
on the many occasions that they
double first-violins. The relative
balance between horns and trumpets
is excellent, but timpani are
inconsistent. Obvious fiery moments
76

phow: Nigel LuckhurstIChandos

been used together with arespected
producer/engineer team (James
Mallinson; Mike Hatch). The
recording, in the very spacious
Smetana Hall Prague, has pleasing
naturalness, although the orchestra
seems alittle deeper front to back
than in some other Mike Hatch
recordings. This depth has advantages
in respect of Dvorák's attacking brass
writing in the 'New World', although
the trumpets become alittle
aggressive in the Smetana.
Pesek takes an eloquent approach.
The 'New World' is made lyrical, but
most of the fashionable sudden gearchanges are avoided. There are no
tempo indulgences in the delightfully
cool (ii) and the only interruption to
Dvorák's thought-process is in the
trio of (iii), where the music gets a
little sleepy as it progresses. It's a
small point, but the orchestra seems
to have one of the shyest triangle
players in Europe — in this trio it is
only possible to hear aslight silvery
die-away but not the triangle strokes
themselves.
Pesek makes the mild-mannered
American Suite far more positive than
usual: the delightful (and entirely
Czech) Polacca finds orchestra and
conductor in the sunniest of moods
and the ' raiding' final Allegro which
has aRussian opening and aCzech
dance continuation, rounds off the
work in great good humour.
'Vltava' is approached
`geographically': in other words, the
springs of water which are depicted at
the start are made to flow rapidly.
This is astrong, generally swift
reading and the touch is light.
Fortunately the triangle player (or the
technician placing microphones near
the percussion) recovers alittle
confidence in this work.
These are stylish readings — Czech
music by notable Czech artists can
hardly fail to impress — but try to
ignore Jamie Crick's embarrassing
introductory booklet note. On this
evidence he is clearly amuch better
radio presenter than music writer; on
the other hand, John Kehoe's
straightforward programme notes
make up for it.
Antony Hodgson
A:1 7

Richard Hickox:
a new Haydn
symphony series
with Collegium
Musicum 90
at the start of 103 and 104 are
exciting and forte drum-rolls begin
with strong attack, although
habitually the volume drops down
after the initial impact: aperforming
quirk, not arecording problem.
Occasionally however, these

GOTTSCHALK:
Piano Music Vol. 4
Philip Martin (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67118

7/m 50s

Philip Martin's previous volumes in
this Gottschalk series have proved
notably successful. The present
release maintains the high standards
of playing and recording that we have
come to expect, but the concentration
of Gottschalk's best-known works in
the first three volumes means that
almost all the compositions here are
unfamiliar.
Of them, Morte!! was the last
complete piece that the composer
played in public; as he began the
next, Tremolo (yet to be recorded by
Martin), he collapsed at the keyboard
— the victim of aruptured appendix.
As with much of Gottschalk's work,
how one responds to Morte!! depends
on the extent to which one is
prepared to accept the composer's
emotional world, which adopts an
aesthetic that to our age appears
clichéd and sentimental, but within
his own time was seen as possessing a
genuine power and poetic vision.
There is more than alittle of the

instruments are indistinct: as in their
doom-laden, rhythmic pounding in
95 (iii)
The performances provide some
challenging moments. Among the
least convincing are those where short
grace-notes are used. This makes the

Liberace-style showman about
Gottschalk, but at his best he was
capable of music of great charm and
freshness, coupled with ascintillating
command of keyboard virtuosity.
Even at his most bombastic, as in the
11m Apothéose, he is resolutely
himself, and if this is not remotely
good music by the standards of the
rest of his output, it must be borne in
mind that Liszt was not above writing
similar material. But the attention is
more readily drawn to the delicacy of
the caprice élégante '
Le songe d'une
nuit d'Été', which is atranscription of
the most familiar aria from Ambroise
Thomas' eptinymous opera, and the
quintessential exoticism of La
Gitanella, which reflects the zest and
colour of his character that seemed to
emerge whenever confronted with the
styles of the West Indies or South
America. The two ballades Ossian are
also interesting in that they represent
an interest in matters Scottish that
was to recur in other early works.
Martin is an ideal guide to this
music, and it says much that even
when Polonia drives the normally
enthusiastic booklet-note writer
Jeremy Nicholas to the damning
comment 'ameretricious imitation of
Chopin without the taste and
inspiration', you would suspect none
of it from Martin's committed and
assured performance. His essentially
serious approach means that every
work here is played with dedication
as well as admirably varied pianism.
He is also very well recorded.
This disc has its fair share of
attractive curiosities; if you want to
sample Gottschalk at his most
inspired, however, any of the first
three volumes will offer abetter idea
of why he is regarded as one of the
most entertaining and original pianistcomposers of his era.
John Kersey
SEPTEMBER 2000
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minuet theme in 95(iii) sound
curiously lumpy, and Ihave not
heard this clipped effect in the second
subject of 103(i) since Harry Blech's
ancient mono HMV version. Tempi
are mostly very sensible — my only
discomfort was with 95(iii) which
loses grandeur due to slight haste.
The solo cellist cannot quite keep up
this speed in the trio — this is unfair
because he is made to sound as if he
is ' slowing down for the hard bit',
whereas atouch of relaxation in the
minuet would have justified his
already lively tempo.
At the start of the ` Drum Roll'
Haydn gives no dynamic mark to the
timpanist, simply marking his part
Intrada. Hickox interprets this as
forceful, syncopated, fanfarish drumstrokes, followed by apowerful roll.
This may seem eccentric but there is
something to be said for this call to
attention which is repeated near the
end of (i). Apart from an
uncomfortable tempo wobble at the
start of the in-tempo trio in (iii) there
are no eccentricities. The Universal
Edition score suggests playing the
twice-stated horn-call at the start of
(iv) first fthen p, but Hickox prefers
to play both statements mezzo-forte,
which seems to represent Haydn's
intentions equally well.
In 104 there is one notable
eccentricity: the first two pairs of
notes in the trio of (iii) are grossly
slowed in the first section each time,
and in later repetitions they are
slightly ` leaned on'. The dramatic
crescendos in the minuet are
disappointingly mild, and since
Haydn writes out the first repeat after
the trio, the observation of the second
would have balanced the movt better.
Otherwise this is an admirably sturdy
'London Symphony' which probably
has the edge over the generally
exciting Norrington/EMI version.
Antony Hodgson

A(B):1 -2 0

NINDRIPAITN:
Sinfonia Serena II Symphony ' Die
Harmonie der Welt'
Gewandhausorchester Leipzig/Blomstedt
Decco 458 899-2

67m 03s

Hindemith's late symphonies have
never established much of apresence
in the concert hall, and though
tolerably well served on disc there is
hardly aperforming tradition, though
they have plenty of subtleties and
pose some interpretative problems.
The Serena (1946) is usually viewed
as bland and uncomplicated, even in
the composer's own performance
[EMI], the Harmonie der Welt
(assembled in 1951 from the opera
which occupied Hindemith's thoughts
for 20 years and was only completed
in 1957) as brassy and monumental,
notably in Mravinsky's white-hot
account with the Leningrad PO
[Melodiya, nia].
Blomstedt's new readings are
unusually thoughtful and probing,
revealing some riches that other
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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interpretations only hinted at. If his
treatment of the Serena's windinstrument scherzo — adelicious
invention on aBeethoven march —
isn't half as pointed and witty as
Hindemith's own, the breadth and
textural clarity he brings to the outer
movements (in aperformance more
relaxed yet more focused than Yan
Pascal Tortelier's, on Chandos)
reveals these as more genuinely
symphonic and many-layered than
anyone else has managed. The
wonderfully euphonious strings-only
slow movt, as always, plays itself. In
Harmonie der Welt Blomstedt's
unusually slow tempo in the
passacaglia finale lends that
movement acosmic gravitas which it
tends to miss in other performances,
but has the disadvantage that, since
he is unable to accelerate sufficiently,
the closing stretto section rather
dissipates the power he has previously
built up. Still, overall it's probably the
best version of this work now
available. Impressive sound, too.

'Blomstedt's
unusually
slow tempo
in the
passocaglia
finale lends
that
movement
a cosmic
gravitas
which it
tends to
miss in
other
performonces'

time to time. The balance between
soloist and orchestra is, however,
realistic, allowing Levin's expressively
vibrant playing to make its full effect.
The Mozartian practices of
improvising cadenzas (very impressive
they are too) and playing continuo
convey asense of music joyously lived
for the moment, and this spirit of
intense involvement is matched by
Hogwood at every turn. Both artists
communicate asense of exploration
and the vitality of their playing
suggests the vitality of the composer's
own thoughts, whether they be
through the razor-edged attack of the
outer movements of K451 or the
sensitive lyricism sensed in (ii) of
K449. Deferential Mozart this is not,
daring Mozart it is; and disquieting
though that may be to some listeners,
there is no doubt that the force of the
music is most resourcefully presented.
Na/en Anthoni

B:1(*)

MOZART:
Piano Concertos - in D, 1(175/K382
Il in E
flat, K449 • in D, K451
Robert Levin (f-pno)/AAM/Hogwood

MOZART:
Fantasias - in c, K396 II in d,
it397 C in c K475 U Rondos - in
D, 1(485 e in F, K494 • in a, Ft511
March in c, K453a • Menuet in
D, K355 • Adagio in b, K540 MI
Gigue in G, K574
Christian Zacharias (pno)

Oiseau-Lyre 458 285-2

MINIG 340 0961-2

Ca/urn MacDonald

A:1 -2 0

70m 50s

Read all about it in the booklet, but
the gist of the matter is that K175
exists in three versions. Chosen for
this recording is Mozart's final
statement with revised wind parts and
anew finale, the Rondo K382, a
work that also exists in its own right.
Although this movt is marked
Allegretto grazioso, Levin and
Hogwood don't tip the scales towards
graciousness: avalid approach that in
this context counterbalances the
jaunty ebullience of (i) — or
specifically, the jaunty ebullience that
these artists find fitting. Thèir smartly
paced Allegro has an exhilarating
dynamism which is only mildly
compromised by backward oboes and
timpani, though instrumental timbres,
on the whole, are differentiated more
clearly from (ii) onwards. Upper
strings, on the thin side, are generally
free of rough edges but second violins
(on the right) lose alittle focus from

Christian
Zacharias is now
music director of
the Lausanne
Chamber
Orchestra
(below)

67m 09s

Don't be misled by some of the titles:
March, Rondo, Menuet and Gigue may
imply acollection of lightweight
pieces, but what is actually on offer is
the most harmonically challenging
and emotionally far-reaching solo
piano music that Mozart wrote.
Perhaps the best known is the Rondo
K511, which many apianist paces at
atempo close to asoulful Andante.
Not Zacharias. He takes the
composer's instruction (
Allegro) at
face value, yet through precise
articulation, fine dynamic emphases,
sparing use of the pedal and subtle
rubato he conveys both the contrasts
and the drama inherent in the work.
In Zacharias's hands (particularly his
strong left hand), rhythms don't
stagnate, even in the Adagio K540,
which is all the more poignant for its
lack of sentimental posturing. And his
expansive rhetoric invests the
Fantasias with afree-flowing but
disciplined vigour — though his
decision to omit the final Allegretto
from K397 because the last ten bars
are not by Mozart (acase of 43
authentic bars being sacrificed for the
sake of ten spurious ones) and the
lead from the Andante straight into
the Rondo K485 is questionable. Still,
the Rondo itself emerges as
vehemently assertive as do the
clashing dissonances in the second
part of the Menuet K355, while the
March Funèbre is as sombre as its
name suggests. Zacharias's matching
of tonal colour to mood here is
another example of an interpretative
probity that is strikingly prevalent
throughout this programme; and the
recording captures his tone very well
77

Nalen Anthoni

A:1*- I

MOZART:
Arias from - Le none di Figaro •
Cosi fan tulle I Die Entfiihrung aus
dem Serail III Don Giovanni MI Die
Zauberfliite • Il re pastore •
Concert aria, 1(369 111 Mass in c,
1(427 - Laudamus te, Incarnatus
est • Exsultate Jubilate, 1(165 Alleluia
Anna Moffo (sop)/Philharmonia Orch/
Galliera
Testament SI1T 1193

64m 55s ®

This showcase disc celebrates the
career of Anna Moffo during the time
when she was one of EMI's leading
artists (the recordings are from May
1958). Tony Locantro's notes give an
excellently detailed account of her
career around this period, but the air
of regret in the phraseology almost
implies that the end of her contract
with EMI in 1959 more or less
equated with the end of her career.
Those who remember her marvellous
later performances with RCA will
know better. Mr Locantro does,
however, give further details and I
certainly did not know that she
suffered a 'vocal breakdown' in 1974
but subsequently made asuccessful
return to opera.
Alceo Galliera is another artist
whose career after his more famous
years is rarely documented. Ialways
thought of him as an outstandingly
fine accompanist, notably in splendid
collaborations with Ingrid Haebler.
There are few recordings of orchestral
masterpieces to remember him by,
although aToscaninilike Beethoven
Seventh comes to mind [
Columbia
78s, rec.1950 - Mus Ed].
This compilation is notable for its
natural sound and, in particular, the
many delicious dialogues between the
singer and the superbly balanced
woodwind. Although the early stereo
recording anchors the solo voice
firmly in the centre, Moffo never
seems too close. This allows her
subtle use of dynamics to be fully

Valery
Gergiev

PROKOFIEV:
Semyon Kotko
Lutsiuk/Paylovskaya/Saviva/
Bezzubenkov/Solovieva/Kirov Orch &
Ch/Gergiev
Philips 464 605-2

2CDs, 136m 46s

Only afew years ago, it seemed
unlikely that this most Soviet of all
Prokofiev's large-scale operas would
ever be staged again, let alone

'This
Testament
compilation
is notable
for its
natural
sound and,
in particular,
the many
delicious
dialogues
between the
singer and
the superbly
balanced
woodwind'

appreciated. Touches such as a
slightly softer entry at areprise (`Voi
che sapete' is one of several
examples) is very much aMoffo
musical sensibility, and it can be fully
appreciated because of the space
around her voice. Moffo's gentle way
with music of the Viennese style is
perhaps best represented in the
Enehrung excerpt.
Ialways remember Anna Moffo as
asinger of subtlety; she characterised
her roles gently and, even if they were
light in style, she did not allow herself
any coquettish exaggeration. The
excerpts from the C-minor Mass are
slightly operatic by nature, but Moffo
is never showy and the Laudamus te
gives her the opportunity to prove
that, though amistress of lightness
and blessed with effortless high notes,
she also had afirm lower register. It
would have been good to have had
the whole of the Motet K165, but its
Alleluia makes an ideal ending to a
fine Mozart recital sung with
touching grace and beauty.
Antony Hodgson

A-11:1*

NOVAK:
Lady Godiva II Toman and the
Wood Nymph U De profundis
BBC PO/Pesek
Chandos CHAN 9821

Libor
Pesek:
works by
Novak on
Chandos
78

66m 22s

It is strange that Czech playwright
Jaroslav Vrchlicky should know
enough about historic events in
Coventry to write aplay about them,
to which Novak was invited to
compose an overture in 1907.
Apparently the subject of Lady

recorded. But that was to reckon
without the long-term curiosity of
Valery Gergiev, who having proved
himself champion enough by
overseeing and conducting Mariinsky
Theatre stagings of War and Peace,
The Gambler, The Love for Three
Oranges, The Fiery Angel and Betrothal
in aMonastery, went on to aconcert
performance and eventually a
spectacular, if overwrought
production of Semyon Kotko. Opinion
has been unanimous on its masterly
centrepiece: athird act which moves
from summer-evening wistfulness to
the wholesale destruction of a
Ukrainian village by Germans and
ultra-nationalists, with all the mastery
of aborn opera composer. In the
theatre, the earlier scenes of Kotko's
return from the front at the end of
the First World War, with its many
vignettes of his village neighbours,
were dwarfed by the industrial
wreckage of the set; and the rather
quick Soviet happy ending of the fifth
and last act tends to overshadow finer
things in the opera's later stages (not
least achoral funeral scene in Act 4
which might serve as amore realistic
conclusion to the tale).
On disc, we can enjoy all the
details with undiminished respect for

Godiva appealed to the composer,
who relished dealing with female
subjects in his music: asort of tonal
Peeping Tom. Clarinets and agreat
deal of Impressionist musings (too
much, Ifeel) depict the lady with the
hair and the horse, but not enough is
done to depict her overbearing, taxcrazed husband if balance is to be
struck in the music. Both Toman and
the Wood Nymph (
also 1907) and De
profundis (1941) are described as
symphonic poems: each has the
length of asymphony while lacking
that genre's discipline. Toman
discovers his love's infidelity, mopes
off into the countryside, and
eventually dies in the arms of the
woodland fairy (those women again!).
Novak's music here is stronger and
more cohesive than in Coventry. He
uses his big orchestra with
imagination and there are many hints
of the composer's admiration for
Richard Strauss and the
Impressionists.
De profundis shows the Czech
nation's suffering under Nazism. The
seemingly endless tyranny and cruelty
are effectively pictured in sombre
colours and frustrated gestures,
yielding eventually to the hope of
deliverance. The quarter-century
separating De profundis from the
earlier works did not find agreat deal
of stylistic development in Novak's
music. Stravinsky, Prokofiev and
France of the 1920s need not have
existed for him. But his orchestral
handling had become sharper. Libor
Pesek grades the great waves of
sound with asure hand and the
WIENER 2000
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level between some tracks.
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Prokofiev's fertile invention — the
plethora of memorable ostinato
figures, the careful balance of softedged lyricism and acerbic villainy,
the punctuation of the action with
melodic breathing-spaces. There's
plenty to remind us of the film score
to Alexander Nevsky, the opera's
immediate predecessor, and to
foreshadow the greater depths of War
and Peace just around the corner.
As aperformance, Gergiev's
glowingly phrased interpretation is
head and shoulders above the poorlyexecuted Zhukov recording on
Melodiya — for astart, the soprano
singing Lyubka on the Zhukov set
can't even pitch the crucial phrases of
her lament for her hanged fiancé: the
expressive high point of the opera.
The usual strengths of the Kirov
Ensemble are as apparent as ever, led
by an ardent Kotko in Vilctor Lutsiuk,
who takes all the high options; and
Gennady Bezzubenkov spares us
nothing of the snarling villain
Tkachenko. There are two small cuts
in the last act. Thankfully the live
recording is based on aVienna
concert performance, with none of
the plentiful stage noise of the
production.
David Nice

A:1 • 0

orchestra plays with evident
commitment. An organ, given at first
asubtle role in De profundis, is
balanced exactly right and the frontto-back perspective of the orchestra
gives agood impression of concerthall atmosphere. Deep sounds emerge
with floor-shaking impact and the
rare moments of delicate scoring are
distanced to enhance the feeling of
space.
Robert Dearling
A( *): i 0
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actresses with half avoice but bags of
stage presence were overturned by the
big girl from Lincoln who acted so
thrillingly with her god-given heroic
soprano voice. (After Act Two, it
would have been all too tempting to
punch the remaining smirkers in the
face.)
No studio recording has yet quite
done justice to the Eaglen
phenomenon, but this one gives
perhaps the best idea as the gleaming
instrument so easily rides the
orchestra in her battle of will with
Scarpia. Admittedly much of the
point of translating Puccini for nonItalian speakers has gone out the
window, when the sheer weight of
voice doesn't allow the text to be
heard at full throttle: but dramatically
it's aconvincing interpretation of the
diva: ferocious in jealousy; not too
stagy in shouting when things really
do go wrong; capped by a
Brunnhilde-immolatory ` Scarpia — in
sight of God' before the final flinging
off the battlements.
While the other two principals are
not quite world-class de luxe —
O'Neill is sounding his age, Yurisich
lacks the final degree of stentorian
iron to make us believe in his massive
authority — the supporting cast is, to
put it mildly, rather more than
comprimario; and leading bass Peter
Rose as Angelotti, Andrew Shore's
genuinely amusing Sacristan and
Cavaradossi-in-the-making John
Daszak as Spoletta let you know it.
Parry draws some opulent sounds
from the Philhannonia — best in the
grandeur of the Te Deum and the
atmosphere of the Act Three
introduction, occasionally letting the
tension slacken in Act Two. No
match for supersonic Karajan,
perhaps, but no one who gets to
know their Tosca through this is
being sold short in any way.
David Nice

REICHA:
Wind Quintets - in e, Op.91:6 II in
F, Op.88:6
Michael Thompson Wind Quintet
Naxos 8.554228
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PUCCINI:
Tosca
Eagien/O'Neill/Yurisich/Rose/Shore/
Daszak/Philharmonia/Pany
Chandos CHAN 3000 2CDs, 117m 44s e
As Chandos brings other ` Operas in
English' under its wing, this is a
timely repackaging of areal
thoroughbred from the original stable.
For me, it's been achance to catch
up, and areminder of a (re-) defining
evening in English National Opera
history — the occasion when house
perceptions about svelte singing
141-F1 NEWS 81 RECORD REVIEW
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There can surely be nothing but
praise for this disc. Delicious and
varied music played with both
precision and spirit, recorded with
admirable realism.
Reicha's Quintet in C-minor opens
with amarch whose character
resembles afuneral cortège, unusually
for the normally cheerful wind
chamber genre. The Allegro vivace
which follows struck me at first as too
cautiously played, but the rapid
articulation which follows could
hardly be taken more rapidly, even by
these consummate artists. In any
case, the work benefits from a
deliberate approach because it is at
heart aserious piece, and when
formal repeats are observed, as here,
the effect of earnestness and the
stature of the work are enhanced. In

both Quintets Reicha ensures that
each player receives due prominence
and the players don't let us down. I
refuse to select one or two of them
for praise; it is necessary to name
each one: Jonathan Snowden (fit),
Derek Wickens (ob), Robert Hill
(ch), John Price (bsn), and Michael
Thompson (hrn/dir): unsurpassed
virtuosi all. Their magical playing of
the Larghetto of Op.91:6 is matched
by their pin-point accuracy in fast
movts, for example, the finale of
Op.88:6. This is acarefree piece but
still finds time for moments of
introspection. Both works date from
between 1811 and 1819 when Reicha
had made his home in Paris, calling
himself Antoine rather than his Czech
original: Antonin.
There are 25 wind quintets by
Reicha: acomplete cycle (something
Naxos often aims at) by these players
would not come amiss!
Robert Deeding
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RISPIONI:
Pines of Rome U Fountains of Rome
M Metamorphoseon
Cincinnati SO/López-Cobos
Tolarc CD-80505

62m 04s

Performances of Respighi's Roman
symphonic poems are legion [
uhh!
Mus Ed]: these of the Pines and
Fountains are up there with the best.
But the reason to choose this version
is the coupling. Metamorphoseon is the
set of orchestral variations in the 12
church modes which Respighi
composed for the 50th anniversary of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra in
1930. I've loved this piece since I
heard arare BBC broadcast under
Commissiona in the mid- 1960s: it's
seldom been recorded (Geoffrey
Simon's version for Chandos is the
only rival Ican call to mind), yet is
one of his most impressive
achievements. The gorgeously
sonorous Gregorian theme is treated
with superb invention; the grand
gestures and bright colours of the
'Roman' pieces are here put at the
service of purely — indeed austerely
— musical argument, and many
pages reveal an unexpected
refinement and sensitivity, such as the
magical variation in strict canon for
high strings.
Conscious that he was offering a
display piece for agreat orchestra,
moreover, Respighi showcased most
of the section leaders in the long
central variation, anocturne
structured as aseries of solo
cadenzas: akind of reasonably-mature
person's guide to the orchestra. Jesús
López-Cobos presents the work more
as ascintillating tapestry than did
Simon, who played up its heavier
symphonic aspects.
State of the art ' Direct Stream
Digital' sound makes for apowerful
listening experience, not to mention
an ear-blasting one at the end of the
Appian Way.
Calum MacDonald
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R STRAUSS:
Four Last Songs/BERG: Seven Early
Songs/WAGNER: Wesendonck Lieder
Jane Eaglen (sop)/LSO/Runnicles
Sony SK 61720

58m 53s

The booklet for this issue offers a
tribute by the conductor, Donald
Runnicles, to his great Wagnerian
soprano, but it should also contain
one by Eaglen to her maestro. For
this is singing which could not coast
as gleamingly as it often does without
support which is clear, feeling and
supple.
To begin at the end: the ' Sunset'
of Strauss's Four Last Songs starts
with an orchestral introduction where
Rtumicles allows the glow to drain
from the music in an anticipation of
the mysterious epilogue, as grave and
atmospheric from the extended
quotation of Death and Transfiguration
onwards as I've ever heard it. In
between, you get some sense of the
opulence of Eaglen's tone — not
always easily registered on CD — and
areminder that it was, after all,
Flagstad who gave the first
performance of the work with
Furtwängler not long after the
composer's death. Both singers are

flame-throwers who offer the
excitement of reaching the top notes
rather than the silk-spinners —
Janowitz, Te Kanawa, Della Casa —
who have had the greatest success
with these songs; but under the
circumstances Eaglen negotiates the
difficulties magisterially.
The main sacrifice throughout is
that of the text. Strauss, of course, is
using his vocal line instrumentally,
and even atelling exception like
'Sommer lachelt' (` Summer smiles')
in ' September' lifts the spirit by virtue
of the flowing orchestral wave Eaglen
rides so superbly. It matters much
more in Berg and Wagner, where
Runnicles's praise for his singer's
'instrumental approach' carries an
unspoken warning: there's too much
vowel modification and cotton-wool
vocalise at the top of the register
here. Iwould single out individual
songs as conspicuous successes — a
very bel canto approach to Wagner's
'Im Treibhaus', though the individual
seems lost among the hothouse
leaves: and agood shot at the
yearning tones of Berg's late-romantic
'Nightingale'. But do try the Four
Last Songs for an heroic change.

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Symphonic Fantasy ' The Tempest'
Marche Slave
Fantasy Overture
'Romeo & Juliet'
1812 Overture
BPO/Abbado
DG 453 496-2

richness and variety of tone in
Bryn Terfel
Martineau's playing as aresult of a
more generous ambience. The most
exposed writing, as in 'Auf einer
Burg', meets its match in Terfel's
masterly characterisation. He sings
with considerable authority, yet there
is still an element of narrative delivery
in his approach that lends an
appropriate sense of intimacy to his
Schumann.
His selection of Lieder from the
less familiar sets includes anumber of
justly familiar items, such as
Vidmung', ' Der Contrabandiste' and
`Der Nussbaum', which are afforded
interpretations that mix directness
and reflection in ahighly idiomatic
manner. Elsewhere, Terfel selects
items that show the range and scope
of Schumann's imagination, including
the complex late setting of Heine's
`Mein Wagen rollet langsam', with its
long piano postlude foreshadowing
Wolf. Recommendable on all counts

Italian conductors seem to have a
way with Tchaikovsky which presents
his music lucidly and without fuss.
Guido Cantelli was aprime example
and the passionate Toscanini was
also able to let his personality stand
aside and allow the music to make
its own powerful impact. Ialso
found Muti a sympathetic
Tchaikovsky interpreter, and Iwas
very impressed by the first Abbado
Tchaikovsky interpretation Iever
heard: the ' Little Russian'
Symphony.
Abbado's calm approach, with its
breadth of phrasing and tendency
towards unhurried tempi is typified
by his Romeo & Juliet. The music
speaks convincingly for itself through
the conductor's eloquent phrasing. In
the furious central sections the
melody line sustains the musical
argument, while the fierce, fullorchestra interjections seem to be on
adifferent plane which does not
interrupt the flow of the music. Since
this is a 'live' recording, it is to the
credit of the recording team that they
are not led into an ' all sound and
fury' presentation.
The music was recorded at
Philharmonie concerts in 1994, '95
and ' 96, and the Romeo & Juliet
sound is marginally the best.
Sonically, the fine performance of
the unduly neglected Tempest
sometimes has more force but it
lacks detail and weight in the bass. I
can accept being ' hit between the
eyes' by this music but the middle
frequencies are often prominent,
making sustained tutti passages tiring
to the ear at times.
1812 is balanced with surprising
clarity, and the slight reticence of the
trumpets allows good detail in fullorchestra passages. Well-blended
non-raucous brass is welcome in this
work, but there is no holding back
and there is exceptionally thrilling
bass-drum sound.
Only in Marche Slave do Ifind
moments of reticence, but these are
confined to the early passages which
are quiet and withdrawn, leaving
space for the long build-up to an
ending as riotous as in most
recordings.
This disc may not be the last word
in hi-fi but Abbado's care for inner
detail helps make it sound very
realistic. Iusually like my
Tchaikovsky sounding fierce:
Stokowski in Marche Slave [
Decca],
Franz André in Romeo [
Telefunken]
and Dorati in 1812 [
Mercury] come
to mind; but Abbado's cultured
approach displays elegance without
undermining Tchaikovsky's moments
of dramatic violence.

John Kersey

Antony Hodgson

David Nice

Claudio Abbado
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SCHUMANN:
Liederkreis in Vier Husarenlieder
Tragodie' III Selected Lieder
Bryn Terfel (bass-bar)/1Loma Anderson
(sop)/1Timothy Robinson (ten)/Malcolm
Martineau (pno)
DG 447 042-2

77m 30s

In this generously-filled disc, Bryn
Terfel once more proves his sterling
qualities as an interpreter of Lieder.
î
impression given throughout the
e The
recital is of asinger entirely at home
with this repertoire, his maturity of
approach reflected in the subtlety of
em phasis evident throughout the
Q.
texts. There is afine appreciation,
too, of the poetic elements of
Schumann's world, with phrases
always carefully shaped and allowed
the proper space to make their effect.
Terfel is more than matched by his
partner Malcolm Martineau, who
gives an object lesson in the art of
Lieder accompaniment. His
wonderfully flexible approach can be
heard to fine effect in those songs
such as ` Gestândnis', where the
myriad notes in the piano part are
well integrated into the whole so that
their not inconsiderable technical
difficulty is nowhere apparent.
Personally, Iwould mark out the
Liederkreis as the highlight of this
disc, not merely because it is a
superbly well thought-out
interpretation that makes one think
afresh about the hidden corners of
the work, but also because the
recording quality (here from the
Queen's Hall, Edinburgh; the other
items were recorded in Swansea's
Brangwyn Hall) reveals agreater

68m 43s rec.live
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VIVALDI:
12 Violin Sonatas, Op.2
Cordaria/Reiter
Signum SIGCD 014

2CDs, 106m 34m

Cordaria is anew name to me. They
play period instruments, leader
Walter Reiter using a 1727 violin by
Mathias Klotz. Shadev Ad-El carries
the weight of the continuo on a
modern copy of a 1679 harpsichord,
and Katherine Sharman plays a
modern cello after an Italian model of
c1760. Finally, Lynda Sayce appears
in nine sonatas with theorbo or
Baroque guitar. Reiter is an excellent
stylist. He keeps his mid-note swells
and vibrato reasonably in check and
when he does employ them they seem
natural and in place. Above all, his
approach is vivacious and
commanding. Articulation in the
gigues and other quick movts is
accurate and his tone in those
Preludes that need it is satisfyingly
incisive. By placing him amidst the
continuo group, the recording avoids
the oft-heard solo dominance and the
effect of an also-ran accompaniment
somewhere over there. He introduces
varied repeats and unwritten
ornaments in good period context
and accentuates the different
characters between, say, one gigue
and the next. In short, Cordaria is
everything that IMusici (Philips) is
not. Perhaps alittle more cello tone
would have been welcome; otherwise
the balance is good.
Vivaldi's 12 Violin Sonatas, Op.2,
appeared in 1709. Corelli, though still
alive, had ceased writing such works
some years earlier but his influence
endured well into the 1730s (and
much further still in England, slow at
that time to discard things Baroque).
Inevitably, Vivaldi followed CoreIli's
lead and formal layout in his early
days: each sonata comprises from
three to five movts, aslow Prelude
leading to aseries of dances, very
much for chamber and courtly use
rather than for the church. As
Michael Talbot points out in his
notes, there is an advance on the
Corelli style but we are yet to reach
the realm of the ' Four Seasons'; or, I
would add, that of L'Estro Armonico,
the next opus number.
A good set, then, but not such
good packaging. This slim-line double
box opens and shuts with difficulty
and has an unfriendly knack of flying
apart. Not apatch on the double
packs from Universal and others.
Robert Deeding

(temporarily, one hopes), but
collectors will remember the disc with
affection for its bright, neat and
polished performances, well
controlled tempi and excellent
recording. Matthias Bamert's new
disc, the latest in Chandos's most
distinguished series of
Contemporaries of Mozart, offers the
same works in the same order but
opens with an earlier ( 1781) ` Sinfonia
obligato' in D. This addition, known
as Symphony No.1, is an oddity: a
concertante work for violin, cello,
organ and orchestra with ad lib
timpani (which Bamert includes).
Wesley was only 15 years old when
he composed this grand piece. It
owes debts to the Mannheim School
and to JC Bach while displaying
considerable promise. The soloists
have plenty to do in the outer movts;
Iwonder why they are not credited.
The numbering of the Symphonies,
ignored by Chandos, comes from
Richard Diva11's thematic catalogue of
1983, which is cited by Robin
Golding in Chandos's booklet note!
Comparison between Bamert and
Davan Wetton in Symphonies 3to 6
shows both to be stylish interpreters
of this graceful, tuneful music, given
that both conduct modern instrument
bands. If Davan Wetton manages to
pull the disparate elements of 3's first
movt into better symphonic unity and
allows the horns more prominence,
Bamert phrases 5(i) more deftly and
displays greater poise, but really both
conductors give exemplary
performances. No.6 dates from 1802:
surprisingly, Bamert retains
'For those
harpsichord continuo, unnecessary
surely in this fully-scored,
who know
harmonically rich piece. Here, too,
Upshaw
Chandos' recording congeals
from her
somewhat, the timpani contributing
most
an ill-defined thumping. The latefamiliar
lamented Bob Auger's balance for
Broadway
Unicorn-Kanchana was streets ahead.
repertoire
Since the earlier disc may be
this recital
difficult to locate, this Chandos disc
offers much to enjoy. Collectors may
may come
regret the duplication of works and
as someperhaps wish that Symphony 6had
thing of a
been replaced by the two unrecorded
surprise'
overture/symphonies of 1778 and
1780 reposing in the British Library
[Add 35008].
Robert Deeding
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WESLEY:
Symphonies 1, 3-6
LMP/Bamert
Chanclos CHAN 9823

71m 05s

Almost ten years ago Hilary Davan
Wetton and the Milton Keynes CO
recorded Samuel Wesley's
Symphonies 3-6 on UnicornKanchana [DKPCD 9098]. Sadly,
this label is no longer easy to find
82

Matthias Bamert:
another disc in
Chandos's
'Contemporaries
of Mozart' series

collections
HOMMAGE À JANE BATHORI
Chansons by Milhaud, Roussel,
Honegger, Satie, Koechlin, Ravel,
Debussy and Dutilleux
Dawn Upshaw (sop)/Jérôme Ducros
(pno)
Erato 39U-27329-2

66m 01s rec. live

Jane Bathori was one of the preeminent interpreters of French
chanson in the early years of the
twentieth-century, premiering many
works by her contemporaries in
performances which she herself would
accompany at the piano. In this
recital, recorded before an audience
in the Théâtre des
Champs-Elysées, Dawn
Upshaw presents some of
the works that were most
associated with Bathori,
drawing upon ahighly
eclectic legacy to represent
the kind of programme
that might have ensued
had Bathori embraced
recording in her prime
(only afew late discs of
her art survive).
For those who know
Upshaw from her most
familiar Broadway repertoire this
recital may come as something of a
surprise. The results are rarely less
than agreeable; Upshaw characterises
each song vividly and with a
sensitivity to the nuances of the
Impressionist repertoire. There is a
quality of emotional rigour to her
approach that does not exclude
sentiment, yet it is possible to
imagine amore viscerally seductive
(although perhaps less genuinely
Gallic) address yielding aslightly
more ingratiating result. In those
songs requiring humour or Surrealist
imagination she is most effective; for
example in Satie's Trois mélodies de
1916, with their references to the
sounds and images of the music hall.
Her consciously affected delivery of
the central song, ` Daphénéo', struck
me as being alittle over-the-top, but
it must be said that this music can
certainly take an extrovert approach
and that the result goes down well
with the audience (who respond
audibly to those moments of comedy
that occur in the texts).
The unfamiliar song 'Amphise et
Melina' by Koechlin is one of the
most welcome discoveries of this disc,
being asubtle, sustained setting of
Samain's poem describing alakeside
scene that has both Symbolist and
Classical resonances. The music
achieves asort of heavy, suspended
stillness that is aided here by Jérôme
SEPTEMBER 2000
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Ducros's skill in colouristic evocation.
In the well-known Histoires naturelles
by Ravel, Upshaw proves — like
Maggie Teyte before her [EMI] —
that afemale voice is as equally
suited to this music as the male with
which it is most often presented. Her
subtle, well-judged version of 'Le
Grillon' is especially successful, with
Ducros providing the insistent
crepuscular rustlings of the insect
high in the treble.
To end, Upshaw includes the first
recording of Dutilleux's San Francisco
Night, written in 1963 as amemorial
to Poulenc. Although breaking the
direct Bathori connection, this work
shows Upshaw's commitment, like
her model, to the music of her own
time.

additions save as aresponse to the
length of the phrase or its natural rise
and fall. In this they are convincing,
for the spiritual world of this music is
essentially restrained in character,
achieving contrast and progression
through not only its text but also
through the use of textural variety
and polyphonic intercourse. Ivan
'Shawms,
crumhorns,
lutes, hurdygurdy,
sackbuts
and tabor:
a line-up to
stimulate an
immediate
purchase in

This is an interesting and enjoyable
recital, notable particularly for its
unfamiliar repertoire, that benefits
from agood recording and ahigh
standard of booklet information.

flight in

John Kersey

others. This

A:1

some
listeners and
panicky

is what
IN PARADISUM
17th- century French chant of the
Requiem with sacred polyphony by
Victoria and Palestrina
The Hilliard Ensemble
ECM 457 851-2

75m 20s

The work of the Hilliard Ensemble
continues to show an admirably
creative approach to their chosen
repertoire, witnessed by their
adventurous programming on this
and other recent discs. In this way
they mark amove away from the
'pure' historicism of other groups;
whilst in performance their unanimity
of tone and the remarkable blend of
their four voices ensure that the
composer's legacy is treated with
respect, it is neither taken for granted
nor treated in an excessively literal
manner. It is partly for this reason
that their discs are of such interest;
they appear more the product of a
conscious re-creation and reinterpretation of this music in the
light of connections both
contemporary and historical than
simply anthologies of well-chosen
music.
Here the common thread is that of
death, with the text of the Requiem
presented in chant from the French
Toul Graduais of 1627, representing
the change to mensural style that was
taking place during the sixteenth and
seventeenth-centuries. This is
interspersed with responsories by
Palestrina and Victoria that are taken
from their settings of the Office for
the Dead and the Burial Service
(including asetting of the Libera Me
from both composers), thus often
providing acreative polyphonic
response to the chant that has just
been heard.
This is music whose demands are
well-suited to the Hilliards' chosen
style of performance, which generally
adopts an extreme simplicity, with
few if any extraneous dynamic
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Piffaro are
all about
and the
actual music
they play
seems
hardly to
come into it'

Moody is right to point out in the
booklet that this aesthetic is less
homocentric than theocentric; one is
left by the end of the disc with this
impression very strongly realised
through the performances, and
reflecting that it is acommendable
achievement to create the degree of
uniformity in vocal tone that causes
the listener here to regard the four
voices as divisions of asingle entity.
The recording venue is the
monastery of St Gerold, where a
number of the Hilliards' recordings

Elisabeth
recording with
her husband,
Walter Legge

the haunting lute solo WU sheyt edel
vrouwe, the intriguing sound of lute
and hurdy-gurdy in two Susato
dances, and Ghiselin's polyphonic le
loe amours for shawms and sackbut;
the reader will enjoy selecting his own
delights. The church acoustic is warm
and clear, possibly alittle too warm
for some of the pieces which have
been arranged for outdoor
instruments, but it is never less than
well-proportioned and natural.
Piffaro have previously examined
the Renaissance music of Spain,
France and Italy; Isuggest that
England and the Germanic regions
might provide the group, and us, with
further varied programmes, the
Balkans is arich source of folkinspired wonders, and Eastern
Europe's ancient archives might well
throw new light on some of
Telemann's sources for his suites and
concertos.

have been made. Its resonant acoustic
is managed in such away as to create
the slightly monochrome sound that
we have come to associate with them.
A disc with adistinctively personal
approach, and to my mind one that
effectively re-creates the spiritual
experience that this repertoire merits.

SINGS BACH & MOZART*
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf ( sop)/
Philharmonia Orch/Dart/Ackermann*

John Kersey

Testament SBT 1178

A(*):1'

A FLEMISH FEAST
Flemish Renaissance Wind Music
Piffaro
Archiv 457 609-2

Schwarzkopf

drone, which open the programme,

64m 34s

Shawms, crtnnhoms, lutes, hurdygurdy, sackbuts and tabor: aline-up
to stimulate an immediate purchase
in some listeners and panicky flight in
others. This is what Piffaro are all
about and the actual music they play
seems hardly to come into it. This
programme of Renaissance music
from the Low Countries (Susato,
Obrecht, Brassart and the everprolific Anon) has been arranged in
order to give constantly-changing
moods and instrumental timbres
which these players project with great
vigour. My favourites are the
anonymous melodies and dances,
complete with aheavy saw-tooth

Robert Dearling

A: 1 • 0

ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF

72m 39s rec.*1955 mono/1957-58
This fine issue in the Testament
series offers recordings that, for one
reason or another, were not passed
for release by Walter Legge and
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf when made in
the middle and late 1950s. The CD
opens with the superb concert
recitative and aria, ` Ch'io mi scorch di
te? — Non temer' that Mozart wrote
for Nancy Storace's farewell benefit;
and Bach Cantatas BWV202 and
199. Movements are also included
from Cantata 68 (just 'Mein
gláuubiges Herz', aka '
My heart ever
faithful') and, from 208, Schafe
ki5nnen sicher weiden' (Sheep may
safely graze'), in two recordings,
made ayear apart. Throughout there
is singing of great beauty, with some
magical phrasing — and moments of
almost casual sang froid. The
accompaniments,
characterized by warmth
and delicacy, feature
Géra Anda in the
Mozart aria and some of
London's best-loved
string and wind soloists
of those post-war years
on the Bach tracks,
which are beautifully
directed by Thurston
Dart. Notes and full
texts are included. And
to judge by the clarity of
sound, Paul Baily has
made amarvellous job
of digitally remastering
the original recordings:
they come over as fresh,
well balanced, and
deeply rewarding.
Peter Branscombe
H/B:1*/2
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EFZIO
GRAIN
DURIAN 012 7

artwork
from
SoulEtude

ANDERSON/JORDAN/
PARKER/DRAKE
2 DAYS IN APRIL
EREMITE MTE023/024

2CDs, 100m 16s

3m 58s

Bravely packaged in Durian's brightwhite house-style, this CD features
the Austrian quartet Efzeg: Boris
Hauf (sax); Martin Siewart and
Burkhard Stangl (guitars); Dieb13
(turntables). They play ahaunted
music of creaks and groans,
exploiting the possibilities of digital
recording to the limit. Unlike
Polwechsel — another quartet with
Stangl — it's totally improvised.
Track 1is best, the musicians
showing acute understanding of the
rhythmic implications of their
interference textures, integrating
eerily familiar sounds (coffeegrinders, dodgy light switches,
vacuum cleaners) into syncopated
relations that one might almost call
swinging. However, an outburst of
voguish lapsteel spoils the ending.
Track 2 features arising drone with
dramatic blurts and splurts in the
foreground — an electrified Giacinto
Scelsi — but peters out in pseudoethnic trivia. Track 3 has ahairraising start, with sounds that suggest
rusty hinges, gouts of blood splashing
on dirt floors, and finally aturbine
room about to explode. Sax and
guitars scythe at each other; evil
midgets attempt surgery on agiant
snoring off atub of brandy; the
rhythm of arat munching on an
electric cable... abonus track
concealed after a7m silence attests to
the quartet's sense of humour.
There are some great moments,
but Free Improvisation and Ambient
nevertheless remain opposite
principles — with Efzeg, selfconsciousness about effect
occasionally distracts from the
listening alertness required to achieve
itnprov intensity. A:1 0

Two veteran tenor saxophonists front
one of the strongest rhythm sections
now playing: William Parker on bass
'Parker and
and Hamid Drake on drums. Fred
Drake hit a
Anderson is the eminence grise of
complex
Chicago jazz: afounder member of
funk groove,
the AACM (Association for the
though the
Advancement of Creative Musicians),
playing on
today he runs avenue called the
top is too
Velvet Lounge. Kidd Jordan played
R&B and Swing with the likes of Fats ragged to
Domino and Ray Charles, before
make it
accepting aprofessorship at the
really rock'
Southern University of New Orleans.
This documents two gigs in
Massachusetts: in Amherst an 1
April, and in Cambridge on 2 April.
Judging from the applause, the
quartet's Free Jazz is making them a
lot of friends. However, in the cold
light of CD-plastic, one feels the
concerts could do with some editing.
CD1 ( 1April) is awild, open-blues
holler that never really gels t
though
Ed Haze11's passionate liners do
convey what these musicians mean to
their audience). CD2 (2 April) starts
much improved. The band is now
rhythmically together, and Kidd
Jordan's first solo is measured and
THOMAS LEHN a
GERRY HEAIINOWAY
intelligent. Anderson plays well too,
but nine minutes into track two, he
TOM & GERRY
plays something gauche and Aylerish,
ERSTWHILE
2CDs, 104m 27s
and it doesn't really work. When he
comes back inside, there doesn't
Thomas Lehn has been described by
seem much point. The band fall into
Jim O'Rourke as ` the greatest
aloose carnival mambo, there's a
analogue synth player on the planet';
brilliant drum solo, Parker bows one
Gerry Hemingway's fine drumming
of his scrape fests and there's afreewas crucial for Anthony Braxton's
form textural collage. Towards the
classic quartet in the 1980s: apair of
end, Parker and Drake hit a
celebrated musicians
complex funk groove, though the
apply themselves to
playing on top is too ragged to
the atmospheric
make it really rock.
clicks and phuts
In the right context, all these
which Free
players can shine. However,
Improvisation and
emulating Coltrane's Ascension — a
LoFi have
free-for-all blow-out — isn't a
established as the
recipe for success. There simply
fashionable face of
aren't enough musical ideas to go
musical endeavour.
•dr-:•:reN
round. Doubtless such observations
The two discs —
,
won't be welcome: in the ' Free Jazz
recorded in
"e;::.r•
vs. Neo-Conservative Bop' wars,
Wuppertal, Bielefeld
anything less than total
and Düsseldorf —
commitment is liable to get you
come wrapped in
'lively computer- art
shot. As they say, the first casualty of
lively computer-art
war is truth. A:1 V
scribbles' for Tom & Gerry
scribbles. However,
84

the music feels restricted and selfregarding. Despite the sonorities,
derived from Cologne Radio
electronic music of the late ' 50s and
the pioneering work of Tony Oxley
and Iskra 1903 in the early ' 70s, a
simplistic rhythmic matrix (toneddown Techno/tribal rock) prevents
jolt and spark and interaction. As
with the German rock group Can,
the exotic sonics tend to mere
colouring, failing to inform the
rhythmic base. Lehn can certainly
make his synth swish and swirl like
someone blowing air through their
teeth, but his vocalisation has no
particular message to impart; his
climaxes are as showy and thin as
Keith Emerson's. Maybe this Tom &
Gerry are simply too in awe of each
other's reputations for atruly
inventive spat. Sounds that were once
part of the pursuit of freedom
reduced to accoutrements of style: the
whole process leaves abitter taste.
A:1 0
ISKRA 1903
CHAPTER ONE
EMANEM 4301

3CDs, 194m 48s

The legendary Iskra 1903 was atrio:
Derek Bailey (amplified guitar), Paul
Rutherford (piano and trombone)
and Barry Guy (amplified double
bass). Recordings made at the ICA in
1970 and at the Colourtone Studios
on in 1972 were originally issued on
a 2LP set put out Bailey's pioneering
musician-run label Incus ( 3/4, now
impossibly rare). All three players
were forcing unheard-of sounds from
their instruments, but what impresses
today is the sensitivity and violence of
their interactions. Iskra seized
freedoms won by Webern and
Stockhausen, then shouted and
whispered them with the improvised
punch of blues and jazz. Emanem
has added ten unissued tracks —
107m of music — which further
underline the trio's lyricism and edge.
Normal music has still not caught up.
(One complaint: the revolutionary
images of the original gatefold art —
Iskra was aBolshevik newspaper,
described by Lenin as ` the organiser
of the Party' — have been occluded
in designer blurs). A:1* V
TYRONE HILL a
ELLIOTT LEVIN 4m
SOUL- ETUDE
CIMP # 206

72m 47s

The last release by this band (
A Fine
Intensity, HFNIRR June 2000) was so
strong, you suspected there must be
more to come, and here it is: further
tunes recorded on 29 and 30 March
1999, with Tyrone Hill on trombone,
Elliott Levin on sax, Howard Cooper
on bass and the great Ed Watkins on
drums. The rhythm is raunchy and
detailed, allowing the co-leaders to
play bop, free and blues with the
kind of fire associated with New
Orleans street bands. A:1 0
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MARK MURPHY
SOME TIME AGO
High Note HCD 7048

54m

Mark Murphy scats, hits falsetto
notes with accuracy and generally
shows harmonic mastery in his
improvisations. His band benefits
from Winard Harper's drumming,
flowing and trenchant, and Lee
Musiker's excellent piano and
arrangements. Murphy milks the
romanticism of an exotic ballad like
JG Rowles's ' Peacocks' with such
unguarded enthusiasm that he
overpowers the sceptic. Historically
overtaken by other approaches — the
gospel excess of soul, the catharsis of
rock, pop's naivety or cynicism — the
nightclub intimacy of jazz song is
inevitably aspecialty thrill, but when
it's done this well, it's great. A:1 0

CADENCE OR 1037

SONNY ROLLINS's Plus 4 [Original
Jazz Classics 01C20 243, 32m 21s]
features aline-up billed elsewhere as
the Clifford Brown/Max Roach
Quintet. Judging by Ira Gider's
fighting liners (reduced from the LP
sleeve, grey and barely legible),
Rollins still needed championing in
1956. Rollins does himself few
favours by starting with astilted
waltz, while Van Gelder had not yet
acquired the equipment that makes
his ' 60s recordings glorious. Richie
Powell's piano is florid and cluttered.
On the other hand, some of the
soloing is superb. The music is in
transition from Bebop, and lacks the
clear flow achieved by hard-bop
rhythm sections. However, Rollins
fans are seldom deterred by dodgy
backdrops for their hero's excursions,
so this will be no exception.
A:1 CI
The Modern Jazz Quartet has a
reputation for stiffness. As long as
Milt Jackson is on vibes, the blues
will flood the place, and hearing his
streaming lines within the formality
of the MJQ (originally named after
the vibist) is always ajoy. In A Crowd
[Knit Classics KCR 3022, 38m 53s] was
recorded at the 1963 Montreux
Festival; discreet applause is
counterpoint to the quartet's majestic
assurance. They deliver asequence of
cameos. Every tone hovers and glows.
A:1 0
Deluxe editions of two Omette
Coleman albums originally issued in
1972: Skies Of America

[Columbia/Legacy CK 63568, 41m 23s]
and The Complete Science Fiction
Sessions [CK 63569, 2CDs, 109m 02s].
The former features Ornette's scores
conducted by David Measham with
the London Symphony Orchestra,
and was the blueprint for the
soundtrack of Naked Lunch: Omette
scribbles magnificently expressive alto
over melancholic washes of strings.
The latter combines two LP releases,
Science Fiction and Broken Shadows
(plus two alternate takes and a
previously unreleased tune named
'Written Word').
This is some of Ornette's most
spirited music. The calm sheen of his
classic Atlantic recordings has
shattered into wildness and
experiment, with poets reciting
(David Henderson), babies crying,
wah-wah cello (the amazing ` Rock
The Clock') and the soulful singing
of Bombay-born disco diva Asha
Puthli. On ` Good Girl Blues' and ' Is
It Forever', Oklahoma blues-shouter
Webster Armstrong pretends the
ebullient chaos in the background is
simply the Count Basie Orchestra.
This is acompendium of Ornette's
sources — bebop, R&B, hi-life,
nursery rhymes, New Orleans dirges
— though what wins through is the
joyful, wilful, dissonant-yet-smiling
spirit that allows him to enjoy them
in simultaneity. A:1•
When Grant Green's Iron City
[32Jazz 32048, 39m 33s] was released
on vinyl in 1977 by Muse, the cover
showed the guitarist against acell

0141 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

39m 24s
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SOUNDIES SCD 4120

54m 46s

Sadly, this will be the last
collaboration between singer Irene
Reid and Hammond-organist Charles
Earland: the latter died of aheart
attack after agig in Kansas City on
11 December last year, aged 58.
Propelled by the tasty blues guitar of
Bill Boris, this is swinging lounge

SAVANT SCD 2022

EDDIE SOUTH
THE DARK ANGEL OF THE FIDDLE

MATTHEW SHIPP 11. ROB
CROWN
SONIC EXPLORATIONS

When pianist Matthew Shipp and
altoist Rob Brown recorded these
duets in 1987 and 1988, they'd played
together — and 'spoken about music
and listened to records' — for five
years. They are delightfully
compatible, fluent in bop, but more
than willing to speculate about space,
structure and sonority. Born in 1962,
Brown is one of the few saxophonists
since David Murray to phrase with
complete conviction, realising motifs
of lurnininescent sincerity, negotiating
complex harmonic sequences like a
conjuror riffling apack of cards. Shipp

IRENE REID
THE UPTOWN LOWDOWN

is extraordinarily motile, twirling up
lines in the upper register that evoke
the twinkling spirals fireworks write in
the sky. It took ten years for Shipp
and Brown to attain sufficent exposure
to warrant this release, but it's been
worth the wait. A: 1'

music which tackles golden oldies —
Ruth Brown's 'Mama, He Treats
Your Daughter Mean', Dinah
Washington's super-risqué 'Long John
Blues' — as well as knocking recent
hits back into the finger-poppin' era:
R Kelly's ' IBelieve ICan Fly'. A
compressed mix and cutely-arranged
horns (played by Eric Alexnader and
Mike Kam) make for asmooth listen,
with Irene Reid's echt vocal —
reminiscent of the much-missed
Esther Philips — providing adash of
reality. A:1 0

Matthew
Shipp and
Rob Brown:
Sonic
Explorations
is their first
recording
together

59m 22s

Violinist Eddie South's robust, vital
tone comes over brilliantly on these
sides recorded on 16in discs for
Armed Forces broadcast in 1944.
Engineer Phil York at Yorktown
Digital Works has done agreat digital
transfer. Apart from 10 of the 22
titles appearing on an LP in the
1960s (source and personnel
uncredited), these sides have never
been publically released. There are 19
cuts from a September session in
Hollywood, with Billy Taylor on
piano, LaGrand Mason on bass and
Connie Jordan on drums. The style is
gypsy café music, all vibrato and
swooning nostalgia, but South often
glides into spontaneous creations. The
CD finishes with ariotous in-concert
`Jersey Bounce', South proving his
swing credentials. Listings and linernotes are lovingly detailed: abeautiful
release. H:1 0

Grant Green: master melodist
'It would
be wrong
to dismiss
this as
simple
stuff: both
expression
and
atmosphere
are
inimitable'

wall, close-up guitar strings serving as
prison bars. Accompanied by Big
John Patton (organ) and Ben Dixon
(drums), the master melodist plays a
set of bluesy instrumentals so
convincingly that, on ' High Heeled
Sneakers' and 'Motherless Child',
you nearly hear the words. Now on
CD, adorned with afetching blackand-white photograph of Green in a
flat cap, this is chill and atmospheric
blues. Appropriately enough for a
music about labour and oppression,
Green ends with Nat Adderley's
'Work Song'. It would be wrong to
dismiss this as simple stuff: both
expression and atmosphere are
inimitable. A:1
85
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KRELL KPS-28c
TODAY'S CERTAINTY
If you think CD players have reached the end of the
road because SACD and DVD-Audio may be just
around the corner, perhaps you should think again.
Perhaps you should have a listen to Pinewood's

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers ¡n: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, - lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hut, WBT and others
. . . the RIGHT cables
. . in YOUR system
. . for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home

KRELL-KPS28c compact disc player. This looks

Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.

certain to become one of your most successful

(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

purchases - ironic, really, when you would expect
people to be alittle reluctant to spend big money on
today's jam with the promise of super-jam tomorrow.
But will it be so super? Already doubts are being

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 020-8348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 020-8341 9368

voiced about the musical effects of heavy copy
protection. The answer is that we don't know - but
what we do know is that the KPS-28c is astunningly
exciting and fulfilling CD player, working beautifully in
any good system but like an impossible dream with
the KRELL KCT preamplifier.
Whatever the uncertainties of tomorrow, and however
good new formats may be, the certainty of today is
that the KPS-28c will go on sounding superb
throughout thousands of tomorrows.
Whether your taste is Eva Cassidy or Basement Jaxx,
Vivaldi or Wagner, you will discover detail and feeling
in your CD collection that will pin your ears back and
nail your emotions to the wall in away that will justify
every penny you spend on this magnificent creation
from the Connecticut genius.

BEAUTY and the BEST
Bow Technologies proudly introduces the Wizard Single Chassis CD player. Carefully crafted
by hand MDenmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical parts and
components specificolly selected for their electrical performance, long term thermal stability
and audiophile grade sound quality. For the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fitted with single ended RCA and balanced XLR analog outputs and three digitol outputs
Its modular mainframe construction lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing designs
improvements. The Wizard is asound investment in every sense of the word.
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totem,
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk
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Rock/pop Reviews

Album
in focus
FASTBALL
THE HARSH LIGHT OF DAY
Edel UK 62237

RICK DERRINGER
JACKHAMMER BLUES

So, you wanna play Fastball, huh kid? My
advice is to go right ahead. This third
album from the Austin, Texas, trio that
destroyed the world in 1998 with their
international smash single The Way is every
bit as captivating as the first two.
And it's not just that they write
fascinating story- songs and lyrical cameos
carried along on elegantly flowing melodies
performed with effortless panache and
gusto. What makes them extra- special is
that they pay attention to the details. Rather
than fret about the limitations of being a
trio, Fastball have opted to expand their
musical palette by introducing orchestral
elements into the songs; but they never go
for the easy options of sweetening string
sections or punchy brass. Instead, there's
the unexpected contrast of that little
xylophone riff against the crunchy guitars in
'You're An Ocean'; those mariachi trumpets
mingling with the swirling violins in ' Love Is
Expensive And Free'; the brief but lovely
clarinet in 'Vampires'.
What gives them an extra edge is that
Fastball includes not just one but two
excellent songwriters who, rather than
operating in classic Lennon-McCartney
mode, each appear to bring their songs to
the band more or less fully formed.
Intriguingly, though, there seems to be so
much shared experience between the two
that it's hard to tell who wrote which,
except that they tend to sing lead vocals on
their own songs.
This duo, guitarist Miles Zuniga and
bassist Tony Scalzo, fit neatly in to an
encouraging new breed of American
tunesmiths who, like the highly- rated Elliott
Smith and newcomer-on-the- block David
Mead, clearly know and love their rock
music history but refuse to be over-awed by
it. As aresult, the music is full of familiar
reference points without ever seeming

ERIC BIBB
ROADWORKS
Batman 2003

51m 45s

Normally, we deal with live albums
in asidebar; typically, they're merely
on-stage versions of familiar material.
On Roadworks, from performances
during 1999, only three of its 14
songs appear on Bibb's four previous
albums. But his latest is awhole
'nother thing: he's turning into the
warmest, most intimate performer
this side of Taj Mahal. The sound is
so clean, the audience so wellbehaved, that it seems at times like a
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Blues Bureau International BB- 20432
55m 29s

42m 22s
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OMAR & THE HOWLERS

THE SCREAMIN' CAT
Provogue PRD71262

ripped-oil or cliched; and their songs don't
pander to any notion of genre or any predetermined marketing niche, unless there's
one marked 'good tunes well sung' which
I've somehow failed to spot in my local
megastore. On the other hand, it's easy to
soy who's likely to enjoy this album
because it's you and you and you and your
neighbours.
As arhythm section, bassist Scalzo and
drummer Joey Shuffield provide much of the
power and tightness in the basic tracks, but
Zuniga's scorching guitar — eguaLly potent
as arhythmic device, as amelodic
adornment or as afluid solo instrument —
is their greatest instrumental strength.
You want power- driven rock? Check out
'Morning Star' which sounds like Del Amitri
on overdrive singing along- lost Beatles
track w.th Elvis Costello on lead vocals. You
want abittersweet mid- paced hymn to
love 9 ' Dark Street' f;ts the bill to a 't';
beautifully crafted and irresistibly singalong-able. If the album lacks anything at
all, it's any kind of sop to the lofi slo-core
fanatics who, having been at the cutting
edge of rock adecade ago, will now buy
anything as long as it features minimal
percussion, even less enthusiasm and no
tune whatsoever.
The Harsh Light Of Day is an album for
people who love being alive and enjoy the
feeling oe blood pumping through their
veins when akiller tune delivers its energy
direct frcm the band to the heart.
Johnny B'ack
A:I*

studio set, while the live-in-thestudio performances redefine
audiophile standards. There are
touches of gospel, songs which could
work as jugband music — hell, the
majority are originals which you
would swear date from the 1920s.
Bibb has demystified the blues,
stripped away the baggage of the last
40 years which has sidetracked the
genre so often, and returned to a
folk-music approach. If you loved
Bibb before, you're gonna simply
adore him now. So how's about a
supersession with Taj and Keb?
Ken Kessler

As:I*

Bibb has
demystified
the blues,
stripping
away the
baggage of
the last
40 years
which has
sidetracked
the genre
so often

45m 27s

Two wildly differing views of the
blues: Derringer's guitar prowess
more than makes up for anonbluesy voice and image. It's as if he
hasn't aged aday. He's still the guy
who sang ' Hang On Sloopy' some
35 years ago even if he does look
like Keith Chegwin. This album
owes more to his rock'n'roll heritage
than to anything even remotely
rootsy, but it won't amuse those
who enjoy their ' Shake You Money
Maker' with the authenticity of
Elmore James, or the raunch of Paul
Butterfield. His time with Johnny
Winter shows, but that still won't
convince purists who hate the
thought of white guys playing the
blues. Omar, on the other hand, just
gets nastier and nastier, his latest so
downright gravelly and salacious that
it borders on the politically
incorrect. Back to asmall band,
back to the roots, out to terrorise,
The Screamin' Cat is the hardest
blues set I've heard this century.
Ken Kessler

A:2 A:1 0

DON HENLEY
INSIDE JOB
Warner Bros 9362470832

(
advance CD)

When the former mainstay of The
Eagles releases his first solo album
in over a decade, it's got to be
worth checking out. Initial signs are
good, with Stevie Wonder's most
vibrant keyboard licks in years
propelling the first cut, 'Nobody
Else In The World', with admirable
verve. It starts to go awry, though,
with 'Taking You Home', wherein
Henley allows his still wonderfully
evocative voice to walk that Phil
Collinsy tightrope twixt schmaltz
and real emotion. Worse is to come
with the Lionel Ritchie-esque tearjerker Tor My Wedding'. In his
defence, however, Henley is
undeniably a pro, and constructs an
impeccably produced album full of
songs demonstrating his concerns
about the ecology, politics and big
business, played by auseful bunch
of ex-Eagles, Heartbreakers and top
LA sessioneers. There are a couple
of worthwhile moments, like the
tender 'Annabel', and the UFO87

EXPENSIVE TUNER??

Higher 1.(1.1

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

FZ41

The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft.
,1

For universal remote controls, higher

' intelligence should mean higher performance.
With IRIO, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.
Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with IRIO.
•The programmable, backlit touchscreen
shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO

•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.

GAIN 15 9dBF- lo B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

z • Choose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new

* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D IY. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services. including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

components through the learning port.
•The innovative new selector wheel
make IRIO the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
IRK) combines aPC- programmable

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686

touch- screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.
Together, these controls help you simplify

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ

the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.

Personal Callers by appointment only

For further details please contact Path Premier

Closed Wednesdays

Unit 2, Desborough Ind_ Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 36G

5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAHA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

i

Tel: 01494 441736 Fax 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk
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The Model 10 is a valuable
addition to our range of precision
turntables

The designer's aim: to rival

more affordably, the performance and engineering
excellence of our Models 20/2 & 30/2 has been notably
successful.
The SME Model 10 mirrors their exacting standards and ease of use. Novel features include polymer isolators contributing to a
pleasing detailed sound balance that encourages fresh exploration of any record collection. Untroubled by the most complex material it's firm clean
bass makes this a turntable that will set your feet tapping'
Details and reviews on request from:
SME LIMITED

STEYNING

SUSSEX

BN44 3GY •

www.sme.ltd uk

ENGLAND •

IT,44

e-mail - sales@sme-ltd dereco co.uk

(
0)1903 814321

.44 ( 0)1903 814269

Rock/pop Reviews
debunking 'They're Not Here,
They're Not Coming', but it's hard
to shake the feeling that the demos
probably sounded a lot more lively.
Johnny Black

A:2 0

MAN
ENDANGERED SPECIES
Evangeline GEL 4001

58m 08s

Okay, so they've been around
forever. But that doesn't make them
passé. In fact, Endangered Species,
recorded for esteemed music-biz
veteran Andrew Lauder's current
label, indicates that Deke Leonard
and his men of Monmouth have
somehow attained anew lease of life.
None of the songs are routine —
none of that heads-down guitar
thrash and glasses raised stuff here.
Sure, they strut out on ' Conflict Of
Interest', but Phil Ryan's electronic
keyboards add aconsiderable patina
of modernity and there are some
well-considered mood switches to
ensure that boredom never sets in.
'Saints and Sinners' edges on kwela;
'Hangin' On' somehow conjures up
memories of Argent; `Tie Up The
Wind' proves ahigh-quality reflective
ballad and... why amble on? This is
simply afine and, at times, surprising
release by aband which many might
have written off years ago.
Fred Deliar

A:1 0

MATCHBOX 20
MAD SEASON
Atlantic 756 783 3392

56m 05s

Having sold over 10m copies of
their debut album by the close of
the millennium, Matchbox 20
frontman Rob Thomas recently
walked off with three Grammy
Awards, while his outfit was chosen
as Rolling Stone magazine's Best
New Band. They're from Orlando,
Florida, but there's nothing Mickey
Mouse about their muscular rock
sound; and what really impresses is
that, despite the depth of emotion
oozing from their tracks, they never
forget that agood song needs a
good tune plus lyrics which, if often
thoughtful, might be- immediately
grasped by anyone. The distinctive
vocal harmonies of Thomas and
Adam Gaynor, combined with
chiming twin-guitar lines from
Gaynor and Kyle Cook gives them a
fairly unique sonic identity, placing
them in line to become — eventually
— another Bon Jovi. Meanwhile,
though, there's more than enough
rough edges and passionate
moments to avoid any accusations of
selling-out.
Johnny Black

A:1 C

JULES SHEAR
ALLOW ME
Zoe/Rounder 1010

39m 24s

What is it gonna take to make the
record-buying public wake up and
acknowledge the greatness of Jules
Ill-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 2000

Shear? You've all heard his songs,
smash hits for Cindi Lauper, the
Bangles and others. His music is
catchy, it's accessible, it's
memorable. Now he's rocking abit
harder, he still sings and plays like a
kid in agarage band fighting for
discovery by the biz — and yet he
should be as jaded as any veteran.
For a man looking at 50, Shear
manages convincing (young) love
songs; every track is infused with
pop vibrancy; and the set wouldn't
embarrass any of the hot
popmeisters which followed in his
wake, from either side of the Pond.
Alas, though, Shear-As-Songwriter
over-rules Shear-As-Performer, so
the album sounds like a man
penning songs for five disparate acts.
But then anything he produces is
Shear bliss, so I'm giving it top
marks.
Ken Kessler

A:1

SWAN DIVE
SWAN DIVE
Compass 7-4285-2

Man: attained
44m 51s

Molly Felder and Bill DeMain, the
Nashville-based duo who comprise
Swan Dive, met near the Sergio
Mendes section in arecord store.
Which tells you something about
them. That Tony Asher (Brian
Wilson's co-writer on Pet Sounds)
and members of the High Llamas
and Jellyfish have recorded with the
twosome just about completes the
picture. And what you expect, you

a new lease of
life with
Endangered
Species

get; soft summer sounds, melody
and then some. ' Ordinary Day'
sounds like best vintage Astrid
Gilberto, ' Goodbye September'
could have fallen off the back of a
van destined for Burt Bacharach's
place, while 'Groovy Tuesday', bless
its Grazin' In The Grass setting and
1969 reference, is simply your best
friend turned into song. Love it. I
do. You will.
Fred Dear

A:1 0

Molly Felder
and Bill
DeMain:
Swan Dive

TAKE 6
LIVE
Reprise 9362-47611-2

54m 53s

Mark Kibble,
Alvin Chea,
Dave Thomas,
Cedric Dent,
Mervv, n Warren
and Claude
McKnight
comprise,
technically at
least, the finest
vocal group in
the world today.
One magazine
devoted to
a cappella sounds described them as
the group that redefined the genre.
Winners of numerous gospel, R&B,
soul and jazz awards, they've made
records with KD Lang, Ray Charles,
Don Henley, Quincy Jones, Bobby
McFerrin. Johnny Mathis, Stevie
Wonder, Queen Latifah and Brian
McKnight among others. Yet,
unbelievably, Take 6 often still
inspire the question, 'Who they?'.
Recorded at Tokyo's Blue Note, late
last year, Live won't alter anything
for the Nashville-based sextet. They
rust don't fit into any 'file under'
category. One moment they're
heavily funky, kicking out a
bass'n'drum thang called ' I've Got A
Life' but doing it their way, sans any
rhythm instruments. Next, they've
become a complete band, with
89
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THE NEW MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY HAS ARRIVED!
WE ARE ONE OF THE FEW TO BE DEMONSTRATING THIS
'STATEMENT SPEAKER
MARTIN LOGAN PRODOGY
We believe the prodigy to be
unbeatable at it's price!
Incorporating the latest technology
from their ' Statement' reference
speaker. A truly remarkable speaker
that should be on every- one's
shortlist.

THETA CASANOVA
We thought that we
should remind our
readers of the
Casanova. Truly an
audiophile product
with unbeatable
cinema performance!
Theta, the only
manufacturer that
makes completely
upgradeable cinema
products!

THETA DREADNOUGHT
Theta has come up with a
power amp and what an
amp! What do you want
from your amplifier? Do
you simply need a stereo
amp or perhaps bi-amping?
With the Dreadnought you
can have up to five channel
for your cinema system!
THETA CARMEN
Due in this month the long awaited Theta Carmen DVD/CD transport.
Based on the reference David DVD/CD transport, now made affordable!
The Carmen will enable you to play your CD's and DVD's at a
new performance high!
A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG McLAREN SPECIAL OFFER

Wea
chart®
loudspeakers

R EVOX
Cè o

WAS
NOW
EX-DEM
Adcom GFP555 pre amp ex dem
£499.99 £200.00
Densen DMIO intg amp ex dem
£1375.00 £1100.00
Tag MacLaren 60iRV intg amp ex dem
£999.95 £700.00
Castle Severn Yew ex dem
£700.00 £450.00
SECONDHAND
Audio Research SPI 1pre amp s/h
£5150.00 £1600.00
Accuphase DP90/91 transport and D to A s/h
£24000.00 £8500.00
Angstrom Cimema Director s/h
£3495.95
£700.00
Arcam 170.2 transport s/h
£700.00 £275.00
Duntech marquis speakers s/h
£3998.00 £999.00
Exposure 17 & 18 pre power s/h
£1698.00 £800.00
Gryphon Phono Stage s/h
£3200.00 £1400.00
JBL 4425 speakers s/h
£1700.00 £600.00
KEF 107 speakers (with cube) s/h
£3395.00 £1400.00
Krell IOW (for Wilson Whow)
£900.00
Muse 18 sub woofer s/h
£4000.00 £1500.00
Nakarnichi RX-505E auto/rev deck s/h
£999.00 £600.00
NVA Pre50 and power 70 + cabling s/h
£1400.00 £550.00
Revox B77 open reel s/h
£2450.00 £900.00
Ruant broadsword speakers black s/h
£800.00 £300.00
Rotel RC972 remote pre
£250.00 £125.00
Theta Data Mk2 (Silver) s/h
£3290.00 £1500.00
Wadia X64.4 D to A
£5000.00 £1500.00
Classe DR6 pre ampl.
£3500.00 £1150.00
Castle Howard medium oak (mint)
£1200.00 £750.00
KEF Q70 black (mint)
£730.00 £350.00
Myriad intg ampl
£600.00 £300.00
If you require any further information please contact us by phone fax or email as lx-lov,
* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR 'BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
INCLUDING 2 'CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W ( INC 800 NAUT), BEYER, BOSE.
BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, DPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN. MICHELL, MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJEKT, OUADRASPIRE, OED, REL, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIOIKRON,WILSON

Visit our web site at

www.mdc-hifi.co.uk

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD

Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798 Email: acoustic-arts.co.uk
From Tuesday to Saturday 10am-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)
2=1.
-

VISA

The Musical Design Cc
Tel; 01992 573030, Fax; 01992 574030
mdc.hifevirgIn.net

Rock/pop Reviews
pianist Cedric Dent providing the
only real instrument on board, as
they deliver Miles Davis's ' All
Blues', replete with all the
trombone, sax, guitar, drum, bass
and trumpet parts, Joe Kibble
providing an eerily accurate
impression of Miles himself. You
can't sing along and even dancing is
difficult, due to constant rhythmchanges. But admiration of the ' how
do they do that?' kind comes easy.
Believe me.
Fred Deliar

Vigilantes
of Love:
breaking
away from
too much
REM-ness

A:1 0

VIGILANTES OF LOVE
AUDIBLE SIGH
Compass 4295-2

46m 18s

Or ' Bill Mallonee and Vigilantes Of
Love, as they're now billed. Which
seems fair, as he's the band's
guiding light. Like the CD reviewed
in April, which was a delayed UK
release of a 1998 title, this is not
exactly hot off the presses (the
Wilt has
Yanks got it in 1999). But it's more risen from
confident, more polished and quite
the ashes of
clearly breaking away from too
Kerbdog, the
much REM-ness, while basking in
an alt.country glow. Not having
early 1990s
heard the version of this set which
Kilkenny
was sold directly to the public by
grunge trio
the band (while between labels),
I'm loath to suggest that it was
once
buffed and shined too, because it
described by
still has a nice, raw edge to it. Even
Melody
so, it boasts Emmylou Harris
Maker as
backing vocals on one track —
how's that for cred? — and the
'the pop
production is too good to suggest
band
the homespun. For all that, the
Nirvana
band is very much a part of a
country-cum-rock- cum-folk tradition could never
which harks back to Harris's late
allow
paramour, Gram Parsons, and that's
themselves
good enough for me.
to be'
Ken Kessler
A:1

Soundtracks

III-F1 NEWS 11. RECORD REVIEW
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WILT
BASTINADO
Mushroom 65CDX
40m 47s
The name may be
unfamiliar, but Wilt
has risen from the
ashes of Kerbdog,
the early 1990s
Kilkenny grunge trio
once described by Melody Maker as
'the pop band Nirvana could never
allow themselves to be'. As Wilt,
they're way poppier, cooking up a
combination of ferocious rock
rhythms, soaring tunes and rattling
drums, but in an urbane, Fountains
Of Wayne kind of way. There are
crisp and crunchy guitars upfront,
unreasonably catchy choruses that
show up on a regular basis, and
tight vocal harmonies that suggest

TO COINCIDE WITH the release on
sell- through video of half the series,
Varese Sarabande has issued four
volumes of the music which
accompanied that lavish TV saga,
The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles.
Just as the video release program
has been non-consecutive and
selective, so too the CDs are going
to drive orderly types insane: Vol 1
[VSD-5381 .71 covers episodes from
1910-1917, Vol 2 [
VSD-5391
deals with four from 1908-1917,
Vol 3 [
VSD-5401`71 is the most
'musical', as it deals with the
episodes when Indy hung around
with jazzers and bluesmen, while
Vo/ 4 [
VSD-5421V] features three
episodes from 1916-1918. No
doubt, the CDs will continue when
the next batch of videos appears.
Two new soundtracks of the
'various artists' sort up the genre's

the band has a fair collection of
Beach Boys albums. Frontman
Cormac Battle exhibits an alarming
obsession with singing about misery,
pain and anti-anxiety pills, but the
irresistibly uplifting surge of the
music makes it sound like he's
singing about candy floss,
Technicolour sunshine and
bodacious babes. Don't listen too
close and it won't bother you.
Johnny Black

A:1 0

ante, especially Music From and
Inspired By Mission Impossible 2
[Edel/Hollywood 0110302HWR ].
Just as this big- budget summer
blockbuster can command big stars,
so too it boasts new music From
Metallica; Limp Bizkit has interpreted
the legendary Lalo Schifrin theme;
and other material has been
provided by Tori Amos, Foo Fighters
and Brian May ( an odd pairing, but
,t works), Rob Zombie and others —
this franchise really knows how to
attract the names. Although advance
word is that 28 Days won't restore
Sandra Burlock's box office clout, the
soundtrack [
Varèse Sarabande VSD6151 ] offers a score by Richard
Gibbs, plus tracks from Loudon
Wainwright, Three Dog Night, Otis
Redding and, best of all, Tom
Jones's incendiary take of ' Lean On
Me'.
Ken Kessler

LISTEN TO SOME VALVES
At the Listening Rooms we won't give_you across-examination on how different bits of kit
sound - we'd much ratheryou listen to music... while we listen toyou.
From the momentyou enter our shop you can relax in the knowledge that our success depends on your satisfaction.
We offer two demonstration studios, installation and design service, credit and exportfacilities and the world's
finest audio and ..AV equipment. Whetheryou want afun4 little mini system, or afull-blown wide screen home
cinema extravagan.za, we have the knowledge, experience and products that will get the best out of your music
and movies.

listenin
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Rock/pop Reissues
Sofia' contains 15 rare,
painfully amateurish demos,
singles and collaborations from
their pre-fame years, mainly
working versions of later hits.
The EMI anthology covers the
middle period, with bouts of
genius such as Surfs Up and
Holland. This is ataster for the
eleven Brother albums to be
re-released this year. B:2-3
A:1 n

eissues

fthe Month

LEE DORSEY
RIDE YOUR PONY

Sundozed SC11086

THE NEW LEE DORSEY
BLACK SABBATH
BEST OF

Sundazed SC11087
65m 47s
Dorsey's career- founding Amy albums, the first being one of the
finest R&B/soul LPs ever, reissued with bonus tracks — hard to
resist given the presence of various members of the Me•ers in the
backing group, material from the grec: Allen Toussaint and sound
quality you just won't believe: they found the actual master tapes!
Quintessential New Orleans soul from 1965-70, the soJrce of
milestone funk tracks like ' Ride Your Pony', 'Working Ir The Coal
Mine', ' Holy Cow', ' Get Out Of My Life Woman' and more: it
just never got any better than this. A':1' A':1*

VARIOUS
HOME OF THE HITS/BESERK
TIMES ( LIVE OVER GERMANY)
Beserkley/Essential ESMCD870
200s, 117m 49s
EARTHQUAKE
SITTIN IN THE MIDDLE
OF MADNESS
Beserkley/Essential ESMCD 869
79m 48s
GREG KIHN
ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
Beserkley/Essential ESMCD 867
72m 58s

Nuggetsy slices of 1960s US
garage rock by an obscure
band, typical of the period:
Yanks wishing they were
Liverpudlians, hence numerous
British Invasion-style cover
versions. Completists who need
to justify buying both can
argue that Sundazed has two
tracks not on RPM's, and
more extensive liner notes
offering additional info/insights.
A- B:1-2 E A:2 C
DAVID AXELROD
SONGS OF EXPERIENCE
EMI 521 5882

THE RUBINOOS
ANTHOLOGY

32m 0-ts

SONGS OF INNOCENCE

Beserkley/Essential ESMCD 868
48m 27s
Wonderful companions to the
earlier Jonathan Richman set: a
label compilation-plustour
souvenir and three anthologies
from the US label which best
mirrored the Stiff ethos. The
difference is that the Beserkley
approach was more polish than
pub. Various brands of pureat-heart rock'n'roll; start with
Home Of The Hits to see which
appeals. A-B:1-2 A-B:1-2
A:1 A:1-2 E

EMI 521 5892

27es 01s

First two albums (' 68 and ' 69)
from the ambient pioneer
whose time has come; last
year's anthology opened the
floodgates. Though exhibiting
elements of psychedelia,
primitive rock guitar, lame
orchestration (not far off Paul
Mauriat) and minimalist jazz,
this could have been released
yesterday by any number of
French trendies. A:2
A:1-2
THE BEACH BOYS
SURFIN'

THE GANTS
IWONDER
Barn Caruso/rpm RPMBC 202
70m 20s

Varèse Vintage 302 06f 085 2
32m ils

ROADRUNNER - THE BEST OF
THE GANTS

THE BEST OF THE BEACH
BOYS - THE BROTHER MARS
1970-86

Sunclozed SC 11078

EMI 525 0002

49m 45s

An unfortunate coincidence
with the Brits outdoing the
Americans, RPM offering 30
tracks to Sundazed's 20.
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

70m 51s

Alpha-to-Omega, if you feel
that the Beach Boys have been
treading water, so to speak,
since Dennis Wilson died.

SEPTEMBER 2000

Sanctuary RAWDD 145
2CDs, 158m 54s
Admit it: you play air-guitar
when the lights are off. In
which case, here are 32-tracks
from the most Spinal-Tappish
HM band of them all, riffrock
reduced to its bare minimum,
and ideal for head-banging ala
Marcel Marceau. Well-chosen,
career-spanning, fine-sounding
hard rock with a Gothic vibe.
A- B: 1- 2 0
MAXINE BROWN
THE EP COLLECTION... PLUS
See For Miles SEECD713

70m 03s

Atco prior to 1960, five
previously unreleased.
A- C:1' D
TOM JONES
CARRYING A TORCH
EMI 321 8212

58m 54s

Timely reissue of his Van
Morrison-produced set from
1991, more of asoul album
than aVegas showpiece.
Indicative of why this 60-yearold won the Best Male Solo
Artist award at the Brits,
recently topping the charts
with his latest CD. Awesome
stuff. A:1 El
NASHVILLE TEENS
TOBACCO ROAD
Repertoire REP4858

76m 24s

Digipack edition of their first
LP from 1964-5, with 14
bonus tracks culled from
singles. R&B-based Britrock
group best remembered for the
thumping title track.
A-B:1-2 0
DWIGHT TWILLEY
BETWEEN THE CRACKS VOL 1
WhenI/Costle WENCD202 52m 57s

CHUCK JACKSON
THE EP COLLECTION... PLUS
See For Miles SEECD712

69m 08s

Two sets linked by the pairs'
famed duets. Classic 1960s soul
from the Wand vaults,
criminally overshadowed by
Stax and Atlantic artists.
Magnificent work both solo and
in tandem. A- B:1-2
QUICKSILVER
MESSENGER SERVICE
HAPPY TRAILS
Repertoire REP 4868

50m 13s

SHADY GROVE
Edsel EDCD 659

43m 52s

Second and third albums
(1969 and 1970) from a group
that spearheaded the ' 60s San
Francisco sound along with the
Grateful Dead and the
Jefferson Airplane. Overlong
jams interspersed with
psychedelic and boogie
brilliance and hints of country
rock: two West Coast essentials
despite their dated sound.
A-B:1-2 A-B:2 0
KING CURTIS
HOT SAX, COOL LICKS
Ace CDCHD 757

67m 24s

Twenty-five-track study of
rock's and soul's finestever sax
wizard, including a trio of early
tracks with him backing the
Coasters and Chuck Willis.
The rest is an assortment of
material from his solo work on

Following his first new release
in years, 16 unreleased tracks
from demo quality to finished
studio material, spanning his
entire career. Sparkling pop
oozing Beatles-wannabeeism.
A- B-C:1-2
VARIOUS
THE TIME, BRENT,
SHAD STORY
Ace CDCHD 758

68m 09s

Thirty tracks from atrio of late
1950s/early 1960s NYC labels
of minimal impact but with
collectors' appeal: in its vaults
are the earliest Lou Reed
recordings, heard here for the
first time ever, as well as work
by ayoung Skip Battin, later of
the Byrds. Mainly for
historians. A- B-C:1-2 0
ANDY WILLIAMS
LONELY STREET
Varèse Vintage 302 066 119 2
48m 32$
Lush stereo marks this firsttime-on-CD release of
Williams's 1960 hit album,
beefed up with cuts from two
of his other Cadence LPs.
Standards, ballads, some
C&W: this set foreshadows the
'Moon River' era, and even
plugs his current shtick:
April-December concerts in
Branson, Missouri. Looks like
this easylistening thing has
legs. A-A':1-2 V
Ken Kessler
93
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The Linn Collection Compact Dise
Our October issue CD has it all — great music, great artists and
fabulous sound. As you'd expect from this respected hi-fi name, Linn
sets out to deliver the best possible performances to the listener with
the greatest possible accuracy. And with the October issue of Hi Fi
News, you'll get an exclusive CD collection bringing you the very best
of Linn Records.

•
Prepare

yourself

for something new...
This time next month,

you'll be looking at the best and newest hi-fi magazine. Yet iwill still

be the great magazine yot.'re reading now. Here's what's in stote...
We've doubled the size of ouir news section to bing you hard news, product news, opinion and
comment from the UK and arDurd the globe and more hot news on the products you're interested in. Plus:

Equipment tests

CD quality ratings

A bigger, brighter review section covers more
products than ever before, in afresh new format.
Authoritative lab tests back up thorough listening

Music reviews have always been akey feature —
bu': the new-look music section focuses rrote
strongly on sound and recording quality.

appraisals.

Star writers
Entertaining, thought- provoking columns plus
groundbreaking technical articles from the best
writers in the field.

On test in October
• Kicking off our bigger-anc-better eqiuipment
review section, amassive speaker test compares
the best of British from Acoustic Energy, Castle.,
leybrook, KEF, Ruark and Tannoy.

Buying guide: the Hot loo

• We test Bang & Olufsen's newest flagship system

Every month we list the top too recommended
components, with full ratings and system matching

to see if the Danish design nnasters can produce
sound quality to match that awesome styling.

guidance.

Expert advice
Our experts answer readers' hi-fi queries
and concerns.

II Closer to home, we look a.new digital prcducts
from TAG McLaren, Trilogy's all- new integrated
valve amplifier, latest CD recorders and nriLch more.

On sale 8September
The new Hi Fi News, October issue, goes on sale Friday, 8September.
With the cover- mounted CD, copies wilt go fast, so don't miss it!

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 0870 756 0000
OVERSEAS ORDERS + 44 ( 0) 181 519 3969
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 208 519 3695
E-MAIL: LinIcBackeaol.com

Back Issues
Missing avital back number?
Our Back Issues Service can help!

V1.5 amp, ATC's surround system, Philips
CDR 765 recorder,
Tokyo show repass

April
gas
CES show Part 1,
Arcam Alpha 10 amp,
Carfrae horns, TDS
enhancer

ay '99
Gym SE, B&W 805,
AV1 Bigga-Tron, Las
Vegas Show Report
Part 2, Shearne CD

June ' 99 Densen
100, Ray Kimber,
ATC retrospective,
Graham 2.0 arm, Ray
Charles's C&W

cables test pan I; Gate
valve amp; M&K
sub/sat; DVD-A and
SACD specs explained

.lug ' 99 cpea
cables ter part 2;
Tannoy R2 speakers;
l'roject arm; Pioneer
DVDILD combi

We can also photocopy articles for you
WE can supply single copies of most issues from 1994-2000; simply cut out or
photocopy the coupon, or write to:- Back Issues Dept, John Denton Services,
PO Box 666, London E15 1DW, England. Make sure that your remittance ( sterling
cheque or postal order/ international bank draft) is payable to IPC MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card orders by telephone ( 24hours) on
0870 756 0000, overseas +44 (
0)208-519 3969 or Fax ( 24 hours) on +44
(0)208 519-3695.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can supply photocopies of any HiFi News
& Record Review article. The charge is £2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00 per article
(airmail). To avoid delay when requesting photocopies, please quote issue date, author
and title as accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high- quality gold- embossed binders will help you look after your copies
of HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50
inc UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back Issues Department.

:;....„.

ORDER FORM

Please send me back issues as
indicated below:
(Note that the following issues are NOT available)
1992, Apr, May, June, Aug, Sept, Oct;
1993, Jan, Feb, Mar, May, June, July, Aug, Sept, Dec;
1994, Jan, Feb, May, June;
1995, May, June, Nov;
1996, Feb;
1997, Jan, Mar, April, May, Aug, Oct.

Issues required:

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

FREE ity's A3 amp

Address

_

Postcode

£11.00 (overseas)

Or, . 9',

Sept

11- tme
Greats (Europe); DSD
and ¡'CM compared;
ATC amp, Copland CD

S.,,/:
tested; Audio Analogue,
Linn, NAD CDs; AllTime Greats gapan)

ov ' 99 fret Narm ' rse;
All- Time Greats (USA);
Tjoeb'-mod Marantz
CD; Soliloquy speaken

D— '
00
,
Technirs MD; London
HiFi Show highlights;
AA- Time Greats (UK)

Greatest (Quad ESL);
London Hi Fi Show
report; Index for 1999

Feb 2000 Audio Note
filterless DAC; B&W
601; Dublin, Zagreb,
Budapest show reports

Daytime Tel:
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) made payable to
IPC Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my /Visa /Mastercard/Debit Card

Card No
Issue No:
Prices, including postage, for Back Issues
are as follows. Please tick postal service
Expires
required.
UNITED KINGDOM £4.75 per copy Ul Signature
Date:
EUROPE AIRMAIL
£5.50 per copy [:1
All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries
OVERSEAS SURFACE £5.50 per copy
may take longer than 28 days. Photocopies of this form are acceptable.
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL £8.00 per copy
Data protection: occasionally we may make names and addresses evadPlease send me j binder(s) @ £. 50 or

41.111.
...

able to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and services by mail
that we believe may be of interest to our readers. If you would prefer not
to receive such mailings please tick this box Ut

E&OE

Experience the best hi-fi

home cinema systems
anunder one roof in London
and

1+fi
JicrO•'\/7

rl

2000

23-24 September
Novotel, London West (
close to Hammersmith tube)
For Advance n20 8774 0790
Tickets call %,
£5 advance £7 on the door 10am-6pm

Sponsored by

HP-FI

ActressoriesClub
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash
£25.00 O
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil stepup transformer
£70.00 E
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber C /steel E mounting
£10.50 E
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage units;
satin black MDF. All 465trun wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 E
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175nun x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 E
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00 E
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720nun x 165mm, h/d)
£99.00 O
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 O
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 E
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3nun
£13.00 III
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00
per 100 £19.00 E per 500 £90.00 CI
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.00 El
HFNIRR 028 Soft Shoes: soft isolation feet,
Pack of 12, 40nun dia.
£18.00 Ill

VARIOUS
Hi-Fi Newsrack
Standard set, black E or walnut [1£365.00
Base unit,
black E or walnut E £ 150.00
Upper unit,
black L1 or walnut E £ 120.00
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.00 E
large (three) £ 12.00 1
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 Cl
Big Feet 63nun dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£60.00 E
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: (
four)
£8.00 E
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6nun dia) pair £12.00 O
large ( 12nun) pair £14.00 E
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 E
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 E
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 O
Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00 E
Six-way £85.00 E
Ten-way £95.00 E
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 E
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier
£95.00 E

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £225.00
Ready-built £400.00 El
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £15.000
five litres £35.00 E
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x 12in,
per 50 £20.000
per 100 £38.00 E
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in, sealable
per 50 £5.00 E
per 100 £9.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 O
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£30.00 CI
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift (black)
£40.00 O
(
chrome) £70.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit
£299.00 CI

98

NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 E
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme
£20.00 O
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£ 185.00 Ill
Ringmat: 3inm XLR `Universal' £50.00

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 0
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 E 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit
£15.00 0
Densen DeNiagic: de-mag CD
DOM
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD:
subjective test CD £13.00 El
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system demagnetising CD
£25.00 E
Ringmat Statxnat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 O
Musical Fidelity X-series: X-10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00 0

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00
6N7GT £6.00 E
KT88 (new) £35.00 El
6550WE £25.000
EL34WXT £12.00
6L6WXT (new) £12.00 E
EF86 £12.00 E
5881(KT66) OM E
EL84M £ 12.00
EL84 £6.00
ECC81/12AT7 (Yugo)
OM
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.000
ECC83/12AX7WA/7025 £6.000
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922
DOM O
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £9.00 O
pre-amp tubes £7.00 O

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F Olsen.
The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan (h-bk)
£40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 IE
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk)
£17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance
Dickason. (s-bk)
£25.00
Complete Guide To High End Audio
£25.00 El
Bob Harley (s-bk)
(signed h-bk) £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone
by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£ 18.00 D
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set El each £17.00 El
Audio Glossary JGordon Holt
£10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 0
Power Amp Projects Domestic and In-Car
Designs. Audio Amateur
MAIO 0
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio desikn
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk)
25.000
£
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk) £25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander
£25.00
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00
(
h-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £40.00 E
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk)
£30.00 E
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00 O
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£125.00 O

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 ( 0) 1234 741152

Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 E
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 El
Modern Recording Techniques by Huber
& Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 E
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker Projects
No 1 19 designs (s-bk)
£7.000
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 El
The Williamson Ampleer DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 E
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith
£35.00 E
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles
£8.00
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 E
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 El
The Life and Times of AD Blumlein by
Russell Burns (hard-back)
£60.00
The Life and Works of Alan Dower
Blumlein by Robert Charles Alexander
(hard-back)
£30.00 E
Horn Loudspeaker Design, JDinsdale*
£28.000 The Best of Audion* £12.50
(*see ' Headroom' June 2000)

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club
full review catalogue E
Book, technical CD and software
cataloguell Audiophile LPs/CDs E

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
Standard gauge, £5.00 per metre E
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 E
Extension kit: two 24in sections
£40.00 E
Smooth Cooler fan controller £75.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 E
Built unit
£295.00 E
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 E
Built unit
£399.00 E
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner
In line or switched output use:
1000VA 230/230V Euro/UK
£450.00. D
1000VA 120/120V USA/Japan £450.00. O
1000VA 110/230V or 230/110V £500.00. D
1000VA 230/230V Euro/UK
£450.00. D
500VA 230/230V Euro/UK
£315.00. O
500VA 120/120V USA/Japan
£315.00. D
500VA 110/230V or 230/110V £395.00. O
Adjustable Voltage facility, extra £80.00. D
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 0 per two-pair £ 110.00 O
Earth Henry: RF earth choke.
Built £50.00 E
Self build kit £38.00 E
Audio Quality Mains Supply booklet
£20.00 11

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £198.00 O 2-way £99.00 7
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEMS
Spurred into Action:

SEPTEMBER 2000

see list prices above

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

save on storage
Seasonal offers and multi- buy savings
on HEN/RR Storage systems.
Our range of Storage Systems, for
Software, Components and Turntables,
has grown to the extent that we feel
that the time has come to take alittle
space to highlight the various options .
The Hi Fi News Wallnut is aunique
two shelf wall mounted rack designed
to provide turntables and CD machines
with optimum support and isolation.
The Wallnut has been engineered to
accommodate the majority of front end
components, with two shelves, each
measuring 34cm x43cm. An elegant
solution to the siting problems that
bedevil turntables and CD machines.
Regular Price £60.00. Offer Price
£50.00.
The HiFi News Software Storage
System has units designed to
accommodate LPs, CDs/DVDs, Singles
and Cassettes. The system is modular,
allowing storage facilities to be
extended as collections grow. Each unit
can be stacked, and interlocked to
those above and below, allowing
extensive combinations of differing
types of media storage to be
constructed. Supplied in a ' Knock
down' form, the Hi Fi News Software
Storage System is constructed from
MDF, and finished in Satin Black.
HEN/RR LP Store ( 120LP 36cm high
x43.5cm wide) Regular Price £70.00
HFN/RR CD Store ( 40CD 17.5cm
high x43.5cm wide) Regular Price
£44.00
HEN/RR CD Store ( 160CD 72cm
high x43.5cm wide) Regular Price
£99.00
HFN/RR CD Base Unit ( 160CD

72cm high x43.5cm wide) Regular
Price £ 99.00
Buy any two of the above and receive an overall discount of 10%. B
any three, the discount becomes 20%.
The latest addition to the HFN/RR
Storage Range has been the
Newsrack, an elegant stacking
equipment support produced in either
Black Ash or Walnut Timber. Each
section of the Newsrack has shelves
61cm x46cm, big enough for all but 7
the most gargantuan components. Th
sections can be used in any
combination, from aseries of single
units, to afive high stack. The units a
supplied in ' Knock down' form,
assembled by using sturdy M6 fixings.
two per each solid hardwood leg. Th
Base unit has capacity for amaximu .
height unit of 35cm, each of the upp
units standing 20cm high. The overall
height of the standard three high stack
is 81cm.
HFN/RR Newsrack Base Unit Regular Price £ 150.00. Offer Price
£135.00
HFN/RR Newsrack Upper Unit Regular Price £ 120.00. Offer Price
£110.00
HFN/RR Newsrack Standard 3Rack
-Regular Price £ 365.00. Offer Price
£325.00

The CD Service can
normally supply all
titles reviewed in the
magazine.
The price code for each record
will be found at the foot of the
review. List the discs you require,
with the format and price as indicated,
then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up to amaximum
of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed here as special
price, sets are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single
CD figure. LPs/Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles
where this format is avouable. Telephone + 44 ( 011234
741152 for detail:, and prices. The CD Service will also supply
supply any back- catalogue item still currently listed.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.95 each
II MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
Y

SPECIAL PRICE: as listed below

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz — Anderson/Jordan/Parker/Drake £25.90
iskra £25.90
Rock/pop — Fastball £ 12.95
Soundtracks — £ 14.95 each
Rock reissues — Maxine Brown, Chuck Johnson £9.95;
Andy Williams £ 13.99

Offer prices are availatile whilst s
last. All prices include VAT and
delivery within the UK. Export orde
are subject to additional shipping
charges at cost. Please contact for
quotation. Offers close 10 September
2000 (open to export customers untill
10 October 2000).

ACCESSORIES CLUB at CD SERVICE ORDER FORM
Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
I
- Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number '
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order by post: send completed order form (tear-out sheets or
photocopy) to: HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH, United Kingdom; or Fax: +44 (0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone: +44 (0) 1234 741152; and by
e-mail: hi-Finewsaccessoriesclub•britishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address: www.britishaudio.co.uk

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges (see CD Service text).
Export Sales: export sales are very welcome. Where applicable they will be
VAT (Sales Tax) free, but will be subject to cdditional shipping at cost.
Please contact for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

TEST RECORD

O

nly abold audiophile would dare to
cdl himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados... which kinda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His cal' was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade. plus. He had
customer. clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, ¡ udging
by the 'wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one car
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final
ORDER FORM
'please send me

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
channel identification, phase, claannel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R), the same
agair for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias,
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require are your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
(Or tine of travel, if you're the 'Kicky owner of

atangential arm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azimuth for
minimum output, through a300Hz vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler-drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's aquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Test Record ' in
print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!
Ken Av+sler.

Ienclose Cheque/PO/MO'
I
wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex'

copies of TEST LP HFN001
at £ 14.95 each.
I
enclose remittance of .........

My Card number is

NAME (CAPS)

Expiry date

1

I

1ADDRESS

Postcode
L.

Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline Is (
01234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE.
'Please delete as necessary.:
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SUBSCRIBE
TODAY AND
SAVE UP T
£20.10*

"Based on the Rest of World subscription rate and FREE HI-FI NEWS binder worth £ 7.50

Subscribe now to HI- Fl NEWS magazine and save up to £20.10 on the annual
subscription price of the best magazine for HI- Fl enthusiasts. You can get
amassive 20% discount, and afree binder worth £7.50 by

/Fee
suttee

filling in the form or ringing the special hotline number.

114
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Normal Price
974
Europe & Eire
(Airmail)

£484
ete

Discount PrIce
£29.78
£37.52
( 856.28)

Rest of WoPld
(Airmail)

£50.40
(S75.60)

Saying

£9.38
(S14.07)
1:12.60
(S18.90)

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
WIN eV,MIVIC

Simply complete this form, detach and send it to:

PHAr.101•1VIAMRS W01111CNIE

IPC Media Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, PO Box 272,
Haywards Heath, West Sussex RH16 3FS, England

EWS
Htat

(NO STAMP REQUIRED IF POSTED WITHIN THE UK)

rN

Cool
Now colours niew wounds ho

on

H Yes, Iwould like to subscribe to HI-FI NEWS
magazine for one year ( 12 issues)

E UK

£29.76

El Europe & Eire £37.52 (Airmail 536.281

E RoW
Omer /
Web COI
Sam ISCOTOES ph,"
Plougml
ma muffle.
we • wwww

£50.40 (Airmail $75.60)

YOUR DETAILS
Title

Sumame

Address
Postcode
Email
PAYMENT DETAILS
enclose acheque for £ made payable to

20%

DISCOUNT

on aone year subscription

r,

1PC MEDIA LTD.
Iwish to pay by El Mastercard
El Diners

SUBSCRIPTION HOTLINE
Tel: +44 (0) 1444 475675
Fax: +44 (0) 1444 445599
Email: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

LI Visa

D Amex

H Delta 0 Switch

MEE MEE DEEE DUDE LIED
Expiry date uu nu Issue No. DO ED (
Switch)
Offer Closes/Expiry date - I" Seixember 2000
lbala protxtion: 1FY' Media and 1PC

publisher, of HI-F1 NEWS magazine occmionally nuke names

awl addresses available to carefully vetrd companies who not goads and services hy

Mai we believe

may be of interest Mour modem. If you would prefer no. to receive such mailings please tick here
Tel: +44 ( 0) 1444 475675. Fax: +44 (0)1444 445599. Email: ipcsubsgqss-uk.com
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specialist guide
BASINGSTOKE

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
asimple

KEF, DENON,
MARANTZ, PROAC,

way to advertise for free your hifi

on

the internat

frtifrtifr.

RUARK, REGA, REL,
-SONY 777E5 SACO

TALK ELECTRONICS,

PLAYER

-CHORD PRE ANO POWER

ROTEL, CURA,

-AUDIO NOTE ZERO SYSTEM

CASTLE, ROSE,

-VIENNA MOZART SPEAKERS

AUDIOMECA, TEAC,

AND MANY MORE...

hififorsale

PMC ,TANNOY,
JM LABS. NA!),
on e•sy vuty to find hifi, buy • cc•stori•S and find answers

DEVON & CORNWALL
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30 years of Excellence

too>
Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

Sony
Nairn

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

Also Rebuilds for QUAD II Fisher
Lowther etc.

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

Unit 3Bosleeke, Pool, Cornwall. TR15 3YG Telephone 01209 716236
Office Hours 10em - 6:30pm

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

NORTHERN IRELAND

Warrington, WA!

3NU

Tel: ( 01925) 828009
Fax: ( 01925) 825773
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Chantry Audio
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'No ordinary Hi-fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi

Oeesen:çe

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, Medial, Audio Research, Andine, Pink A,
DNM, SAW speakers inc Noutikn 800 Series, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan,
Sonos Faker, Jamo Inc Concert Seriesl, Epos, Myryod, Creek, CR.D.L,
S.M E, tel, Reel, Denon, D.TProducts, N.VA

GREATER MANCHESTER

'
SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI

_

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •

muon oyour

fàtS

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)
102

QUAD 33 Upgrade
Rear Panel Conversion with Gold Phono
Sockets

CHESHIRE
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New
Now
boxed) ((Ex dern).£945
£
745
Audio Lob 8C00 CD (boxj)
IS/H) £ 1000 £495
B & W P5 Speakers,
Roer standing, block,(boxed)
S/H) £875 £449
Audio Research 159 pre amp (remote)
Ex Dom) .£ 1,995 £ 1,495
Jamo Concert 8speakers (mmt)
S/H) £1400 £895
Audio Research 157
S/H) £1750 £875
Soren Faber concertinos (mint - boxed)
£599
£395
El K.S Ribbon Hybrid speakers
(boxed, cherry)
£1500 £795
Arcam Della 290 int (boxed)
S/H
£550
£200
Arcam Aipha 7CD (boxed)
S/H
£799 £400
Lumley MY5 mono amps (inc full covers) .1S/H £2500 £750
1NB. AN Ex Dean items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminion, of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the waded.
.. -,,,.*A****
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Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE
PEU PARKING
Toxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLFI
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

16 18A Eldon Street,

TURNTABLES - AVID, Clearaudio, Michell, Nottinghain Analogue,
Roksan. SME, PI, Wilson Benesch
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rego, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Noir Analogue. VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio. Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS Role I, Marantz. Harman Karden. Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca. Musical Fidelity Copeland. Krell YEA, Mefacus,
DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan. Meracus, Y8A, Copeland. Krell, Gryphon,
Arcam, Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Groat,
Audio Research, Anon.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Triangle, Jamo.
System Audio, JBL, Roark, Wilson Benesch, Sanas Faber. Cadence.
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Living Voice, Klipsch. Mission. Fitly
HOME CINEMA - Rotel. Harman Kardon, Krell, Deno,: . Yamaha, Roksan,
Matantz, Davis. Sony, Mission, JBL, Triangle. Roark. Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Ratline, Yamamoto, Frameworks, Partington,
Base, Precious Metals, TCI, Nordost. LAT. Optimum, Custom Design.
Stands Unique, Leider.
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE. DUNGANNON
BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.Krono.tHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
New Shop Now Open at 19F -huh Street. Omaha
Tel 01662 259966
Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

NORFOLK
The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
SEPTFJABER 2000
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specialist guide
LONDON

O'Brien Hi-Fi
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Est. 1966

• AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
• NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • OED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

Clearance / Second Hand
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Ex Dern Equipment • DetT115 on request
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0% Instant Finance Available

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Flaynes Park BR • 20 miss Waterloo • 5miss from A3 ( llaynes Park B282 exit) • 25 miss M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat
Tel: 020 8946 1528
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fieiname.com
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SOUTH EAST LONDON

INSTANT dio
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

AUDIOJOY Co.
Now On Dem. As a complete system: -

Front End Problems?
then contact

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

6101 I

"The Cartridge Man ",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to

New Michell Delphini Phono Stage, Alectos and Orca.
P3 P7 Harbeth Speakers.
Clearaudio, Graham Tonearm, Transfiguration Cartridge.
Trichord Research Transport/Dac.
For an audition telephone 020 8363 4963
Enfield, North London

get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
EAR. and others.

SURREY

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, LINN, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD,
RUARK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
YAMAHA

Web Site: listen.toithecartridgeman

mockists of: AR) itt • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEG A • NAIM AUDIO • NI 1T • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEA(' • 50\11% & MORE

020 8688 6565

n

studio

Our sixth succulent year

020 7924 2040

www.orangesandlemonshifi.com

iaeiity

indecently good hi-fi

High Street. Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thaws.
,urrey KTI 4DA
020 8943 35 to
Open Tues - Frl 10.30em 7.00pmiSet 10am - 6pm

61 / 63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

MM

GREATER LONDON

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

atc
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS

EPOS

KEF

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICH1 QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

audio physic
chord company
denses
harbeth
lyra
michell

're
0,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO
OLUFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, COS
,EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF, MARANTZ,
FIDELITY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, ORELLE, ORIGIN
,PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISE
UNE, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,

BADA BONDED DEALER

nordost
nva

I

81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL 020 7624 8855
FAX 020 7624 5315

royd
sumiko
sugden
totem

SOUTH COAST

Choose from the ,
finest
•HI-FI

si• nais
hi-fi for grown-ups
01
73 622866
fax 01473 631588

trichord

email
: enq@signals.uk.com
WWW .signals.uk.com

and more

mottle

ham heath ipswich IP5 3UA

YORKSHIRE

•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

(7,
Auditorium

thirds midi() think.-

HI-FI NEWS IL RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 2000

EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

TEL: 01482 587397
103

specialist guide
WEST SUSSEX

YORKSHIRE
Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage. Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure. Kora , Harbeth. Myryad, D.P.A.,
OreIle, Trichord, Sonic Link, OreIle. Stands Unique,
XTC 8many Others.

4epoieweicterfii

PREMIER AUDIO

W ould

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations 8Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

you like to hear more.")

BRIGHTON.* LEADING HI—FI SHOP

coet.d.cer.di.4zr

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment

PROJ ECTS
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66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

5
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For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of sonic at
tIi eWade: finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAHLET
ail LEEDS 101131 252 8850 ( evening calls welcome). Generou,
part exchange allowance aim ays available.
\cencies include ATC • AVI • Bryston • Chario • Chord
• \ ordost • Primare Ss stems • REL • Spendor • Wilson Benesch
•The Professional \ l'onilor Co • Widia and iii.,HS more
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STUDIOS
Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren. Electrocompaniet, ProAc, Ruark, Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research. T & A, Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth. Nchemist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Blueprint, Audio Analogue. Exposure, Living Voice, Denser.
C,elestion (ASenes only), Opera. Audio Physic, Tnchord Research, Nordest. Stands Unique.
Stax Electrostatics. Otto) on, Goldnng, Yamaha AV. Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial. Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, tasa, Finance available.

REL

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
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10am-tipm Tue-Frl, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

e

BADA & CEDIA

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 020 8686 2599
EXT 318

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850
E- Mail: info@audioreflections.co.uk

WALES

SLATE AUDIO

Now you can buy online.
audioatmosphere.com

Take

away

vibration &

unwanted

Quarry House
Windsor Road
Adamsdown

frequency

out

of

your

Cardiff

system/speakers with natural slate bases & isolation platforms.

CF24 2FY
Tel: 07769 658274

To give better clarity & tighter bass cut to any size/holes for

(24 hour)

spikes ect. Olive green also in stock.

Fax: 02920 470616

ALSO SPECIALISTS IN:

Now you can buy online.

-Slate/Granite & Marble speaker cabinets • Turntable bases/cases
•Speaker/Hifi stands. Made to any design.

audioatmosphere.coin

Due to demand prices are now
lower. Stock sizes from £60.

Nationwide delivery. Send £ 1.00 for samples.

WEST MIDLANDS

MIL/
HI-FI
Ced'
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i
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.
Open Tuesday

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00

CEDIA
(a)

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD. SUTTON GOLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL:0121 429 2811 FAX:0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL :0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

Don't forget the Hi Fi Show
21st - 24th September 2000
The Novotel London West Motel Hammersmith
104
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with many of the
world's leading studios
now using our converters

why not listen to your music
using the same technology
from the same company:
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equipment by
AUDIO NOTE, DC3, GRYPHON, SUGDEN, LXVARDIN
BORDER PATROL, CANARY AUDIO, NAGRA, LFD,
LYRA, ACCUPHASE, SJ AUDIO

Il

e

loudspeakers by

II 1

AUDIO PHYSIC, LIVING VOICE, TOTEM, ART
AVANTGARDE ACOUSTIC

e

VIN GALLOWAY audio

Scotland's leader in High Performance Audio Systems and Installation.

telephone 01563 574185 fax 01563 573207 email kevingalloway@btilternet.com

reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE

Nottingham Analogue SpacedecldBenz Micro Glider

ProAc Studio 100 speakers, light oak, transparent re-

£800, Conrad Johnson PV-11£1300 (boxed) both vgc,

wired, boxed £400, Target re stands excellent combi-

will accept £ 1500 if bought together, Tel: 0796

nation £ 175, Tel: 020 8863 4492.

Mordaunt Short Performance 860 reference speakers,

7603166.

5-star reviews, excellent condition £995, Tel: 01869

Cello Audio Suite preamp and master supply, retail

with remote £700, Rega Planet CD boxed with remote

878249

[G0412]

[G0559]

Proceed (Levinson) pre-amp, fully-balanced, boxed

£29,000, sell £5995 Mark Levinson no 20 reference

£275, Rega Radio tuner £ 130, KEF 104/2 Raymond

Exposure XXI remote preamp, current model, 2 yrs,

class A mono amps £4495, Ruark Accolade speakers

Cooke SE, rosewood, boxed £900, Tel: 01933 318823.

mint as new condition, boxed, full demo given £550

£1595 very reluctant sale, Tel: 07939 266182.[G0561]

ono (£ 1050 new), Tel: 0131 538 9073 [G0443]
Revox B-200 Series Gold, cassette tape deck B215-S,

Krell KSA50 (£4200) new, just £ 1850 with acoustic

Naim 250 Snaps, Naim 32 pre-amp, superb condition,

mass dampers, boxed and in very good condition, will

B260-S FM tuner and B250- S amplifier £ 1475, Tel:

little use £975, Manants CD 85 compact disc player,

drive the most demanding loads with great low-fre-

0121 243 1830 or 07958 481087.

immaculate condition £300, all owned from new with

quency control, email: ian.gilbody@virgin.net or

original boxes, Tel: 01463 811779

07978 832320 / 020 8335 3521.

Quad 33/303 £ 150, ESL 57 black, excellent £500,

[GOBE]

Krell FPB200 amp, excellent condition £4250 ono,
XLO Signature 4ft speaker cable £450 ono, Tel: Marc
01708 471727

[G0472]

Focal drive units, Audiom 15VX £500, Audiom 7k2
£140, tweeters TC 120TDX £60, networks £70, cab for
above units, complete with damping int volume 123L
and I
9L £200, Tel 020 8531 5979

[G0480]

Wilson 5.1 WATT/Puppy speakers (piano black), original wooden packaging £8500, cost £ 1800, Krell
KPS201/L CD pre-amp player £6000 ono boxed, Krell
KST0100 amplifier, mint £ 1495, Krell KSP-(balanced)
+ PSU £ 1600 boxed, Krell FPB600 amplifier boxed
£7495, Jeff Rowland Consummate + phono £3250,
Wadia 850 CD player, boxed £3500, Sonus Faber
(Alimati) speakers £9000, Tammy 15m monitor golds
in Tammy cabs, near mint £900., Rogers LS3/5A
(BBC) 15 ohms £350, Quad Il valve mono ore £595,

[G0562]

Cardas Quadlink cables interconnect. 75/1/1.25 £ 100

record player £ 175, Denon DCD860 CD player £75,

/110/120

Heybrook HB2 monitors £ 125 the pair, all ono, Tel:

turntable £ 100, Tel: 0208 546 2881

01233 860288.

[G0566]

236724, email markedigihan@yahoo.co.uk [G0588]

Basik plus arm £220 ( 1100) five- level Soundstyle

Mark Levinson 333 power amp £3800, McIntosh C22

stand with isolation top, immaculate (290) £ 140,

and MC275 amp commemoration edition, sensible

Musical Fidelity X- 10D line buffer £50, Tel: Nick

offer, all bought from new, vgc, MIT 3tOcut proline

Days 020 7784002 eve

REF cable 1.5m £800 Tel. 0117 9565361 Bristol.

AVI Nu-Neutron loudspeakers, black ash £250 with
target stands, Sony TAFB 920 black amplifier £ 100,
Tel: 01582 414915 email Em9009@compuserve.com
[G0489]

Rotel RQ970BX £60, Chario Academy walnut £900,

PLS226 power supply and award winning Levinson m-

all mint condition, Tel: 07967 646089 [G0510]

e phono stage, mint, boxed, superb £ 1795 (original)

Quad ESL-63, excellent condition with American

£5450, Tel: 020 8325 6147

Arcici stands £ 1750, Tel: Aruv 020 8868 0369 leave a

Transfiguration Temper Supreme cartridge, as new

[G0490]

message, no time wasters please

£1500, Clearaudio Reference Turntable, Souther TQ

Mark Levinson No26 fully-balanced pre-amp with

[G0570]

Jeff Rowland model 2BP52 power amp, mint condi-

parallel tracking arm, spare armboard Silent Running

tion, flight case and manual cost £7000, accept £2995

Isolation Base, shaped to fit reference, mint. (new

ono, Audio Synthesis Passion 8S passive pre-amp, also

£6400) £2500, Tel: 020 8363 4963

mint, boxed £5000, Tel: 020 8518 1367 or 07714
321080
[G0520]
Art Audio valve pre-amp and monoblocks, VPI spe-

Meridian M60 Active Loudspeakers revised 2model

cial pre (chrome ) inc phono stage (m-m), separate

Sonus Faber Minima Anators, superb sound, excellent

Quad 34/306, excellent condition £350, Linn Sara 9
speakers, rosewood, superb £350, Quad 67 CD player,
excellent £500, Tel: 0114 2303619 ( Sheffield)
evenings or email tom@powel11935.freeserve.co.uk
[G0528]
Quad 34/306/FM4 track grey £595, Linn Keilidh
speakers, cherry £450, Technics SU-C1000M2 batterypowered pre-amp/SE-A1000 M2 power amp (£650)
£365, all mint boxed, Leak stereo valve power amp
(rare) £350, Tel: 0121 602 2591
[G0530]
Audio Innovation rd Audio monoblocks, excellent
condition, recently re-valued £ 1100, Tel: 01208
872316

[G0536]

Apogee Caliper Signature, anthracite, bi-wirable

[G0571]

with additional balanced inputs excellent condition
£1195 ono, Tel: 020 8552 4981

[G0574]

condition, owned from new boxed £795 ovno, Tel:
01736 757721.

[G0575]

Valve stereo power amplifier, 30 watt KT88, I2AU7,
built to GEC specification, top quality components,
toroidal PSU, tinted glass cover, steel chassis £400,
Tel: 01235 511951

[G0576]

Sugden Masterclass, pure class Mi power amp £2000
(3000) ( 1999 model), Sugden Au51 c preamp £550
(£1000), both mint, boxed, original receipts, Tel:
01293 611293 or 0385 771819 Future@4unet.co.uk.
[G0577]
Linn Kairn LK280, Isobariks, vgc £ 1800 ono, Tel:
Hertford 01920 863681 Nick.

[G0578]

Jadis JA80 monoblock power amps and Jadis JPL preamplifier £4250, Mission Discmaster CD transport
plus external power supply, Theta DSPRO II DAC
£1200, Tel: 01962 713832

[G0579]

£1350, Jeff Rowland Model 5 power amp, 150W/ch

Quad enthusiast has ESL-63s to part with at price far

SE/Balanced £ 1750, Meridian 208, CD player/preamp,

below current worth (Quad serviced) Interesting rea-

209 remote £500, Target 2-shelf floorstander £40, Tel:

son for such benevolence £550 brown and walnut, Tel:

907941 279826.

South Coast 01297 443327

[G0547]

Alon Y speaker 2200 ( 55000, Ruark Crusader Ii speak-

Audio Research LS7 (black) preamp, VT60 power

er £850 ( 1650), Mark Levinson 331 power, No 38 pre

amp (re-valued) 3 years old, one owner £2400 ono,

2650 (5000) £2200 ( 5000) Traxdata CD recorder 200

may p/ex, Tel: 01903 723031 or 0797 4049543 all as

(4000) Tel: Kenny 01493 856899 Norfolk [G0548]

new.

Wadia 15 DAC £ 1450, Wadia 6 CD player £ 1600,

Moth two-tier wall brackets, two for sale, as new,

Threshold FET 10E rep amp £ 1500, Threshold SA/4E

never mounted, ëthe Ultimate Isolationi as advertised

pure class A power amp £2600, KEF 107 Mark 2ref-

in this mag for £60 each, will accept £40 each ono, Tel:

erence speaker £ 1700, all mint, Tel: 020 8311 7182.

0121 745 6516 or 0121 745 6516.

[G0552]

Naim CD2 £950, NAC 72m-m/ NAP 140 £800, Intros
ry 6 months £950, Tel: 020 8330 7611 or 07776

342535 evening (Hull)

[G0524]

Hydraulic
[G0587]

immaculate boxed £260 (550) Linn Sondek Valhalla

£450, REL Stadium 2subwoofer in black, Tel: 01482

8677 7055 (eves)

Michell

demo (3500) £ 1000, REL Strata subwoofer Mk Il

Musical Fidelity A2 amplifiers £250, A2 CD ES()
tuner £ 150, KEF Rom 2 £350, Target R2 stands £ 150,

Rotel power RB970BX 60W/ch £ 175, Tel: Chris 020

speaker £200.

£300, all mint boxed, Monitor Audio Studio rose cher-

0958 607613

valve power supply, Quintet 15W/ch, ultra- linear
monoblocks, some new valves, boxed mint £ 1900, also

3m

Quad ESL-63, brown, boxed, excellent condition, can

ATC SCM20 speaker in teak with stands, immaculate

[G0515]

[G00586]

Quad 33/3/303 amps and tuner £375, Rega Planar 3

Krell Pam-7preamp + PSU £995, Tel 020 7349 9675 /
[
G0484]

[G0585]

[G0581]

[G0582]

Kuza Stogi Reference Tonearm £ 175, Michell Is° and

[G0589]
Meridian MI Active loudspeaker system, rosewood
cabinets, 101 control unit with CD input, good condition £650, Tel: 020 8668 9637

[G0590]

Chord SPM800 power amp, boxed in mint condition
£895 ono, Tel: 01403 891120

[G0591]

Naim 42/110/Snaps with 2 x 8m Naim bi-speaker
cable, £400 Arcam 6 CD player little used £200
Musical Fidelity MC4 speakers very rare, superb £200
target 171 speaker stands £50 Revox A77/III £200 Tel
0208 2704824.

[G0592]

KEF Reference Model Four, black ash, mint condition,
£2200, Musical Fidelity X-P100 remote pre-amp £525,
X-A200 mono blocks, two pairs, £625 each, boxes,
year old, quality van den Hul cables, half price guarantees receipts . Tel 0208 771 6543
Quad 63 speakers, Quad service June 99, mint condition £ 1250 ono, Rosksan DPI CD DAC1 power supply
mint £750 ono. Radford STA25 Renaissance power
amp mint £650 ono Tel 01446 418207
Naim NAC 92R pre-amp with phono board, NAP 180
power amp, two years old, ex-condition worth £ 1900,
sell £ 1150 ono, Kenwood CD player £75, Yamaha ProLogic amp £ 120, No time wasters, Tel: 01536 316210
d/time, 01536 522489 eve

[G0595]

Sirius D200 amplifier with passive pre-amp, 200 watts
per channel, excellent condition, priced for quick sale
£1995 (3995), Tel: 01797 253073 East Sussex.
[G0596]
Nakamichi 1000 ZXL plus Hi Corn II noise reduction
unit, just serviced by Nakimichi Services £ 1600, Sonus
Faber Guaneri Homage, perfect and with the correct
height stands: £3500, Mark Levinson 25s phono Stage
and PLS-226 £3,450, Jadis JD3 DE Lux CD player
£1900, Yamaha CT700 turner £450, All mint, boxed
and manuals, Jadis JA80 monoblocks £3,300, all ono,
please ring and leave message. Tel: 01566 880025.
[G0597]
Conrad Johnson

PV1OAL pre-amplifier £490,

Ariston RDII turntable, almost identical to LP12 £ 190
including Grace arm, Arcam Alpha One CD player
£95, Naim 62/90 £290, Tel: 0191 281 0260 [G0600]
Rogers LS88 speakers, as new boxed £ 150, Rogers
LS3/5A as new £425, E40A valve amp £225, M3001
amp £250, AB1 bass extenders £350, all items mint,
Tel: 01344 638830

[G0601]

Wadia 21 CD player, just upgraded latest technology,
perfect condition boxed £2990 onv, Tel: 020 8769 0819
eves.

[G0602]

Monitor Audio Studio 20 Sec Cherry, as new, boxed

Hera moving-coil phono amplifier £ 125, both mint and

Meridian 501 pre-amp, 8months old in mint condi-

with plinths £ 1400, may p/ex for DVD player, Tel:

boxed ( 1992), Tel: 01962 867551 (Winchester)

tion, with Meridian system remote £450 ono, Tel: 020

07720 061885.

evenings.

7603 2730
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[G0558]

[CA583]
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[G0603]

lie NEWS & RECORD RENDS

reader sales and wants
Target equipment rack AERS five shelves, perfect

Linn Classik CD amplifier (not the tuner version)

Technics SL P1200 CD player Semi pro model, £ 175

condition, taller bottom shelf space, looks great and

unused, still in the box with full receipt cost £995, sell

Tel 029 20403844.

sounds great, matt black with isolated top shelf £75

for £650 ono, Tel: 01925 702797 or mobile 07957

Naim Intro speakers, black 19 months old, as new,

(£235), Tel: 01273 844719

802463 anytime Lancs.

boxed £400; Rega Ela Ill black, 18 months old £275,

[G0604]

[G0626]

[G0635]

Nains Nait 3amplifier mint condition £350, Tel: 01494

Audio Synthesis Passion passive pre-amp, superb

Surrey, Tel: 01372 742477

520784.

£325, Tel: 01233 740629

Townshend Rock Reference turntable, Excaliber ton-

[G0606]

[G0627]

[G0636]

FM Acoustics 300A power amplifier £ 1495, Crimson

Cary Audio Slap 98 valve pre-amp, remote, ex condi-

earm,

610/630s pre/monoblocks £595, Sugden Symetra

tion £ 1000 ono, ProAc Response 3.5, black ash, very

William/Hart phono stage plus power supply £ 150, all

good condition, too big!! £ 1500 ono, Tel: 0208 365

very good condition, M Booth Tel: 01457 834465

monoblocks £695, Moth 100W monoblocks £595, AVI
integrated £525, ATC 50 speakers £ 1450, Dorset
01747 853372

[G0608]

Meridian 101 pre-amp, ( Russ Andrews mod) £60,Tel:
01732 461358

[G0609]

Snell type A, Linn Isobariks, Micromega T-Drive,
Audio Note DAC1, Audio Alchemy DD53/DDEU3,
EAR

802/509

Mk

II

pre/monoblocks,

Audio

Innovations rd Audio monoblocks, DPA 505, Maranta
CDIO, Audio Research SPII, all mint/boxed, Tel:
01992 718265

[G0610]

Meridian 263 DAC £200, SME 3009/2 with SL150,
MC 1
0Super £ 150, 2x Sound Organisationf racks 650
high £50 each. Sony all mint. Te1.01933 316818
[G0611]

3367 (eves)

[G0628]

Roksan Xerxes, rosewood, Artimez arm, Black
Chorus, virtually mint condition £575, Harbeth HL
Compact 7ES speakers, eucalyptus mint boxed £700,
Atacama stands £40, REL Storm £320, Greek MC
phono Stage SE model £95 mint, van den Hul Cd122 2
x5metres terminated £50, Sony ST8OF £70, Tel: 020
8952 2044

[G0629]

Quad ESL-63 £ 1550 boxed, brown, can demonstrate,
Threshold SL- 10 pre-amp £250 boxed, instructions,
Threshold CAS 112 amp £250 boxed, instructions,
Yamaha YST-150 woofer £ 100, boxed instructions,
Tel: Chris 01262 673747.

[G0630]

Krell KSAft1505 power amp, 150wpc class eAf drives

Pink 'Triangle Export turntable (uprated power supply

down to 1ohm load , I
994 model with 2-stage Plateau

fitted by Pink) SME armboard, light use only, boxed

Biasing, no box but excellent condition £2250 ono,

superb sound £250, Tel: 023 9248 7511, 023 9226

Tel: 07720 426555

1585 (evenings/weekends) Nr Portsmouth [G0631]

[G0612]

Ortofon

MC

25FL

cartridge £ 1200,

[G0637]
Maranta CD94 Midi additionally fitted AT&T (ST)
optical output for high-grade transport, little used and
in excellent condition, boxed, manual, £495, Sony
MiniDisc deck MDS-JE510, as new, boxed £95 (£ 165)
Tel: 01483 282364.
Apogee Stage loudspeakers, anthracite with rosewood
trim £825, Tel: 01223 264839.

[G0386]

Quad ESL-63 loudspeakers on Arcici stands £ 1000,
Epos E522 loudspeakers, light cherry £600, Luxman
SQ38s tube integrated amp £ 1500, Tel: 020 8642 6516
Lowther Acoustas early original, finish birch-ply
throughout, professionally renovated, finished in satin
dark oak, new DX3 drivers, total renovation cost
£1600 for sale at £895, plus new Lowther drivers half
price, Quad 11 stereo complete, recently overhualed by
ATV to Quad spec at £450, Tel: 01483 268804.
KEF Reference Model Four high-end loudspeaker sys-

Stax Lambda Nova classic headphones, with SRDx

Naim Supercap PSU £ 1450, SNAXO 2-4 £500, black

pro energser, vgc boxed £425, Tel: 01454 857251 after

Snaic-17 interconnect £ 150, 2xNAP250 power amp

6pm.

£1200 each, 2x7metres NAC A5 speaker cable £40,

Audiolab 8000A integrated amplifier, 2 x 60W, late

year old, cost £3600 new, ask £2100 ovno, Tel: 0208

Flash remote £ 100, all items boxed and unused, Tel:

model with black case and VCR input, boxed and man-

7716543

0131 583 4861 email nmason28@hotmail.com

[G0613]

tem, black ash finish, magnetically shielded, totally
like new, four-way, six drive unit, boxed, guarantee

uals, as new can be seen running, £375 ono, Tel: Ian

Linn Keltiks plus active crossover/cards, latest tweet-

(01384) 820321, (07967) 772617

ers, superb bass and dynamics (new £6000) accept

WANTED

Heybrook IT2 turntable, Linn arm, new Ortofon car-

£2500 ono, Audio Synthesis/Ben Duncan Amp 02,

tridge, recently serviced excellent condition (similar to

Michell Hydraulic Reference or Transcriptor turnta-

excellent pre-amp (new £ 1900) accept £500 ono, Tel:

Linn LP12 in appearance) £ 150, Tel: 01329 235912.

bles, also Transcriptor Transcriber and Gale turntable,

07860 707594

any condition considered, Tel: 01450 860676 or 0403

[G0614]

[G0615]
Wilson 5.1 speakers Desert Tope finish, easily the
finest pair in UK, Nos 664314, new Nov 98, cost
£18000, mint condition with shipping crates must sell
hence £9995, Midlands, Tel: Mike 01902 786818.
[G0617]
Linn Sondek LP 12 Lingo, Ekos, recent service, walnut, excellent condition £ 1195, Nakamichi Dragon,
fine example used only rare occasion £ 1095, Tel:
Arwel on 01792 523440.

[G0618]

Exposure XI pre-amp with Exposure XII power supply, both with original boxes and all in excellent con-

(G0632]

Professionally made black cabinet, glass doors, take

632236, Fax: 01450 860750.

large valve / solid state 19in by 19in deep, internal

Celestion SL700, preferably without stands, SL600s

takes five adjustable shelves height width depth £499,

considered as second choice, Tel: 020 8778 3877 or

Tel: 012685 72424 Alec ono

020 8852 7616

[G0633]

Notts Analogue Spacedeck, space arm, Tracer 2 £500,

Wanted Beard P100 Midi power amp, any condition

NVA The

for rebuild project, for sale: Audio Innovations Series

Emotive

Statement £600,

NVA The

Integrated Statement £500, Trigon Vanguard phono

500, recently re-valved £300, Dolan PM1 pre-amp

£150, ProAc Response 15C (yew) £600, Tel: 01757

£400, Tel: John 01923 219711 (Watford) [G0623]

630573, 0370 954608.

[G0634]

Sage Supremos 2module (one only) good as spare for
exisiting owner spec similar to Krell 100 £ 120,

dition ( l3so) £550 for quick sale, Tel: 01270 871390
(day), 07879 460935

[G0619]

Radford STA25 Sell power amplifier, Sc22 pre-amp

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

with custom built regulated valve power supply,

Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one Issue.

Radford FM tuner, known history from new £750

For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words

including craftsman-made cabinet to house all with

50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra

space for record deck and tape recorder, Spendor BC1

PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM
Private ads only
New section beds only

speakers, teak £ 100, I8in spiked loudspeaker stands
£40, TDI 50, upgraded suspension in oak plinth with
cover, Linn armboard and Grace wooden arm £75, Tel:

PLEASE T1CIC

Rates: £ 3.00 etc as before
Relee: £20 per 30-word Insertion. 2mont i,s £ 35;
3months £45. Additional words 50p each

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one

01244 316790 day, 01244 570888 evening. [G0620]

word (eg INCINeer 11400 - two words ,

Mark Levinson 380s pre-amp, as new condition,
boxed with manual, Tel Simon 01784 244944 or 0403
104964

[G0621]

Linn Sondek, Alphason arm, £ 150, Tel: 020 8892 1744
[G0622]
Tannoy [HZ speakers, mint condition, 10in monitor
golds, adjustable crossover and roll-off, gold-plated
Michell sockets, teak, you will not find abetter pair
£350, Audio Technica ATH 9000 electrostatic headphones, c/w energiser, 10 hours use if that, boxed as
new £ 16, can demo Central London, Tel: 020 7637

Please publish Me above adgenisentent firi

3937 (work hours).

)] FOR SALE

Quad 57 speakers, fully rebuilt by Classique Sounds in
February, oak stands, lovely sound £600, RELI Storm

f

rthe heading:

I] WANTED

Box number reguirrd

LI yes

Lino

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

(pounds sterling)rnade payable to Linke House hfogorines plc.

OR Please charge we ArressIVisalDinerstAmee Card Number
Dayton. telephone number

subwoofer £375, buying Quad 989, Tel: 020 8235
2585.

Naltamichi DR 10, unwanted gift, as new £550 ono,
Tel: 01302 761058
11141 NEWS & RECORD RENEW

Cut out your advertisement

[G0624]
[G0625]

SEP1BABER 2000

Expires (dare)
'Please Indicate whoa

Signature
NÔ rermbursements writ be due fer cancellation of subscquenr trocroena

or photocopy( and

send to: Classified Advertising, HI Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue.
Croydon (' R9 2TA
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TURNTABLES & TONEARMS

An Outstanding
Selection of Carefully

USED HI-FI
All fully Guaranteed
1111111k

AIR TANGENT 1B Air Bearing Tonearm £2000 £890
AR P77 MM Cartridge £75 £48
DUNLOP Systendeck 3 / Basik LVX / K5 £750 £379
GRACE G707 Mk2 Toneann £399 £ 139
£299 £158
KINSHAW MC Phono stage
£800 £400
LINN Basik (Black) with Alcito
£1600 £399
LINN LP12 with Basik Plus
£3200 £1248
LINN LP12 with Lingo and Wok
£3200 £ 1648
LINN LP12 with Lingo and Ittok
LINN LP12 with Naim Armageddon PSU £3200 £1648
LINN LP12 (Rosewood) cut for Linn arm £900 £398
LUXMASI PD300 Choice of two from: £350
MICHELL ISOMERA Phono Stage £895 £448
MUSICAL FIDELITY XLP
Phono Stage (MM & MC)
£ 130 £88

MICROMEGA DAC 2
MICROMEGA Drive 3 (Trans)
MICROMEGA Duo 3.1 (Trans)
MICROMEGA Stage 2CD
MICROMEGA Stage 5CD (Ex-Dem)
MICROMEGA Stage 6CD
MICROMEGA T-DAC
MICROMEGA Micro DAC
MONARCHY DIP (De-jitterer)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A2 CD Player
PINK TRIANGLE Ordinal DAC
PIONEER Precision PDS505 CD Player
PIONEER PDS904 CD Player
PRIMARE D320 CD Player

£499
£970
£1800
£700
£750
£900
£999
£500
£299
£548
£800
£549
£450
£899

£499
£529
£850
£399
£549
£598
£550
£200
£198
£328
£399
£258
£228
£438

The Trading Station specialises in
superior quality, previously owned hi-fi
As part of aleading group of retailers
(established more than twenty-five years)
our lists can also include display and
ex-demonstration items, as well as used
equipment bought in or part-exchanged

VISITORS WELCOME
All of the products listed here can be
seen in our showroom (subject to
availability) and auditioned by
appointment in our listening studios.

FULL WARRANTY
All products are fully inspected and
tested before being offered for sale.
Acomprehensive warranty (with an
option to extend) is always included
unless otherwise stated.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

ORACLE Alexandra (Piano Black) £999
PINK TRIANGLE LPT + Roksan Tabriz £ 1500
PINK TRIANGLE PT2 (SME cut) £499
PINK TRIANGLE Tarantella + Rega RB300£875
REVOLVER Turntable with arm £350
ROKSAN Radius + Tabriz £800
ROKSAN Xerxes + Tabriz (Walnut) £ 1400
ROKSAN Xerxes (Black) Choice of three from:
ROKSAN Xerxes (Rosewood)
with Alphason arm and Sumiko BP £2400
SME Series 3Tonearm
£400
TECHNICS SL150 + SME3009 £499
THORENS TD125 + SME3012
on SME plinth
THORENS TD165
£250
WILSON BENFSCH ACT 2Arm (Ex-D) £ 1199

£499
£499
£299
£698
£188
£449
£600
£499
£999
£140
£228
£428
£118
£798

GIVING UP ON VINYL?
We have many customers looking for carefully used
turntables, toneanns and unused cartriges.
Phono stages also required.
AND... why not trade-in your all your LP's?

All mail-order consignments are

Most collections of albums (pristine condition only)

carefully packed and fully insured.

accepted in part-exchange but sadly, not classical.

Next day delivery is guaranteed on all
purchases made by credit or debit card.
Our couriers can also collect your
trade-in' or any items you wish to sell.

COMMISSION SALES
We can sell your unwanted hi-fi
equipment for amodest commission.
Our promotions reach thousands of
interested readers in the specialist hi-fi
press, as well as on our web site.
We can accept and arrange all types
of payment so the likelihood of you
realising asensible price for your hi-fi
equipment is greatly increased.
Please call for details.
HOURS OF BUSINESS
Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm
CLOSED MONDAYS
Don't Miss that Bargain - Call:

01733 - 555514

CD PLAYERS - TRANS & DACS
ARCAM Alpha 6
AUDIO ALCHEMY Drive 3
AUDIO ALCHEMY Power Station 2
AUDIO ALCHEMY VI + PSU
AUDIO ALCHEMY V3 DAC + PSU
AUDIOLAB 8000CD
AUDIOLAB 8000DAC
AUDIOMECCA Kreatura Trans
AUDIONOTE DAC 1
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD2 CD Player
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAC Magic 1
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAC Magic 2
CONRAD JOHNSON DF2 CD Player
DPA Little Bit 3DAC
DPA Bigger Bit 2DAC 7
LFD Minstrel CD Player
LINN Karik CD
LINN Mimik CD Player
MARANTZ CD17 KI Sig CD Player
MARANTZ CD63 (Clock 2) CD Player
MARANTZ CD94 CD Player
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
MERIDIAN 206 CD Player
MERIDIAN 206b CD Player
MERIDIAN 207 CD/Pre
MERIDIAN 208 Trichord 3CD
MERIDIAN 263 DAC
MERIDIAN 500 Trans
MERIDIAN 518 DAC
MERIDIAN 563 DAC ( 18 Bit)
MERIDIAN 566 DAC (20 Bit)
MICROMEGA DAC 1

£600 £298
£649 £449
£250 £109
£489 £ 169
£900 £549
£1000 £648
£699 £448
£1250 £648
£999 £448
£300 £ 149
£189 £95
£199 £ 108
£2000 £ 1398
£499 £298
£800 £429
£650 £328
£1850 £ 1098
£880 £599
£1100 £848
£340 £ 198
£799 £498
£499 £258
£999 £398
£995 £398
£1200 £548
£1300 £898
£650 £248
£1325 £820
£1350 £698
£999 £449
£980 £599
£599 £320

PROCEED DAP DAC
PROCEED PD2/PT2 Trans/DAC
PROCEED PDT3 Trans
PS AUDIO Lambada Trans
QED Digit Reference DAC (Chrome)
QUAD 66 CD Player
RADFORD WS1 CD Player
RADFORD WS2 CD Player
RE VOX B225 CD Player
ROKSAN DPI Trans
ROKSAN Caspian CD Player
SUGDEN SDT-1 CD Player
TEAC T-1 Trans
THETA Data Basic (Trans)
THETA Data Basic 2 (Trans)
THETA Data Basic + 0.5 Siltech (Trans)
TRICHORD Pulsar 20 Bit DAC
ACCUPHASE 200 Pre
4CCUPHASE 266 Power

£2400 £1198
£4500 £2498
£3500 £1998
£2000 £ 1098
£450 £ 199
£458
£999 £489
£1200 £698
£1103 £349
£1100 £558
£798 £498
£1300 £798
£549 £389
£3000 £1498
£2699 £1698
£2497 £ 1698
£1450 £789
£1279 £698
£1800 £858

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
ARAGON 24K Pre
£ 1600 £799
ATC SPA2-150 Power amp (Latest) £2699 £1699
ATC SPA2 Power amp (200 wpc) £2699 £1998
AUDIOLAB 8000a Integrated (Grey top) £499 £278
AUDIOLAB 8000a Integrated £499 £358
AUDIOLAB 8000LX (Amp)
£479 £348
AUDIOLAB 8000c Pre
£498 £298
AUDIOLAB 8000m 100wpc Power (Pair) £ 1600 £1000
AUDIOLAB 8000mx 100wpc Pwr (Pair) £ 1800 £1200
AUDIOLAB 8000p 100wpc Power £699 £528
AUDIOLAB 8000s 75wpc Integrated £699 £498
AVI 2000MP Pre
£ 1100 £679
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P40
£ 199 £118
COUNTERPOINT Solid One (Power) £ 1400 £499
CREEK A52 Power
£599 £298
CYRUS AV Master Dolby ProLogic Proc £699 £299
CYRUS 2Integrated Amp
£399 £ 168
CYRUS Pre-amp
£650 £399
CYRUS Straight Line Integrated £399 £299
CYRUS PSX Power Supply for Cyrus 2 £349 £ 198
DENON AVP-1A Processor £2500 £1299
DNM PRE2 / PA1 Pre & Power £2800 £ 1099
DPA Renaissance Integrated Amp (Ex-dem) £599 £399
ELECTROCOMPANIET Class A Power £850 £398
ELECTROCOMPANIET 4.5+100 Pie/Pwr£3500 £2250
GALACTRON MK2121
£2000 £848
HAFLER DH101 Pre-amp
£250 £ 149
HARMON KARDON Citation 17 pre £699 £ 199
HARMON KARDON PA2200 Power £540 £198
HARMON KARDON AVP1A Processor £2000 £249
ION Obelisk Integrated £299 £ 197
KRELL 300i Integrated £2590 £1949
KRELL KMA 100 MU Mono power (pr) £5999 £2798
KRELL KRC-HR Pre
£3899
KRELL KSA 50s Power
£4800 £ 1995
LED Line Stage IS1 Pre
£999 £498
LFD PA2M Power
£NA £ 1198
LINN Kairn Pre
£ 1700 £ 1098
LINN Klout Power
£2600 £ 1348
MARANTZ PM66 KI Sig Integrated £400 £248
MARANTZ SC80 Pre
£599 £300
MERIDIAN 201 Pre
£760 £329
MERIDIAN 205 mono Power Amps £999 £548
MERIDIAN 502 Pre with Phono Stage £ 1385 £ 999
MERIDIAN 562 V2 Pre with Phono Stage £ 1478 £1000

MICHELL ARGO/HERA Pre-amp £900 £598
MICROMEGA Tempo 2Amp
£900 £499
MUSICAL FIDELITY MVT Pre £799 £350
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3a Pre
£379 £229
MUSICAL FIDELITY E100 Integrated £700 £399
MUSICAL FIDELITY F15 Power £2000 £1198
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25 Pre £2400 £ 1500
MUSICAL FIDELITY XPSU
£ 130 £88
NAIM NAIT 2Integrated
f499 £298
NAIM NAIT 3Integrated £749 £399
NAIM NAC 32 Pre
£449 £ 199
NAIM NAC 42.5 Pre
£399 £ 150
NAIM NAP 135 Mono-power amps £3600 £2600
NAKAMICHI IA3 Integrated £300 £ 129
NVA A60 Power
£495 £329
NVA A80 Power Mono Blocks Pair (New) £ 1460 £959
NVA TIS Integrated £ 1100 £799
NYTECH CPA602 Power
£400 £ 120
NYTECH CTP102 Pre/Tuner £360 £120
ORELLE SP150 Power
£500 £298
QUAD 33 Pre
From £69
QUAD 34 Pre
From £ 159
QUAD 66 Pre
£799 £498
QUAD 77 Integrated £699 £348
QUAD 303 Power
£300 £ 120
QUAD 306 Power
£450 £229
QUAD 405 Power
£499 £220
QUAD 405 Mk2 Power
£499 £248
RAPPAPORT PRE 2Pre
£579 £395
STEMFOORT SF60 Integrated £799 £368
SONOGRAPIFE SC1 PIC (
By Conrad Johnson) £
499 £220
TESSERAC Monitor Pre
£ 1500 £798
TOWNSEND Elite 600 Pre
£500 £230
YAMAHA DSP Al Dolby Digital Amp £ 1599 £800

TUNERS
CYRUS Tuner
HARMON 'CARDON TU9400
HARMON KARDON TU950
LUXMAN T210L (Classic)
MICROMEGA Tuner
NAIM NATIO1 + SNAPS
QUAD AM2
QUAD FM2
QUAD FM3
RE VOX B760
RE VOX B260S ( Black)
RE VOX H6
SANSUI TU710 (Black)
SONY STA-3ES
TRIO KT-9xi
YAMAHA CT7000
YAMAHA T80

£399
£249
£250
f269
£550

1

£ 178
£ 128
£149
£ 159
£398
£P0A
£NA £48
IN STOCK
IN STOCK
£1100 £549
£1100 £699
£1549 £948
£299 £ 149
£229 £ 138
£289 £ 128
£879 £430
1:400 £ 159

CASSETTE & TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA AF80 3Head Cassette
DENON DRM650S Cassette
NAGEA EL Portable Reel to Reel
NAKAMICHI 582 Cassette
NAKAMICHI 700DCE Cassette
NAKAMICHI BX1 Cassette
NAKAMICHI CR2E Cassette
PIONEER 830S Dolby SCassette
PIONEER 830 Cassette

€250 £ 129
£199 £ 129
£4000 £ 1300
£799 £368
£1200 £698
£459 £249
£499 £200
£550 £329
£369 £ 198

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE

ARION TYCHO
Unique Passive Pre + Power combi
ARION Electra Integrated £ 1200
ART AUDIO Quintet Power
£795
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800
£NA
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60 Pwr £3500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Pre
£5995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 Pre
£ 17130
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre
£ 1650
AUDION Sterling SET Power Amps (Pr) £ 1200
BEARD Hybrid Integrated £995
CONRAD JOHNSON MV100 £2995
CONRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre £ 1600
COUNTERPOINT SAI2 Hybrid Power £ 141313
CROFT Epoch Pre
f750
CROFT Micro 5Pre
f370
EAR 509 MIC2 Mono Power Amps ( Pair) £4700
EAR 802 Pre
£2200
EAR 859 Power
£ 1599
EDISON TECHNOLOGY HFA12 Power £500
ELECTOR MEJ Pre
£489
GAMMA Aeon 20w SE-Triode Mono's £4999
GOLDEN TUBE SEP1 Pre
£ 1100
GOLDEN TUBE SEP1 + 2X SUI
£3299
LUMLEY Megavox 75 Mono's £ 1989
LUMLEY Megavox Pre
£ 1899
LUMLEY Reference ST70 Power £ 1989
MICHAELSON Odysseus 40w Integrated £ 1150
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 Pre £ 1500
SJS ELECTROACOUSTICS Arcadia Pre £ 1000
SONIC FRONTIERS Anthem Integrated £2000
SONIC FRONTIERS Assemblage 40w Pwr £999
TRILOGY 902 Pre (Chrome) £2000
UNISON RESEARCH Feather 1Pre £800
BRAUN 301
£269

£598
£495
£1098
£2297
£2999
£899
£1098
£598
£650
£1698
£999
£599
£499
£240
£1999
£1299
£739
£229
£299
£1750
£698
£1998
£1179
£1198
£1179
£699
£898
£750
£1398
£698
£1399
£558
£99

RE VOX D36 Reel to Reel
£700
RE VOX PR99 Pro Tape Machine
£2499
TANBERG 3034 Cassette ( Silver)
£400
£349
TANBERG TCD 320 AV Cassette
TASCAM 22.4 4Track R to R
£799
£300
TEAC CX65OR Cassette
UHER 4400 Report Monitor ( Portable)
£1299
YAMAHA ICX580 Cassette ( Used Once!) £250

£348
£899
£189
£149
£398
£129
£799
£149

LOUDSPEAKERS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE120 (Rosewood) £549 £348
ACOUSTIC PRECISION Eikos moi monitors £800 £599
APOGEE Centaur Minor (Ribbon Hybrid) £ 1249 £798
APOGEE Stage ( Rosewood Trim) £4700 £1999
ATC SCM-20T ( Rosewood) £2400 £1298
AVI Newtron (Cherry)
£499 f328
B&W DM601 (Black)
£199 £148
B&W P4 (Cherry)
£750 £448
CASTLE Chester (Mahagony)
£750 £479
CELESTION 3000 Ribbon Hybrid
£800 £299
£1800 £648
CELESTION 7000
£350 £169
CELESTION CS7 12" Bass
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY
Cinema Package Inc BP20, BP8, CLR2000 £4000 £2200
EPOS ES Il (Walnut)
£499 £298
GALE GS301
£299 £ 118
GAMMA ACOUSTICS Epoch 5 (Cherry) £3000 £ 1599
HARBETH HLP3
£699 £430
HEYBROOK HB200 (Teak) £249 £ 139
IMF Domestic Monitors £799 £399
JBL Control 5
£499 £ 198
KEF 104/2 (Beech)
£900 £458
KEF Model 200C Reference Centre £699 £500
KEF Q30
£350 £218
KEF Q35 (Black)
£350 £240
KEF Reference 2 ( Burr Rose) £2150 £ 1399
KEF Reference 101 - Uni Q
£600 £249
LINN Isobarik
IN STOCK
LINN Kan (Teak
)
£650 £295
LINN Nixus (Grey)
£450 £249

FAIR PRICE POLICY: ALL PREVIOUS PRICES SHOWN ARE BASED ON ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS LISTS,
CUSTOMERS OWN RECEIPTS, OR ESTIMATED VALUE OF COMPARABLE PRODUCTS IN CURRENT RANGES.

What about New?
You can always trade-up to any new item
from the exceptional range of equipment
available through our group stores.
Just take alook at what we can offer:
ARCAM ' AUDIO ANALOGUE • AUDIO RESEARCH
BOSE e B&W

CASTLE • CYRUS • DCS • DENON

DUAL • EPOS

FUJITSU • GOLDING • GRAAF

GRADO • HARBETH • KEf • KONTAK • KRELL
LEXICON e LINN
MARTIN LOGAN
MOTH

LOEV/E • MAGNAPLANAR
MERIDIAN MICHELL • MISSION

NAD e NAGRA • NAIM • NORDOST • OPERA

ORTOFON • PMC • PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER
PROAC • QED QUAD • REGA • ROTEL • REL
SENNHEISER • SME • SONUS FABER • SONY • STAX
STANDS UNIQUE • SUMIKO • TEE • THETA
THORENS 04 UNISON • VIDICRON
WILSON

WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

LINAEUM LFX Ribbon Mini-monitors £600
MAGNA PLANAR MG0.6 (Black) £ 1300
MAGNA PLANAR 2.5 With slate bases £2500
MAGNA PLANAR SMGA (Oatmeal/Teak) £900
MERIDIAN M IO
£2000
MERIDIAN DSP5000 (Rosewood) £4125
MISSION 753 ( Black)
£750
MISSION 754 Freedom ( Rosewood) £ 1399
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 9i
f999
MORRELL Bass Master 602 Inc stands £ 1600
NOTE PERFECT Virtuoso (Ex-dem) £ 1699
OPERA Callas Gold (Mahogany) £ 1098
OPERA Duetto (Mahogany) £395
QUAD ESL57
QUAD ESL63 (Recent £500 Service) £3500
REL Stadium Sub ( Black) £ 1498
ROGERS LS33 + Sub units ( Black) £600
ROGERS LS4a (Teak)
£400
ROGERS Studio I (Teak)
£620
RUARK Equinox ( Black) £2200
RUARK Talisman 2 ( Rosewood) £550
RUARK Templar (Mahogany) £500
SHAHINIAN Arc (Oak)
£ 1999
SHAHINIAN Hawk subs (Oak)
SNELL J3 High Efficiency Monitors £770
SNELL Type E2
SOUNDLAB Dynastar Hybrid Panels £3750
SOUNDLAB Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid £2250
SPENDOR SP2/2
£800
TANNOY 611 (Black)
£495
TANNOY R3 (Cherry)
£549
£699
TANNOY D50 (Black)
TANNOY D300 (Walnut)
£1200
£750
TANNOY Devon
TANNOY R2 (Cherry)
£350
TDL RTL3 (Black)
£400
TRIANGLE Graphite ( Black)
£800
TRIANGLE Icare

£289
£898
£1498
£449
£998
£1799
£498
£699
£778
£728
£868
£868
£298
£P0A
£1850
£548
£299
£199
£369
£1349
£350
£240
£999
£P0A
£449
£698
£1649
£898
£A98
£250
£398
£328
£748
£329
£225
£199
£499
£748

THE HI-FI COMPANY'S

35 Cowgate Peterborough

01733 555514
Fax: 01733 315079
www.audiotrader.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE TRADE CLEARANCE
AT THE HI-FI COMPANY'S TRADING STATION

A Fabulous Selection of

BRAND NEW, EX-DEM
& DISPLAY STOCK

FROM LEADING RETAILERS AND DIsTuipurreRs

All With..
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1 20 Bit
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2 CD Player
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 3MU
AUDIO RESEARCH VT 60 Power
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI5 Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 5
AUDIOGRAM MB I Integrated Amp (Remote)
AUDIOGRAM MB2 Integrated Amp (Remote)
APOGEE Mini Grand (Black Gloss)
APOGEE Centaur
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS Alpha DAC
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS Delta DAC
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS Sigma DAC
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS DX1 CD Player
COPLAND CSA14 Hybrid Integrated Amp
COPLAND CTA 401 Integrated Valve Amp
COPLAND CTA 501 Valve Power Amp
COPLAND CTA 301 Valve Pre Amp
COPLAND CSA 303 Valve Pre Amp
GOLDMUND Mimesis 4Tuner
GOLDMUND Mimesis 6Amplifier
GOLDMUND Mimesis 6b Amplifier
PAPWORTH TVA50 Ex-dem
PS AUDIO 5.6 Pre
PS AUDIO 6.1 Pre
PS AUDIO 6.2 Pre
PS AUDIO UltraLink 2HDCD DAC
PS AUDIO DigiLink 2DAC
PS AUDIO DigiLink DAC
PS AUDIO ReferenceLink Pre AD/DA
PS AUDIO Delta 250 (Mono Powers) Pair
PS AUDIO Delta 100 Power Amp
PS AUDIO DL3 DAC
l'ROAC Studio 100 (Black & Walnut)
PROAC Studio 125 (Yew - bruised corner!)
l'ROAC Studio 125 (Other shades, slightly imperfect)
l'ROAC Studio 150 (Black or Oak) New
PROAC Studio 150 (Rosewood) Ex-dem
PROAC Response Two 'S' (Black or Walnut)
PROAC Response CC1 (Cherry) Ex-dem
l'ROAC Response One Sc (Oak) Ex-dem
PROAC Studio 250 (Mahogany) Ex-dem
PROAC Response 1.5 (Cherry)Prototype
l'ROAC Tablette 2000 (Mahogany) Both left handed
PROAC Studio 100 (Black) Both left handed
PROAC Tablette 2000 Signature (Ebony) Prototypes
PROAC Mini Towers ( Black)
OPERA Platea ( Mahogany) New
OPERA Pavarotti ( Black Ash) New
OPERA Super Pavarotti (Black Ash) New
OPERA Callas gold (Mahogany) New
OPERA Davini (Cherry) New
OPERA Aida (Cherry) New
115DIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD New Silver
UNISON RESEARCH Simply 4Int Amp New
UNISON RESEARCH 35 Power New
UNISON RESEARCH Feather New
UNISON RESEARCH One Remote New
UNISON RESEARCH Smart 300B Mono's New

£1550 £1079
£3740 £1349
£3500 £2429
£3999 £2249
£1999 £ 1349
£5290 £2699
£2999 £2149
£2335 £ 1439
£493 £319
£599 £359
£7598 £4329
£2300 £1259
£1809 £999
£1099 £629
£955 £539
£735 £449
£1199 £729
£1698 £999
£1750 £ 1049
£1299 £899
£1099 £729
£6106 £3449
£2900 £1699
£3124 £1799
£2700 £ 1948
£1090 £599
£799 £449
£899 £499
£2590 £ 1449
£999 £439
£995 £429
£4550 £2499
£2980 £1669
£1499 £799
£777 £439
£699 £449
£1100 £799
From £649
£1399 £899
£1539 £989
£2000 £ 1299
£599 £449
£1199 £949
£1699 £999
£2000 £949
£699 £489
£699 £489
£899 £749
£799 £499
£795 £629
£695 £539
£995 £799
£1095 £859
£1495 £ 1169
£795 £599
£1100 £799
£1595 £1199
£1525 £1139
£795 £569
£890 £695
£4150 £2999

Mâleb Warranty
£1'0A
UNISON RESEARCH Performance One Ex-dem
£P0A
UNISON RESEARCH Dual Mono Int Amp Ex-dem
GRAAF 50 50 Power amp
£ 1995 £1549
GRAAF WFB2 Pre amp
£ 1350 £1049
£299
MONRIO ASTI Int amp New
£400
£359
MONRIO ASTI ST (Remote) Int amp New
£550
£539
MONRIO ASTI CD Player New
£695
£350
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD2 CD Player
£490
£395
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini Pre-amp
£495
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donezetti Power
£395
£475
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2 CD Player
£3449 £2750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Mk1 Pre
£5995 £2495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Pre
£ 1550 £1195
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 Power
£3499 £2799
B&W THX Speaker System
£4975 £2995
£499
CASTLE Avon (Cherry)
£729
£449
CASTLE Severn MU (Black)
£599
£999
DENON DCD-SIO CD Player
£ 1299
£999
EPOS ES22 speakers (Cherry)
£ 1350
KEF Model 3 (Black)
£2250 £1599
KRELL 250 A Power
£3498 £2895
KRELL KAV300i Integrated
£2589 £2199
KRELL KAV300CD
£4290 £3399
KRELL KRC 3 Pre
£3250 £2695
£595
MERIDIAN 501/2 Pre
£740
£785
MERIDIAN 518 Digital Processor
£985
MERIDIAN 561 Digital Controller £2850 £1850
£695
MERIDIAN 562V Digital Controller £995
£595
MERIDIAN 563 D-A Converter
£705
£995
MERIDIAN 566 24 Bit DAC
£ 1380
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Digital Speakers £3885 £3295
MER11)IAN M33 Active Speakers
£ 1495
£995
£900
MICHELL Gyrodeck - Bronze RB300
£ 1200
£695
MICHELL ISO HR Phono Stage
£895
£495
MICROMEGA Stage 5CD Player
£750
£749
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA1OOR Int Amp
£ 1000
£79
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-ACT
£ 129
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC
£299
£179
NOTE PERFECT Virtuoso Speakers
£ 1995 £1295
£699
PINK TRIANGLE Tarantella - RB300
£899
QUAD ESL63 Speakers
£35130 £1950
THETA MILES SE CD Player
£2390 £1999
£399
THORENS ITA2000 Power Amp
£599
UNISON Simply 4Integrtated £ 1595 £1295
WILSON AUDIO 5.1 Graphite Grey
£ 17,990 £P0A
WILSON AUDIO Witt 1
£ 10,995 £6495
WILSON AUDIO Maxx
£34,995 £P0A
WILSON BENESCH Actor
£3999 £2499
WILSON BENESCH Orator
£2900 £1900
£478
ALCHAMIST Kraken Power Amp
£600
£398
AVI NuNeutron Speakers
£499
HELIOS Model 3CD Player
£600
£488
£318
MONRIO ASTI Line Level Amp
£400
£798
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 Mono Power Amps (Pair) £999
£398
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA50 Mono Power Amps (Pair) £499
£798
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 Mono Power Amps (Pair) £999
£398
OPERA Prima Speakers
£495
£528
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm 2Integrated Amp
£654
£478
TALK ELECTRONICS Tomado 2Power Amp
£599
£300
MARSTON AUDIO Silhouette CD Player
£699
£350
MARSTON AUDIO Silhouette DAC
£799

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

TRADING STATION HOURS OF BUSINESS

QUICK STOCK DISPOSAL FACILITIES FOR
ALL TYPES OF HI-FI & AV EQUIPMENT

TUESDAY - SATURDAY 10am - 5.30pm
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY.

ASK FOR MALCOLM HILLIER ON ( 01733) 555514
ABSOLUTE CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED

FOR TRADE CLEARANCE ITEMS PLEASE CALL

0870 608 8211

HICAM

JP

WAS NOW

ALCHEMIST NEXUS APD32A 24 BIT CD PLAYER EX DEMO
ALCHEMIST FORSETI INT AMP INC R/C EX DEMO

599

495

1049

850

ALCHEMIST FORSETI PRE AMP EX DEMO

999

650

ALCHEMIST NEXUS INT AMP WC EX DEMO

800

450

ALCHEMIST TS- D1 24 BIT DAC EX DEMO

299

225

AUDIOLAB 8000 C/P PRE/POWER GREY FINISH

The 'Worlds

ínest Cablém
s

10 years of Design Excellence

450

AUDIOLAB 8000 MONOBLOCKS/BOXED

1800

925

AUDIOLAB 8000 0PRE AMP/BOXED

1300

695

AUDIOLAB 8000 SX POWER AMP

550

330

AVI BIGG-TRON STAND MOUNTED SPEAKERS EX DEMO

599

525

AVI S2000 PRE AMP BOXED

950

450

AVI S2000MTII AM/FM REFERENCE TUNER

899

795

COPLAND 288 HDCD CD PLAYER
CDA288 HDCD CD PLAYER

1995 1295

DALI ROYAL MENUET MK2 CHERRY FINISH

399.95

325

525

450
157

CROFT

1500

450

www.eminentaudio.muk

KEF 055 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

450

225

UK + 44 (0) 1746 769156

LAT AC2 6WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK 3FT

194

170

ERGO AMT HEADPHONES
ERGO MODEL 2HEADPHONES
KEF 104/2 REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKERS WALNUT FINISH

LAT AC2 POWER CABLE 3FT
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP WC BPS
MARANTZ PM 43 INT AMP MM/MC PHONO BOXED
MERIDIAN 541/REMOTE CONTROL

65

55

1700

695

300

150

1100

395

MICHELL ARGO/HERA PRE/PSU

395

MICHELL GYRODECK/PSU/RB300/ROKSAN CORUS BLACK 1450

975

MONRIO ASTY INT AMP MINT/BOXED

425

295

1180

fax + 44 (0) 121 681 8772
USA (001) 305 264 0120
www.eminentaudio@mindspriag.com

ARGYLE HI-FI
HI-FI REPAIRS & SERVICING

795

on all British 8( Foreign makes by Qualified
Engineer with over 30 years experience.

NAIM 42 PRE AMP SERVICED NAIM JAN 2000

N/A

75

NAIM 92/90.3 PRE/POWER AMPS BOXED

Ted: 01 752 779933

955

595

NAIM 42.5 PRE AMP

N/A

95

NAIM 102 PRE AMP/NAPSC

NVA P90/A70 PRE/POWER MONOBLOCKS
INC NVA CABLES
PRECIOUS METALS SILVER SIGNAL 202B BALANCED

1450

840

430

350

'Lockwood Audio
THE

PRECIOUS METALS SILVER SIGNAL

AUTHORISED VW= SPECIALIST

204 INTERCONECT 1METRE

430

350

499.95

425

QUAD 306 POWER AMP BOXED

N/A

150

QUAD 77 10L LOUDSPEAKERS YEW FINISH

600

350

QUAD 77 INT AMP + REMOTE

650

325

REGA PLANET CD PLAYER

500

325

RUARK LOG-RYTHYM ACTIVE SUBWOOFER 4MONTHS OLD 800

500

PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER

SEQUENCE 200 CENTRE SPEAKER

100

40

SONNETEER ALABASTER INT AMP EX DEMO

899

750

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Unit 8, 724 Field End Road,
Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 OQP

3

SONUS FABER SIGNUM WALNUT/ADJUSTABLE
STANDS 3MONTHS OLD

595

225

SUGDEN SIGNITURE PRE/SYMETRA
CLASS AMONOBLOCKS

2290 1100

TARGET MX100 SPEAKER STANDS PIANO BLACK

79

60

THETA GOLIATH

199

89

THETA TLC

229

115

TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE PHONOSTAGE EX DEMO

399

325

SONICLINK RED EARTH 1METRE INTERCONECT

300

225

SONICLINK 8WAY DISTRIBUTION BLOCK 2METRE CABLE

225

175

SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONECT 1METRE PAIR EX DEMO

85

50

529

450

EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX DEMO

AGENTS FOR
ALCHEMIST. AVI, CRIMSON, EAR, DALI, DNM, LAT, LOGIC,
MICHELL, ORTOFON, OPTIMUM, PSB, PROJECT. PRECIOUS
METALS, SNELL, SONNETEER. SONICLINK, SUNFIRE CORP,
TARGET. TOM EVANS, VDH, XL0

Open Mon- Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details
Phone/Fax: 01844 260182
Mobile: 0973 233380
E-mail: HICAM1@FREENETNAME.CO.UK
Website: HICAM.CO.UK
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 2000

=

/

Lintone Audio

1730 1395

SPENDOR 2/2 LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH

Tel: 020 8864 8008
Fax: 020 8864 3064

SFITCTED ISTDEOEIPMENT AND SPECIAL (fflaS
AC. Energy AEI Loudspeakers
used)._ .£300.00
Arrant Xeta One 5Channel Dolby Pro Am
.11111 Al pha
(e'd'
uremd)),_-.1 41
4
80
9 ,00
95
Amain Alpha 7Toner areer-furb)
( new) . 1179.95
Arr.'s, Alpha SSE Cl) llover
(
sued) £ 395.00
Arcam Alpha 10 Amplifier/Phono Mod
5..
00
(oued)
Amain Delta 250 Transport
.ed
d)).. 1
16
39
5000
..
AudmAnalogue Bellinr/Donizeth Pre Power Amps ( used) £800.00
Audolab LX Amplifier
( new) £349.95
Audicelab 8000A Amplifier
(used) £350.00
°lab 8000C Pre Amplifier
( used) £250.00
udioiab 8000CDM/1:000 DAC CD Player (used). £ 1200.00
Audituab 8000M Mono Power Amplifiers ( used) £(95.00
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amplifier
(
oued)
£995.00
Burrnester 785 Pre- Amplifier
(used) £350.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier(ro-de,,) £499.95
Cyn, A/V Master Dolby Pre-Amplifier
ex-dem).... £550.00

Á

gal14:i 1
stAz i
ef...e.udspeakers ((nord)
used) £390.00
£595.00
lia inc Module
MM Mul
( used).££0
450.
Densen Beat 100 Ampfi
KEE 70S Rear Speakers
used)....£180.00
Lumlery LM : 20 Mono Power Amps (
Inc. Table) ( Es den') - 11995 .
00
M.aurez MA500 Power Amplifiers
used)... £ 350.130
Marantz PM17 Ampliler tGedd)
Mus Frd Pre- Amplifier 2
((used).
used) 1160.00
£650.00
Mus Rd 3A Pre- Amplifier
used)... £ 150.00
Mrrairan 565 Digital Surround Processor
(
oued).. 1.1600.00
Moridian 561 Digital Control Processor
used). £ 1995.00
Morahan 555 Power Amplifier
( used) £495.00
Meridain M33 Active Loudspeakers
used)-£ 1000.00
Michell Micro Tumtable/R133.00 Tonearm (
d£0
Mission 752 Loudspeakers( o
rtesa)) £
£3
39
95
5.
.
00
Noire CD3.5 CD Player
(ex dem).....£800.00
Nair,. Nair 2Amplifia
(Oued)
£295.00
Nair. Nair 3Amplifier
(ex den,) £500.00
Nairn Nait 3Amplifier
Nairn NAC 92 Pre-Anplifier
Nairn NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
ex(u
o
d'd
.
e,d
in )
).
...... £
14
3:9:5 .
. 00
01
)oued).. . 1295.00
Nairn NAC 12 Pre-Ariplifier
Nairn NAC 82 Pre- Amplifier
Nairn
90 Pow.
Pow
Amplifier
Amplifier
Nair, NAPI40
Power
Amplifier

Pioneer C73 Reference Pre Amplifie
Pioneer PD- 9700 CD Player
Quail EMS Tuner
2Valve Power Amplifiers
REL. Sualr, Active Sub Woofer
Rolcsati SI Power Amplifier
Rotel RB976 6Channel Power Amplifier
Technics SLP2000 CD Player

(oued)..
x used)
dom)...
£350.00
e)
: .d) 11:.1800.0
£500.00
0
( used)
(oued)
used)
(used)

£ 150.00
£800
£1
20 .
.
00
o0

£450.00
£ 395.00

)
oued).. . 1240.00
used). £495.00

STOCKISTS OF NAIM. MERIDIAN, TAG MCLAREN. CYRUS, KRELL. ROARK,
OPERA RUARK.MARANTZ, MICHELLE, CASTLE, TEAC, KU, ARCAM ETC, ETC.
Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail un. Lintonewudiodeeirgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Galehead, Tyne & Wear NEO 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
1999 Stereophile recommended component
We manufacture very high quality:
INTERCONNECTS: RCA, BALANCED, DIGITAL
SPEAKER CABLES: SINGLE, BI-WIRED, IN-WALL
HOME THEATER CABLING: AUDIO CABLES,
'S' COMPOSITE, AND COMPONENT VIDEO,
VIDEO AC CORDS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO GEAR.
VERY SPECIAL AC POWER CORDS,
OUTLET STRIPS. AND IN-WALL AC WIRING
Sold exclusively in the UK by:

AUDIO SALON
Tel: 0141 357 5700

See our dealer ad near the back

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Clearance

Amplifiers

Choice
Price

Description

50.00
495.00
395.00
150.00
150.00
450.00
995.00
395.00
1495.00
495.00
395.00
75.00
395.00
295.00
795.00

Audio Alchemy ODE 1
Pink Triangle Ordinal 1307
Mendian 206 Delta Sigma
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 563 duc 20 bit
Audion Silver Knights
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Audion Golden Knights
Linn Isobanks
McCormack DAC
Cambridge Dac Magic
Audio Alchemy DEIS 2CD Player
Exposure VActive xover (3way)
Magnum P200 pre amp

Ret a
'
2
ilnarmriCae
l
200.00
900.00
1000.00
50000
500.00
950 00
£ 3000 00
£ 900.00
£ 4000.00

£
£
£
£
£

£ 995.00
£ 150.00
900.00
99500
£ 1895 00

,C5New in

£
£
£
£
£
£
E
E
£

3500.00
3140.00
450.1»
900.00
5700.00
450.00
3400.00
4000.00
600.03
603.00
1195.00
£ 1845.00
£ 767 00
£ 2500.00
£28,000.00
£ 8000.00
£ 1095.00
5750.00
799.00
£ 1500.00

'Reduced this month

This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS

Mark Levinson 334
Jadis JA 200
Jadis JA30 ( latest)
Kenwood L1000C pre/L100M Power
Tag McLaren Aphrodite System. Speakers 8Remote
Audiolab 8000 S
Mucial Fidelity X-610011 Integrated Power
Burmester 850 Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity A1000

PRE AMPLIFIERS

Krell KBL pre amp
Quad 66 pre 8remote

SPEAKERS

Electrocomparset Oube
Soundlab Quantum
Wilson System 5.1
REL Studio Subwoofer ( unopened)

CD PLAYERS & DACS
Musical Fidelity 0- Ray
Maranta CD7 ( new)
DPA PDM1 mklIl
Wadia 8Transport
Mark Levison No. 39
Micromega CD 3.1

£
E
£
£
£
£

4995.03
8995.1)3
3695.00
1495.00
3950.00
550.00
650.130
£ 1495.00
E 1495.00

£ 5500.00
£15,570.00
E 5180.00
£ 2500.00
5300.130
£ 800.00
£ 803.00
£ 3000.00
3000.06

E 1595.00
£ 395.00

E 4000.00
£ 600.00

£
£
£
£

895.00
1495.00
9950.00
3495.00

£ 140:1.00
£ 2400.00
£18,000.00
£ 4000.00

£ 550.00
£ 3295.00
£ 795.00
1995.00
£ 3795.00
£ 1095.00

£ 799.00
£ 3500.00
£ 2000.03

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
L'en LP12/LVII/Valhalla £
Michell Syncro RB300
E
Muscial Fidelity 0- Flora
£
Quad FM4 Tuner
£
Rega Planar 9Incl. Arm
£

595.00
450.00
399.00
395.00
1395.00

£ 5003.D0£ 1995.00
£ 1200.00
£ 599.00
£ 650.00
£ 1795.00

Quality

Speakers
£ 2350.00
£
95.00
£ 1195.00
E On Dem
£ On Dem
£ 350.00
£ 4995.00
E 795.00
£ 995.00
£ 2995.00
£ Special
£ 695.00
£ 1295.00
On Dem
E 1695.00
£ 895.00
On Dem
£16,950.00'

Audio Physics Rhea Sub
Mission 771 8Stands
Shahinian Arcs
Audio Physics Steps
Audio Physics Caldera
Acoustic Energy AE120
Wilson Cubs
Acoustic Energy AE1 P/Blk oStand
OLN Sig. + Stands
Apogee Mini Grand
Audio Physic Tempo 11
Naim Credo
Sonus Faber Minima Amators Iron Wood Stands
Audio Physics Spark
Monitor Audio Studio 50 SE Piano Black
Proac Resp 1SC uStands
Audio Physics Virgo
Cello Stradivan Grand Master
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Audio State DC1+ (Audi Silver)
Rogers LS3/5A Black (New)
Rogers AB1 Sub ( New)
Rogers LS55 (New)
Alun Adriana (New)
Aloe VmklIl
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (New)
Audio Physics LIBRA

£ 3099.00
£
170.00
£ 187500
£ 999.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 500.00
£ 6000.00
£ 1500 00
£ 18Pa nn
£
£ 2a99.00
£ 117500
£ 1980.00
£ 1749.00
£ 4000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 3400.00
£ 60,00000

£
£
£
£
£

2650.00' £ 425000
575.00
£ 798.00
450.00
£ 598.00
330.00
£ 430.00
Special
£ 10,000.00
Special
£ 5500.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1600.00
E 495.00
£ 800.00
£ 795.00
£ 1200.00
£ 495.00' £ 1200.00
e On Dem
E 5000.00

Turntables
& Analo

Amplifiers
Krell FPB 600
Krell ( SA 250
Krell 505
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Krell JA500
Graff 50/50
Pioneer A300 Integrated
Cary 850 CMonoblocks
Cary 300 se 1_020 Monoblocks
John Shearn Reference Phase 3Power
John Shearn Reference Phase 2Integ.
Naim 135 Power Amps ( unopened)
Audio Note Ongaku (new)
Plinius SA250 mk IV
Tube Tech Synergy PPS
Quad 306
Exposure IX Power supply
Restek Monoblocks Exponent ( 1.2kw)
NRG 401M
Meracus lntrare
Audio Research Classic 150 M/blocks
EAR 861 Power amp
Linn LK100
Audio Research VT60
Adcom GF565
Rogers E40A ( new)
Musical Fidelity A3 Integrated
Quad 77 Integrated
Acuphase £203 Integrated
Cary 572 SE Monoblocks
Audio Note Neiro (as new)
Plinius SA 100
Boulder 102 AE
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Muscial Fidelity SAS 100 (X-dem)
Quad »5
Counterpoint SA12
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII
'Reduced this month

511:cce

£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 1995.00
£ 4995.00
£ 9995.00
£ 6995.00
E 1650.00
£ 90.00
£ On Dem
£ On Dem
£ 550.00
£ 475.00
2995.130
pua.
£ On Dem
£ 3750.00
275.00
795.00
6495.00
5495.00
X-Dem
5500.1»
1595.00
450.00
1295.00
1295.00
1495.00
X-Dem
450.00
795.00
Dem
9995.00
2850.00

3650.06

2950.00'
495.00
2250.00
699.00
225.00
795.00
550.130
450.00

£12,900.03
£ 6703.00
3690.30
010,006.30
£181300.00
£21,000.00
£ 2150.00
£ 180.00
£ 7995.130 +
£ 5250.00 +
749.130
£ 799.03
£ 3803.00
045,000.00
£ 6000.00
£ 6900.00
£ 400.00
1500.00
£12,00000
£13,000.00
995.00
£12,0130.00
£ 3000.00
£ 603.00
£ 2645.00
£ 2200.00
£ 1848.00
£ 850.00
900.00
1695.00
£ 2350.00
£16,503.00
£ 3450.00
£ 3400.00
£ 4790.00
£ 4000.00
P 99.06
£ 1400.00
£ 800.00

70000

LP12, Valhalla, LVII
Rega Planar 2+ Bias cartridge
Musical Fidelity XLP'
Cyrus 7Stand ( 7Shelf)
l'harem TD280 mk IV
Linn LP12/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv/Cirkus
Naim Nat 02 Tuner
Audiolab 8000T Tuner
Goldmund Ref Turntable
Oracle Mk VTurntable
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing, platter, clamp
Linn LP12/ARO/ArmegeddonrPrefix/Hi Cap/17 DII
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
Linn Klyde

£ 696.00
£ 190.00
396.»
£ 295.00
£ 185.00
£ 2250.00
£ 850.00
£ 550.00
£ 8995.00
P.O.A.
495.00
£ 2500.00
£ 1095.00
£ 375.00

£ 1400.00

E 260.00

£ 1495.00
£ 4995.00
£11,500.00
£14,995.00
£ 6500.00
£ 5250.00
£ 1295.00
5500.00
£ 495.00
£ 595.00
£ 2495.00
£ 1895.00
£ 2495.00
£ 395.00
£ 95.00
On Dem
P.OA.
X-Dem
E 4250.00
£ 495.00
E 495.00

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP'
Wilson Benesch
1DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

-E) In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

-10 Show room/dem room
Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

£ 495.00
£ 500.00
£ 240.00
£ 4000.00
£ 1165.00
£ 800.00
£30,000.00
£ 4199.00

11)All credit cards inc. Amex

£ 4000,00
£ 2000.30
£ 500.00

le Widest range available

95000

& DACS

fax 0181 392 1994

Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alan
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

10 Generous part exchange

ue

Players

Meridian 565
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk 11
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Krell ( PS 25s
Wadia 860 0 (24/96)
Mark Levinson 360S
Maranta CD14
Naim CDS 2+ XPS (unopened)
Cyrus Dac Master
Cyrus Dics Master
Wadia 830
Krell KAV 250 C.D.
Krell (AV 300 C.D.
Teac P500
Muscial Fidelity 0- ACT
YBA Integre
Oracle CID2000 Transport
Musical Fidelity A3 CD
Mark Levinson No 39
Quad 77 CD Player ( Quadlink)
Helios Model 3

el 0181

STOCKIST OF:

-€1

VARIOUS

( _15c13

Choice

1E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment

Reduced this month

Power

H -

1995.00
On Dem
195.00
695.00
4500.00
195.00
On Dem
2250.00
250.00
295.00
895.00
1095.00'
475.00
1995.00
9995.00'
399500
650.00
X-Dem
699.00
795.00

Boulder L5 Pre Amp
Audible Illusions P3A Pre mm/mc
Naim 42.5
John Shearn Phase 6Pre
Naim 52+ Super Cap new
Naim 42.5
Plinius 16P Phono/remote
Mark Levinson No 28
Meridian 201 Pre
Exposure VII
Electrocompaniet EC4.5 (New)
Audio Research LS3
Naim Nac 72
Audio Research LS9
Cello Audio Suite + master supply
Jeff Rowland Consumate uPhono ( 3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
C.A.T. SL1 Ultimate
Musical Fidelity X- P100
Exposure XI pre XII psu

S 2oLO 00
£ 8000.00
£ 24,000.00
£ 19,995.00
£ 7500.00
£ 6895.00
£ 1600.00
£ 6500.00
£ 899.00
E 899.00
£ 3000.00
£ 2599.00
£ 4290.130
£ 600.00
£
130.00
E 1095.00
£ 7299.00
£ 850.00
£ 5000.00
£ 700.00
£
700.00

1E) Mail order
ip Export service
1E) Finance arranged subject to status

e Unbiased advice
10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
o-rnai( choice hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

On the 24t, of August, we shall
be holding amusical evening
in association with Sugden
and A.R.T.
If you would like to hear these
genuinely world-class
amplifiers and speakers,
please phone or email for
details

REPLAY AUDIO
64 FLIXTON ROAD
URMSTON
MANCHESTER
M41 5AB
0161 202 9922

• ACOUSTIC ENERGY

• NEAT

• ADVANTAGE

• .ONKYO

• ART LOUDSPEAKERS

• OPERA

• AVANTGARDE HORNS

•ORTOFON

• AVI

• PATHOS

• AUDIO ANALOGUE

• PROJECT TURNTABLES

• AUDIO PHYSIC

• ROTHVVELL

• BLUE ROOM MINIPOD

• ROYD

• CREEK

•RUARK

• CRIMSON

•SAMUEL JOHNSON AUDIO

• DNM/RESON

• SME

• EPOS

• SUGDEN

• FINAL ELECTROSTATICS

• SONNETEER

• HEYBROOK

• TEAC

• LFD

• TRICHORD

• MICHELL

• TRILOGY

• MONITOR AUDIO

• UNISON RESEARCH

• NAD

• etc.

THE SUGDEN MASTERCLASS
Audio Analogie Puccini

£850
£ 599

Woodside MAI00 valve monoblocks

the Trafford Centre.

£ 399

Crimson 610/630 pre/power
LFD Mistral CD Player

£"1500

prodLcS.
We accept Visa, Mastercard,

emit: replay@dial.pipex.com

Slhand and ei-derno clearance Items - Sept '00
CD Players 8. DAC'S
Audio Alchemy DDE1.0V D/A Converter

Was

Now

399

149

Audio Alchemy DDE1.1V DIA Converter

399

179

Audio Note CD2 ( New & Boxed) Valve CD

1000

695

Audiolab 8000 DAX DIA Converter 24 Bit
Densen Beat 400 CD Player ( New & Boxed) HDCD

1099

DPA 1024 Upgraded to DX512 DAC

Switch, De ta

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
2999
1500

1995
995

549

Preamplifiers
Alchemist Forsetti Preamplifier

Was
1299

Now
499

1280

999

Alchemist Kraken Preamplifier

650

199

8000

4499

Audio Analogue Bellini Preamplifier

495

329

800

350

Audio Note M2 Line Preamplifier

999

750

595

Audio Research LS2 Hybrid Preamplifier

3980

1299

Midiman 24 Bit A to D Converter Flying Cow

350

250

Audio Research LS9 Remote Solid State

1999

1399

Mondo 18E12 DAC

950

499

DPA Enlightenment New Style

799

499

Monrio Bit Match Transport

950

599

Moririo Privilege 20 Bit CD Player
Nakamichi DV10 DVD DTS/5.1

950
799

699
549

Gate Audio Line Valve Preamplifier
Linn Kairn / Brilliant PSU Preamplifier

1699
1395

650
649

3000

2250

Helios 2 CD Player

Resolution Audio CD50 HDCD CD Player (with volume)

Mod Squad Line Drive AGT
Sony Reference Preamplifier Esoteric TA 1ES

695

299

3000

2399

Resolution Audio D92 24/96 DAC/Processor

1500

995

Resolution Audio VT960 DVD Transport

3500

1995

229

125

Acoustic Energy Aegis 2 Beech
Audio Note AN-J/SP Light Oak Loudspeakers

299
1230

199
750

Amplifiers
Audion Sterling Integrated Line

Was

Now

799

449

Audio Note AN-K/SP Light Ash Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-Z Two Black Loudspeakers

1070
450

629
375

Beard M1000 125W Monoblock 6550 Triode
Graaf 50/50 Push Pull Power amplifier ( New & Boxed)

6500

1999

Diapason Karis Walnut 2Way Monitor ( New & Boxed)

1250

950

2100

1795

Epos ES30 Dark Cherry

2700

1299

Graaf GM20 OTL Ex-Demo Re-Valved

2995

2395

Impulse Maya Loudspeakers

695

395

Laverdin IT Integrated

3250

2195

Martin Logan Quest Electrostatic Hybrid ( Light Oak)

4890

1995

MP211A monos 2X 211 SE Valves (Chinese)

2500

995

Odeon Rigeletto 91d3 Horn

1850

995

Meridian 551 Integrated ( Phono Fitted)

1098

549

Opera Callas Gold Mahogany

1050

649

Meridian 555 Power Amplifier

950

450

Snell JMK2 Loudspeakers Blacki Huygens Stands

Pathos Model One Hybrid Integrated (6 months old)

999

750

Spendor SP7/1 Black Ash

Quad 33/303 Amplifiers ( New caps Fitted)

N/A

199

VelodyneTX810 Mk 2 Subwoofer

Roksan Caspian Integrated

795

549

Theta TLC

Loudspeakers

900

349

1900

850

695

379

See the full and latest list at my Website:
call John
0

MAX

Sirius D200 Power Amplifier 2X200VV
Unison Research Pentode 35 Valve Integrated (4xEL34)

1000

DPA Enlightenment DX32

•ario•

Home trial is possible on most

web site: www.replay.dial.pipex.com

Please phone or email for a full up-to-date list

O

We are situated at Junction 10
of the M160. Manchester Ring
Road five minutes from

CURRENT SALE ITEMS INCLUDE

Roberts Tel / Fax: 01562 822236

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • VVorcs • DY11 5AD
e-mail: sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Mobile: 0421 605966

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Midland Audio Xchan • e

ea/

SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 ( formerly The Music Room)• Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

MADRIGAL '
S COMPACT
/

44

INTEGRATED MUSIC SYSTEM

LET THE MADRIGAL TEAM DESIGN YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
Of course you could mix and match components in the old way,
and save money ... until you count what you have spent over the
years! Madrigal, the most successful high-end manufacturer to
date, now employs 28 specialist designers in-house to optimise
industrial design, digital, analogue, component and circuit layout,
control software and some aspects previously overlooked.
Models emerging in the last 3 years have included benchmark
and definitive statements like the Mark Levinson No 39 CD
processor and now the No 383 integrated amplifier. These yield
advantages rather than compromises in single-chassis products.
Whether these or the traditional two-chassis products (control and
power amps, CD transport and digital processor) depends on
your individual needs. In a single-source system the 39's digital
inputs and defeatable analogue variable volume permits the use
of a 334 power amp. There is more to this decision than meets the
eye and a well- briefed dealer can discuss the pros and cons.
Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD LYRA •
MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
SUGDEN • SUMIKO
Loudspeakers by:
A- R- T • Final • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI
•Zingali Studio Monitors

Acoustically matching loudspeakers for Mark Levinson systems are
now available at all desirable price points. When Madrigal
launched its audiophile speaker company 2 1/2 yea's ago, Iwas
amongst the cynics ... now Ieat my words. The scale of operation
and in-house manufacturing now yield Ultima technology in more
conventional cabinets for £2,890 (the Performa F30) and £ 1,795
(M20 with pedestal). These have been designed from the ground
up, and priced to avoid being overlooked!! With the synergy
factor, Madrigal's Integral system is much better value than you
will find in the used and ex-dem advertisements. Phone right now
for a special offer, free finance and a free 1metre fully balanced
Madrigal Cz Gel interconnect worth £419.
Reprints on these products and on Revel are available on request.

11.811,
5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk

SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE
•UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
•AmEx, Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by phone, fax or secure e-commerce
•Effective cables and accessories, tested in various systems

ANALOGUE and
ACCESSORIES
We now demonstrate five makes of
turntable and a wide range of arms,
cartridges and step-up devices. The
following analogue accessories are
amongst our strong recommendations and best sellers.

FAQ: Why do some cheaper cords to use on your components,
from inexpensive to true high-end
systems sound more
hi-tech. Our ultimate cord, the JPS
satisfying than mine?
Kaptovator, sells for £ 1,000 and is a
TRY PURE MAINS POWER

genuine innovative component

If your system sounds good after

which has just received two glowing reviews. Don't judge it ' til you

20m and four hours stabilisation,
you have a hint of the benefit of

hear it. Start lower scale, and we

good mains power. During the day

will trade you upscale without any
loss. Don't accept low technology

it is corrupted by modern and
industrial practice and is quite

The ultimate turntable is arguably
the refined and revolutionary SME
Model 10. We recommend superior
silver litz cables (SME to phono
plugs) and cartridge tags which significantly enhance the sound. John
Michell offers the ultimate in afford-

unsuited to audio systems from mini
to high-end. In our opinion, home
rewiring, isolation transformers,
conditioning and AC regeneration

INTERCONNECTS
Four years ago, we commissioned

are all compromised - and not

a top deSigner to make an
unbranded but high performance

necessary!
The simplest solution is deceptively
simple. At the lowest cost an inexpensive AC power cord will give
you some serious improvement by
filtering spikes and some RF

able decks along with the remark-

interference. At higher cost,

able Rega tonearms.

technology can now rescue your
music from the hash and glare of
dirty mains. Beware of inexpensive
computer type mains products, by
the way, because the skill of audio

AUDIO NOTE
SME arm lead: AN-v

£239

mains products is much more
complex and delicate. A steep

£489

filter, conditioning, or ferrites will

SME arm lead: AN-vx

KONTAK
Contact cleaner

£ 14.95

LYRA
Evolve-99 LE (one only)

£695

New! Helikon

£795

J.A. MICHELL
Q.C. Power Supply

£399

Delphini phono stage

£499

Delphini + large PSU

£895

SUMIKO
Blue Point 3mV MC
BP Special MC

£ 119
£249

TOWNSHEND
Turntable Seismic Sink

£234

high performance (wide bandwith,
neutrality, detail) to suit high-end
and well-matched systems rather
than band-aid, tone control, or
design house-signature sounds. By
avoiding design and development
costs, manufacturing overheads
the project was essentially done in
spare time without establishment
costs.
The AudioSource Stratos Il interconnect is now a legend spread by

334 had over his Meridian.
Please phone for specific and
impartial advice on which AC

r

„> -Ce
.
'
,
Fax 0141 339 9762

Web: www.audiosource.co.uk

Interconnect for use by our own
retail customers only. The goal was

EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS
If your equipment rests on synthetic
materials and ordinary shelves, its
user enthusiasm, and we have at
congest the sound. the opposite
own vibrations and external feedleast one copy - sorry, but it does
of the desired goal.
back will resonate microphonic
not sound similar! By avoiding all
The Octopus is a mains block
boards and components.
packaging, advertising, and direct
Townshend Audio has been at it
offering very high performance for
to customer this is really a product
longer than the rest and their
a reasonable price of £ 199. In
at £ 125 for one metre which has no award-winning Seismic Sinks now
place of a captive lead, you
rival under £800. A postbag of con- cost only £234 per platform, or £499
employ an IEC high performance
verted cynics, some of whom sell
per pair, under loudspeakers. Yes,
AC cord of your own choice which
previous " designer label - interconair isolation under loudspeakers
thus protects and enhances up to
instead of rigid support; hard to
nects for a lot more than £ 125 and
eight hi-fi components.
pelieve but easy to hear.
enjoy much superior sound.
When you audition one of the
Townshend air suspension racks
There are, literally, a few hundred
come in several ranges and dimenJPSLabs high performance AC
design criteria from what we
sions. They are virtually custom
cords you will certainly want one
believe is the world's best audio
made to your design, and that Is
for each component. The reason is
RCA plug, to proprietary soldering
why it is the advice of a good dealthat these cords are designed for
techniques and metals. Advanced er, not a box shifter, which can save
one type of component, eg, power
you a fortune. Realise the potential
measurement was optimised by
amp, digital product, analogue
of your existing hi-fi system. Of the
over 80 prototypes leading to the
product, etc. The power cord for
original S/S stand, in 1998 IAR
mark II. The Stratos is by far the
amplifiers, for example, is a high
most advanced audio interconnect declared, The Townshend is the
speed low resistance fat cord
first shelving unit that does sonic
at its price. Straight out of the box,
which has amazed the early
good instead of sonic harm."
er. Jiffy bag, it will astound you,
adopters in the UK. It is cheap at
although it needs the industry's
£350 because it upgrades both the
longest burn-in and just improves
power and the dynamics, easily
for 2-3 months. The reason is that
exceeding the next up in the
we burn it In reverse, so that your
range. Today, a buyer of the power
music aligns the copper crystals
amp cord phoned to say that it
permanently and probably
introduced an improvement to his
uniquely.
Levinson 334 almost as much as the

ei

Tel: 0141 357 5700

and OEM power cords, they ruin
your sound.

TRY JPS Labs
During the interval between The
Music Room and opening The
Audio Salon, countless hours were
devoted to designing the
AudioSource interconnect. It was a
nightmare, and we decided not to
attempt to develop AC cords or
speaker cables.
Our problems were solved when
JPSLabs appointed us UK Direct
Dealer. In this way. British customers
can uniquely buy at US domestic
prices, which is much nicer than
being ripped off. JPSLabs offer a full
range of analogue and digital
cables regarded as latest generation, state of the art without
"enhanced" pricing to pay for high
promotion. See our separate ad for
prices, or send for details. You
would expect us to declare that
JPS is the best, but we leave it to
the reviewers, and most important,
to our customers comments. This
month (July) a customer response
to the SC2 digital cables stated,
'criminal neglect not to make sure
everyone has these cables." Okay,
we will exhibit at London's HI-FI 2000
Show!

Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MIT
Isolation Stands by:
BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND

QUALITY USED

THE MIDLAND

A UDIO M ATTERS
New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

BESTUSED

EQUIPMENT,

EQUIPMENT

BOUGHT, SOLD

SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGE

020 8255 0572 / 0973 436135

e

U.
S11

The 147ortcfs Finest Cabféu
s

10 years of Design Excellence
One of the latest generation of the

*k,

American high performance
superconductors, JPS-Labs are
noted for fair pricing rather than
extravagant hype. Now available
in the UK ... at US domestic prices!
Unique alloy and semi- conductors
breathe life into your music without
any harsh or processed signature.
Their context sensitive AC power
cords are positively the best

moo

Spendor SP7/1 speakers
Tannoy D703 Speakers rosewood
Theta Pearl Transport oProgeny DAC
Wadia 23 CD Player
Conrad Johnson PVIOA2 Pre
AVI 32000MP Pre Rota PSU
AVI S2000 Monoblocks
Alchemist Forseti P/C Int Amp
Quad ES/63 ostands
Alchemist Genesis monoblocks

£ 1995
£550
£25(0 £ 1250
£2448 £ 1250
£2980 .£ 1495
£ 1095
£595
£1450
£ 750
£ 1400
£ 750
£ 1250
£650
MOO . . £ 1395
£ 1500
£695

A NEW RANGE OF VIENNA ACOUSTICS SPKS. NO ON OEM
ALSO PERREAUX EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ONLY FROM AUDIO MATTERS.
Our On Dom

treatment and place to purify the

Alchemist. Anthem. AuComecct Audion VOve Amps

Bow Technologies, Cadence Spks. Charm. DRA., Goertz Cables,
Monarchy. Ortofort Prk Trance° Proect LT. Sonic Frontiers. Trionak-

mains.

Salo. lalooy Valve Amps. Van der Hul
—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

STEREO INTERCONNECTS
Single- ended, RCA to RCA:

GT AUDIO

Priced 0.5m/1 .0m
The Ultra Conductor

THE SERVICE AN!) REP4IR SPECIALIST

£69/89

The SuperConductor+ £ 179/219
SuperConductor-2 WBT

£499

Fully- balanced, XLR to XLR:
Price for 1.0m pair
Tie MItraConductor £ 179
The Superconductor+ £449
SuperConductor-2 £899
le POWER CORDS

IPA (UK) 2m

Analog (UK) 2m
Digit (UK) 2m

• il ARANIKED TOP DI Alm REPAIRS
• NUR, ICING UNDERTAKEN 0, 41.1 4414ES TOi SON, it 1,111011 sl
• IQUIPMINt 1E1;0114AG
• 01511,1 ‘,1P1111111 A II 11 It 10 NI-ORATION
• II Mx 1511011.111151 11 S111,111,11 INC
• 11F.R1.0 Oat 0010 "' TAM,'

II NI* ALIGNMENT

EOUIPMENT FOR SOIF
Acclimate 1(1 < Dander. Rem& vermm ( the bee, wait fly tng It.th. eon Mlle use

1,

Audio Research SP/1 Preomp. honed as new. total', unrriuked. the tea I
,. seen
111,1 laudspeaker cable, S ncur stereo pan
1,11:150
'
,Welt', Research 1144, tonearm. boxed m new
Fidel'', Rmearch FR 71, motile cod cartndge, net di hexed

V«
17
1,1
ISIR

Iiarrard 101 Motor urn excellent condMon
I:ATE TR301A 1101 manobkaUx maid-tem. 20 hours use tally
lirare In 111111...nilgr, very maxi condMon
Nakamehi 700 Tri.Trarerx.esene deck In excellent conditton

Lot 11115

1)1 AD 11*, 22 &
ell in good condoion. liEC
end manual,
kmers Iad., Mid with matclung tuner. excellent conddion,underful sound
Radford MA2.5
px ,3working D.R1 InIonInt ii.r.t`
lechnk, 2051' MI Xnun Cartndge. new @ wakd unie box
trantamura Churchill Milleanium ORO Merranneetx IOm stereo new
Lut t795
%imam. Churchill Millennium 6000 Interconnects 1In, stereo two,: 1.1,1 11025

11 ,
1201
ltix

tes
121
14,
12 51
1. 151
145

CHECK 1/I E NEFISITE FOR AN UP40.1)ATF: LISTING ( 11,-1-3/8 SALE" ITF:MS

£119
£2119

Pow .

ad (UK) 2m

£249
£349

Kapto

r (UK) 2m

£999

ZE

Tel: 01095 033099 Fax: 01895 831594
e-mail m_audiegalescu.mi 8118P/seww.glaudia.com

1111

SPEAKER deellLES
Ultra Cond
tor 6/8ft £ 130/145
BiWire options 6/8ft £230/255
SuperConductor+ 6/8ft £649/749
BiWire options 6/8ft £ 749/859
SuperConductor-2 £ 1399/1699

SEE US AT THE LONDON
HI-FI 2000 SHOW,
21-24 SEPTEMBER

AudioSource
UK Direct Dealer
5Crown Terrace, Hyndland,
Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland, U.K.
Tel: 0141 357 5700
Fax: 0141 339 9762
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk
Telephone Mail Order by
VISA, M/C, AmEx etc

CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

'COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
lup
E
S
Call, write, fox or emad for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 * fax ( 2)5)297-8661
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
fotwyre@fatwyre.com

dr

THE
CABLE
company

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

URGENTLY

SALE

Alcnernist orsetti pre power
£2398 . P.O.A.
AlchemLst Kraken Anniversary Mk II
£599 . P.O.A.
Anthem CD player (5star What Hi-Fi)(ex/d) £ 1699
£899
Audio Alchemy Drive 3oV3 DAC • 3PSU . £ 1649
£759
Audio Research D240 Mk II
£3500 £ 1195
Audion Black Shadows 845 volve mcnoblocks £4000 . ROA
Audion Silvernight 3008 inpriublpas
£2250 . P.O.A.
Chario Academy 1solid walnut (ex/st)
£ 1299
Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/d)
£ 1649 £ 1100
Ear 859 Power Amp
£ 1599
£750
Krell Kay 3001
£2495 .... P.O.A
Krell KSA 250 pwr
£6700
£25-1
£3498
£ 14.
Krell KSA 80 pwr amp
£995
Krell (SI pre amp balance £2298
Krell MD 10 CD Turntable
£7990
£1995
Krell KAV.S Prologic. AC3. WS. THX PRE
£ 13503
.
86,5on
Meridian 207 CD oPRE
£31
Pass Aleph LFP PRE
Proac Response 4spks
£3800
£21
tr,
£12000 .£399

REQUIRED
LINN, NAIM,
MERIDIAN. QUAD.
CASH WAITING

The Midlands Best Used Equipment Specialist
Quality Used Equipment Bought, Sold, Part Ex
Visa/Delta Mastercard/Switch
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 till 8.00

Tel/Fax 0121 747 4246
email tony@centralaudio.co.uk
5 minutes Jcn 9 M42

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
Alphason Alcaeus power supply
Art Audio Diavolo W/Electric 300B + Volume
ATC SCM 20 Black
ATC SCM 20 Tower SL (Walnut)
Audiostatic DCI
Audionote P2SE
AVI S200 MI Integrated
AVI Position Cherry
Bose 901 Series VI
Bow Technologies Wazoo
Copland CDA 288
Copland CDA 289
Concordant Quad II
Cyrus 3IRemote Integrated
Cyrus 3Remote Integrated
Cyrus PSX Rpower supply
Cyrus XPA poweramp
Lexicon CP2 Digital Surround Processor
Linn LP12 Cirkus Armageddon Aromatic
Dynavector XXTL
Linn LP12 Cirkus Ekos Pink Link ATOC9
Linn Ekos MK11
Linn LP12 Valhalla Ekos
Linn Lingo
Mark Levinson No 39 CD
Meridian DSP 6000 Digital Loudspeakers
Meridian MSR
Meridian 563 ( upgraded to 24 bit)
Meridian 602 Clocked
Meridian 563 Dac
Musical Fidelity NU Vista pre
Musical Fidelity NU Vista power
Naim Nail 3M/M phono
Nairn 180 6months old
Naim 180
Naim 140
Naim Armageddon
Naim Aro
Naim CD' Mk11
Naim 42.5
Naim 32.5 ( 72 upgrade)
Naim Hicap
Naim Naxo 2/4
Naim CD 3.5
Nairn Flatcap
Naim Prefix 5
New Audio Frontiers 845 SE
Pink Triangle Pink Link LP12 Power Supply
Proac Tab 2000 Sig + stands (4months old)
Quad 34
Quad 405/2
Quad FM 4
Quad 66 CD
Revox G36
Roksan Artemiz
Standesign 5Tier
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano Walnut
Sony Esprit Tan 900 Monos
Spendor LS35A Black
Tag McLaren PA 10 Pre
Tesla 300B x2 ( New boxed)
Transparent Music Wave 2/4 tt
Unison Research Smart 845 Monos
Van den Hull Thunderline
Wireworld Equinox 2/3mtr
Yamaha NS1000 Black

n/a
4000
1600
2400
2800
1500
1000
1000
1650
2195
2200
2000
Na
600
550
350
350
1250

50
2295
695
1495
1495
595
595
695
795
1395
1250
1395
395
350
250
195
195
150

n/a
n/a
1500
n/a
800
5000
9500
80
1380
1800
900
1500
3300
736
1150
1150
800
645
1230
2000
280
Na
760
793
1180
370
380
6000
800
1250
n/a
n/a
n/a
Na
n/a
550
190
1790
8000
Na
850
300
250
3500
145
n/a
n/a

1595
1395
995
795
450
3595
4995
50
595
595
295
1095
2295
450
850
750
295
495
695
995
95
195
350
350
750
275
275
1995
395
795
195
250
195
395
195
250
95
1295
1495
295
450
195
150
1495
85
195
750

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
SEPTEMBER 2000
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udspeakers

www.loudspeaker-art.com

15 Dukes Road

TROON

Tel: + 44 1292 319416

AYRSHIRE

The Precision Attenuator
•A true no compromise L-Pad stepped attenuator.

¿te reference fi)r other active crossovers

•Hand built using 0.1%.

•Individually calibrated in our workshop

15ppm precision resistors and
one of the finest quality Swiss made switches available

or your loudspeaker.

•User adjustments

•Specifically designedfor your pre-amp, offeringfiner range

-Instructions supplied.

adjustment of volume around your own specific setting.

• Remote control option.

•More accurate than the best

loudspeaker computer software.
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•Fully alterable for future
loudspeakers.

•

•Available ready built or in kitform.
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•

•Available for 2way, 3way,
satellite and subwoofer
systems.

•Specifications:

T
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•

250K, 500K, 1M

•
O •

Available exclusi‘ely from

AUDIOGeDLINKS
7 Fairmont Crescent. Scunthotpe, North Lincolnshire DN I6 IEL
TEL (+44) 01724 - 870432
FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340
SEPTEMBER 2000

•5K, 10K, 20K, 50K, 100K.

.• #
"N. •

<0.0002% Distortion
>110dB SW Ratio
<0.5uS Rise Time
011.7 to 450k1-1: Bandwidth.

HI FI NE WS F. RECORD REVIEW

KA I0 6QR

Fax: + 44 1292 319417 email: info@loudspeaker-art.com

Active Crossover Modules

«IND

SCOTLAND

•

QUALITY

STYLE

CHOICE

Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Bring your beloved but ageing Speakers back to life!!
We carry avast range of replacement speaker drive units,
accessories and components which will enable you to refurbish
your treasured Loudspeakers.
We have successfully sourced and replaced units for such
renowned names as AR, IMF, KEF, Mission, Rogers, TDL etc
In addition to our replacement and repair service we are
the UK's largest supplier of DIY loudspeaker kits, with a
comprehensive range to suit all tastes and pockets.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full
range of Loudspeakers and accessories
Why not check out our website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk secureyn line ordering facility.

LOW AUDIO LIMITED
Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 44 01455 286603

Fax: 44 01455 286605

E-mail: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

01376 521132
0802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
S

e

ek
e
e
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HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
£249
£299
£399
£399
£299
£795
£199
£129
£139
£169
£299
£399
£399
£499
£229
£299
£699
£795
£995
£599
£495
£179
£499
£449
£549
£275
£159
£1150
£849
£149
£249
£1495
£379
£399
£299
£109
£449
£139
£449
£599

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE
-PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS

TEL 01283 7028 — ,
9am 9pm

iNcLuDING suNDA)

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP
CARTRIDGES & STYLI

www.sound-stage.co.uk

ARCAM ALPHA CD PLAYER
ARCAM BLACK BOX 500 DAC
ARCAM DELTA 170 CD TRANSPORT
CYRUS DAD3
CYRUS 1111 INTERGRATED AMPLIFIER
CYRUS FM7 TUNER
DENON DCD-S10 MKH GOLD
DENON DRS-810 3-HEAD CASSETTE DECK
DENON DL304 MC CARTRIDGE
GALE GS 301 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
ION OBELISK 2INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
KEF Q55 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS
LINN MIMIK CD PLAYER
LINN MAIIK INTEGRATED LINE LEVEL AMPLIFIER
LIN SONDEK LPI2 WITH BASIK PLUS TONEARM AFROMOSIA
LINN INTEK INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
LINN KARMA-REBUILT 0HOURS SINCE
LINN LK I/SPARK/LK275 JUST BACK FROM LINN SERVICE
LIN KARIK CD PLAYER
LINN 'CAIRN PRE AMP PHONO
LOEWE CALIDA 100 HZ 25" COLOUR TELEVISION
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 203 DAC-7
MICROMEGA T-DAC
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER
MILLER & KREISAL VX100 SUB WOOFER-BRAND NEW-SEALED BOX
MISSION 751 FREEDOM LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
MUSICAL FIDELITY B200 INTEGRATED AMP
NAIM 621H1-CAP/160 IMMACULATE
NAIM 92/90.3 6MONTHS OLD AS NEW CONDITION
NAIM NAT IINTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
PRO-AC TABLETTE BLACK ASH
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK ASH WITH SHORT STANDS
QUAD 606 MK1 POWER AMP
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER NEXTEL
le-GA ELA LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
REGA RB300 TONEARM
RE VOX B77 MK2 2TRACK NAB ADAPTORS LOVELY CONDITION
ROTEL RCD 950 CD PLAYER
RUARK TEMPLAR MK2 ROSEWOOD LOUDSPEAKERS
TAG MCLAREN T20 TUNER 6MONTHS OLD AS NEW

IAN HARRISON HI-FI

DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM

GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
ARO
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

TEST CASSETTES
TEST CD'S
TEST RECORD
DEMO WS

TONEARMS

ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES

SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE

APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT
SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES
SONIC LINK
AUDIOOUEST
AUDO-TECHNICA

VAN DEN HUL
GOLDRING
OED

CASSETTE DECKS COMPACT DISC
PIONEER
PIONEER

TEAC
TEAC
SONY
SONY
DENON
DENON
YAMAHA
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
MARANTZ
TASCAM
PHILIPS
DAT
CREEK
PIONEER
111:11
TEAC
SONY
TASCAM
DENON
SONY
PIONEER
FOSTEX
YAMAHA
MINI DISC
MARANTZ
iimioNjliggare
SONY
PHII IPS

PIONEER
REEL-REEL
STUDER
TASCAM

PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHIIJPS & OTHERS

*ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW á BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEI OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

BLANK TAPES/
IMCS

TDK
SONY
*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL
BASF
FOR DETAILS

DENON
MARANTZ

AMPEX
JVC
SCOTCH
FWI

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL
MILTf
SONY
QED
ANTIFERENCE
GOLDRING

MAXVIEW

TDK

PIVOTELU

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE á AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS
SEPTEMBER 2000
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT SOLD
EXCHANGED

Ail

MEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
Forsell Adr Reference DAC Superb
f1,995
Cello Reference STD DAC UV22 stunneng
£3,995
Cello P201 Premoum CD module unused
£ 1,500
Cello P500 Premeum Headphone module unused £ 1,500
Menem 602 Mk2 CD Transport
£795
Marantz CD16 Player very rare
£695
Menden 601 DSP Preamp A & DAC FI(C. Degital
f995
Krell KRSBP 6box preamp phono balanced or SiE.
£3,500
Lots of nacelles Areference preamp Superb
Krell OSA 200 BPower amp balanced
f2,295
Ceno Perlormance 2mono power amps. 4chases amps,
new unused, simply bnIkant Bargain
£ 12,995
Mandan 06000 [Neal Acteve Speakers
£3,995
Cello stradwan Grand Master speakers in Piano Black on
Rosewood recent models, Tarred
£18,995
B&W Nautelus Speakers. Gunmetal. stunning
£ 17,995

LIST
NEW. £5,400
NEW £ 11,000
NEW. £,000
NEW. £3,000
NEW . £ 1,750
SM . £ 1,500
SM . £2,750
SM £11,500
SM . £5,600
NEW £27,500
SM . £7,450

Krell ( PS 20i CD Player. excellent
£4,995 SM . £9.900
Muse Model Doh! CD transport & Model Two ninety six bAC.
nice machine and does DOD as well
£3,995. SM . £6,503
Mark Levinson 380S preamp FOC & balanced £3,995
SM . £6,500
&denote M3 preamp veth phono
£Z795 SM . £4,650
Peneer CLD 2850 CD COV Laser disc player £250.
Cyrus 7integrated amp & POOR supply, month old
£795. SM . £1,028
Gryphon DMI00 Class Apower amp the big one
etas e asuperb beast
£4,995 .. Sal £ 12,003
Cello Aude Suite preamp weth P201CD PIOIMC
B200 0P301 moduels 0master supply recent model £13,995
SM na,oce
Cello Audio Palette recent model
£7,995 .. SM £29,000
Ceno Perlormance 2amplefeers 4chassis mono weer amps
umply superb, recent models
£9.995
SM £27.593
Cello Stradvan master speakers in Pere halas.
stunneng recent models
£ 12,995
SM £35,000
BOW CD mise speakers Astands cherryvood £395..SM, .. £700
Ensemble reference silver speakers A. Prolunto senders.
Piano black. Extremen/ transparent vans upuppes
£2,995
SM . £7,003
Naim CD3 CD Player
£695
SM . £1,000
Naim FT101 Tuner 8Snaps Supply
£695 .. SM . £1,003
Magnum Dynalab Tuner FT101A
£495
SM £850
Maranta DD82 Digetal Compact Cassette
Lyra Claws De Capo Cartredge
Krell SBP 640 Reference DAC, who said deal technology
moves cluck, still shows up current compile:In £ 1,995.. S/11 . 0.900
Mender 566 20 130 DAC Aesbu etc, balanced £595
SM . 01.195
Teac P500 CD Transport
£395 .. SM... £700
Primare T20 FM RDS Tuner
Class Audio DR6 60/2. balanced & phono mm/mc £ 1,795 .. . 03.817
Menden 541 Sound Processor Preamp
£595.. SM . £1,150
Meridian 555 Power Amps
£495.. SM... £750
Meridian 205 Mono Power Amps
£695.. SM . £1,100
Ate* Silver Kneght Vaho Mono Amps
£ 1,295
SM . £2,303
Grasse Aude CA200 Power Amp, ban dad(
£ 1,795.. SM . £2,903
Gryphon Phono Head Amp gold. 2supplees
Excellent .. £695 .. SM . £ 1,593
Day Sequerra FM tuner ' The Sequerra' .
Best £ 4,500
SM £10,000
Burmester 846 Line Preamp, gold & balanced £ 795.. SM . £1,800
Cello Palette MP/ inufsple input version & master supply
the ulternate hne Pre Amp
£9,995 .. S/1•1 £29,593
Lyra Parnasuss Cartridge
£695.. S/11 . 01,695
Meridian 508 20 bet CD Player
£ 1.195.. S/F1 01,995
Audio Research 0250 Stereo VaNe Amp, recent waive,
avery rare sought after classe
£
2.795 .. Ski . £6,950
BOW Silver Segnature Speakers dSlane
stunneng looks 8sound to match. Bobinga wood
£2,995 .. SM . £5,593
Reune 6226 Segnature CD Player. variable output
£495 .. She . £ 1,150
Maranta COA 94 DAC. vareable output and balanced
£395.. SM. .0500
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
£395.519, . 0668
Mark Levenson 5026 fully balanced Pm Amp
Superb £2,795 .. . £5,450
Mark Levenson No26S fully balanced Pre Amp
Brillant
03,500 .. SM . £7250
Mark Levinson 5023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp £2,995 . 05,530
Mark Levenson No20 5Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportunity legends bargam
£4,995.. S/H £ 12,500
STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Audionote Ongaku, the one and only, yes another one
can you behave n2years old, Willow
£19.995 0/N £59.500
Cello Serafin Anew Speakers fintshed en Peano Blade
superb speakers 128DB
£4,995
SM £ 12.500
Pere Luron JI 6052 TurntaMe wet SL5 Arm
£ 1,495
SM . f3,900
Aude Research 0140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced £3.995
SM . £8,960
Soda Research BLI Bal Converter
£495
SM. . £988
Burmeister 828 lelle2 Mono Power Amps, superb,
these unrts are 200 wpc Aaery rare
00,995
SM . 09,200
Wilson Wan 3Puppy 2wee tads & paws,
Plano Black, very sought after, be quick
Superb .. 06,003'SM £ 13,700
Mecromeca 3.1 CD Transport
Reduced.... £795 SM £ 15,000
Audio Research V70 Valve Amp
Reduced £ 1,495 SM . £4,400
loon 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced ... £995 SM . £3,850
Severaree Speakers Piano Black 8Bands
Reduced.... £995 SM . £2,350
Rem H6 ROS Tuner, Piano Black
Reduced .. £495 SM . £ 1,000
Cello 81DAC 20 bet 0supply. stunning
Reduced .. £ 1,995
SM . 06,030
Monetor Aude Studio 50 Speakers, Cherryeted Reduced .. 01,995
SM . £5,000
Electro Componer Limed Anniversary Sonature Power Arne ... £ 1,295
She £3,000
Musecal Feeney the Preamp 2A
£150 SM .,0
Aude Research Classe 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choee of 2pairs avaelable 8fully serenced
04,995
el £12,000
Arcam Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150
SM... £450
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced voth PSXR
3complete unes aso/aloe, 3months old
£600 SM £830
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bredgeable
BrilfaM
04,995 SM £10,200

Goldmund Monts 3Power Me
Stunning
01,995
Robertson 4010 Power Sony 2available
£495
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp . Supply
£450
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Grande
£ 1,395
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395
Arcane Back Box 5DAC
£200
Acoustat It Electrostatec Panel Speakers. Black
£350

SM £1,600
SM £1,660
SM 01.665
SM 05.150
SM,, 0995

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

700pm MON. SAT 10 00am - 100pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS'
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HEATHERDALE
AUDIO LTD
202, Findon Road, Wortbing, RNI4 OF)
Pre-owned equipment available wills guarantee

At Russ Andrews Accessories we
specialise in helping you to get the
furl performance out of your HiFi
and Home Theatre equipment.
We supply awide range of HIFi
cables and accessories which are
guaranteed to improve the musical
performance of your system or your money back!

4,,ws

Export facilities available

*Noe%

Visit our Web Page www.biftstereo.com

e

Main dealer for Orchid Speakers Reference products

Main Dealers for
MARK LEVINSON
NOW DEMONSTRATING THE MARK LEVINSON
INTEGRATED AMP.

PHONE US FOR OUR
FREE CATALOGUE

Lifetime

FREEPHONE 0800 373467

Guarantee

quoting ref: AHNO900
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.,
FREEPOST NVAV881A, Kendal LA8 9ZA
-1-44 (0)1539 825500 Fax: 4-44 (011539 825540
E-mail: AHNO900(wrussandrews com
www.russandrews com

30 Day
Home Trial

Expert
Advice

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd

fl%N.

Free

Is sole UK distributor for

Delivery

Kimber Kable

M ADISOOND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.
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MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 41283
MADISON, WI 53744.4283 U.S A,
TEL: 6C6•831-3433 FAX: 60B-831-3771
e-mail: info@roadmound COrn
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Web Page http Iwww madesound COm
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SPEAKERS
PRICE
GRADIENT ( Quad) Subwooters £995
WILSON MAXX in Ferrari Grey ( Less than 4months old)
£21995
Linn Isobariks With stands
£895
ATC Towers 7's
£795
AUDIONOTE POE/SE (Rosewood) F. Veneer
£3995
KEF 101/2 Speakers
£475
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers (Stand mount model)
£250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer Rosewood
£195
TANNOY 15" Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets £2995
Selection of Thiel ex demo. Speakers. All with 10 year guarantee £phone
SU Matrix 3excellent condition and boxed
£695
£ 1195
KEF 105-3 Mint/boxed
HEYBROOK Preamer's
£95
PRE AMPS
AVI S2000 MP with phonostage
£495
BRYSTON BP20 Pre-amp (under 6months old)
£795
AUDIO RESEARCH PHONO 1phono stage MM 8MC
£895
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
£890
PASSLABS Aleph PPre-amp
£2799
GRAAF WFB TWO Pre-amp
£1195
BURMESTER 785 with phono
£
895
KRELL KSP7B with phono
£1895
KRCIIR PRE AMP with remote
£3995
AMPLIFIERS
MARK LEVINSON ML3 Amplifier
£2995
BRYSTON 4B Pro-power amplifier ( under 6months old)
£ 1295
CELLO PERFORMANCE 11 Mono amplifiers
£9995
MARK LEVINSON 332 200 wpc power amplifier
£3995
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo amplifier
£495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amplifier NEW
£
720
PIONEER PRECISION integrated amplifier
£295
ROWLAND 5Power amp
£2695
VT150 Mono amplifiers
£995
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
MERIDIAN 506 CO player ( under 6months old)
LINO KARIK CD player
KS Elgar and Purcell
PROCEED PCD 3CD player
MARANTZ CD94 Mk2
PIONEER PD91

£750
£895
£7995
£ 1595
£495
£395

DAC'S
DCS Elgar and Purcell
£7995
MARK LEVINSON 306 Reference DAC (HDCD-24/96khz) £11995
CELLO REFERENCE DAC
£2995
LED DAC 3
£1595
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD1 DAC
£1195
VAC DAC Valve DAC
£895
MARK LEVINSON 3605 Dac
£
4495
MISCELLANEOUS
YAMAHA CT 7000 Tuner
£695
ROKSAN ARTAXERXES XPHONO STAGE with DS1.1 power supply £395
NAKAMICHI BX2 cassette deck (just serviced)
f295
AUDIO RESEARCH 2metre set Litzline speaker cable (£765) es. Demo'f495
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Buy
£295
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
STU LAMDA NOVA Electrostatic headphones and energizer £595
SONY TCK 700 ES cassette deck
£195
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES& TONEARMS
BASIS 1400 turntable with RB 300 arm

£695

DUEL CS5000 Turntable, excellent condition/boxed
£150
LUXMAN PD 282 Turntable
£75
TECHNICS SLOP Tunitable
£75
CEC Tumtable & PSU
£
495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ENV1Ft ONNIENT

SM 04.400
SM £1,500
SM £450
SM £ 1.095

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

moo,- _

...We can help!

SM £60,003
SM £35,000

Audio Sythesis modibed Sony X303ES CD Player with AT&T
and DSM-0 Ultra Analog 20 Bit DAC and APS-02 Power Sup*,
3box CD player re Dax spenficabon, bargain £995 SM . £2,503
Aude Research SPI4 Preamp Silver inc phono
£1295 SM . £3,296
Musical Folehly FT Tuner
.
£495 SM . £900
Musecal Fedelity F19 power amp balanced
f2295 SM . £4,000
Krell KSL Preamp inc phono balanced
£995.519 . £2,350

Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Cheat. blade
£895
Mendian 200/203 Trans/DAC Tricord.
Reduced . f695
Meehan 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote Reduced . 0695

'Looking for better sound
from your Hi Fi?

ROKSMI XERXES The mechanic pick-up arm Linn Trioka cartridge £795
VPI TNT Turntable
£2495
WE NOW OFFER IF FINANCE' (* subject to states'
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARC LEVINSON, THIEL AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.

Vibralieen control es essential for optimum performance of audio
electrones. The tool loot Isolateon Platform is desegned to elimenate
vibration allowing your system to perform without compromise.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: CRYSTAL CLOUD.
HOLY HOUSE, ALEXANDER LANE, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX, Gh113 1AG
TEL. 01277 260020
FAX. 01277 260736
www CRYSTALCLOUD DEMON.CO.U(

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD - VISA
DINERS CLUB

AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email address; heatherdaleehitIstereo.com

Tel:
01646 685601

AUDIOCOM

Fax:
01646 685602

stiPPROLOCK
The Definitive CD Upgrade

etsâteieuitnoca.

rei
•••i.
•

If your CD Player relies on a standard clock,
then it is limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with the DAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.
These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce awaveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.

Now picture this....
High accuracy oscillator ± 2ppm master clock.
Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.
Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.
For further information on S- Clock, other components and upgrades:Tel: 01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602 E-mail:audiocom@scotnet.co.uk
Most Major Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

TURN YOUR SILVER
DISCS INTO GOLD

PAUL HYNES DESIGN
SERIES 1 valve phono stage (VV1) and valve MC
head amplifier (VH1) as reviewed in April HIFI News
•

Ultra low noise power supply system with remote
power transformers, individual stage star
ground, selected high quality components,

MAKE CASH BY SELLING YOUR NO LONGER
WARM) CDs - BUY NEW CDs AT GIVE-AWAY PRICES

phase coherent amplifier stages and passive
RIAA equalisation.
VV1 £935, VH1 £560.

ASK NOW FOR FULL DETAILS & FREE MEMBERSHIP OFFER
VVSL CD EXPLORER & MART P.O. Box 32 St. Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex TN38 OUZ Tel: (01424) 718254 Fax: (01424) 718262

WWW.CDEXPLORER.CO.UK

PHD power supply vottage regulators
•

Proprietary ultra low noise, high speed
voltage regulators for upgrading existing
equipment or for DIY use. Voltage range
from 1.6-400 volts. From £47.

Ito cou design your own loudspeakers or amplifiers, or would like to
hut are put off by the high cost of test equipment? Then we
Just the thing tor aou
t

I

ihe Cho Elcdro11,,nrerneni !intent by A
tit the lull Latioratein,

Call us fos further information
on our product range,
system advice and custom work.

have teen omitted. hut
stunning suite of PC based
instruments at aknock-down price.
Cho Lire uses WILS. Sine and pink noise and
measures frequency response. Inc

lit octave,

voltage/dB level, impedance. 2nd and led h
distomon and Thick/Small parameters.
a2channel oscilloscope and an
inductance/capacitance meter! li includes amie.
preamp and phantom powering in the once and
upgraded in full Clm later.
lise bed bit? Clio Lite casts just £ 386 inc. VAT and carnage in the UK. With one Cho Lite mic

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Keld Cottage,
Askham, Penrith
Cumbria, CA10 2PG
Phone/fax 01931 712822

in WS Mc, VAT and U1C cartage.
information on Clio Lae plus ademo dise and details of mher loudspeaker design softwigni •
land speaker kIts contact,

S Audio. P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6REI
e01284 811891

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mail OBSaudi

download demo software and information front Audiontatica's website al mmm
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Email paulhynesereezone.co.uk
Web site www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk
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MAF AUDIO
THE FINEST SOUND IN HOME THEATRE
The BRYSTON 4BST 250 wpc & the BP25 Pre Amplifier
Reviewed in June by Hi-fi News here for you to review nov‘

Hi Fi, Books,
LPs, CDs

IF YOU STAND

SPECIALS OF ALL SORTS

STILL YOU GET

Veneers in Oak, Ash, Cherry,

OVERTAKEN

Mahogany, Walnut, etc.

INTRODUCING
THE NEW MIRAGE

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel • 282 Skipton Road • Harrogate • HG1 3HE
Telephone:

01423

0M-5

500442

www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

Standing 53 inches high and weighs 921bs
with on board 250W amplifier
driving dual 8inch woofers
mirage have taken omnipolar sound to a
new level with the all new 0M-5

WE ARE THE

NAD SILVERLINE S500 CD PLAYER
If you want that listen all night sound
with punch and clarity try one of these.

QUAD

SPECIALIST

CLASSE 151 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Need atop class integrated with loads of power
with no compromise on sound quality, then
you should listen to this 150wpc heavy weight

SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for

o

Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
Replacement of Bass- and Treble panels
Delivery there and back within the EC

Mirage Speaker SALE save

up

to £200 on selected models

ACURUS. BRYSTON CLASSE, MIRAGE. NAD. EZO, SELECO, DAVIS. OF))
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
PHONE MIKE IN BURTON- ON- TRENT STAFFORDSHIRE

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
TeL +49-261-38824 • Fax: + 49-261-38172

01283 538882

e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION
PRODUCTS
RAP

special

Conrad-johnson PV10AIL valve line preamplifier

£1095 .. £850

Conrad-johnson PV10A valve line/phono preamplifier

£1295 .. £995

Conrad-johnson PV12A valve line/phono preamplifier

£2590 ... £1975

Conrad-johnson CAV50 integrated (2x50) valve amplifier

£2500 ... £4800

Conrad-johnson Premier 8A valve mono amplifier 275W (pair)

ANYTIME

inatitudiol@netscapeonline

£17000 .. £12000

Conrad-johnson D/ A-3 solid-state cl/a processor (new)

£1195 .... £695

Conrao-johnson DV-2h valve CD player (new)

£2495 . . £ 1750

Conrad-johnson Premier 9reference valve dia processor

£3500 ... £ 1500

Sonographe (o)) SC26 remote line preamplifier ( new)

£1000 . £700

Sonographe (c-j) SA250 power amplifier ( 120wpc) -new

£1200 .... £800

Resolut ,on Audio C050 HDCD CD player ( new)

£3000 . £ 1750

Audiostatic per PLUS full. range electrostatic speakers - black ( new)

£3850 ... MOO

BelCanto SET80 Class Asingle-ended 40W mono power amplifier (new) - pair

£6900 .. £3500

Golden rube Audio SI-50kilkll remote valve integrated amplifier inew)

£1100 ... £700

Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W (new)

£1950 . .£990

Golden Tube Audio SE-85valve stereo amplifier 2x85W ( new).

£1795 . £950

u uk

Sound of Music
93/95 Nantwich Road, Crewe, Cheshire. CW2 6AW
Tel: ( 01270) 214143 Fax: ( 01270) 254143
E-mail. salesesoundofmusic-uk.com
Linn, Myryad, Musical Fidelity, Roksan, Monitor Audio, Onkyo.
Nakamichi all available for demonstration.
Linn AV 5103 processor with DTS on permanent demo
in the second of our demonstration rooms.
Please e-mail or phone us to book a demonstration.
Sale

Was

AVI Nu- Neutrons ( Cherry)

Now

£ 500.00 £ 350.00

AVI Integrated Amplifier
£ 1,000.00 £ 600.00
John Shearne Phase 2
£550.00 £ 350.00
LINN Klimax Solo Power Amp ( Pair)
£ 11,200.00 £ 8,500.00
LINN Majik-P Integrated Amplifier
£800.00 £ 400.00
LINN Classik
£ 1,000.00 £ 600.00

Melos 402 Gold 400W valve mono power amplifier (pair)

£9000 . £3500

Melos PS- IA mre/mc valve phono preamplifier ( new)

£1500 . . £750

LINN Keosa Loudspeakers

Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers (cherry)

£8000 . . £4500

Muse Model Two balanced dia processor ( new)

£2000 ... £ 1000

Muse Model Two Plus balanced &aprocessor ( new)

£2500 ... £ 1250

Loewe Planus and Base 32" Wide screen £ 2,000.00 £ 1,400.00
Loewe Xelos 32" Wide Screen
£ 1,400.00 £ 900.00
Musical Fidelity XA1 integrated amp
£480.00 £ 350.00
Musical Fidelity A2 integrated amp
£ 500.00 £ 300.00
Musical Technology Harrier ( Yew)
£600.00 £ 400.00

Muse Model Three balance line remote preamplifier ( new)

£2000

Magnum Dynalab (tuners, receiver. accessories) - all newt

very reduced vices'

Kama turntables ano tonearms (selection) - all new!

very reduced pices!!

Shun Monk isolation platforms and tuning devices (selection)

please ask for prices

Cardas interconnect, iouaspeake ,and digital cables (selection)

please ask for prices

Harmonix resonance tuning devices (selection)

please ask for prices

AUDIOFREAKS

£11:10

Distributor:: Of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 02(1 8948 4153. Fax: 020 8948 4250
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£ 500.00

Myryad MCD 100 CD Player
NAD 414 RDS Tuner

£900.00
£ 250.00

Onkyo 838 AV Amplifier

£ 1.300.00

Proac Studio 150 Loudspeakers ( Mahogany)
Roksan Caspian Power Amplifier
TEAC Transport & DAC 1/Dl
TEAC 500 VRDS9 CD Player

£ 600.00

£ 300.00

£ 600.00
£ 100.00
£ 750.00
£ 750.00
£ 390.00

£ 1,200.00

£ 650.00

£ 700.00

£ 350.00

All of the items shown are either Ex- Demo or Second Hand
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finale
Just a
cynicallyreleased CD
of some
rehearsals?
Far from it!
This is
essential
Frank Zappa

Frank Zappa's
Evaylhing Is
Healing Nicely
is on Zappa
Records UMRK 03
Available from
America: Berne-Swill,
Box 5418, Noah
Hollywood, California,
91616
UK/Europe: G&S
Music, 7Ullswater
Rood, Leverstock
Green, Hemel
Hempstead, HR3 8RD
tel 01442 263287
e- mad
gs.music@virgin.net
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rank Zappa's death in October
1993 did not finish his career.
It persists, a spectral reproach
to mainstream normalcy, the
lengthiest stretch of CDs under
`wxyz' on the racks. Before he died
he told his wife Gail to sell his
catalogue to Rykodisc: 73 CDsworth, the original masters retrieved
from various labels and remixed for
digital. Ryko keep each album in
print. As with Hendrix, there are
Zappa fans emerging who are too
young to have seen him live (they
turn out to see cover bands instead,
like the Grandmothers, the Muffin
Men, Project/Object and John
Etheridge's Zapatistas). Once
listeners clock Zappa's satirical
resistance to the pressures of peergroup approval ( a syndrome the
Marxist musicologist Theodor
Adorno called 'identity thinking'),
`completism' proves compulsive.
Here is an oeuvre that never repeats
its musical forms, is extravagant
with internal and external reference,
and engages in a ceaseless, playfulyet-inventive interrogation of the
social relations of musical
production: band dynamics,
recording technology and
commercial promotion
(Zappa can also write a
heart-rending tune, a
skill conspicuously
absent
in
his
successor- eclectic,
John Zorn).
Considering the
fabulous quantity
of music in the
Zappa vaults —
Frank
was
simultaneously the
most
active
touring star in
rock and the most
obsessive
documenter of his
own activities —
Gail Zappa's label
has been extraordinarily inactive.
Now
she's
released
Everything Is Healing Nicely, and
fans are complaining it's simply a
CD of rehearsals with Frankfurt's
Ensemble Modern, the end-result of
which was The Yellow Shark [
Rykodisc RCD40560], a deluxe edition
of concerts staged in September
1992. Besides, Healing is not a 'real'
Frank album. It was edited and
sequenced by Spencer Chrislu. (One
of Zappa's closest associates during
his last years, Chrislu had the
dubious honour of recording a
projected 4CD spoken-word album
by yours truly up at Zappa's Laurel
Canyon mansion in October 1993,
shortly before Zappa's death.)
Chrislu's editing is sensitive, but it
doesn't include those transitions and
contrasts that lead some critics to
claim that Zappaqua-producer is
the finest collagiste to emerge since

Kurt Schwitters ( the German
Dadaist). Healing lacks the changes
of register — baroque to heavy
metal, electroacoustic to surf rock,
intimate spoken-word to full- on
orchestra — which make Zappa's
albums so impressive and piquant to
anyone with broad listening habits.
Le Pingouin Ligoté — organ for Les
Fils de l'Invention, the Zappa Fan
Club in Paris — did not mince its
words: compared to the final
versions on The Yellow Shark, '
None
Of The Above' is too long,
«Arnnerika' is ' slow and lame', while
Hermann Kretzschmar's recitation
of letters from a body-piercing
magazine (' everything is healing
nicely' was the touching conclusion)
to improvised accompaniment by a
Zappadirected Ensemble quickly
«loses its attraction'. In other words,
those familiar with The Yellow Shark
— and Zappa's own exacting
performance standards — will tend
to dismiss these improvisatory
'rehearsals'. As Ali Askin says in his
liners: ' if you are looking for polished
music, this CD is not for you'.
However, for those casting
around in modern music for answers
to
the
old
quandaries —
improvisation versus composition,
how recording technology should
approach acoustic instruments
playing in real time — Everything Is
Healing Nicely is exemplary. It
should be required listening for
anyone
arranging
for
jazz
improvisors or recording orchestral
music. In other words, it deserves an
audience outside the circle of
obsessives who claim Zappa as their
own.
Boulez's Ensemble InterContemporain, the Asko Ensemble playing
Ligeti, Reservoir playing Xenakis...
encounters between crack classical
forces and genuinely innovative
composers depend on afine balance
between funding, careers and
politics. The Ensemble Modern's
committment to Zappa's music was
rare indeed. Some of the 24
musicians put up their own money
to fly to Hollywood to rehearse.
Some postponed their flights at their
own expense to be able to enjoy a
few extra days. Most of the
Ensemble regularly turned up hours
early every day to practise Zappa's
fiendish requests (the 23- against
24-tuplets in `T'Mershi Duween' —
named after a camel in a story by
Zappa's daughter Moon Unit —
were aparticular favourite). Zappa
decided to work with the Ensemble
after hearing their performances of
Kurt
Weill
and
Helmut
Lachenmann, composers who
require performers to push beyond
conservatory
legitimacy.
Unrepressed musical intonation
works like the human voice:
sincerity cannot be faked. From the
first Richard Strauss-like cluster that
opens the album you can hear this
committed quality.

Much of Healing was recorded by
Marqueson Coy at Zappa's Los
Angeles rehearsal studio Joe's
Garage Act I, using a traditional
cross-mic strung high in the air in
front of the orchestra, supplemented
by individual mics for each
instrument, several for the piano,
and mics left and right at the back.
If improvisors are recorded with
individual mics, there is a danger
that they play to the mic — keen to
sound good — rather than into the
shared air that is the real space of
musical occasion. This impairs the
collective ésprit and flaws the total
sound. Frank Zappa's legendary
status and witty conducting made
the musicians forget their individual
mics: even during the most anarchic
improvisations, there's a luscious
collective resonance that really
glows. Zappa and Chrislu's mix
respects this quality, showing that
multi-mic recordings mixed with
musical ears can indeed sound hi-fi:
and with greater detail and better
balance than asolitary cross-mic.
To direct his musicians, Zappa
was using techniques that derive
from Duke Ellington, Charles
Mingus and Sun Ra. Sure, there
were scores — neither the aching
melody of «Amnerika', hocketed to
different instruments, nor the atonal
drama of ' None Of The Above'
could have been achieved any other
way — but Zappa also set up
'objects', ' motifs', ' vamps', ' chord
structures' and 'gestures (musical or
theatrical)' which could be cued
spontaneously by hand signals,
funny faces and even eyebrow
twitches, events that could be
triggered at any moment. ( The
slogan at the time was: ' anything
anytime anywhere for no reason at
all'.)
Fully-rounded sounds redolent of
expensive musical educations are
whorled up with bleats and moos
from children's toys, a didgeridoo
burbling into aspitoon full of water,
bizarre groans from the percussion,
vocal ejaculations. Nevertheless,
because these sounds resonate in real
time, they establish real musical
relations with each other. At one
point, Zappa picked up his guitar to
play a duet with Indian violinist L
Shankar (« Strat Vindaloo', a crass
title bestowed by Frank's son
Dweezil), and you can hear the
vamping back-up musicians think
through the metres they're playing to.
Everything Is Healing Nicely may
derive from improvisations and
rehearsals, but the edge and vitality
of the playing is palpable. It delivers
what any true jazz fan craves: stateof-the-art
instrumental
skill
challenged by the dizzying freedoms
and multiple possibilities of the
instant. So, after the orchestral
triumph of The Yellow Shark, the
late composer releases.., an album
of superb jazz. It's also recorded in
stunning hi-fi.
Ben Watson
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Superiority/Complex
Revel Ultima Salon -

Revel Ultima Studio

From concept through
design and manufacture,
creating the world's
finest loudspeakers is a
complex task. No single
person, technology or
construction technique
can solve the many and
diverse problems
encountered when
converting electricity
into high-fidelity sound.
The Revel flagship
Ultima series Salon
and its new sibling, th ,
Studio, bring a host o
solutions to your
listening room. They
solve the complex
problems by using an
advanced approach to
research and
engineering, including
in-house transducer
design and production.
Crossover networks
are individually tuned
to a reference standard,
compensating for small
differences in the
individual drivers.
Attention is given to
every detail and nothing
is left to chance.
Achieving superiority
is complex. Using the
world's most advanced
tools for design.
manufacture and test,
Revel conquers the
complexity to produce
truly superior
loudspeakers.
Hear them for
yourself by visiting
your nearest authorised
Revel specialist.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG

REVEL

Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Email: premier@path.co.uk

PATH

res'4'

the Monitor Audio

1
1C

The Ceramic Coated Alu-minium Magnesium
alloy (C-CAMTm) used is the lightest, most
rigid material used in speaker cone design
today. The famous Monitor Audio gold dome
tweeter is also of the same material, yielding
aseamless response throughout all drivers.
Exotic real wood veneers are used in our own
extensive cabinet workshops.
Each cabinet is carefully matched to its
partner using the same sheet of veneer so
both cabinets are aperfect pair.
The slim cabinet profile makes these
loudspeakers melt into any room.
Technology, craftsmanship and design have rarely
been as easy on the eye... or sounded this good, and if
that wasn't enough, all speakers are magnetically
shielded for home cinema use.

O

MONITOR AUDIO
714

c€4euee9ee4

34 Clifton Road, Cambridge al 7EB England.
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
email: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
Web: www.monitoraudio.co.uk

